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AUSTRALIA 

Introduction 

The Australian Academy of Science established a National Committee for the IGBP in 1986. 
The current membership consists of 

Professor K.D. Cole, Chairman 
Professor K. Lambeck 
Dr K.G. McCracken 
Dr A.D. McEwan 
Professor C.B. Osmond 
Dr G.I. Pearman 
Professor J.P. Quirk 
Professor B.G. Thorn 
Dr E.M. Truswell 
Dr B.H. Walker, Ex-officio member of ICSU's SC-IGBP 
Dr J.W .. Zillman, Representing the Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering 
Mr N. Quinn,Representing the Department of Arts, Sport the Environment, Tourism and 
Territories 

This committee has the responsibility for the planning of Australia's scientific contributions to 
the IGBP. The first major exercise of the committee was the organization of a meeting of the 
Academy on 24-27 February 1988 to discuss the outstanding scientific problem involved in an 
IGBP and to hold a set of workshops to commence Australia's planning for the IGBP. The 
Proceedings of that meeting are now available. Two days were devoted to scientific papers and 
discussion of them and two days to working group activities. 

The Working Group topics at the meeting were 

Terrestrial Biosphere-Atmosphere Chemistry Interactions 
Chaired by G. Farquhar 

Marine Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions 
Chaired by G. Harris 

Biosphere Aspects of the Hydrological Cycle 
Chaired by N. Body 

Effects of Climate Change on Terrestrial Ecosystems and Lend Use 
Chaired by R. Slatyer 

Solar-Terrestrial Physics Inputs 
Chaired by D.G. Cole 

Earth Science Inputs 
Chaired by B. Thorn 

In addition there were special papers and discussion on the subject of data and information. 
These were 

Coordination and data information systems - J. Richards 

Geosphere-Biosphere observation - R. Specht 

Techniques of extracting environmental data of one past 
- A. Chivas 

Global geosphere-biosphere modelling - G.E. Tucker 

Greenhouse 87 report - G.I. Pearman. 
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Interaction with several Federal government departrne~ts is ~eing developed because of their 
special interests in aspects of IGBP results for therr pohcy ~d pl.annmg purposes. The 
mechanism of funding of Australia's participation in the IGBP IS bemg developed through 
discussions with these departments and also with State governments. 

The planning would be in two phases: (a) Pre-IGBP and (5) IGBP proper. I?- t~e pre-I?BP 
phases it is planned to have a senes of workshops m order to plan for the sCIentIfIC research 
that can be foreseen as needed to be done for the IGBP in Australia and to cost it out in order 
to be able to go to governments and other agencies wi~ reasoned cases for fund.s. In this phase 
also a register of activities already going on in AustralIa relevant to. th~ IGBP will be generated 
and interactions encouraged which Will, in due course, addtess the SIgnificant sCIentIfIC proble!11s 
of the IGBP. At this stage we need funds for the pre-IGBP workshops and related planmng 
activities. 

In the IGBP proper we hope to be able to convince governmen~s and ot~er agencies to put 
significant sums of money towards the research needed to be done In Austraha. 

Recent changes in Federal go,:ernment department responsibi!ities and consequent changes in 
public service personnel have hmdered these processes greatly m the last year. 

The workshops which it is hoped to nm in Australia in the next two years are as follows: 

Biosphere-Chemistry 
Climate-Vegetation 
Observatories 
Models in Hydrology 
JCOFS 
WOCE 
Extreme Events 
Land Use/Remote Sensing 
Paleo-Environmental 
Antarctica 
International Collaboration. 

The draft IGBP programme 

It can be seen from the working groups topics at our February 1988 meeting that they nm fairly 
parallel to working groups mentioned in IGBP Report No. 2, ex.cept that. we .added "Solar
terrestrial Physics" and "Earth Science Inputs" which we as a COmmIttee conSIder Important. 

Crucial scientific areas of concern in the environment 

Contexts which are not yet sufficiently emphasized in SC-IGBP reports are 

Dynamics of native vegetation and climate coupling; 
The middle atmosphere and its impact on the biosphe:es; 
Solar activity and its inIpact on the atmosphere and bIOspheres; 
Nature and significance of extreme events. 

National priorities 

11 is not possible to do this at this time. We hope to learn in the sequence of planned 
workshops what we can and will do. There is c!early great potenti~l in c0I.1tri~utio?-s of 
Australian science to the IGBP. But that will be decIded by the commumty of SCIentIsts m the 
workshops over the next couple of years. 

It has not been possible for our committee to consider Report No. 4 as it was received only in 
mid-September and we were not able to meet after that. . 
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BELGIUM 

Introduction 

In response to the initiative of the IGBP, the Belgian National SCOPE Committee, together with 
several other National Science Committees of the Academies, undertook to organize a 
symposium, which took place on 22nd April 1988, in order to review Belgian research relevant 
to "Global Change" and to promote actions in relation to the IGBP. At the same time the 
symposium was considered as a starting point for setting up a platform for future Belgian 
involvement in the programme. Its proceedings are now available in print. 

The symposium was introduced by Dr. F.W.G. Baker, Executive Secretary of ICSU, who 
reviewed the state of development of the IGBP and pointed out that the symposium would 
contribute positively to the preparation of a dtaft programme to be discussed at the first meeting 
of the Scientific Advisory Council of the IGBP in Stockholm in October 1988. 

Brief presentation of the review papers 

The program of the symposium was subdivided into eight subjects corresponding to those of the 
4 Working Groups and 4 Coordinating Panels set up by the IGBP Special Committee, namely: 
Terresu;ial Bio~phere .- Atmospheric Chemistry In!eractions; Marine Biosphere - Atmosphere 
InteractIOns; BIOsphenc Aspects of the HydrologIcal Cycle; Effects of Climate Change on 
Terres!rial Ecosystems; Global Geosphere-Biosphere Modelling; Data and Information Systems; 
Techmques for Extracting Environmental Data from the Past; Geo-Biosphere Observatories. This 
corresponds with the different Chapters of these proceedings. 

For each area a coordinator had been appointed to review and to present the relevant research 
potential and achievements in Belgium. 

- Global Geosphere Biosphere Modelling: Coordinator Prof. A. Berger (UCL). In the 2 review 
papers presented in this panel, long- and short-term speculations based on multiple records and 
geological observations, as well as on man's activities, are considered. After a brief introduction 
on the climate system, A. Berger's paper shows the results obtained for the last five years in 
transient response of climate to the astronomical forcing of the last 150,000 years, and to the 
doubling of (equivalent) CO2 by 2020. In conclusion, Prof. Berger recommends that the study of 
climatic changes over time scales ranging from millennia to millions of years should be 
emphasized within the IGBP. 

Dr. Gerard, for his part, gives a review of the existing studies on the various aspects of the 
Earth's global cycles and atmosphere-climate interactions, and suggests future national efforts to 
be developed on some of the themes defined for the IGBP, such as the interactions between the 
climate and the chemical composition of the atmosphere jilld the numerical modelling of global 
cycles. 

- Data and Information Systems: Coordinator Dr. M. Ackerman (IASB/BIRA). Remote 
sensing of the Earth's surface and the atmospheric changes, as well as controlling the quality of 
the data by means of ground truth checks and careful calibration, are the main subjects treated 
in this panel. The contributions show the Belgian potential in this field of Global Change 
research. . 

P. Simon reports on model calculations, based on current knowledge of aeronomic processes 
and on solar variations observed during the last solar cycle. Ptoblems in long-term 
measurements for both solar variations and trace species, like ozone, are reviewed, and 
strategies for future monitoring of atmospheric constituents are proposed. 

While R. Combeer's paper contains several recommendations for coordinated contribution to the 
IGBP in the field of remote sensing applied to land use studies, C. Milller refers to the high 
number of Belgian scientists who have been associated with the discovery of atmospheric 
constituents and their measurement in the last fifty years. A. Guissard's paper points out the key 
elements of microwave remote sensing research in Belgium. 
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The present effort in data and information systems would considerably benefit from a larger 
programme extending to the whole biosphere which would include the soil and marine sources 
and modifications in atmospheric constituents. 

- Techniques for extracting environmental data from the past: From the different papers of 
this panel it appears that observations arid predictions of the effects of changes in the global 
biogeochemical processes of the Earth system require a good understanding of the ecological 
functioning of ecosystem. Their variation as a function of time is observed by measurement of 
several parameters, and examples of such studies in selected ecosystem-areas are presented. 

A.I. Mokadem describes a study carried out in Belgium on the use of remote sensing to detect 
changes in vegetation cover in relation to climate and human activities. 

- Terrestrial Biosphere-Atmospheric Chemistry Interactions: Coordinator Dr. E. Arijs 
(BIRAflASB). Photochemical processes and chemical reactions are to be taken into account 
when selecting observable indicators of Global Change. M. ACKERMAN describes key 
atmospheric reactions occurring at various altitudes and emphasizes the need for a three
dimensional approach to climate studies. Further studies are required for the quantification of 
reaction rates. Concentrations of trace gases and elements in the atmosphere originating from 
natural or artificial sources are extremely variable. However, they may give rise to possible 
correlations which are used for determining fluxes, as discussed by C. Ronneau. 

- Marine Biosphere-Atmospheric Interactions: Coordinator Prof. A. Disteche (ULg). 
Important and various research programmes are commented on in this panel. J. Nihoul in his 
paper describes how the techniques of mathematical modelling may be used to reconstitute a 
data base from sparse data and to evaluate the fluxes at the ocean margins. The example of the 
Northern Bering Sea is given as an illustration. Prof. Nihoul takes this opportunity to emphasize 
that sufficient sets of synoptic data for reliable studies on global ocean fluxes are very rarely 
available. 

In Belgium, the carbon and nutrient cycles have been well studied in coastal systems such as 
the North Sea, which is very much perturbed by man, and the Mediterranean Sea (around 
Corsica) which is much less affected. The accumulation of anthropogenic substances have been 
intensively studied in the Scheldt Estuary and in the Southern Bight (North Sea). The synthesis 
of all these studies and their comparison with other marine ecosystems lead R. Wollast to 
propose models of biogeochemical cycles at Earth scale. 

- Biospheric aspects of the hydrological cycle: The coordinator, Dr. F. Bultot (IRM), pays 
attention to the effect of plant cover modifications on the microclirnate and on certain terms of 
the water balance. A study carried out with D. Gellens on three Belgian catchments having 
definitely distinct characteristics, shows that the responses to a climatic change can be quite 
different from one catchment to another. Various suggestions in view of improving sensitivity 
studies are put forward. 

- Effects of Climate Change on Terrestrial Ecosystems: Coordinator Prof. R. Impens 
(FSAGx). Vegetation structure and species composition of terrestrial ecosystems will be affected 
by the different factors of climate change and vary between different regions of the world. H. 
Clijsters has studied the biochemical and physiological regulatory rnechanisnis of CO2 uptake 
and fixation in order to test the assumption that atmospheric CO2-enrichment should exercise a 
beneficial effect on the vegetation by increasing net photosynthesis. R. Lemeur, on the other 
hand, is studying the positive correlation between the transpiration rate of the vegetation and the 
CO2 concentration of the atmosphere. As a result, water use efficiency seems improved with 
CO2-enrichment 

- Human factor in Global Change: Prof. lR. Nutrin (KUL) was invited to introduce the 
subject of human behavior in relation to Global Change. Human cognition and actions may have 
a regulating impact While, on the other hand, man should refrain from acting in a way which 
might be disastrous in the long run. Research in the field of so-called "environmental 
psychology" is quite developed in Belgium, while little is done to study the impact of the 
"psychosphere" on global geosphere change. 
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I Conclusions 

This symposium gave an opportunity for the presentation of relevant research carried out in 
Belgium on the themes defined by the IGBP for "A Study of Global Change". It was very 
stimularing to discover the substantial existing studies undertaken by the different research teams 
and it is hoped that the crucial issues which have been pinpointed during the Symposium will 
help to sketch out plans for a Belgian contribution to the IGBP. 
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CANADA 

Introduction 

With close ties to th.e I~ternational Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), Canada's Global 
Change Programme .IS aImed at developing and inIproving our ability to model and predict 
future change, allowmg us to gauge the role of human activity in dynamic earth systems. The 
CGCP, Canadian Global Change Programme, is designed to operate under the IGBP theme: 

To describe and, unde.rstand t~e interactive I?hysical, chemical and biological processes that 
regulate the eaJ"t!l s ru.'Ique envrroI?ments for life, the changes that are occurring in this system, 
and the manner ill whIch they are influenced by human actions. 

Both the IGBP an? the CGCP place emphasis on interactions between the hydrosphere, the 
at~osphere, the soli~ eanh, the su~ and, most inIportantly, the biosphere. Each of these areas i~ 
cntIcal to understandmg the dynamICS and evolution of eanh systems. 

!CSU's. Special Committee on the IGBP (the SC-IGBP) is responsible for planning an 
mternauonal program 0I? Global C~~nge. In 1987, the SC-IGBP called for studies of (a) 
ec~s~stems that are partIcularly senSIUve to change, ego the Arctic, (b) the impact of human 
aCUvIty, (c) paleoenvrronments, (d) global water cycles, (e) data and infonnation systems and (f) 
a global network of IGBP observatories. Based on these objectives, organizers plan to launch 
IGBP .operations in 1990, with activities continuing for one and perhaps several decades. The 
CanadI.an Program is ~xpect.ed to follow suit. ~he end result will be a detailed analysis of global 
dynamIC processes - mcludmg how they are influenced by human populations - and improved 
predictive capabilities for decades ahead. 

Pan. 1 of this report. describes CGCP milestones within the past 3 years. This is followed by 
details of t~e emergmg CGCP structure (pan 2) and explanations of each element within the 
Progratn. Fmally, Pan 3 presents the current status of Canada's contribution to the IGBP with 
reports on each of the Working and Resource Groups, details of a proposed Global Change 
book and plans for a parallel Global Change progratn in the social sciences. 

Milestones 

The IGBP was formally adopted by ICSU at Berne, Switzerland, in 1986. At that meeting, 
Canada reported on a Global Change workshop I that had been held in December 1985 with 
supp~Jrt from the National ~esearch Council of C:mad~ (NRC). The RSC organized a s~cond 
meetl';lg on Global Change m December 1986, agaIn WIth NRC support. This time a number of 
Workmg~eso~ce Gro~ps were p~oposed to mark the fonnation of a CGCP. Each Group was 
asked to :dentIfy on¥omg. CanadIan studies that touched on Global Change, and to propose 
future prOjects that mIght fIll gaps in existing Canadian activity. 

Early in 1987, representatives from the RSC-CGCP attended two Workshops on Arctic science 
th~t were held m !3oulder, .Colora~o: Sponsored by the American National Academy of 
SCIenc.es, these meetmgs. conSIdered Jomt US-Canada proposals for research in Arctic regions. 
CanadIan delegates contnbuted to a comprehensive report, which was released in the summer of 
1988 by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, in cooperation with the US 
Institute for Arctic and Alpine Research and the RSC. 

~e RSC has also t~~n steps in developing aspects of Global Change that relate to the social 
sc~ence~ and humanItIes. In June 1987, the Society held a workshop called the "Human 
DImenSIOns of Global Change; The Challenge to the Humanities and the Social Sciences" A 
parallel initiative was launched at the satne time by the International Federation of Institutes' for 
Advanced Study (IFIAS), whose director, Dr. Ian Burton, organized a meeting in Toronto on the 
"Human Response to Global Change". Dr. Burton's meeting led to a proposal for an 
international program, which is being organized under the auspices of IFIAS the International 
Social Sciences Council (ISSC) and the UN University in Tokyo. The sociai consequences of 
Global Change were also emphasized during a "Cost of Inaction" symposium held in January 
1988, and during a meeting on "The Brundtland Challenge" held in March of the same year. 
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Both of the latter activities were jointly sponsored by the RSC and the Canadian institute for 
Research on Public Policy (IRPP), with support from several other organizations. 

Following the "Human Dimensions" symposium, the RSC's ad hoc Steering Committee for 
Global Change met to discuss further development within the program. On recommendation 
from the NRC, ICSU recognized the RSC Committee as Canada's National Committee on the 
IGBP (July, 1988). Dr. W.S. Fyfe, who had chaired the inaugural meetings of the Committee, 
agreed to remain on the Steering Committee, but disqualified hinIself from the chair position in 
view of his place on ICSU's SC-IGBP (see above). Dr. W.R. Peltier from the University of 
Toronto was appointed as Chair of the fonnal Steering Committee, and Mr. M.R. Dence, 
Executive Director of the RSC, was appointed as Secretary. 

The general mandate of Working and Resource Groups within the CGCP calls for regular 
correspondence in the fonn of status and progress reports. Four Groups have been active since 
December 1986, and each have submitted reports to the RSC. The RSC, for its pan, has 
organized several CGCP activities, including (a) meetings of the Working Groups on Arctic
Atmospheric and Terrestrial-AtuIospheric interactions, (b) a meeting of the Resource Group on 
Remote Sensing, (c) a preliminary discussion to examine the need for a Resource Group on 
Data and infonnation Systems, and (d) a workshop for authors of a Global Change book. 
Discussions have also taken place to consider the possible role of several other Groups, with 
emphasis on Proxy Environmental Data, Observatories and Global Models and Processes. 

Organization 

The CGCP's secretariat is officially housed in the RSC. One possible administrative structure 
has been outlined for discussion by all of the panies concerned. Implementing this or a similar 
plan hinges on continued support for the overall Progratn. 

The Board of Directors will be responsible for (a) managing all scientific endeavors within the 
CGCP, (b) distributing funds in support of projects, (c) developing financial policies and 
criteria, and (d) interacting with federal granting agencies and other organizations which provide 
sustaining resources. 

The Board will consist of representatives from university, government and industry, and will 
include two non-Canadian scientists who are active· in the IGBP. University members will be 
appointed by the RSC, while government members will include representatives of an Inter
depanrnental Committee for Global/Climate Change drawn from appropriate government science 
depanments. Members from industry will be appointed by the Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council (NSERC) in consultation with appropriate professional societies. An NSERC 
representative will be appointed by the President of the Boards, and the social sciences will be 
represented by at least one appointee. The Board of Directors will be responsible for naming a 
member as Scientific Director for the CGCP; this individual will then be a non-voting member 
of the Board. 

The Scientific Director of the CGCP will be a senior, university-based Canadian scientist with 
an international reputation for research in disciplines related to Global Change. The Board of 
Directors will negotiate the details of his/her appointuIent with the administration of the 
university involved. The Scientific Director will maintain close liaison with the CGCP 
Secretariat. 

The CGCP Secretariat will be administered by the RSC under contract to the Board of 
Directors. The Secretariat will handle all organizational details related to scientific meetings that 
are sponsored by the CGCP, as well as all expenditures by the Board for,scientific studies. The 
latter function will require authorizing signatures from the Scientific Director or his/her 
designate, as well as the Director of the Secretariat. 

The Scientific Steering Committee (SSC) will be the main operational arm of the CGCP. It 
will be chaired by the Scientific Director, and its members will be appointed by the Board of 
Directors. The SSC will consist of Leaders from the Working/Resource Groups, the Director of 
the CGCP Secretariat and international members invited by the SSC. 
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The SSC will be responsible for determining the pnonty of scientific projects that relate to 
Global Change, and for developing budgets for each initiative. The latter documents will be 
subject to approval from the Board of Directors. The SSC will also stimulate new projects from 
members of the Workiog/Resources Groups, and maintain close collaboration with other 
scientific elements of the CGCP. 

Working and Resource Groups, The proposed structure of the CGCP currently includes four 
Working Groups and four Resource Groups. The former are concerned with Terrestrial
Atmospheric Interactions, Marine-Atmospheric Interactions, Arctic-Attnospheric Interactions and 
Global Models and Processes. These Workiog Groups are expected to provide scientific 
motivation by formulating individual or collaborative projects within the CGCP. The resource 
Groups, on the other hand, are designed to augment the Workiog Groups, providing the tools 
and data needed for specific projects, as well as being a source of project proposals. The four 
Resource Groups which already exist, or are under active discussion, involve Remote Sensing, 
Data and Information Systems, Proxy Environmental Data and Observatories. 

Present status 

The CGCP has been progressing in three general directions: through meetings of the Steering 
Committee and various Working/Resource Groups; through production of a book on Global 
Change from a Canadian perspective; and through a parallel program in the social sciences and 
humanities. 

Status of the Working and Resource Groups 

Appended to the complete Canadian report are individual status reports for each Working and 
Resource Group in the CGCP. Reports I-IV consider Groups that were active as of July, 1988. 
All Groups, including those mentioned in Additional Notes, are expected to be active by the 
time the Steering Committee meets in 1989. 

Report VI summarizes papers on proxy environmental data that were presented at a meeting of 
the CGCP Steering Committee on May 2-3, 1988. These documents included a position paper 
by Dr. D.A. SI. Onge, Director of the Terrain Sciences Division of the Geological Survey of 
Canada. He and Dr. A. Morgan, President of the Canadian Quaternary Association and Professor 
at the University of Waterloo, were invited to develop a detailed plan and suggested 
membership for a Resource Group on Proxy Environmental Data. 

At the ~ay meeting, the Steering Committee also considered a Resource Group on Data and 
Informa1J.on Systems (Report V); the membership of this Group is still under discussion. 

The Glohal Change Book 

Phase. I of the CGCP involves communicating Global Change through a book, which is 
tentatlVely called TO KNOW THIS PLANET: Global Change, A Canadian Challenge. As a vital 
source book, this publication is being designed to focus on environmental dangers that now face 
our planet, providing a summary of pertinent scientific infonnation as a necessary background 
for rational policy decisions. The book will be directed at a lay readership with high school 
graduation (11 million Canadians in 1986), and its theme will be the nonnal fragility and 
constant change that we observe on the surface of the earth. The book will emphasize that our 
current problems can only be solved through further scientific research, by increasing public 
awareness and by promoting international and inter-regional cooperation. 

As with other publications and reports from the CGCP, production of TO KNOW THIS 
PLANET will be managed by the RSC, using in-house expertise and commercial publishers as 
app.ropriate. A managing editor, Mr. Constance Mungall, has already begun to coordinate, 
deSIgn and assemble the book, with assistance from the following Editorial Committee: 

Dr. D.J. McLaren, President, RSC (Chair) 
Mr. M. R. Dence, Executive Director, RSC 
Dr. W. S. Fyfe, Dean of Science, University of Western Ontario 
Dr. J. Fyles, Geological Snrvey of Canada 
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M. G. Paquet, Dean of Administration Studies University of Ottawa 
Mr. J.D. Heyland, Editorial Associate, Canada Center for Remote Sensing 

The authorship of TO KNOW THlS PLANET represents a wide range of disciplines. Most 
contributors have gone beyond their own disciplines to speak directly to their peers and the 
infonned public. The book will be fully illustrated, with plates and 2-color line drawings. A 
series of box inserts will highlight specific topics in science, as well as the political and social 
aspects of Global Change. A current outline for TO KNOW THlS PLANET is available from 
the RSC. 

The Social Sciences Connection 

Although the IGBP is generally viewed in tenns of the physical sciences, a great number of 
related issues lie squarely in the domain of the social sciences. One of the most obvious 
benefits of launching the CGCP from within the RSC is that a parallel program can be 
developed to focus on the human dimensions of Global Change. This parallel effort considers 
how and why we should respond to the situation revealed by the natural sciences. 

The RSC called on members of its Humanities and Social Science Academies to attend the 
CGCP workshop held in December 1986. In conjunction with its Annual Meeting, the Society 
also staged a Research Council of Canada on the topic of "Managing Global Change" at 
McMaster University in June 1987. Results of the latter event and enumerated plans for future 
direction are available in a report 4 written by D. Braybrooke and G. Paguet. 

Another meeting on this theme was subsequently organized by Prof. Ian Burton, director of 
IFIAS, to explore the concept of international program. The IFIAS meeting, entitled "Human 
Dimensions of Global Change", has been followed by several others in preparation for a Tokyo 
conference in September 1988. The Tokyo meeting is being supported by IFIAS, the 
International Social Sciences Council and the UN University in Tokyo. 

Canada's social sciences program on Global Change was recently promoted by the workshop on 
"Cost of Inaction" that was held in Hull, Quebec, in January, 1988. The symposium was 
cosponsored by the RSC and the Institute for Research on Public Policy (IRPP), and was 
supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research council (SSHRC), NSERC, NRC, the 
Science Council of Canada and other organizations. "Cost of Inaction" brought together almost 
50 environmentalists, economists and experts in health and social care to consider the long-tenn 
effects and costs of environmental degradation. With similar, broad-based support, a 
complementary meeting called "The Brundtland Challenge" was held on March 4-5, 1988 at the 
University of Waterloo to study the impact of the World Commission on the Environment and 
Development. The Waterloo meeting considered how environmental matters might be included 
in plans for sustainable development, especially from an economic point of view. A summary 
report on the "Cost of Inaction" and "The Brundtland Challenge" has been prepared by the IRPP 
in collaboration with the RSC. 

Further cooperation between the IRPP and the RSC appeared in a joint IRPP-RSC submission to 
SSHRC that answered a call for one-time proposals for planning major national projects in the 
social sciences and humanities. The submission was awarded development funding from 
SSHRC, which received an interim report 5 in mid-August 1988. Detailed plans for a long-tenn 
program will consider problems like the economic impact of pollution, waste, population 
pressures and similar issues. An appropriate research agenda will be developed to focus on 
policy in the fields of energy, resources, urbanization and industry. Resource issues to be 
studied include both traditional renewable resources, such as agticulture and forestry as well as 
environmental resources like air and water. Each issue will be examined under several themes, 
including economics, social and cultural values, government and tecQnology. Many other 
dimensions have also been recognized, including legal, political and public health concerns, as 
well as international trade and security. Ultimately, the latter issues may be included within the 
general framework of the proposal. The final submission to SSHRC will also consider problems 
of modeling and appropriate links to the natural sciences program on Global Change. 

On the basis of this submission, a joint IRPP-RSC workshop was held. to explore related 
processes and the scope of the overall proposal. This meeting gave rise to a request for 
comments and ideas that was sent to over 1000 social scientists and humanists in Canada 
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Conclusion 

As of A.ugust, .1 ?88, ~inan~ial support for the CGCP has been provided by a contract with the 
~C, WIt,h addItIOnal m~enm fundmg from NSERC. Proposals requesting support for the natural 
SCIence sIde of Canada s Program are now before NSERC. Parallel proposals aimed at social 
sciences and humanities aspects are to be submitted to SSHRC and other agencies. Decisions on 
all of these requests are expected by the end of 1988 or early 1989. 

If fu~ure suppo~ is forthcoming, J?lans within the CGCP call for. further meetings, both of the 
Steenng CommIttee ,and the Workmg and Resource Group. The fITSt phase of the Program will 
beginning to appear and will be revised by the Science Steering Committee as they mature. 
Progress will be reported in periodic newsletters which, along with and other information about 
Canada's role in Global Change and the IGBP, will be distributed according to a mailing list of 
involved and interested parties. This mailing list is now being developed. 

The urgent problems that underline Global Change were highlighted and widely publicized by 
the successful conference on "The Changing Atmosphere" held in Toronto on June 27-30, 1988. 
The presence of two Prime Ministers, other prominent political figures and the world media, as 
well. as the h~g.h profiJe~ that e~ch gave to global problems, marked an astounding shift in 
publIc and polItIcal attentIOn. Major economIC and other policy decisions are anticipated in light 
of Global Change perc~ptions, as exemplified by the Montreal Protocol on emissions affecting 
!he ozone .layer. There IS a clear and urgent need for accurate data, careful analysis and detailed 
mterpretation. Great care must be taken to provide decision makers with the best possible 
advice. 
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CZECHOSLOV AKIA 

The Czechoslovakian National Committee for the IGBP was officially established in June 1988. 
The Committee consists of 18 scientists, who represent the Czechoslovakian Academy of 
Sciences, the Slovak Academy of Sciences and Czechoslovakian Universities. ~e committee is 
chaired by Prof. V. Bucha, Vice-President of the Czechoslovak Academy of SCIences; Prof. L. 
Weissmann is Vice-Chairman, the secretaries, Dr. J. Rusek, Dr. J. LastovIcka and Dr. F. Pert!. 

The Czechoslovakian national programme is still under preparation. Among others, we plan to 
participate in the following fields of research: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

i) 

j) 

k) 

Czechoslovakian national programme "Consequences of Solar-Terrestr!al ~elationships to 
Changes of Climate and Environment" - the influe~ce of solar actiVIty (~cludm!, solar 
wind and geomagnetic a~tivity) on. global geoJ?hysIcal proces.ses and theIr relatIOns to 
tropospheric processes WIth the object to clanfy and establIsh sun-weather and sun
climate relationships, especially for Central Europe ?ut a!-so. on l;lobal scale, and to 
estimate their effects on the environment. It involves mveStIgatIOns mto the mfluence of 
solar activity under man-made changes of environmental conditions. 

Physics of the atmosphere under the i?fluence of anthropogenic factors. Investigations of 
man-made atmospheric pollution, WhICh are of great Importance for some regIOns m 
Czechoslovakia. 

An analysis of climatic changes in the past (archeological, pedological, geomorphological, 
biological). 

Studies of natural disasters, of earthquakes in particular, and possibilities of their 
predictions. 

Investigations into global events in the biosp.here - magnitude and efficiency of motions, 
vertical and horizontal transport, anthropogemc effects. 

Biological changes at the. present. tin:e and. their r~lations to IGBP - successions; 
degradation of commumtIes; therr mteractlOns WIth the atmosphere,. geosph~re, 
hydrosphere, cycles of biogenic elements (including CO2 productIOn), SOlI-production 
processes (pedological processes), ecosystems. 

Investigations of the hydrological cycle for the development of agriCUlture. 

Studies of biochemical cycles and geochemical cycles of some chemical components, 
especially for the purpose of agricultural research. 

Creation and devastation of soil and problems oJ; water balance, devastation of forests. 
The output of these investigations for environmental and agricultural research. 

Experimental investigations of small-size ecological systems, their non-linear behavior and 
their modelling. 

Global anthropogenic influence on the biosphere, troposphere and other "spheres" of our 
Earth. 

Priorities of research that have not been enough stressed by the Special Committee 

There is an urgent need for defining the ~ac~ground of na:ural proce~ses if we want to. read an 
anthropogenic effect. Changes in carbon dIOXIde concentratIon a:e behev~d ~o be. the mam f~ctor 
which influence the temperature fluctuations on the globe. HIgh. CO2 IS mvan.a?ly assOCIated 
with warm conditions globe. High CO2 is invariably associated WIth warm condItIons low C02 
with cold. It is of course also possible that the increase in temperature due t? the process~s 
occurring in the auroral oval under enhanced corpuscular radiat!on and influencmg atmosphenc 
circulation types, led to an increased concentratlOn of atmosphenc CO2, 
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The auroral electron precipitation during geomagnetically distnrbed periods is considered to be 
the most likely source of charged particle radiation and bremsstrahlung which initiate the 
formation of cirrus cloudiness and thus change the heat balance of the troposphere. This source 
was shown to lead to an increase in temperature and pressure in the auroral oval even in the 
troposphere and to the change of the meridional flow into zonal flow of atmospheric circulation. 

To prove there is a link a between these processes, more investigations are needed to verify the 
validity of the suggested possible mechanism. 

Action plan 

Primary emphasis will be on the development of conceptual models which could explain 
meteorological fluctnations as a result of a strengthened zonal flow due to the processes in the 
auroral oval at the time of increased corpuscular radiation alternating with the meridional flow 
due to the orography when corpuscular radiation was low. 

If we want to prove the validity of the suggested mechanism we must be able to explain why 
the data are regional rather than global and why correlations established for short time - series 
disappear or change sign when time - series are extended. Even though some objections were 
answered more evidence is needed to explain irregular types of atmospheric circulation leading 
to extreme climatic conditions in different regions of the world, e.g. heat waves in· the north 
America. 

The issue 

There are indications that both long-term and short-term fluctuations of the climate and weather 
can be explained on the basis of the connections between the corpuscular radiation and the 
changes in atmospheric circulation due to the processes in the auroral oval. On the other hand, 
changes in CO, appearing to precede changes in the climate suggest that the geologic record can 
provide an important means to check models for present climate and enhance our ability in· 
predicting the response of the atmosphere-biosphere system to modern changes in CO,. 

Increase in the atmospheric CO, concentration during the past 30 years is believed to result in 
part from human activities and to influence the increase in global surface air temperature as 
observed for the past centnry. At the same time an increase in geomagnetic activity indicating 
corpuscular radiation is observed as well. Moreover the features of fluctnations of geomagnetic 
activity and global surface air temperature are very similar during the past 45 years. On the 
other hand there is a striking disagreement for the last 3 years. This could mean that the 
increase in temperature will be still stronger than expected in case the global values in 
temperatnre were determined correctly. 

From· these ideas we can· decide that new data and methods are needed to verify suggested 
mechanism with the aim to decide which of them that can explain more reliably climatic and 
meteorological fluctuation in their full diapason. 
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CHINA 

CAST, Beijing 

Introduction 

The "International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme - A Study of Global Change" (IGBP) is the 
most ambitious, most wide-range scientific programme approved by the 21st General Assembly 
of ICSU in September 1986. Following the decision of the ICSU General Assembly that 
encourages the formation of National Committee, the China Association for Science and 
Technology (CAST) has established the Chinese National Committee for the IGBP (CNC-IGBP) 
with Professor Duzheng Ye as Chairman. The Committee consists of 26 members who come 
from 14 societies and associations, including Geographical Society of China, Meteorological 
Society of China, Botanical Society of China, Soil Science Society of China, Soil and Water 
Conservation Society of China, Chinese Society of Oceanography, Chinese Society of 
Environmental Sciences, Chinese Society of Mineralogy, Petrology and Geochemistry, Chinese 
Society of Hydraulic Engineering, Chinese Society of Forestry, China Research Society of 
Natural Resources, and Chinese Association of Agricultural Science Societies. 

The main tasks of the Chinese National Committee for the IGBP are: 

To represent PRC and coordinate various communities in China to participate activities of 
the IGBP; 

To exchange ideas and make as much .as possible contributions to the IGBP. 

In order to actively participate scientific activities, the Chinese National Committee has decided 
to set up several working groups and panels. At present time, the following working groups are 
being formed: 

Working group on the effects of disastrous climate on agriculture and ecosystems. 

Working group on changes of ancient environment. 

Working group on network of geo-biosphere observatory. 

Research activities related to IGBP in China (Beijing) 

While a national programme for global change has not been set up yet, there are some ongoing 
programmes which are related to it. Examples of these are as follows: The Sino-Japanese 
Cooperational Programme of Atmosphere-Land Surface Processes Experiment at Heihe River 
Basin (HEIFE); The CO, Induced Climate Change and Sea-level Change and its Impact on the 
Chinese Coastal Regions; Comprehensive Survey on Kalakunlun Mountain and Its Impact Eco
environment; Air-Sea Interactions in ENSO Period; Solar~Terrestrial Observations; 
Comprehensive Survey of the Loess Plateau in China; The Impact of Human Activity on CNSP 
cycles; Impact of Huge Hydraulic Project on Eco-Environment; Experimental Studies on 
Formation and Evolution of Natural Conditions, Prevention of Disasters and Eco-Agriculture; 
and so on. Besides the organized programmes, there also exists in China a wide-range of 
scattered research activities related to IGBP. To name a few of them as examples: the studies on 
the past climate change are now being carried out in various institutions; hydrological cycle 
investigations are undertaken in the Bureau of Hydrology; the greenhouse gases (mainly CO, 
CH •..... ) are being monitored in various regions of China by various scientific organizations; 
studies on the vegetation cover in China (including its past change) are also going on; and sea 
level height is measured in quite a few coastal regions of China by State Bureau of 
Oceanography and its past change is also under study. 

The Chinese National Committee hopes that some of the ongoing project can be continued and 
expanded in order to meet needs of the IGBP more closely. For example, some observational 
stations in the HEIFE will be maintained after its implementation (Oct. 1990-0ct. 1992) for 
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continuous monitoring of trace gases and meteorological elements if financial funding can be 
found. 

It should be mentioned that The National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) has 
played an important role in organizing the research activities related to IGBP. It has supported 
wholely or mainly about 10 projects in China either directly or more or less related to global 
change. Some of the above mentioned programmes are chiefly supported by this organization. 
NSFC has further promised to continue its role in the study of global change in future. 

In China prior to the establishment of CNC-IGBP, the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) 
started a little earlier. Right after the 21st General Assembly of ICSU, the CAS established a 
group of scientists to investigate the scientific significance and application of the IGBP' to 
discuss the practic~ e~vironmental problems faced by human being and Chinese people 'and 
how to make contnbutIon to the IGBP; and finally to find our scientific focus. After about a 
year's hard work, the scientists in the CAS proposed a tentative idea on planning their global 
change study which is supported by the scientists attending the meeting of establishing the 
Chinese National Committee for the IGBP. 

The focus for the study of global change in the CAS has been put on the impact of land use 
and water use on the interactive physical, chemical and biological processes and the feedback of 
~hese processes on the ~nvU:o~ment. Because la~d and water use is one of the practical problems 
10 Chma and we do thmk It IS also a world WIde urgent environmental problem, especially for 
the developing countries. -

The goals for the near term (2 yrs. or so) are: 

To col.lect data ~d ~vidences on l<l!1d and water use and environment in the past years in China 
(back mto the hlstoncal and geologIcal records as far as possible). 

To an~yze th~ important enviro~mental change due to land and water use by method of system 
~nalysls and sImp~e geosphere-blOsphere model to find the major factors (natural or man-made) 
mducmg the detenoratIon of the environment and direct consequences of the ill-use of land and 
water. 

Long-tenn goals: 

To reveal and predict the important environmental changes, especially the changes induced by 
land and water use. 

:0 reac? ~e goal, we plan t~ select two transects for the study. One is the latitudinal, the other 
IS .lon!iltudmal (the fonner IS the major one and the later is the complementary one). The 
latltudmal transect roughly crosses the latitude of 40' N, from 75' E to 125' E with a distance 
of about ~5oo ~, including J?ost of the Xinjiang Autonomous Region, Qinghai, Gansu, Shanxi 
and HebeI provmces. TIle climate characteristics in this area are arid and semiarid which is 
sensitive to environmental change because it is a climate transitional zone The reasons for 
choosing thi~ transect are that 1) it ~s a transitional zone in climate where env'ironmental change 
can .be . easIly found: 2) there eXIst plenty of data sources that can be digged out. The 
longltudmal transect runs along 115' E longitude from 45' N latitude to 18' N latitude with 
d.istance ab0l:l.t 3000 ~, which covers Inner Mongolia Autonomous region, Hebei, Shandong, 
J~angsu, Zhejlang, FUjlan, and Guangdong provinces and Hainan Island. This transect crosses 
~Ifferent climate z~nes. Th~ emphasis will put on the different type of crops in order to see the 
Impacts of vegetatIon on clImate and environment. 

Besides the above two transects, CAS also plant to upgrade in various degrees the already 
existed more than 50 stations (widely scattered over China) to monitor various parameters 
directly for IGBP. 

The elements for the study of global change in the CAS consist of observation and data 
collection (historical and geological records), process studies and modelling. 

-At pr~sent, a review study (a. compreh~nsive review of the existed papers, published or 
unpublIshed) on land-water-use-mduced clImate and environmental change is going on in the 
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CAS. The ideas for the review study are that we want to see what changes that have already 
occurred; to try to locate where our present environment in China stands and try find some 
dominant factors and processes that regulate the changes due to land and water use, etc .. Based 
on the existing data and papers we are now analyzing and reviewing: 

Changes of atmospheric composition and climate (precipitation, temperature, trace gase,s, 
such as CO2, CH." NO" etc). 

Changes of types of vegetation (forests, grassland, crops) and their relationships with 
human activities (e.g. over graze, deforestation, etc.). 

Changes of soils (Ioess, salty soil, desertification, soil erosion, soil acidification, pollution 
and degradation) and their relationships with human activities. 

Changes of environment related to water (area of water body, run off of rivers, lake 
level, swamps, sea level, iced snow cover in winter, recession and advance of glacier, 
etc.), the causes of these occurrences (if can be found) and impacts on climate, as well as 
their relationships with human activities. 

In order to find relationships between those changes we need powerful tools and analysis 
methods. So that we shall set up a special group to do the following research work: 

System analysis and simple model by which we may analyze those affecting factors and 
physical, chemical and biological processes important to land-water-use-mduced changes. 

In doing so we believe, a much better, more efficient long-term programme for the study of 
global change in the CAS may be expected. 

Besides the above mentioned plan in CAS, CAS and U.S. National Academy of Sciences are 
discussing of establishing A Joint Study of Climate-Vegetation-Soil Interactions in Semi-Arid 
Regions. We choose semiarid region as our area of study because it is a kind of climate 
transitional zone which is sensitive to climate change. The northwest part of Chma and U.S. 
Great Plains will be our target regions of study. 

Comments on the IGBP planning (Report No. 4) _ 

We think that the Report No. 4 is excellently written. Our overall impression is that it has very 
clearly documented the reason, the significance in science, as well as the rationale for launching 
such a new world-wide programme. We do agree that it is the time to mobilize scientists all 
over the world to involve in the programme. 

The scientific objective set out by the Report "To describe and understand the interactive 
physical, chemical and biological processes that regulate the total Earth system, the umque 
environment that it provides for life, the changes that are occurring in this system, and the 
manner in which they are influenced by human actions" is certainly very sound. It grasps the 
essence of the scientific nature of the problem. Further, that a primary goal of the programme is 
set to be the advance of our capability to predict changes in global environment is very 
practical. Long-tenn prediction of the global environmental change is very important for almost 
all human activities, especially it is essential for long-term planning. 

Further an integral picture is important for a programme. The report very well illustrates the 
four scientific IGBP components and their interdependencies, and makes them mto an 
interconnected integral. Report also raises four important common problems among the 
components on which we think much attention must be paid. 

Although the Report is very well written in general and the scientific objective and a primary 
goal are very well set, yet we think that under this general scientific objective v-:e need stIll a 
more or less concrete focus in scientific aim and under the overall predictIOn of global 
environmental change we need more or less specific aim in prediction. If we can find a 
practically important and scientifically challenging problem, then we can establish a more or 
less focused scientific objective which meets the general scientific objective of the Report and 
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our prediction will also become a more or less focused one. An example of this problem is the 
problem of land use and water use which is our focus in China as described in section IT. 

Some suggestions 

Whereas the study of global change will be a worldwide programme, we should mobilize 
scientists all over the world to participate. Thus, we have to think some of the practical 
problems facing the third world countries because they need help in science and technology and 
support in finance. 

To hear their voice there will better be a number of scientists from developing countries to 
participate in the working groups and panels. 
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Academy of Sciences, Taipei 

Organizing effort 

A committee has been organized under the auspices of the Academia Sinica to coordinate all 
our national effort related to L'1e IGBP activities. During its first meeting held at Taipei in 
September, 1988, fifteen members were appointed by the president of the academy; the officers 
were elected by these members; and the by-laws were drafted and adopted. 

Present status of related research 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Environment Monitoring - Major efforts have been initialized by the National Committee 
for SCOPE in 1974. One and a half decade of data have been accumulated from a 
network of stations distributed mainly around the two nuclear power plant sites in Taiwan 
to monitor radioactivity, heavy metal, and toxic organic compounds. Since 1980, the 
Mussel Watch Program has been set up to monitor the chemical changes in the coastal 
zones. More recently, extensive research on the heavy metal concentration, organic 
content, and carbon/oxygen isotopic composition in living corals have been undertaken 
hoping to delineate changes on decade time scale caused by modem industrialization. 
Additionally, there exist a number of networks operated by governmental agenCies as well 
as utility companies. 

Biogeochemical Cycles - for carbon cycle studies, the primary productivity in Taiwan 
coastal waters has been measured. Furthermore, there are also significant participation of 
R.O.C. scientists in the international studies of Indian Ocean gases, both observation and 
modeling. As to the nitrogen cycle,. the C and N isotopic compositions of the shelf 
sediments from the East China Sea and Eastern U.S as well as in nitrate from major 
water masses in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans are being measured in order to trace the 
origin of the organic matter and to understand nutrient chemistry. 

Paleo-environmental Record - Quaternary study is one of the most active research field in 
earth sciences in Taiwan. Pollen, foram, mollusk, l4C, paleo-magnetism, C/O isotopic 
composition, lOBe, and U-disequilibrium nuclides have all been applied to sediment. 
Uplifring, erosion, and deposition rates can ·be estimated sometimes. In addition, some 
sudden episode such as island-wide flooding seem to have been indicated. 

Modeling of Local Ecosystems - Several interdisciplinary studies are being carried out 
with an intention to devise quantitative models for the ecosystems in major river estuaries 
in Taiwan. 

Fundamental Data for Atmospheric Chemistry - A few key rates important for 
atmospheric chemistry are being measured, experimentally in several laboratories. 
Examples are those involving NH: NO, CH and SO,. 

Taiwan as a testing ground for environmental changes 

From the point of view of geosphere-biosphere program, the island of Taiwan possesses a 
number of distinctive, perhaps attractive, characteristics: a relatively isolated location, a 
subtropical setting in the monsoon-typhoon area, extreme erosion, fast uplifting, ecological 
diversity associated with huge contrast in elevation, an episodic population increase 40 years 
ago due to the exodus from mainland China, and a sudden and breathtaking industrialization 
over mainly the past 20 years. All of these should make Taiwan an interesting testing ground 
for environmental changes, especially those associated with human impact. Therefore, although 
one can not over-emphasize the importance of keeping a global perspective, the local situation 
definitely adds to the list of possible contributions to IGBP by scientists of this country. 
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National priority 

In view of the facts that the awareness of the populace of Taiwan toward environmental issues 
has been sharply increasing lately and that her economy has developed to the point of being 
able to share some responsibilities on our global environment, this country should and must 
create a credible research program in environmental studies. The IGBP offers us an opportunity 
to raise the level of such research to international standard. Furthermore, it enhances our global 
perspective thus prevents us from focusing too narrowly on purely local issues. For these 
reasons we intend to promote establishing IGBP related research as a high priority item in the 
national agenda. 

More specifically, we. intend to take advantage of the distinctive characteristic of Taiwan areas 
outlined in section IT but concentrate on topics that are both scientifically important and 
regionally even globally significant. An example is the KEEP project (Kuroshio Edge Exchange 
Process) which is likely to be endorsed by the National Science Council (RO.C.) and will be 
operated as a part of the World Ocean Circulation Experiment. Another is the ongoing studies 
on local coral, both living and dead. Because of the rapid uplifting, corals covering a wide age 
spectrum are abundantly exposed on land. With .the improved accuracy of the 230Th chronology 
now obtainable using mass spectrometry, it is expected that their record may be deciphered to 
reveal unprecedented details. In addition, the lake and tree records have hardly been tapped 
previously. They may yield surprising insight on the Holocene changes. One aspect of the IGBP 
which has not received enough of our attention in the past is predictive modeling especially in 
the global sense. In this we urgently need help through international cooperation. The 
appearance of power supercomputers for academic research in Taiwan should provide a boost to 
this subject. 
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Introduction 

This is a summary of the report endorsed by the Working Gro1:'P of the Senate Committee for 
Environmental Research of the Deutsche Forschungsgememschaft on the InternatIOnal 
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) as the firS! ~cientifi.c planning document for the 
contribution of the Federal Republic of Germany to th,S mternatIOnal research programme. It IS 
so far not endorsed by governmental authorities and no ~~ing .is currently budgeted for new 
research initiatives in its framework. International harmomzatIon IS sought before the next steps 
towards an execution of this programme may be initiated. 

In general· accordance with the IGBP planning - as far as it has been announced - and with 
plans developed by international scientific organizations, scientists of the Federal Republic of 
Germany were so far thinking along the lioes of three major themes which they feel have to be 
given very high priority in an international research programme on global change. They are also 
confident that there exists considerable potential and skill in the Federal Republic of Germany 
to contribute substantially to the required research. These main areas are: 

The bio-geochemical cycles that have a major impact on the habitability of Earth; 

The coupling of the Earth's subsystems by hydrological processes and the impacts of 
changes in the water cycle on the whole system; 

Short term processes that occur in the Earth system, effect life on Earth, and may cause 
major problems with respect to the predictability of terrestrial and oceanic phenomena. 

In all of these topics a wide range of interdisciplin~ work is necessary to obtain the. complete 
picture of the processes that change the Earth on time scales from decades to centunes and to 
develop the capability to predict future changes. 

The substances that are considered as important for the habitability of the planet originate in the 
Earth interior being ejected by volcanos, in the soil from where lI?ey are liberated by weathering 
processes and in the biosphere, where many processes are effective to generate substan~es that 
escape to the atmosphere, the oceans or are deposited at the ground. These matenals are 
transported between the continents and the oceans by. surface and sub-surfa.ce run off, they. are 
picked up by the atmospheric circulation and are. transportared over long d,stances and up ~to 
the middle atmosphere. Chemical and photochemIcal reactIOns transform the substances dunng 
these transports. 

Water is regarded separately from the other substances ~ecaus.e o~ t~e ~lVerwhelming .inIp~rta:'ce 
for life and the quite different nature of the processes m WhICh It IS mvolved. Detailed mSIght 
into these processes is urgently needed not only in tht; context of c1inIate research but .also for 
regional studies of erosion processes, desertification, water supply, agriculture and livestock 
breeding. For these applications it is necessary to shed light upon the water exchange processes 
between the Earth surface where precipitation is deposited, the adjacent soil layer, the ground 
water and aquifer systems, the surface and sub-surface run off into the oceans, the evaporation 
from the oceans into the atmosphere and the global transport by the atmosphere back over the 
continents and also up into the middle atmosphere where water is decomposed by 
photochemical processes. Of overriding inIportance is the controlling role that vegetation and .the 
structure of the Earth's surface plays for the evapotranspiration of water from the continents mto 
the atmosphere and for the partitioning of the precipitated water into the different reservoirs. 
Water exchange through the upper layer of the oceans's crust has recent!)' emerged as another 
highly variable but inIportant process that affects the chemistry of the hydrosphere. 

In the Earth's history evidently short term events that originated in the Earth's interior played a 
larger role than believed even a few years ago. Rapid temperature changes in the atn;losphere 
have recently been discovered by high resolution ice-core analysis. Volcanic eruptIOns are 
known to be one mechanism with very rapid impact on the chemistry and radiative transfer of 
the atmosphere with consequences for the middle and lower ~tmosp~eres as well as for the 
biosphere. At the mid-ocean ridges permanent magma-water mteractIon processes occur that 
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create the environment for new forms of life. The variations of the sea-level are believed to be 
partly controlled by processes in the interior of the Earth. These new findings of short terms 
processes in the solid earth and their possible interaction with the climate system may have 
considerable impact on the predictive capability of present models for the future development of 
the Earth's system. There exists therefore a demand for intensification of interdisciplinary 
research in this area. 

For technical reasons the group of German scientists that developed the views presented in the 
report did not strictly follow the interdisciplinary road which is indicated above in the 
description of the three major research themes, since these are more or less result of the 
preparatory work. Instead it worked out research plans in four slightly different structured 
working groups concerned with: 

Tropospheric chemistry and its interactions with the biosphere; 

Global water cycle and the biosphere (including marine chemistry and marine biosphere); 

Reaction and feedback of the middle atmosphere to changes in the geosphere-biosphere 
system; 

Interactions of the solid earth and the biosphere. 

The general research needs as well as the specific research projects, which are of major interest 
to German scientists, are summarized below under these four heading, though this does not 
prejudice a future structure of the German research approach. The proposed contributions of the 
Federal Republic of Germany are based upon research topics which seem to be feasible with 
respect to geographical accessibility, logistics and available resources. It should at this point, 
however, be made clear that certain goals can only be met, if the German efforts be 
complemented by activities of other nations that are aiming at the same direction. It seems 
especially necessary to establish an European and further more an international network of 
activities, which puts the research work of national groups into the global perspective. This. 
starts with a certain standardization and intercalibration of methods, goes on with coordinated 
research in the critical areas of the globe and ends with the synthesis of all the individual 
research approaches. 

In the. report first each topic is introduced in a broader and more general way. It follows an 
outline of the research which is found to be essential, and a short discussion of its relevance for 
IGBP. The proposed contribution of the Federal Republic of Germany is then specified, and 
finally the data needs are summarized. 

Major recommendations 

A. Working Group on Tropospheric Chemistry and its Interactions with the Biosphere. 

General research needs: 

Distribution of trace constituents in the troposphere; 
Processes that govern the production and decomposition of trace gases in the biosphere; 
Reactions of trace constituents in the troposphere; 
Modelling of biosphere - atmosphere interactions. 

Contribution of the Federal Republic of Germany: 

Exploration of the role of tropical forests and savannas in Africa; 
Role of the oceans as source for trace constituents; 
Man-made and natural trace constituent emissions of the European region. 
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B. Working Group on the Global Water Cycle and the Biosphere. 

General research needs: 

(i) General circulation, carbon dioxide cycle and biologically relevant fluxes in the ocean and at 
its boundaries: 

Modelling of the large-scale wind-driven and thermohaline circulation in the ocean as 
well as of the connected fresh waters and determination of the heat fluxes as well as 
temperature and evaporation fields at the sea surface; 

Verification of the model results by means of historical data sets and specific measuring 
programs in the ocean; 

Improvement of parametrizations in the models, especially for the oceanic surface layer 
and at the sea surface; 

Data assimilation, especially inclusion of satellite data for the operation of the models; 

Determination of the solar heat supply to the ocean in dependence of season and sea 
water turbidity. 

(ii) Carbon cycle. 

Modelling of convective processes in high latitudes and their inclusion in ocean 
circulation models; 

Improvement of our knowledge about gas exchange between ocean and atmosphere; 

Assessment of data sets about sinking processes at high latitudes; 

Assessment of data sets about dissolved CO2 in the ocean; 

Assessment of data sets of the spatial distribution of the difference between the partial 
pressures of CO, on both sides of the sea surface to calculate the net flux of CO, through 
the sea surface; 

Determination of the solution of organic carbon particles when sinking from the euphotic 
zone into the deep sea; 

Investigation of the biological and chemical processes in the carbon cycle. 

(ill) Biologically relevant fluxes in the ocean and at its border areas. 

Measurements of the primary production and ctetermination of its relation to the particle 
flux through the water column; 

Interactions between particles and dissolved substances.; 

Influence of the fauna and of microorganisms on the production, decomposition and size 
distribution of the particles and their chemical composition as well as on chemosynthesis 
(CO, fixation); 

The role of horizontal advection for particle distribution and fluxes; 

Recycling of metals and organic substances at the ocean bottom and the uppermost 
sediment layers; 

Atmospheric deposition to the ocean and its impact on biogeochemical cycles; 

Deduction of earlier stream fields from sediment distributions and reconstruction of paleo
climatic situations. 
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(iv) Hydrological cycle above the oceans and interaction with the continents. 

Precipitation above the oceans and the uninhabited areas of the continents (especially by 
means of satellite remote sensing); 

Moisture distribution above the oceans and the continents by improved application of 
microwave technology; 

Verification of methods and models by means of experimental studies and data analysis; 

Deduction of the water vapor transport in critical areas by means of improved 
observations; 

Diagnosis in application to results of numerical models.; 

Determination of the area that contributes to the local precipitation (determination of 
moisture import to the continents); 

Development of coupled models with improved computation of fluxes between ocean and 
atmosphere; 

Use of numerical weather forecasts to determine the water and water vapor transport 
between from satellite data. 

(v) Hydrological interactions between land-surfaces, vegetation and the atmosphere. 

a) Modelling of single processes that determine the interaction of vegetation with the water 
cycle: 

Interaction between plant communities and radiation; 

Partitioning of the precipitated water between the different micro-pathways in plant 
communities; 

Regulation of transpiration by stomata; 

Infiltration of water into the soil; 

b) Modelling of complex processes: 

Partitioning of precipitated water between the different reservoirs; 

Area averaged evapotranspiration in dependence of topographic structures; 

Mesoscale modelling of water budgets; 

c) Global modelling: 

Parametrization of area averaged hydrological processes in global models; 

Simulation of the global water cycle and its vergencies. over the continents; 

Evolution models ("inverse models") for the evaluation and assimilation of satellite data; 

Verification of models and methods of satellite data evaluation; 

Experiments in the scale of single pixels; 

Experiments in the scale of pixel-arrays; 

Experiments in the spatial extent of model grid widths; 
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Diagnostics of land-surface and vegetation changes in tenns of their hydrological impact; 

Analysis of satellite data; 

Geo-Biosphere Observatories. 

(vi) Run-off at the surface and through sub-surface pathways 

(vii) 

Modelling and parametrization of the run-off and the amounts of transported subsiances; 

Validation in the context of field experiments. 

Man's impact on the water cycle: Determination of changes to anthropogenic influences 
in the system atmosphere - land surfacelland-use-surface and sub-surface run-off 

Sealing of the terrain; 

Canalization in connection with urbanization; 

Irrigation and drainage; 

Intensification of agriculture; 

Deforestation; 

Impact of dying forest on water pathways, erosion; 

Impact of overgrazing; 

Use of water power; 

Tourism. 

Application of the models mentioned under (v) to predict the effect of external forcing by man's 
action on water and substance transports. 

Impact of soil erosion on agriculture. 

Contribution of the Federal Republic of Germany: 

In the Federal Republic of Gennany a number of aspects of this general research theme is dealt 
with by individual research groups. The following areas are of specific interest for 
interdisciplinary work: 

Oceanic research on the meridional heat and water transports, on marine chemistry and 
exchange of substances of biological origin between ocean and atmosphere in the 
northern Atlantic as well as along the European west-coasts; 

Evaluation of satellite data to detennine oceanic properties that are related to water vapor 
and substance fluxes; 

Experimental validation including the application of remote sensing techniques from the 
ground and from space of water transports through the atmosphere in areas where the 
present models give doubtful results; 

Hydrological experiments to validate model simuIations of the "Yater transfer from t~e 
atmosphere to the soil including ground water and aquifer systems ill Europe as wen as ill 

Africa; 

Hydrological experiments in areas, where land-surface and vegetation changes occur in 
order to clarify and to model the role that vegetation plays in these processes; 
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Development and experimental validation of algorithms which are necessary to use 
satellite data for the global assessment of soil and vegetation properties related to 
hydrological processes and application of satellite data to analyze changes of these 
properties. 

C. Working Group on the Reaction and Feedback of the Middle Atmosphere to changes 
in the Geosphere-Biosphere System. 

General research Il.eeds: 

Changes of the concentrations and spatial distributions of atmospheric constituents that 
originate in the biospere or solid earth and their impact on the radiative transfer as well 
as on the chemistry in the middle atmosphere; 

Development of coupled photochemical and dynamical models for the middle atmosphere 
and their coupling to the troposphere; 

Application of new techniques in combination with conventional observations to monitor 
the changes that occur in the middle atmosphere over time scales relevant for global 
change; 

Research to explain the magnitude and latitude dependence of observed temperatute 
trend~ in the middle atmosphere and its impact on the middle atmosphere - troposphere 
couplmg; 

The effect of changes in the hydrological cycle on the troposphere - middle atmosphere 
coupling; 

Biological effects of changing UV radiation due to ozone depletion. 

Contributions of the Federal Republic of Germany: 

Middle atmosphere modelling (dynamics and photo-chemistry); 

Participation in the establishment of middle atmosphere observatories for model validation 
and long time measutements including remote sensing from the surface (e.g. Spitzbergen) 
and multitemporal flights with aircraft; 

Evaluation of aerological and satellite data for long term diagnostic studies of changes in 
the troposphere - middle atmosphere coupling; 

Participation in multinational measuting campaigns (from ground, aircraft, balloons) to 
explore critical components, investigate processes and support long term monitoring by 
supplemental measurements, intercomparisons and re-calibration. 

D. Working Group on the Interaction of the Solid Earth and the Biosphere. 

General research needs: 

Investigations of short term paleoclimatic changes, of the processes that lead to such 
changes and of their impact on the biosphere 

Endogenic and exogenic causes of sea-level changes 

Research on the release of constituents into the troposphere and the. middle atmosphere 
by volcanic eruptions, its effect on the biosphere and the hydrosphere 

Measurements of geodynamic processes in nearly real time 
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Extent and development of substance transports in the rivers and its dependence on 
natural and anthropogenic influences 

Contributions of the Federal Republic of Germany: 

Paleoclimatological reconstructions for the time intervals 18 000 - 10 000 and 
125 000 - 115 000 B.P. 

Evaluation of data from geodetic satellites 

Investigations of mid-ocean ridges 

Measurements of substance fluxes at characteristic sites in different climatic zones 

Investigation of the impact of sea-level rise at European coasts 

Participation in Geo-Biosphere Observatories. 

E. Data Needs. 

The scientists of the Federal Republic of Germany welcome the instrument of Geo-Biosphere 
Observatories to perform long-time research of exceJlent quality in critical spots of the world 
which are representative for larger areas or for specific processes of global importance. They 
have to be operated by, if necessary, multinational cooperation of highly qualified institutions. 
The first order observatories must be equipped with modern instrumentation to allow 

observations of the changes of vegetation and hydrology (from the lithosphere to the 
atmosphere) at the site and in its surrounding in order to achieve representative data. 

measurements of chemical components of interest for global change, 

observations in the middle atmosphere by means of remote sensing from the ground, 

calibration of satellite observations and quality control of the products derived from 
satellite measurements, 

possibility of field experiments in the surroundings of the station to investigate processes 
of special concern. 

IGBP relevant individual scientific results scattered throughout the literature should be complied 
under the aspect of multidisciplinary research. 

The distribution of data by means of electronic mail $hould be fostered and user-friendly data 
banks be established that include also e.g. hydrological data which are now not yet assessed by 
national services as weJl as geochemical and paleoclimatic data. 

In different sectors of the IGBP research satellite data are urgently needed and the products 
derived from these data have to be combined with conventional and other remote sensing data 
in geocoded information systems. Full use should be made of the activities initiated by ISCCP 
and ISLCP. Future satellite systems have therefore to be designed according to the needs of 
IGBP and an easy and cheap access to the data for IGBP studies has to be guaranteed. 

For air chemistry, middle atmosphere and biospheric research well ~quipped aircraft are 
mandatory. An internationally coordinated aircraft measuting program should be initiated. 

User-friendly banks for geochemical and paleoc1imatic data should be established. 
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FRANCE 

Scientific rationale 

Sin~e man first ~ppeared on the face of the Earth, h~ has seen considerable changes to his 
env.lT~nmel!-t. UntIl the ,last century, these were essentI~lly due to natural causes triggered by 
v.an~tIOns m th~ planet s weather ~atterns. Man. thus lived through the ice ages, which cause 
sI?mfi~ant c.ooling of the upper la~Itudes and wI?espread drought in the tropics. These major 
clImatIc vanatIons were accompru.ned by aPl?reclable phys~o~chemical changes in the ocean~ 
atmo~phere system and t!Ie contInental enVlTonment: dunng the ice ages, the atmosphere 
contamed less carb?n dIOXIde and methane (which have a direct effect on the radiation reaching 
the plan:t!, vegetatIon was genera.ny sparse and the deserts were spreading. The minute human 
co.mm':lmtI~s were able to survIve these upheavals in their environment by continuously 
mIgratIng m search of areas where they could find food. 

~ince the. middle of the last century, human activity has reached such a level that it is now 
!ikely radIcally to alter both our environment and that which humankind will have to live with 
m the 21 st century. Indeed, ~nthropo~enic waste. is altering the chemical composition of the 
atrr:osphere and the oce~. It IS dlsturbmg the radIation balance of the planet, the ozone layer 
WhI~h screens out ultravIO!et rays, ru;d the disturbing of nutrients enabling the continental and . 
~a~me ec?syst~ms t? survIve. Desertlc areas are ~preading, the ~erosol load of the atmosphere 
IS rr:creasmg, mducmg a feedback change on climate and an rrreversible disturbance in the 
contmental ecosystems. 

The gravity of the situat~on can easily. seen by comparing the speed of environmental change for 
purely. natural reasons WIth that resultIng fro~ human activity. The change in the carbon dioxide 
!evel m the atmosphere resultIn~ from tranSItIon fr?1';l. a glacial period to an interglacial period 
IS ~b~ut the same as that resultmg from human actIVItIes. However, in natural conditions, these 
vana~ons took place over sever.al. !ho~sands of ~ears, whereas man has managed to produce 
the~ m one. c:ntury. Human actIVItIes mcrease WIth the growth in the number of industrialized 
natI.ons and It IS now clear that the carbon dioxide content in the atmosphere will have doubled 
?unng the. next century and tha~ of other gases such as methane or nitrogen oxides will have 
mcreased m even greater proportIons. 

Simul~tions performed. on climatic. !ll0dels developed over the twenty years have shown that 
alteratIons to the chemIcal compOSItIon of the atInosphere will result in a significant change in 
the balanc~ .ot th~ planet's weather. Predicting the short~term (next century) consequences of 
human aCtIVItIes IS made all the mode complex as they are following an almost exponential 
gro~ cur.ve. The we.athe.r system does not therefore have the time to adapt to the new 
condItIOns Imposed ~n It, smce it involves not only the atmosphere, but also the ocean and the 
cryosphere, .wh.ose tIme cons~ants are much longer. The optimistic view that the effects of 
anth~op.ogemc mterference .will thus be delayed by several decades should be treated with 
cautIOn: stu~y of anCIent clImates has shown that the weather system does not react to external 
forces m a lmear manner and is quite capable of extremely sudden and large~scale variations. 

~orecasts on the condition and h~bitabi1ity of planet Earth by the next century cannot therefore 
srrnply .be deduced by extrapo.latmg current trends. Considerable progress has nonetheless been 
made m .the. last .decade, smce we now .know ho~ to simulate climates using general 
atI?o~phenc. clTculatIo? models, how to descnbe the mam atmospheric and marine phase of the 
prmclpal. bIOgeochemIcal cycles .. and how to simulate the reaction of some ecosystems to 
changes m average weather condItIOns. 

Th~ purpose ~f the International Geosph:re-Biosph~re Progr~mme is to organize coordinated 
actIon to descnbe ~nd understand the phYSICal, cheffilcal and bIOlogical processes which interact 
to. regulate the .envlTonmental c?n?itions prevailing on the surface of the Earth. In the long run, 
thIS research WIll lead to a predICtIOn of how human activities will disrupt this system. 

It is clearly ~possi~le for a country like France to deal with the entire problem. It does 
h~wever have .mte~atIonally !eco~ized specialists in various fields. The French contribution to 
thIS pr?gram IS aI!lled at stIm~latmg co~labo:ation between physicists, chemist, geochemists, 
geologISts, pedologIStS, hydrologIsts and bIOlogIsts in order to achieve the following objectives: 
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1 _ With a view to creation of models, describe and understand the essential processes 
controlling the Geosphere-Biosphere system and how they interact. 

French teams have achieved recognition in the main fields concerned, in particular weather 
dynamics, the physical chemistry of the atmosphere and the ocean, and continental and marine 
ecology. The main effort will be on the interaction of these various fields. 

2 - Describe the evolution of the Geosphere-Biosphere system 

The recreation of past changes, mainly during the last climatic cycle, in order to examine the 
entire range of planetary natural variations, requires study of samples from continental, marine 
and glacial sediments. 

The evolution of the Geosphere-Biosphere system in the coming years will use satellite 
observations. This should be closely linked with ground-based observation, which is essential for 
calibrating the data recorded from space. France can play an important role in obtaining global 
data thanks to its presence in countries overseas. 

The quantity of data accumulated during the coming decades will be considerable. It would be 
desirable for the teams which are the world leaders in their particular fields to play an active 
role in the achieving effort, which would facilitate their access to data and thus increase their 
effectiveness. 

.3 _ Integrate all the process studies conducted in France and abroad into a global model. 

The objective here is the development of global models including the physical, chemical and 
biological mechanisms which govern the evolution of the geosphere-biosphere system. 

Understanding the geosphere-biosphere system 

The climate, the physico-chemistry of the atmosphere, the marine geochemistry - closely linked 
to the activity of plankton - and the continental ecosystems, are the essential links in the 
interactive chain controlling the. Geosphere-Biosphere systein. 

The national symposium held in Meudon on 19th and 20th April 1988 showed that the action 
undertaken by the CNRS, the Environment Ministry, the CNES, the National Meteorological 
Office, the ORSTOM and the T AAF constitutes a solid basis which can be built on for the 
French participation in the IGBP programme. These research programs already under way, 
should receive the additional funds enabling them to meet the extra objectives set for them 
under the IGBP. In other areas, the national capacity is not concentrated in incentive projects 
and the development of coordinated research programs to fill this gap is one of the aims of the 
French IGBP scientific committee. 

The climate 

The zones of vegetation are closely linked to the large climatic zones, characterized by a 
seasonal temperature and precipitation distribution. To make a reasonably reliable forecast of the 
state of the surface of the planet and the continental biosphere in the coming century requires a 
realistic simulation of climatic conditions as its starting point. 

In doing this, it is out of the question simply to use statistics, covering periods of varying 
lengths as supplied by the world's meteorological network. Since modifications to the content of 
the minor components of the atmosphere resulting from human activities has a significant 
influence on the radiative balance of the atmosphere, the climate of the next century will not be 
the same as that we have known. 

Any attempt to forecast it must therefore be based on a climatic model and on a clear 
understanding of the basic physical processes involved .. Models of this nature are being 
developed in the majority of industrialized countries and France has made a major effort. in this 
field with the implementation of the National Study Programme of Climate Dynamics (PNEDC 
in French), the French component of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP). 
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The main lines of this action comprise participation in several international programmes: the 
above mentioned WCRP, the CO, cycle study, the long-term variability of the world climate and 
programmes as TOGA and WOCE which aim towards a better understanding of the interaction 
between atmospheric circulation and transient modes of different basins of the tropical ocean, 
for the first one, and the sensitivity of the world climate to global oceanic circulation. 

For the second one, a set of studies, the majority of which concerns the first objective of the 
World Climate Research Programme, aim at extending forecasting to several weeks. This is 
necessary in understanding the response of the biosphere to climatic fluctuations and chiefly 
entails. 

The study of the radiation balance and its cloud-related disturbances: recent studies of the 
sensitivity of the atmospheric general circulation models to an increase of carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere have shown a large dependence on radiative forcing by clouds. Thus, 
the reliability of the. simulations using climatic models depends upon their ability to take 
into account the three-dimensional distribution of the clouds, their optical properties and 
the feedback of the cloud coverage in response to external forcing. 

The study of the continental surface processes and the effect of the water cycle on the 
stmcture and variability of the atmosphere, including an active participation in the 
ISLSCP project which aims to study the energy exchange at the surface-atmosphere 
interface using satellite observations. 

The study of ocean-atmosphere interaction to improve the determination of sensible heat 
and latent heat exchanges at the air -sea surface. 

The study of the carbon dioxide cycle and its disruption by human activities, including 
monitoring of the variation of the concentration of CO, in the atmosphere and the study 
of the penetration of the anthropogenic CO, in the superficial and deep ocean. 

Numerical modelling of general atmospheric and ocean surface circulation, on a monthly 
and seasonal scale, 

Development of a 3-dimensional general circulation model combining the ocean and the 
atmosphere. 

This action has been stated up in a document already published and will not be repeated here 
again. In relation to these objectives, the IGBP programme requires an increased effort to take 
account of the water cycle, the trace elements, the aerosols and the energy and chemical 
exchanges between the biosphere and the atmosphere, as well as how they interact with each 
other. In addition, the mechanism of how the Geosphere-Biosphere reacts to external factors 
such as variations in solar flux, volcanic eruptions, etc., must be sufficiently well understood 
and modelled for natural effects to be clearly distinguishable from anthropogenic effects. 

In. view of the high degree of collaboration between scientific teams encouraged by the PNEDC, 
thIS programme constitutes the natural framework for these developments, provided that it 
receives the appropriate resources. 

The interaction between climate, biosphere and marine chemistry 

To forecast the condition of the planet in the next century implies that we are capable of 
simulating the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of the euphotic layer (the 
i!luminated zone in wHich photosynthesis occurs) in response to the conditions imposed by the 

--atmosphere, and to estimate the variations in the primary production and oceanic cycle of 
carbon dioxide. This is the major objective of the Oceanic Matter Flux (OMP) programme, the 
French component of the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS). This is aimed at finding out 
how the ocean regulates the cycle of its main elements, by quantifying the biogeochemical 
processes controlling the production and the future of mineral and organic matter in the sea. 

The originality of the approach followed. in the FMO programme lies in testing the quality of 
our understanding of the processes, studied locally, by attempting to acquire a global view of 
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the oceanic system, itself leading to an understanding of the role of oceanic behavior in the 
planetary whole. This approach, which firmly intends to be quantitative and global, should 
enable an estimate to be made of the flux of matter entering and leaving the various oceanic 
compartments and the causes of variations therein to be evaluated. This particular requires 
establishment of the relationships between the carbon cycle and that of the other elements, in 
order to be able to model the process of interaction between living matter and the chemical 
compounds present in the sea in particle or solution form. 

The problem has recently become more acute owing to the impact of man's activities on the 
chemical composition of the ocean: industrial development has reached such a level that waste 
release into the ocean (direct or via the atmosphere) is no longer negligible in comparison with 
the matter brought in by the rivers or the atmosphere. This means that the oceanic basins 
bordered by the most industrialized continents (the Mediterranean or even the N orth Atlantic), 
the natural flux of many elements is now significantly disturbed and will be even more so in 
the coming decades. 

It is not as yet possible to establish predictive mo.dels to estim.ate ~e large-scale impact of 
industrial vast on the ocean and to evaluate the amplitude of the disrupuon on the natural cycles 
of the main elements. The primary cause of this stems from the fact that we so not understand 
all the processes controlling the marine part of the biogeochemical cycles at a regional level, at 
an oceanic basin level and at a global scale, and that we have not yet determined the time 
constants associated with the predominant chemical reactions. Parametrization of the major 
processes governing the biogeochemical cycles will therefore have to be determined if the 
impact of disruptions of anthropogenic or simply climatic origin on the global oceanic balance 
is to be assessed. 

These problems were the basic reasons for the FMO programme, its aims being: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

To exantine the behavior of the elements involved in the biological process, with respect 
to the carbon cycle, and to measure their flux in a few typical stations, 

To clear up certain doubts on the carbon cycle (and primary production) which have a 
direct effect on the evaluation of the fluxes of the other elements in the ocean, 

To establish models simulating ocean flux at an oceanic basin level, in order to establish 
the factors to be included in a global model. . 

The main lines of this program have already been published and will not be repeated here. The 
FMO Programme, which has now entered its operational phase, brings together some eighty 
researchers from a dozen laboratories and its activity will peak in the period 1990-1996. 

It should constitute the main areas of participation by marine biologists and geochemists in the 
IGBP programme. 

, 
Interaction between the biosphere and the physics and chemistry of the atmosphere 

The physico-chemical balance of the terrestrial atmosphere is the result of a complex set. of 
phenomena which can be described in terms of cycles: source components in gas or particle 
form are emitted on the surface by physical or biological processes. They diffuse into the 
atmosphere, where, under the influence of solar radiation, chemical interactions occur, leading to 
a breakdown into minor components according to the altitude. They cycle is then closed by sink 
species, which disappear from the atmospheric component by. des~ction on. the surface, dry 
deposit or leaching by rain. The natural balance of the terrestrIal envrronment IS thus the result 
of interaction between those giant reservoirs of energy and matter; the atmosphere, the oceans, 
the biosphere, and the cryosphere. 

Human activities, linked to industrial and agricultural development, have led to the rele~se. of 
components into the atmosphere which either already existed naturally, such as carbon dlOXI?e 
CO" methane CH., nitrogen monoxide N,o, or the nitrogen oxides NO and NO" or whi~~ dId 
not exist, such as chlorinated compounds or certain hydrocarbons. The effe~t of these addltl<?nal 
sources appears very clearly, since the relative concentrations of these speCIes have been rapIdly 
increasing in the atmosphere over the last thirty years: +1% per rear for CO" +1.5% per year 
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for CH4 , +0.4% per year for N20, and between +5 and +10% per year for chlorinated 
compounds. This modification of the chemical composition of the sources, whose anthropogenic 
component is of the same order of magnitude as the natural component, and on the response 
times of a system, the atmosphere, cOTI'esponding to several tens of years and thus extremely 
short in comparison with the time constants characteristic of the large climatic balances. 

For the troposphere, the action taken within the framework of the Atmospheric Phase of the 
Biogeochemical Cycles programme (CNRS, Environment Ministry) and in the EUROTRAC 
Programme within Europe, is aimed at describing and quantifying the processes which control 
the biogeochemical cycles of the trace, gas and patticle elements which are physically and 
chemically active in the atmosphere. This research is along six main lines: 

1) Parameterization of the processes controlling the distribution and intensity of natural 
sources of trace components (marine and terrestrial biospheres), 

2) Study of homogeneous or heterogeneous chemical reactions which produce compounds in 
the troposphere whose physical and chemical properties can vary widely from those of 
the initial components, 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Modelling of the horizontal and vettical transport processes governing the spatial 
distribution of the trace components, 

QuantifiCation of the processes of dry and wet elimination from the tropospheric 
reservoir, 

Climatology of the trace components in the troposphere and evaluation of the short and 
10ng-teTI'll composition of the air, whether dealing with CUTI'ent trends on a regional and 
global scale, or past evolution 

6) Feasibility studies on new instruments and methods. 

Study of the I?idd1e atmospher~ (1O~80 km) is today closely linked to the problem of the ozone 
balru:c.e and Its poss;ble modlficat~o,! under the e~fect of human industrial and agricultural 
act1VIlles. Understandmg and descnbmg a change m the ozone layer requires a number of 
precise measur~m~t.tts with scales of time and space far lower than the envisaged trends, so that 
the natural vanablhty can be extracted. The measurements strategy is currently being redefined 
b'y the international scientific community. It is based on joint satellite and ground measurements, 
smce these latter alone are capable of providing precise calibration of the on board instmments. 
The French co~munity played a major role in defining the new generation of ground-based and 
balloon-borne mstmments for measuring the ozone layer, the physical stmcture of the middle 
atmosphere and its chemical composition. This research will be conducted fnrther under the 
programmes, already existing in France (CNRS, Environment Ministry, CNES). 

These projects occupy about eighty researchers from fifteen. or so laboratories. The experimental 
and modelling s!dlls deve~oped within the framework of these national programmes enables the 
French co~ul11ty to enVIsage a contribution to the various aspects of research into the physics 
and chemIstry of the atmosphere under the IGBP Programme and in particular under IGAC 
(International Global Atmosphedc Chemisuy), MARC (Middle Atmosphere Response to 
Changes) and STEP (Solar Terrestrial Energy Program). 

The specific steps to be implemented and coordinated are: 

Study of atmosphere-biosphere interaction: spatial signature of the characteristic 
parameters of the ecosystems and of tile sources of chemical compounds. Modelling of 
fluxes and scale integration, 

Study of two major terrestrial ecosystems: the equatorial rain forests and the savannas 
using the special contacts enjoyed by the French community with African countries. Th~ 
emphasis will be placed on the role of biomass combustion on a regional and global 
scale, 
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Study of the cycle of the desert dust (Saharan dust) and its climatic and biogeochemical 
impact. Parameterization of the raising function - modelling of large scale transportation, 

Regional ozone budget - quantification of exchanges, transportation and chemical 
interactions, 

Global study of the composition and stmctnre of the middle atmosphere by coordinated 
utilization of data from the UARS satellite and other sonrces. 

Response of the ecosystems to climatic and chemical forcing 

The ecosystem plays a key role in the biogeochemical cycles: vegetation traps the atmospheric 
CO2 and synthesizes organic matter, while releasing the water taken from the soil in vapor form. 
The gas exchanges between the atmosphere and the vegetation depend on the foliation index 
(surface of leaves per ground surface unit) and the stoma openings. When plants or animals die, 
their components return to the soil. The majority is broken down by the fauna and microflora in 
the soil into simple mineral elements, which can be absorbed by plant roots, or evacuated from 
the system by drainage or trickling. A small part is incorporated into the organic matter of the 
soil, which also breaks down, but much more slowly. 

This qualitative description has been known for a long time. At the present time, and for certain 
ecosystems, we have models allowing predictions to be made of the CO2 and water vapor 
exchanges at an hourly, daily or seasonal level. We are however lacking in models of the 
evolution of the ecosystem, in particular its ground component, over longer periods (10 to 100 
years). Further, the effect of the coral ecosystem, which can trap considerable quantities of CO, 
in the foTI'll of CaC03 should be quantified. The main aim of the research will be to understand 
and model the functioning of the ecosystem and its evolution on a time scale from a season to a 
hundred years. 

It is particularly important to test the effect of the changes wrought by man (C02 enrichment 
and climatic modifications) on the stocks of carbon in the vegetation and the soil: This requires 
interactive linkage between the biosphere and the atmosphere, which can be envisaged in several 
ways: aerodynamic and energy linkage, hydric linkage, physico-chemical linkage. We will 
therefore have to look for the parameters - if possible observable by satellite - which 
characterize the earth's surface (albedo, surface temperature, foliation index, rugosity, etc.) and 
which will allow calculation of the radiation, water vapor, sensible heat and moment fluxes with 
several levels of spatial precision. However, for a surface covered with vegetation, these fluxes 
are not independent: their regulation by primary production, evapotranspiration and 
decomposition must be taken into account, along with their own specific reactions to 
environmental variations. With this in mind, an ascending hierarchy approach would seem 
appropriate, in order to simplify the functional models established for the main types of 
vegetation, with spatial extrapolation to attain the biosphere integration level and compatibility 
with the global atmospheric models. 

This general objective, to reach a functional model of the biosphere with a medium and long
teTI'll predictive capacity, can only be reached by combining several approaches: 

1 Mapping of the main types of vegetation and soil: Satellite data are vital in updating 
ground utilization maps in fast-changing zones (deforestation in the tropics). 

2 

3 

Process studies: 
study of photosynthesis, transpiration, decomposition of organic matter on representative 
systems: effect of CO2 enrichment, temperature variations, contribution of water and 
minerals. These studies should lead to the creation of process models and their integration 
into an ecosystem model. 

Field studies: 
measurement of gas fluxes at the vegetation-atmosphere interface (C02, H20, CH" NH3, 

etc.) vegetable production, hydric balance of the soil, biogeochemical cycles, These 
studies will enable ecosystem models to be tested locally and regionally. 
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4 Spatialization: 
The ecosystem studies must be transferred to a global scale (100 km x 100 km) using 
satellite mapping and measurement. 

Of the lines of research to be promoted within the IGBP programme, we should mention the 
following: 

in-situ and remote measurement of the foliation index, a key parameter in ecosystem 
models, 

experimental and modelling studies of the soil component of the ecosystems, 

production of continental geochemical balances: organic matter - mineral matter linkage 
in transportation by water, sedimentary fluxes linked with climate and anthropozation 

integration of the functional ecosystem approach and the. approaches based on the 
biological properties of species and specific diversity (vegetable succession models), 

quantitative analyses of spatial structures (geostatistical, fractial analysis, etc.) to 
understand the diversity and heterogeneous nature of vegetable formations. 

study of the evolution of the interfaces between vegetable formations (forest-prairie 
boundary at altitude, steppe-desert limits, forest-savanna limits, etc.) which constitute 
transitional zones CO. (ecotones) which are in theory more sensitive to climatic changes. 

France possesses skills in the study of functional ecosystem processes: evapotranspiration (in 
particular following the HAPEX-MOBILHY operation and the work done within the ISLSCP 
Programme), CO. exchanges (in low vegetation rather than forests), evolution of organic matter 
in soils. erosion, as well as in the field of remote-sensing image processing. A considerable 
effort remains to be made in the theoretical aspects of the change in the level of integration of 
functional processes and modelling at the biosphere level, which can now be approached in a 
quantitative manner using remote-sensing satellite data. 

Describing the evolution of the geosphere-biosphere system 

Neither the biosphere nor the geosphere is stable with time. It is therefore essential to document 
this variation on a time scale comparable with that which govems the fluctuations of the main 
processes involved. 

Past evolution 

A reconstruction of the last climatic cycles (several hundred millennia) constitutes a remarkable 
test bench, since it allows exploration of a range of the greatest biospheric fluctuations of the 
last million years. It is made easier by the presence of a large number of "archives"in the 
glacial, continental and marine environments. In addition, current technology enables us to 
recover continuous samples in environments as hostile as the heart of the Antarctic and the 
roaring forties. 

This theme was first of all tackled by a quantitative approach under the PNEDC's 
paleoclimatology programme. It involves aboutsixtyresearchers from fifteen or so laboratories. 
Their work has revealed phenomena of unsuspected magnitude, such as the natural variability of 
the attnospheric content· of carbon dioxide or the extreme rapidity with which certain climatic 
changes occur. The variability of the hydrological cycle at the continental surface is also one of 
the selected themes of research. 

The linking of glacial, continental and marine data should allow a reconstruction of the natural 
evolution of the geosphere-biosphere system to be made, in association with glacial-interglacial 
climatic oscillations, in particular: 
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evolution of temperatures on a world scale, 

evolution of the chemical composition of the attnosphere (CO., CH" NOj, 

evolution of the dust content of the atmosphere, 

evolution of the water cycle on the continents, 

evolution of vegetation cover, 

evolution of the quantity of carbon stored on the continents, 

variability of the oceanic environment (circulation, chemistry, ecosystems), 

reconstruction of the major biogeochemical cycles. 

A major effort will be made on the search for linkages within the carbon cycle, involving the 
ocean, the atmosphere and the continental ecosystems. Under the Geosphere-Biosphere 
programme, it will be essential to clear up a certain number of uncertainties remaining on the 
continental phase of this cycle. 

This existence of very large scale fluctuations, likely to occur on a time scale of about a 
century, demands that a technological effort be made to obtain long series enabling 
reconstruction of environmental variations to a very high level of resolution (several decades). 
This will notably require drilling into the icecaps of both hemispheres and extremely long core 
samples being taken, or ocean drilling using dynamic positioning vessels. 

Evolution over the coming decades 

There are two main types of tools for monitoting the evolution of the planet's surface: 
permanent networks of ground-based observatories, and satellites. The two types of data 
supplied by these tools complement each other well. 

Satellites give an overview which is repetitive and integrated into an appropriate mesch, but 
only measure the luminance at the top of the attnosphere. These luminance values are then 
subjected to spectral and spatial integration, thus. giving an average view of surfaces of between 
100 m' and 1000 km' depending on the satellite. It is then necessary to use analysis ?'lethods to 
convert these luminance values into parameters able to describe the Earth. For therr part, the 
geophysical observatories allow more direct measurement of the parameters involved in the 
processes, although these measurements are of course local. Understanding and monitoring the 
changes on our planet and its climate therefore rests on joint analysis of the data received from 
satellites and observatories, analysis which requires the use of models taking account of the 
nature of the phenomena, the spatial and temporal scale on which they are seen, and the 
parameters which can be measured. During the current development period, it is essential to 
validate and calibrate the analysis models. This leads' to cross-comparison between the in-situ 
measurements taken by the various observatories. 

This procedure has already been used in a large number of national or international 
programmes, such as ISCCP, thus enabling the French scientific community to make an 
effective contribution to the observation programmes to be conducted under the IGBP. It is 
based on: 

1. Highlighting and examining the parameters and indices accessible to . ~pace~based 
measurement and_sensitive to the processes under study. We are not yet fantilIar WIth all 
those parameters and indices accessible to space-b.ased measurement and whose var!-ations 
are closely linked to those of the geosphere-blOsphere system. For e~ample, It was 
possible to note the satisfactory correlation between the A VHRR standardm;d reflectance 
index. vegetation, the biomass, the fraction of solar energy absorbed, etc. Th~ opens up a 
whole new field of investigation: the search for such parameters, therr theoretIcal 
justification, and then their utilization. 
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2. 

3. 

Development and finalization of algorithms for analyzing satellite data, and their 
validation. A large number of parameters have already been developed under major 
international programmes such as ISCCP or ISLSCP to determine surface parameters: the 
task here will not simply be to make these algorithms more accurate and more stable, but 
also to create algorithms giving access to the measurement of the characteristic 
parameters and indices of new processes. One of the new needs will be to look for the 
signatures induced on the surface of the earth by these processes (for example, emission 
of CH. (or other gases), wind or water erosion, changes in surface condition, etc.) .. 

Application of the methods developed to studying and monitoring the Geosphere
Biosphere system: 

monitoring of vegetation, in particular the "green wave", whose space-time 
variation in relation to rainfall, radiation and humidity will in particular be 
examined, 

highlighting of CO2 and CH. sources and how they relate to evapotranspiration, 
temperature and humidity, 

study of the water cycle under the GEWEX project (Global Energy and Water 
experiment) . 

Modelling the geosphere-biosphere system 

The aim of the "modelling" part of the IGBP is to develop global models of the environment, 
including the physical, chemical and biological mechanisms which control its evolution. CurreD! 
models of the climate system naturally constitute the basis of these future models but their 
application to the problems of forecasting the environment on time scales of several decades or 
less means that drastic improvements will have to be made to their accuracy, effectiveness and 
reliability. The physico-chemical and biological aspects are currently much less advanced and 
often correspond to local models, which have to made more systematic and generalized to meet 
the objective mentioned above. 

Development of physical models of the climate system 

1?e co~g yea:s .will have to be devoted to improving our models of general atmospheric 
- cITculation and linking them up to the ocean surface and general oceanic circulation models, as 

well as to developing simplified models, notably two-dimensional (latitude-altitude) models of 
the climate system. 

The . need for future. modelling of the interactions between the ecosystems, in particular 
contmental, and the chmate, means that for the general atmospheric circulation models, we will 
have to go beyond realistic simulation of the mean and variance values to achieve a good 
representation of the many different atmospheric circulation conditions which give rise to 
extreme meteorological situations,< along with their probability of occurrence and duration. 
Furthermore, an intensive numerical examination of environmental evolution on time scales of 
abl!u~ half a century will only be possible if the appropriate tools are developed, in other words, 
e~clent models with low spatitial resolution. This presupposes that the as yet unsolved and 
delicate problems of scale parameterization find a solution. 

A major critical point is representation of the water cycle. This aspect requires narrow 
interpretation of the modelling progrannnes and observation programmes, notably from space, 
prepared under !h~ qEWEX project. An particular. effort will have to be made on modelling, 
not only. o~ preclpltat10~, but :uso of clouds .and th~1T different optical properties. The stabilizing 
oramplifyrng mechamsms linked to the rnteraCUon of clouds and radiation indeed play a 
determining role in the global and local climatic response to variations in the concentration of 
greenhouse-effect gases. 

The other essential point of the physics of the water cycle is parameterization of the energy flux 
at the soil-atmosphere interface. We must evidently obtain representations of evapotranspiration 
from the vegetation cover, which are reliable but as simple as possible, integrating discrepancies 
ona scale smaller than the model mesh, and in close liaison with satellite observations of 
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foliation indices and the in-situ measurement programmes such as HAPEX-MOBILHY, HAPEX 
Niger or others to be defined in the future. 

Even if it is not yet as advanced as its atmospheric twin, ocean modelling is today the subject 
of intensive numerical experimentation, and this will increase in the future. Priority is given in 
the near future to the linkage between atmospheric models and oceanic mixed layer models, 
which is a relatively simple and obviously temporary solution, but one which means that a 
certain number of the interesting problems posed by the IGBP can be dealt with in a reasonably 
realistic manner, in particular the impact of the greenhouse-effect gases on the climate, thus 
paving the way for future global models of primary production in the ocean and physico
chemical exchanges at the interface. 

It should however be noted that a detailed simulation of general oceanic circulation remains a 
medium-term necessity. Preparation for this requires major investments in numerical 
experimentation. The first stage is the development of dynamic models of the development of 
dynamic models of the tropical ocean which, when linked with the general atmospheric 
circulation models, will reveal the inter-annual variability involved in the TOGA type 
mechanisms. 

The physico-chemical and biological aspect 

Certain physico-chemical or biological mechanisms have already been integrated, or can be 
integrated in the short-term, into global models of climate dynamics. Simulation of long-term 
variations in ozone distribution is, for example, well under way, with modelling of the linkage 
processes between dynamics and photochemistry. For the time being, the most complex 
photochemistry models have ouly been coupled with simplified (2-ditnensional) models of 
atmospheric dynamics, and a general atmospheric circulation model has only been coupled with 
simplified photochemistry models. However, .the coupling of a complete photochemistry model 
with a 3-dimensional general circulation model would seem to be not too far away. 

General circulation models including atmospheric transportation of desert dust, or the water 
isotopes cycle, have already been developed and should be refined with respect to the 
parameterization of the raising of dry and wet deposits. These models could serve in part as the 
starting point for a numerical simulation of the cycles of other trace elements. 

Matter transfers (C02 , H20) at the continent-atmosphere interface are commouly represented by 
local models of primary production, validated by -satellite observations. These models should be 
generalized and integrated into the mesh of general atmospheric circulation models, leading 
finally to a global model of the evolution of terrestrial ecosystems, interacting with a simulation 
of the climate. 

Matter fluxes in the ocean are currently the subject of local models under the FMO programme, 
in particular with regard to the production and sedimentation of large biogenic particles and the 
distribution of metals in limited oceanic areas. Modelling of primary production in the mixed 
oceanic layer is well under way and the first linkages of this type of model with the physical 
models of the mixed layer allow interactive simulation of the optical properties of the ocean 
surface layers and the corresponding absorption of radiation. 

The distribution of the CO2 transfer coefficients on the surface is today modelled and validated 
by comparison with SEASAT data, pending NlMBUS-7 and ERS-l. The development of more 
complex mixed layer models will in the future give the distribution of the surface concentrations 
and lead to a better simulation of the exchanges involved. here again, the need for constructive 
interaction between modelling and observation should be underlined. The next stage, preparation 
for which must begin now, is the modelling of CO2 distribution within the ocean. 

The resources required 

To see such a program tlrrough to a successful conclusion, the French community will need 
extra resources in addition to those of the programmes under way. To a large extent, these 
resources are destined for long -term surveillance of the critical parameters of the Geosphere
Biosphere system (with high-quality data) and to enabling modelling of this system to be 
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~chieved with a level of complexity allowed by both a better understanding of the processes 
mvolved and the development of data processing means. . 

Satellite observations 

The . IG.BP prog:amme should first of ~l enjoy the benefits of the data supplied by the 
applicatIOn satelhtes: SPOT (and more p~cularly SPOT 4 with its VEGETATION instrument), 
METEOSAT, and more generally the mstruments on the European, American and Japanese 
polar platforms. 

Fr~ce alread~ partici~ate~ in the space aspect of the World Data Research Programme, in 
parncular by Its contnbu!I0n to .the. ISCCP and ISLSC~ . programmes, its inIportant role in 
TOPEXI!'0~EIDON, and Its contnbutu~n to ER~-1. In addluon, France submitted a proposal for 
an contnbutIOn to th7 GE~EX expenme~t, WIth .the BEST project, aimed at examining the 
water cycle on an mternaUonal cooperaUon baSIS. The recent French project for satellite 
observation of the water siruation, proposed in answer to the EOS (Earth Observation System) 
call for tenders, is .an important addition to this programme. 

An ins.tnunent more specifically destined for continuous observation of the ozone layer should 
be. de~~ed on by ~e .European Space Agency for installation on the polar platform. The French 
sClen?flc commumty IS well placed to play a major role in defining and launching an instrument 
of thIS narure .. In the shorter term, the 1990' s will be marked by the analysis and utilization of 
the ~ata obtamed by the ~ARS. satellite, with which the French community is directly 
aSSOCIated, and by the contmuauon of a solar flux and spectral distribution surveillance 
program(Spacelab flight and ATLAS mission). 

Finally, ~~ the. framework of Franco-Soviet space cooperation, the IGBP was chosen as one 
of the pnonty tOPICS for long-tenn cooperation. Following on from programs which are either 
current or at presen! being defined, the theme of this cooperation will be cloud behavior under 
th~ effect of the build-up. o~ greenhouse-effect gases in the atmosphere and how this affects the 
clinIate thrpugh the radIau,:,e transfer process. Since this activity will require major space 
resources: ~t. should be partIally financed by the budget assigned to the development of civil 
space acUVIUes and should thus benefit from the CNES resources for this purpose. 

Ground-based observations 

The .French scientific community anticipated the recommendations which should lead to the 
creation of a netwo~k .. of Geosphere-Biosphere Observatories. It has participated in the 
~evelo~rnent and acqUISItion of surface paramete~ within the framew~rk of several campaigns, 
m p~cular. HAPEX-MOBILHY, and IS preparmg HAPEX-NIGER It has also a recognized 
7xpenence .m long-tenn surveillance of the atmosphere, and has both the advanced 
mstrumentauon and the particularly well-suited sites to play an inIportant role in this network: . 

With its full range of meas~g instru~ents (lidar, DV/visible/microwave spectrometers,' 
balloon sonders), the geophysIcal stauon of the Observatorie de Haute-Provence is a 
m?del e:cample of the modern international atmospheric monitoring stations currently 
bemg built. 

The Observatorie du Pie du Midi, at 3000 meters altirude, is one of the least-polluted 
areas of Europe. 

New Amsterdam Island, an unpolluted site at medium latirude in the Southern 
hemisphere, where CO2 surveillance has been under way ror several tears. 

Dumont d'Drville base in Antarctica, where an ozone observation station is to be set up. 

The nume~?us ORSTOM stations, which would allow installation of observatories in 
areas of cnucal ecosystem change. 
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Balloon sond programme 

The instnunentation developed in the French laboratories, ~d the CNES national balloon 
launching capacity means that twO types of approach can be envIsaged: 

Smdy of the dynamics and balance of long-~e components in a Lagrangian approach, 
using long-duration balloons (STRSETOLE proJect). 

Physico-chemistry and dynamics on a local scale using traditional stratospheric balloons. 

Aircraft programme 

The Atmospheric Research and Teledetection Aircraft (ARAT will be extremely useful to t~st 
the instruments developed for measuring surface parameters from space. and to srudy th~ spaual 
variability of the strucurre and composition of the atmosphere O? a regIO?al scale. BeSIdes, the 
development of sophisticated remote-sensing experiments to be mstalled m the . ARA T, ~d the 
cooperation programmes with ~ASA, . are preparing .France to play a leadmg. role m the 
operation of the longer-range WIde-bodIed arrcraft WhICh the European commumty should be 
acquiring to srudy the chemical composition and troposphere-stratosphere exchanges on a much 
larger scale. 

Data banks 

An observation programme on this scale will certainly lead to large quantities of data which 
must be managed as efficiently as possible. This inIplies a cOJ;lsistent programme for the 
creation of data bases, already discussed by the IGBP ad hoc commIttee. 

It should: 

Combine space data, ground-aircraft-balloon validation data and the data already stored, 

Identify the various data sources, 

Ensure intercoill1ection and accessibility. 

It is strongly felt that some of these data banks shol!ld re~in in France, parti~u~<l!ly. wh~n ~ey 
concern our particular areas of competence. It IS eVIdent that such an mlUaUve ImplIes 
guarantees concerning long-term instirutional support. 

Modelling 

The modelling effort must be continued so that the French sc~e~tific community ob!a~s the 
integraring tools which alone will enable a. comprehensiye . des~puon, and hence predicUon, to 
be nIade of the fuurre evolution of our envrronment. ThIS Implies the use of the most powerful 
computers and direct access to data bases of all kinds: solar, atmospheric, meteorological, 
hydrological, geochemical, ecological, paleoclimatic, etc. 

Training and recruitment 

A program of this type can only succe~d if sustaine~ ~y .a permanent flo",:" of skill~d yo~mg 
researchers who in the past were handIcapped by ~C1pline (not t? mention .sub:dlsclp~e) 
specialization. It would seem vital that a more global ,?ewof the envrr?Um~nt WIth, If pOSSIble, 
its various physical, chemical and biological factors be mtroduced at unIVersIty masters/doctorate 
level. 

In addition, the inIportance of long-term e~vironm~ntal surveill.anc7 implies that. ':Observato~" 
type activities could soon benefit from speCIal recrUItInent of SClenUsts and techmctans WIth thIS 
specific purpose. 
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GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

Introduction 

The scientists of .~e Gennan Democratic Republic wo~Jdng in tbe fields of geo- and biosciences 
welcome tbe decIsIOn of ICSU to establIsh tbe InternatIOnal Geosphere-Biosphere Programme: A 
Study of Global Change (IGBP). 

~o~pe~ation in international research enterprises has a long and good tradition in tbe research 
mStItutIO~s of tbe GDR: In tbe geo- 3f1d cosmophysical sciences, our country actively took part 
a1r~ady m tbe InternatIOnal GeoI?hyslcal Y~ar 1957/58, and during the following decades in 
VarIOUS programmes of atm~sphenc, geophY~Ical, solar-terrestrial, oceanological and hydrological 
research, as presently, e.g., m tbe World Climate Research Programme tbe Middle Atmosphere 
ProgranIme, tbe International Hydrological Programme, etc. The s~me holds true for the 
biological sciences, where tbe GDR is active in the Man and Biosphere Programme as well as 
in projects of SCOPE. 

Geophysical and meteorologic.al observato?es in tbe GDR provide long-tenn data series of 
para~e~ers of tbe natural enVIronment (clImate, ozo~e, geomagnetic field, upper atmosphere) 
contmumg over several decades, some of tbem even smce the last century. 

D~scu~sions in tbe responsible. scientific bodies resulted in a general agreement of the concerned 
sCle,:tI.sts of o?," country WItb tbe rationale and tbe underlying tbemes of the IGBP. A 
provISIonal NatIonal CommIttee has been set up for planning tbe national contributions of the 
GDR to tbe IGBP. 

Comments on the draft IGBP programme 

The provi~ional GDR National Co~ttee for tbe IGBP fully agrees with the view that 
understandmg tbe total Eart~ sys~em m order .to solve tbe problems of global environmental 
change.s needs to ~vercome ?,~~,p!mary boundarIes between geo- and bio-sciences. Therefore the 
CO~Ittee appreCIates tbe 1!l1tIatlv~ of tbe SC-IGBP to concentrate on core research projects 
which are. to stud~ tb~ mter~ctlve processes between biotic and abiotic systems, thus 
comI?lemennng ongomg mtematIOnal programmes of the different scientific disciplines. It is 
conSIdered tbat at tbe present stage tbe research objectives and metbodical tasks identified and 
grouped under tbe 4 major sc!en~ific IGBP components and the 4 common problems sufficiently 
well cover tbe ~eeds. for. achlevmg tbe goals of tbe IGBP, being aware tbat specifications and 
ame~~ments w.ill arIse m. tbe course of implementation of tbe programme. Therefore, our 
prOVISIOnal NatIonal COmmIttee feels no need to put forward additional suggestions at this stage. 

National priorities and contributions 

Research institutions of tbe GDR will be able to contribute to tbe IGBP in tbe following fields: 

'f!1eoretical .models, m?nitoring and field experi.ments of antbropogenically influenced 
bIogeochetrncal cycles m tbe .near-surf~ce ~d trnddle atmosphere (deposition processes, 
transport, ozone) for research m terrestrIal bIOsphere-atmospheric chemistry interactions. 

Cooperation in oceanological. experimental st?dies as envisaged by SCOR and IOC, using 
r~search vessels and. satellIte remote-sensmg progranImes, for research on marine 
bIOsphere-atmosphere mteractions. 

Process studies of interactions between 
soil, vegetation and atmosphere, 
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, and 
limnical and river systems, 
for research on biospheric aspects of tbe hydrological cycle. 
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Diagnostics and modelling of climate changes in the framework -of tbe WCRP, for 
research on tbe effects of climate change on terrestrial ecosystems. 

Contributions to general circulation modelling of the atmosphere with respect to specttal
models and to interactions between land surface and atmosphere, for the development of 
global geosphere-biosphere modelling. 

Metbodical contributions to international projects of remote sensing and geo-infonnatics 
systems in tbe framework of socialist count::ies (Interkosmos), and long-tenn data senes 
of geophysical parameters of tbe envIronme,:t ~lower and upper atmosphere, 
geomagnetism, solar activity) obtained at observatones m tbe GDR, as far as relevant for 
tbe development of IGBP data and infonnation systems. 

Paleoclimatic, paleolimnological, paleopedological, den<!t0log~cal and ~aleovo!canic 
(mainly quaternary) studies in central Euro~, and use of .'SOtOP'C. metbods m stud,es of 
sediment fonnation in Europe and AntarctIca, for extractmg envIronmental data of the 
past. 

Use (and possibly, extension) of an ongoing long-ten:n mo,:itoring programme of 
biogeochemical and ecological processes in a lake 3f1d ItS envIronment. (Neuglobsow, 
Stechlin Lake), as ell as in water storage rese~o~ WIth forested and a~ncultural mt~e 
areas (Neunzehohain and Saidenbach reservoIrs) m the GDR, as pOSSIble cooperatmg 
geosphere-biosphere observatories. 

PROVISIONAL NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE GDR FOR THE IGBP 

Chairman: Prof. S. Dyck 

Members: Prof. W. Boehme 
Prof. 1. Heinzmann 
Prof. H. Kautzleben 
Prof. W. Mundt 
Prof. M. Ringpfeil 
Prof. 1. Taubemheim 
Prof. K. Voigt 
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HUNGARY 

The Hungarian National Committee of IGBP proposes the following research areas and topics as 
fields of contribution of the Hungarian science to the IGBP. 

Coordinating panels 

A. Terrestrial Biospbere - Atmospberic Cbemistry Interactions 

1. Cycling and large-scale distribution of atmospheric trace gases and their interactions with 
the human activity and the biosphere. 
Responsible: E. Meszaros, academician, director, Institute of Atmospberic Physics. 

2. The increasing acidification of the environment and its effect on the flora and fauna, on 
the health condition of the forests and on the biomass production. 

3. 

Responsible: Gy. Varallyay, DSc. director, Institute of Soil Science and Agrochemistry, 
Hung. Acad. Sci. 

Regional and continental distribution of radio-active matters. 
Responsible: L.B. Sztanyik, CSc. director, "Frederic Joliot Curie" Institute of Radiology 
and Radiobiology. 

B. Biospberic Aspects of tbe Hydrological Cydes 

4. Trends in the changes of the big lakes. Hungarian case study: Lake Balaton. 
Responsible: J. Salanlci, academician, director; Institute of Limnology, Hung. Acad. Sci. 
Tihany. 

5. Global trends in the hydrobiological changes of the big rivers. Recommended model-river 
for Europe: Danube. 
Responsible: A. Berczik, academician, director; Institute of Ecology and Botany, Hung. 
Acad. Sci. Vacnit6t 

6. Changes in the chemical and microbiological properties of the underground drink-water 
basis. Hungarian case study: water resources of the Great Hungarian Plain. 
Responsible: M. Csamidy, med.dr., head of departtnent, State Institute of Public health. 

Co Effects of Climate Cbange on Terrestrial Ecosystems 

7. Anthropogenic Climate changes with special emphasis to the territory of Hungary. 
Responsible: G. Gotz, CSc., Institute of Atmospheric Chemistry. 

8. Anthropogenic climate, aerobiological and vegetation changes in the big cities. Hungarian 
case study: Budapest Agglomeration. 
Responsible: A. Borhidi, DSc. deputy ditector, Institute of Ecology and Botany, Hung. 
Acad. Sci., Vacnit6t 

9. Comparative analysis of stability and resilience in the terrestrial ecosystems modified by 
Global Change. 
Responsible: G. Fekete, academician, head of department, Institute of Ecology and 
Botany, Hung. Acad. Sci., Vacrat6t 

10. Effects of climate change to the alkalinization process of the European soils. 
Responsible: I. Szabo1cs DSc. Institute of Soil Science and Agrochemistry, Hung. Acad. 
Sci., Budapest 

11. Study of large-scale changes to the field value and land ecological potential. 
Responsible: L. G6czan DSc. Institute of Geography, Hung. Acad. Sci., Budapest. 
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Working Groups 

A. Global Geospbere-Biosphere Modelling 

12. 

13. 

14. 

S d f th fl a and fauna of the last 140 000 years. 
tu y 0 'bl e LorK d CSc Head of Department Hungarian State Institute of Geology. Responsl e: . or os, . , 

Description of the megacycles of the Global Sea-level Ch~g~. h' Eotvos L6rand 
Responsible: A. Mesk6, DSc. professor, Department 0 eop YSICS, 
University, Budapest 

Mathematic modelling of the convective stream of the mantle. 
Responsible: A. Mesk6, 

B. Techniques for Extracting Environmental Data of the Past 

15. Evoluti0!1 of the bKiOd-polymDeSr sy:;:pm~:!~eo~e~ly-~t!~~tiC Botany J6zsef Attila University, 
ResponsIble: M. eves, c. 

16. 

Szeged 

Adaptations mechanisms 
and macro-fossils. 
Responsible: M. Kedves, 

of plants and the paleogeographical changes based on micro-

C. Geosphere-Biosphere Observatories 

17. 

Participating Institutions in the network of the Hungarian Geosphere-Biosphere Observatories: 

Institute of Atmospheric Physics. . . of Environmental Resources and Water 
Institute of Environmental Protection, Mmlstry 

jt~~~~~tStations of the Research Institute of Forestry Institute of Soil Science and 
Agrochemistry, Acad.Sci,Hung. data b~se 
Institute of Geophysics, Hung.Acad.ScI. . 
Research Group of Geophysics of the Hung.A~ad.~cI. 
Department of Geophysics, Eotvos L6rand ,um,:,erslty 
Department of Ecology, Kossuth Lajos Umverstty, Debrecon 
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INDIA 

Introduction 

The I':Idian National Science Academy, as the adhering body to ICSU, constituted a national 
commIttee for IGBP in October 1987, the composition of which is given below. This committee 
has initiated preparatory activities for defining and formulating the Indian programme so that it 
will be ready for implementation during the operational phase begioning 1990. The National 
~ommitt~e had it~. fi.rst meeting in !anuary 1988. At this meeting member exchanged 
mformanon to familiarIze themselves Wlth the vast scope, the needed long term commitment 
and the highly multidisciplinary naMe of IGBP as being conceived by ICSU. The National 
Committee (NC) comprising of working scientists from different disciplines and a few scientist 
representatives of government funding agencies, recognizing the highly interdisciplinary nature 
of IGBP, agreed ?tat there is a need to associate many. 1ll:0re active .scientists of the country to 
formulate the nanonal plan. As a first step towards thlS It was deCided to organize a national 
workshop of about 50 invited scientists well before the first meeting of the SAC-IGBP in 
October. ~e ~ommittee also d.ecided to recommend to the Academy the payment of a suitable 
IGBP contrtbutIOn for 1988; .tlns .has been acce~ted by. the ~cade~y subsequently. The present 
report has been prepared pnmarIly on the basiS of diSCUSSIOns m tbe NC meetings and the 
deliberations of the national workshop held in August 18-20th. 

The national workshop 

The ~C took ~e view tha~ in the situation that existed during the beginning of 1988, the first 
step. m formulanng the. natIOnal 'pro~amme can be taken by identifying a few possible projects 
~or m-~epth smdy hopmg that m thiS process we can learn not only about their national and 
mternatIOnal relevance to IGBP and the overall feasibility of their implementation but also about 
the methodologies to be adopted. With this in mind the following proposals from members of 
the NC were selected for discussions in the workshop: ' 

(I) Esmarine and Coastal ecosystems wim emphasis to me Bay of Bengal; 

(IT) Biogeochemical cycles of greeullouse gases; 

(Ill) Geosphere-Biosphere Observatories; 

(IV) Upwelling and monsoon modelling; and 

(V) Earth radiation budget and clouds. 

(A sixth one on Euphotic Zones in the Indian Ocean proposed along with me above five was 
later dropp~d ~ecause of unforeseen ~easons.) Five working groups each wim a convener and 
about 10 sCientist members were constltuted for the five topics. 

The. ~ational workshop was held in Delhi during August 17-19th. About 50 scientists 
partiCipated ~ .me three day workshop which was inaugurated by Prof. M.G.K Menon who 
traced me ongm and relevance of IGBP beginning with me earliest international scientific 
progr!lllls of me last cenmry. On the first day of me workshop mere were presentations to 
descnbe me scope of IGBP and. to introduce th~ five working .group topics. The second day was 
whol~y d~voted to par~lIel ~or~g group meetmgs. On the third day me conveners summarized ' 
the highlights of me dlSCUSSlOns m a plenary meeting followed by general discussions. 

This be~g the .first mee~g of ~or~ing scientists, only a near primitive report could be drafted 
on the five tOPiCS. Not~lms~andm~ It. serv~d ~ ~umber of very useful purposes highlighting: (a) 
The severe dearili of sClennsts wlm mterdlsclplmary expertise of the kind needed for IGBP to 
,understand the highly interactive feed back total Earili system; (b) some uncertainty about the 
relevance of the selected topics to be suitable elements of IGBP; (c) lack of information on the 
component parts of. th~ topi~s ~~ch are. being studied. under other ongoing international 
programs; (d) co-ordmatlon With smular projects elsewhere m the world; (e) data analysis on a 
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global scale; and (t) the need for an efficient and continuing management system to ensure the 
proper funding, implementation and co-ordination of all the national IGBP activities. In spite of 
these uncertainties, the above topics seemed on first examination to be suitable for IGBP. 

It was recognized that at least some of the above difficulties and uncertainties will be eliminated 
when the international programme content and scope are more sharply de~ed through the many 
international subgroup meetings that are being held or planned, and IGBP Itself evolves over the 
period 1988-89. Even so the participants felt s~on.gly that the v~ous proposed activitie.s mu~t 
be get priority because clearly we cannot do Jus?ce. to all pOSSible programmes ev.e~ if then 
relevance to IGBP is high. The workshop also highlighted. the. need for further def~mtIOn and 
elaboration of the projects already proposed and for consldenng many more pOSSible topiCS 
before the final choice is made for implementation. It was hoped that the Draft IGBP 
Programme which is expected to be distributed in September 19~8. and the deliberati~ns of the 
SAC-IGBP meetin" in October will enable a better overall appreCiatIOn and understand10g of the 

" IGBP to defme and choose national programmes. 

Some remarks on the effective partici pation of India and other developing countries in 
IGBP 

Though mere will be many difficulties and handi~aps for India and other developing countries 
to participate and contribute fully and effectively m IGBP, an element of very senous conce~ 
we encountered was the lack of scientists wim adequately broad and sound base m 
interdisciplioary matters which will ultimately determine the strategies to be adopted, ~he right 
choice of topics under me prevailing national constraints ~d.?te nee<,led foreSight for 
formulating and implementing the programme to rea~ the sCientifiC benefits natl~mally a~d 
internationally. At least a few such people are needed m each country. How to motivate, tram 
and grow such people should be one of the .greatest con.cerns of IGBP. Such interdiscip~inary 
and interdisciplinary experts are also needed to analyze, mterpret and .bmld models effectlvely. 
Wimout them, such countries will become, to a great extent, data supphers to omers. 

Remark on IGBP Report No.4 

The special committee need to be congratulated on the excellent preparatory work th~y have 
carried out so far and the Report No. 4 they have brought out for use m the SAC meetmg. The 
comments on the report by members of our National Committee could not be incorporated in 
this report because the Report was received only in me last week of September. 

In describing the IGBP related activities in chapter 7 three classifications are made ?f memo !he 
first is called Core Research Projects of the SC-IGBP, and the second Support1Og actlVltleS 
which though recognized by the SC-IGBP will not be their direct responsibility. I! seems to be 
implied that the Core Programme will be identified and formulated by the SC while the second 
will be the full responsibility of the national committees. A little clarification here about the 
naMe of these two categories their formulation and' implementation would help to app.reciate 
the difference between them though some indication is available from the document. ThiS may 
be important if for example bulk of the analysis of g.lobal data, their. interpretation. and 
modelling is carried out as Core Projects leaving .essentlally data gathenng to the natlonal 
committees. This will mean in turn that countries which do not have the right kind of experts to 
start with not be able to participate satisfactorily in the Core Projects which really constitute the 
main fruits of the IGBP. 

The second remark concerns a passing reference in chapter 9 that "all efforts be made to 
involve scientists from developing countries in the programme". This matter requires careful 
considerations and suitable organized approach and action to make the ~articipation. of. such 
scientists truly meaningful in all respects. It will not be an easy task but w.lthl?ut ensunng It the 
participation of scientists from developing countries will have no lastmg SCientific value to mem 
and their country. 
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Summary 

The Indian Nati?nal. <;::ommittee for IGBP has initiated preparations for formulating the national 
appro.ach and sCIentIfIC programme for I~~.P. A national workshop was organized in August to 
examme the scope, .relevanc,,: and fea.sl~lhty of five proposed projects; other IGBP related 
matt~rs were. also dISCUSSed m a prelurunary way. For the ~ear. future small working group 
mee~g~ for m-depth stu~y are pl~ed after SAC-.IGBP meetmg m October. A few matters of 
specIal mterest to developmg countnes are pointed out for consideration by SC-IGBP. 

Indian national committee for IGBP 

Prof RR Daniel, chairman 
Dr P.K. Das 
Dr V.K. Gaur 
Dr T.A. Hariharan 
Dr T.N. Khoshoo 
Dr A.P. Mitra 
Dr J.S. Singh 
Prof B.L.K Somayajulu 
Dr M.N. Qureshi 
Dr S.N. Dwivedi 
Dr M. Parabrahman 
Dr. M.K. Tewari, Non-member Secretary 
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IRELAND 

The National Committee report from Iteland is presented as a series of articles on 
projects essential for the work within the IGBP 

I The synoptic climatology of rainfall hazards in Europe 
Dr. J. Sweeney, St. Patrick's College, Maynooth 

Recent progress in the recogoition of short to medium term vartatlOns in climate 
have established the existence of a greater variability in particular components of 
climate on such scales than was hitherto believed. In particular they imply that 
periodic precIpItation fluctuations occur in response to medium term circulation 
changes, something which has inlplications both for hydrology and the frequency 
occurrence of extreme or hazardous events. Such consequences vary for different 
regions within Europe and although mechanisms have been suggested to explain the 
phenomena, no detailed link between synoptic weather types and precipitation yield 
exists at a European scale. New data sources (such as precipitation radar) are, for 
the first time, becoming coordinated at a European scale and, together with improved 
computing power, offer the opportunity of a wider scale of analysis. The anticipated 
changes in circulation associated with CO2 led warming make anticipation of these 
climatological impacts important. 

Aims of the proposed research: 

(1) To establish precipitation yields (with particular reference to intensity and 
amount) on a pan-European scale in response to particular synoptic scenarios. 

(2) To test the applicability of 
forecasting with particular 
significance. 

this synoptic approach to localized 
reference to threshold events 

precipitation 
of hazard 

(3) To establish regional vanatlOns in 
synoptic categories with a view 
forecasting and facilitating more 
precipitation amount on regional scales. 

precipitation receipt with particular 
to improving localized preci pitation 

widespread probability forecasting of 

(4) To establish the impacts which regional changes in preCIpItation may have for 
selected economic activities, with special reference to agriculture. 

Description of research work 

This research will firstly examine a homogenized record of precipitation from the 
mid-nineteenth century for a large number of locations within Iteland and the U.K. 
Where possible, use will be made of data sets which already exist. The station 
network will aim to achieve a density of the order of 20-30 rainfall stations per 
country. The network will be constructed to incorporate the effects of both 
topographical and oceanic influences. 

Precipitation events and precipitation yields will be 
reference to the synoptic environment with which they 
maps will be generated from the computer datasets which 
for use by European countries in national and regional forecasts. 

examined with particular 
are associated. Probability 

will be at a scale suitable 

Precipitation thresholds for the onset of particular hazards are likely to vary 
considerably within Europe depending on the surface conditions which influence 
water storage characteristics. The study will therefore examine the responses.. of 
regional water budgets to particular synoptic sequences with a view to ascertammg 
the rainfall inputs over specific time periods associated with hazards of particular 
magnitudes for agriculture and water resource management. 
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The long term changes of particular synoptic situations will then be used to derive 
projections for changes in total and seasonal income of precipitation for each area. 

11 Genesis of clay and carbonate enriched subsolum horizons in podzoIic cleys in 
Ireland - an indicator of a drier pedocIimate? 

Dr. I.F. Collins, University College, Dublin, and Or. R.F.Hammond,Teagasc. 

It is proposed to study the morphology and composition of a variety of soils with 
simultaneous silicate clay and carbonate enrichment in their lower sola with a view 
to establishing their genesis. It is planned to compare such soils with 
topographically-related counterparts that have' either clay alone or carbonate alone 
enrichment and with associated soils showing enrichment in neither of these 
constituents. Intensive large scale mapping of small areas in Co. Kildare will be 
supported by physical, chemical and mineralogical analysis. The hypothesis being 
tested is that these soils developed under a drier climate during which clay was 
mobilized and that during subsequent wetter conditions carbonates were deposited 
from carbonate-enriched and rising groundwaters, changing podzolic conditions to 
those of gleying and water saturation. 

III Reconstruction of climatic fluctuations and environmental change in the period 
14000 - 8000 BP based on multidiscipIinary investigations of lake sediments from 
western Ireland 

Dr. M. O'Connell, University College, Galway 

The end of the last Ice Age (c. 14000 to 9500 B.P.) is characterized by a complex 
series of climatic oscillations which were confirmed· in their effects to the eastern 
North Atlantic and the N.W. European landmass. This, as it were, "false-start" to 
the present warm post-glacial stage is unknown from elsewhere in the Northern 
Hemisphere and, apparently, has no counterpart at the boundary of earlier 
glacial/interglacial cycles (Watts, 1980). This project attempts to document the 
effects of temperature oscillations in the North Atlantic on the terrestrial 
environment in western Ireland, where can be expected to be best expressed. 

A number of suitable sites with thick late-glacial deposits, which should facilitate 
fine scale resolution of vegetational and climatological change, have already been 
identified in Connemara. 

It is now proposed to undertake a further coring programme to: 

(1) Establish stratigraphical variation at the know sites; 

(2) Locate further potentially suitable sites for detailed investigation; and 

(3) Locate suitable deposits containing autogenic carbonate in Caroniferous 
limestone areas adjoining Connemara. 

It is proposed to carry out mnltidisciplinary investigations on selected cores from 
a number of representative sites including: 

(a) Radiocarbon dilting of non-calcareous sediments, with a view to establishing as 
precise a time-scale as this method allows; 

(b) Paleomagnetic studies. Inclination and declination features 
time correlation between sites and enable a time-scale to 
calcareous sediments which cannot be satisfactorily dated by 
method; 
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will facilitate 
be attached to 
the radiocarbon 

(c) 

(d) 

Pollen and macrofossil analyses which will enable precise reconstruction of 
vegetation development; 

Independent evidence of variation in climatic conditions which will be 
provided by oxygen isotope analysis of sediments with authigeuic carbonate. 

The above studies, details of which are at present being negotiated, will involve 
cooperation between the following institutions: 

Department of Botany, University College, Galway (Or. M. O'Connell) School 
Physics, Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies (Or. P.W. Readman) 
Instituut voor Aardwetenschappen, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam (Dr. S. Bohncke) 
Physikalisches Institut, Unversitat Bern (Dr. u. Siegenthaler) 

IV Sea-level changes and research in Ireland 

Dr. R.W.G. Carter, University of Ulster, Coleraine 
Dr. 1.0. Orford, Queen's University, Belfast, and 
Dr. R.l.N. Devoy, University College, Cork 

of Cosmic 

It is envisaged that world sea-levels will rise in the next century as a result of 
global wartuing, due to the 'Greenhouse Effect'. Temperature rises of between I and 2 
C could cause sea-level rises in the order of 0.3 to 1.5 meters. However, some 
scenarios suggest that the rise may be higher, resulting from the melting of the 
west Antarctic ice shelf. Notwithstanding, Ireland faces rates of sea-level change 
up to 10 mm/year, far in excess of any recent rates, but not unusual in the context 
of geological time. 

In order to understand the nature and impact of sea-level change on the Irish 
coastal environments, it will be necessary to: 

(a) Expand our knowledge or recent coastal environmental change, through the 
analysis of shoreline and shelf deposits; and 

(b) To model the impact of sea-level rise on our coastal environments. 

Ireland possesses a wide range of coastal environments, often within very. sm~l 
areas. In some cases, these environments are among the best and most acceSSIble m 
the world offering great potential to compile and test models of shoreline change, 
which are distinct from the current paradigms (mostly U.S. in origin). 

There is a sound base for such studies, with tluee universities actively engaged in 
sea-level research (Queen's Belfast, University ,College Cork an~ the University of 
Ulster). Workers in these universities have already received fundmg for projects on 
sea-level change, both for work in Ireland and elsewhere, including England, France, 
Holland, Canada, the U.S.A and Australia. 

At present several major projects are underway. Devoy (Cork) has EC funds for 
studies of seaclevel change in the southwest. Carte (UU9 and Orford (QUB) ~ave 
grants from the Royal Society, London, and the Canadian Governm~nt to contume 
collaborative research with the Canadian Geological Survey on shorelme response to 
sea-level rise. Carter also is completing a project on shoreline erosion in 
northeast Ireland for the Department of the Environment and has ~ccepted a 
Leverhulme grant to look at gravel shorelines <l?d sea-level chan~e m westem 
France. There are about eight research workers m Ireland at vartOuS stages of 
project. 

It is hoped to extend research on to the Irish continental shelf, as well as 
embarking on research in west central Ireland (an area totally unstudied) and, in 
addition, to consolidate the work on late-Holocene relative sea-levels especially 
in resolving the problems of estuary infiH. 
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V Understanding the role of marine eco-systems, and response of coastal zones to 
Global Change 
Professor M. Orren, University College, Galway 

The . D~partment of C?ce~owaphy at University College, Galway, can make 
contnbutlOns to two of the IdentIfIed subject aleas, nalDely: 

(1) Understandiog the role of maline ecosystems; 
(2) Response of coastal zones to global change. 

Geogr~phical1y, Ireland is ideally situated for maline resealch io the North 
AtlantIc. The North Atlantic . Drift first enco~ters the European conrinental shelf 
west of Ireland and, more lffiportant, the. Insh coast is, with some exceptions 
lalgely unpenu:r:bed. by man ~hen c?mpaled with conrinental Europe. The Depaltment i; 
already J.J?-vestIgatmg th~ mteractIon between physical, chemical and biological 
proce~ses m the e~trophlC .zone through analyses of water, sediments and biological 
organIsms for paltlculally Important trace metals such as sioce cadmium copper 
!ead ~d molybdenl:lm, .while satellite imagery obtaioed from the University of Dunde~ 
IS bemg. used. to IdentIfy the complex frontal systems off the west coast of Ireland 
and the dIspersIOn of the Shannon river plume. 

This project aims to describe the processes of trace metal cycliog through the 
geo.sphere, hydrosphere and biosphere io the Shan,non es.tualY and io the Galway Bay 
regIOn, and, when sufficient quantitative data IS available, the processes will be 
modelled with the ultimate goal of achieviog a predictive model of coastal responses 
to chan/le. quantitat~ve studies of specific' organic compounds io the ocean, 
commencmg ~lth !llallDe pigment~, amioo acids and other defioed groups of organic 
compounds wlll. Yield valua~le mfonnation on the mixiog of terrestrial and ocean 
;"aters. These m-depth. studIes of organic compounds io the ocean will greatly 
lmprov~ our ~urrently m.adequate. knowledge. of organic cycliog io the coastal zone 
and .will obVIOusly proVIde an Important mput for coastal zone management when 
organIC waste disposal is considered. 

The . phys.icaVchen:ica.1 baselioe achieved by the precediog project will enable us to 
descnbe m quantItatIve terms the long tenn response of the coastal zone to global 
change. Standaldized and ioternationally preferred methodology will be used so that 
the results may be compaled with those from other coastal zones. 

":'he ess~n~al back-up for the physical and chemical studies will be provided by the 
Imks exlStmg between the Department of Oceanography and the Depaltments of Zoology 
(Bent,bos Group), Geos~ience ~sediolent/water ioteractions, natural weathering) and 
PhYSI~S (meteorology/aIr-sea mteraction). International links are still being 
estabhshed but co~perative work is already underway with maline scientists io 
Sou:halDpton, and links ale. ~eiog e~tabl~shed with the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Inst1t~te (U.S.A), Old DommlOn UmvefSlty (U.S.A), Edioburgh University and the 
Roskilde Group m Denmalk. 

VI Monitoring of a forest ecosystem in a region of low-level anthropogenic emissions' 

E.P.. Farrelli IF. Collios, G.W. Smillie, A.J. Scott, RG. McCalthy, Forest 
ServIce, Bray, Co. Wicklow Univeristy College, Dublio 
G.J. Mullen, Thomond College, Limerick 
K. Kreutzer, R. Schierl, University of Munich 

The overall objective of this project is to iolprove understandiog of the effects of 
atmospheric pollution of forest ecosystems. 

Sioce the eally .1980s, symptoms of forest declioe have been observed on a very lalge 
sc.ale, over a WIde alea of. Europe. The cause of the problem has not been detennioed 
WIth any degree. o~ certamty, but most experts agree that atmospheric pollution is 
at least a contnbutmg factor to many of the several disrinct diseases which have 
been observed. 
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Laboratory controlled environment chamber and open top chamber studies can give 
valuable information helpful to the understanding of pollution influences. 
Ecosystem studies ale also of iolportance and studies have been iostigated io several 
countries both in Europe and io North America. Most of these studies ale located io 
regions where symptoms of forest decline have becom~ appale~t. In many cases the 
atmosphere is heavily polluted with a range of potentIally tOXIC gases and levels of 
acid deposition ale often high. 

The study site, which is locat~d io <;ounty. Cork. io the. so~th ?f Irel~d, has b~en 
chosen with two specific attnbutes m mmd. FlfStly, It IS SItuated m a regIOn 
which experiences very low levels of atmospheric pollution. and, se.condly, the forest 
stand. is very sinillal, with respect to structure and SOli condltlons, to a stand 
which is the subject of a similal study in Gennany, nalDely,. t~e Hoglwald 
experimental site io Bavalia. At that site, the effects of. atmo~phenc mputs. on a 
forest ecosystem ale monitored as palt of a lalger study mvolvmg the experlffiental 
manipulation of the ecosystem. 

Ireland, by virtue of its position, low population density and re!atively . low level 
of heavy iodustrial development, escapes the worst of the pollutIOn WhICh affects 
neally all of the European mainland. The site selecte<!. is distant from kno,:"n poiot 
sources of atmospheric emissions. Annual proton deposltlon measured at a. sne abo~t 
10 km from the study alea is in a range 0.01 to 0.09 kg and collectIOn eqmpment will 
be transferred to an open alea immediately adjacent to the site for this project. 

The site io County Cork was selected io close cooperation with collaborators from 
Lehrstuhl fiir Bodenkunde, University of Munich. Ireland is probably unique io Europe 
io having, io an unpo~uted environment, forest stands similal io species and 
structure to those occurrmg under conditions of significant atmospheric pollution 
on the European maioland. The stand at the selected site has ~e same spec~es, 
Norway spruce, and structure, as at the Hoglwald, and SOli chalactenstlcs, 
paIticulally morphological and chemical, are broadly compalable. 

The specific objectives of the project ale to measure: 

(a) Atmospheric concentrations of gaseous pollutants io the region; 

(b) Bulk pollutant deposition; 

(c) The quantity and chemical composition of throughfall under the forest canopy; 
and 

(d) The iolpact of pollutants on the forest soil. 

Atmospheric concentrations of pollutants will be measured usiog ~ High Efficien~y 
Annulal Denuder. A platfonn for this equipment' will be built adjacent to the SIte 
and . the equipment will be transported to the site an installed there at regulal 
intervals (6 times per yeal approximately), at which. time collections will be made 
over periods of one to several days. The eqnipment is under the control. of the 
Department of Physics. University College, Dublio, at whose laboratones the 
analyses will be calried out. 

Bulk pollutant deposition will be collected at the same site or close to it. Open 
collectors will be installed on a platform and collection vessels will be serviced 
at weekly intervals. 

Throughfall will also be collected io gutter and pot collectors at weekly ioterv~s 
by Forest Service or University personnel. Bulk deposition and throughfall matenal 
will be analyzed at the laboratories of the Depaltment of Agricultural Chemistry and 
Soil Science of University College, Dublin. 
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The ~pact of pollutants. on the. soil. will be measured under the forest canopy by 
analysIs of samples obtamed usmg lItter traps, humus lysimeters and soil solution 
suction cu~s and by analysis of soil samples collected at intervals throughout the 
~tudy . penod. Lehrstuhl. fill Boden~unde personnel will participate in the 
mstallallon of humus lysImeters, seCllon cups and tensiometer. The tensiometer. 
will be used for calibration during the suction cup sampling operations. The 
operation of suction cups and tensiometer will be under the control of Thomond 
College. Analysis of samples will be conducted at the Department of Agricultural 
Chemistry and Soil Science, University College, Dublin, Lehrstuhl fill Bodenkunde 
will have primary responsibility for monitoring changes in the chemical status of 
aluminum, heavy metals and nitrogen in the soil. They will also be involved in the 
comparison of results between the Irish and German sites which forms an important 
part of the project. 

VII Sulphur emissions from peaUand ecosystems 

E.P. Farrell, J.F. Collins, G.W. Smillie, University College, Dublin 
M.O. Andreae, Biogeochemistry Department, Max Planch Institut fUr Chemie, 
Mainz, Germany 

Since January 1986, Soil Science personnel 
cooperation with the Irish Forest Service, 
at Glenturk in north County Mayo. 

at University College, 
operated a rainwater 

Dublin, have, in 
collection station 

The measurement station is situated 11 km from Broad Haven Bay to the north and 23 km 
from the Atlantic Ocean to the west. The major soil type in the Atlantic Ocean to the 
west. 'J!le major s~il type in the region is ombrotrophic blanket peat, with very low 
non-capIlI~y porosIty and saturated. hydraulic conductivity. Average rainfall in 
the area IS 1400 mm per annum dIstnbuted over 270 days. Under these conditions the 
soil is saturated to within 3 cm of the surface for most of the year. ' 

Peatlands cover 1.34 million hectares, 16.2 per cent of Ireland. With 212,000 
hectares (40 per cent of the land area), County Mayo has the greatest area of 
peatland of any Irish county. Of the total, 128 hectares are unmodified and 
experience anaerobic conditions close to the surface for much of the year. 

A rainwater collection station IS located on an undrained bog, regarded as 
representative of this kind of soil and landscape. Samples are collected monthly and 
ana!yzed for major cations and anions. Excess sulphate deposition for a twelve-month 

. penod to~alled 56 kg s?lphate per hectare. This is regarded as high, considering 
the relallvely remote sItuallon. Possible natural contributions include the ocean 
(princip~y as dimethyl sulphide), hydrogen sulphide of biogenic ongm and 
hthol0!lIcal . /gr.oundwater sources from weathering pre-Cambrian rocks. Pre-Cambrian 
formallons nch m sulphur are known to occur in the region. 

It is. pr?posed to investigat~ sul~hur fluxes in a 1;lanket peatland ecosystem using a 
com.bmatIOn of approaches mcludmg gas concentratIOn measurement in chambers and 
vertIcal concenn:ation gradients . in . the atmosp~ere. Sulphate deposition will also 
be measured. Wmd speed and drreCllon data WIll be analyzed, and cation and anion 
concentrations ~ pre.cipita,tion determined. Analysis of specific compounds such as 
methane sulphomc aCId WIll be used to attempt to identify the fraction of deposited 
sulphate attributable to different sources. 

VIII Working Group on geo-biosphere observatories; outline proposal 

The following comments are based upon views expressed by individuals in University 
College, Dublin, Queen's University Belfast, University of Ulster, Bord na M6na, An 
Foras Forbartha, Teagasc, ERA Ltd. 
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Within the context of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme and this 
Working Group, and using criteria of uniqueness, global significance and 
accumulated research, Irish involvement is suggested in· geo-biosphere observatory 
work in the study of: 

1. Peat/bog ecosystems, especially of the 'Extreme oceanic ecosystem type' of 
which Ireland is the major representative; 

2. Lacustrine 'ecosystems', including their linkages with agro-economic 
ecosystems; 

3. Agro-economic productive systems, particularly grassland and forest 
ecosystems; 

4. Hydrological and clastic sedimentary cycling in Sahelian/arid and Equatorial 
rain forest 'ecosystems' in Africa and S.B. Asia. 

Within scientific institutions in Ireland collectively there exists equipment and 
expertise in satellite and airborne remote sensing image analysis, in sensor design 
and construction and in modelling relationships between ground and remotely sensed 
data. These have been applied to each of the four 'areas' listed above. 

1. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Lakes in Ireland occur in a wide range of geo-biosphere environments 
undergoing varying degrees. of ant~opic modification, pr~viding ideal 
situations for controlled studIes. Momtonng of lake water quahty, hydrology 
and sedimentation by ground sampling and remote sensing is proceeding and 
databases are being created by U.C.D. with An Foras. Forbartha, and ~y ~he 
Northern Ireland Department of the Environment WIth Queen s UmversIty, 
Belfast and University of Ulster. Several lakes have been selected f<;>r 
baseline studies in connection with European Acid Rain research. There IS 
immense potential for building on this work. 

There are several different types of peatland and bog ecosystems in Ireland 
similarly experiencing varying degrees of antlrropic mod~fication. . They ~e 
widely regarded as representative systems and could proVIde baselme studIes 
within the IGBP. Although there is considerable knowledge about. Insh peatbog 
systems there are few comprehensive monitoring progra~es and lIttle IS kn0-:vn 
in detail regarding their hydrological and geochemIcal behavIOr. S.tud,tes 
involving remote sensing within a monitoring. framewor~ are . begmnmg 
particularly in Northern Ireland. There. is, as WIth .lacustrme s~udIes, c1e~ 
potential for building upon and developmg these studIes. Radar Image!y will 
be useful for monitoring moisture content and plru;tt l!rowth, mullls~ec~al 
imagery is already used for baseline mapping, c1assIficallon and momtonng 
change. 

Considerable research effort is being' put into the analysi~ ~d. monitoring of 
agro-economic ecosystems by individuals, groups and mstItutlOns. Particular 
mention should be made of grassland and forest ecosystems. Long term data sets 
(unfortunately not yet sufficiently broad based or integrated) are being 
generated, airbome and satellite remote sensing and ground truthing, 
controlled experimentation and model validation are proceeding in a variety. of 
locations and situations. 

Hydrological resources in the Sahelian/arid zones <;>f Niger, Algeria and M~li 
and sediment cascades in the rain forest zones of SIerra Leone and of IndoneSIa 
are being studied by individuals and small g~oups: ,?ostly on a con~act~al 
basis. Remotely sensed and ground data collecllon IS mvolved, but. m~mt0D1!g 
is limited. The future involvement of Irish environmental SCIe?tlSts . m 
studying the general problem of desertification in fragile ecoystems m Africa 
is envisaged. 
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In terms of the IGBP the deployment of such expertise and 
be considered within the framework of observatories being 
or international groups in those countries with which 
arrangement and/or cultural links. 

Two final cautionary points must be made: 

commitments 
planned by 
Ireland has 

might perhaps 
other national 
bilateral aid 

1. Within Ireland, continuous collection of geo-biosphere data, unlike 
meteorological and hydrological, in an integrated, comprehensive and 
systematic manner is limited. Geochemical and sedimentary flux measurements 
are virtually non-existent. Although there are no observatories dedicated to 
such monitoring, sites, locations, structures do exist, however, which could 
be developed into such observatories. 

2. The regular monitoring of Irish ground conditions by satellite and airborne 
multi-spectral sensor is severely limited by cloudiness. The advent of the 
r:uropean sa!ellite ERS-I in 1990 carrying imaging radar sensors will partly 
crrcumvent thIS problem. 

IX Kinetics and mechanisms for the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with alkyl and 
peroxyacyl nitrates 

Dr. O.J. Ni,?lsen, Riso National Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark, 
Dr. H.W. SIdebottom and Dr. J. Treacy, University College, Dublin 

A~ I. and ac~ I pero:cid radicals are important intermediates involved in the 
oXIdaoon of volatile organIC compounds emitted into the atmosphere. 

Th~ purpo~e of this work is to determine absolute rate data for the reaction of HO 
radIcals WIth alkyl ~d peroxyacyl nitrates and to identify the transient aod end 
products of ~e. racoons under atmospheric conditions, particularly with respect to 
the eventual oXIdaoon products of the nitrogen containing species. 

Initial . s~dies at Riso National Laboratory, Denmark, will be concerned with the 
determmaoon . of absoll:lte rate data for HO reactions with a variety of alkyl arid 
peroxyacyl mtrates usmg pulse? radiolysis . com~ine~ with kinetic spectroscopy. It 
IS hoped that further work will lead to IdenoficatIOn and kinetic information on 
the transient iI]termediates involved in these reactions. 

Product analysis studies of the reaction of the nitrates will be carried out at 
University College, Dublin, using a smog chamber facility having FTIR aod GLC mass 
spectrometry detection techniques. 

Project starting date: January 1987, to run for three years. 

X Bio-ge?che~ical cyc!es - atmospheric segment - gases, aerosols and precipitation 
analYSIS, MIcrophysIcs of clouds, and Natural and anthropogenic sources of air 
pollutants 

T.C. O'Cormor, S.G. Jennings and A.F. Roddy, 
Department of Physics, University College, Galway 

The. pe~artme.nt of Physics, University College, Galway, would be very interested in' 
partICIpatn:tg m the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme in view of the 
research m progress or planned in the Department and at its field station on Mace 
Head near Cama, Co. Galway. The above are the general areas of research. 
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Current activities 

1. 

2. 

3. 

AEROCE - an NSF funded programme involving about 20 universIoes' and agencies 
in the US investigating biogeochemical fl~xes .in and ~lUt .of the North 
Atlantic - have chosen Mace Head as therr pnmary staoo~ m the Eastern 
Atlantic and are in the process of setting up the staoon. nC.G. will 
contribute to this (T.e. O'Cormor). 

Noctilucent clouds and CO, increase (A.F. Roddy) Tran~mission of EM radiation 
t1rrough clouds and remote sensing techniques (S.G. Jermmgs) CCN counter (M.O. 
Andreae, Mainz) 

Monitoring ozone and CFC concentrations as the European station for GAGE 
(Global Atmospheric GAses Experiment) since January .1987; . 
Projected station for EUROTRAC TOR (Troposphenc Ozone Research) project (T.C. 
O'Cormor) 

Monitoring of background aerosol . s!ze aod m~s distributio~s and studie sof 
background maritime aerosol hygroscoPlclty and volaolIty (S.G. Jermmgs) 

Geo-Biosphere Observatory 

In view of the extensive atmospheric monitoring at M.ace Head, an? th~ interest of 
the Department of Oceanography, U.C.G., in water quality and the. bIOlOgIcal work of 
the U.e.G. Marine Research Laboratory at Cama, and the extensIve work by other 
groups in Cormemara, one should consider seriously the development. of t~e Geo
Biosphere Observatory at Cama for maritime, littoral and atmosphenc studIes and 
the environmental aspects of intensive aquaculture. 

T.e. O'Cormor, Department of Physics, U.C.G., is the EURC?TRAC c~ntact point and 
coordinator in Ireland. This research programme w.lll contnbute to the 
International Aerosol Climatology Project and the Intemaoonal Global Atmosphere 
Chemistry programme of LANAP .. 

XI Impact of elevated carbon dioxide levels on European ecosystems 

Dr. M.B. Jones, Dr. D.L. Kelly, Trinity College, Dublin, and Dr. J. Burke, Oak 
Park Research Center, Carlow. 

The rising levels of carbon dioxide in. the atm?sp~ere will have both direct effe~s 
on plants by increasing photosyothesls and mdrrect effects t1rrough changes m 
climate. Although much research has been directed at. the effects of elev~ted CO, 
levels on crop plants very little attention has bgen paId. to natural vegetaoon. One 
of the more subtle but important effects on naturhl vegetaoon may be to enhance or 
reduce the component plants' competitive ability. Such changes may reflect the 
ability of certain plants in the community to take advantage of the. enhanced carbon 
dioxide levels while for others there may be no advantage. In the medIUm or long term 
even small responses could lead to chaoges in community structure that could result 
in the disappearance of rare species. 

The Botany Department at Trinity College. and. the Scie:ntists at the <?ak .Park Research 
Center Carlow have considerable expertIse m studymg the phYSiological resp<;,nses 
of whole plants to elevated carbon dioxide levels. Jointly,. we have e.stabli~hed 
Ireland's only open top chamber set-up which is currently bemg used to mvesogate 
the effects of aIllbient air pollution levels on crop-loss as part of the European 
open-top chaIllber network.' These chambers can be used to .expos~ plants !o elevated 
CO levels. In addition we have considerable expertise m studymg plants 
co~unities and community change, especially in woodland within Ireland. 

We propose to combine these two areas of expertise into a study of the effects of 
elevated carbon dioxide on the components of the deciduous woodland ecosystem .in 
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Ireland, Collaborating laboratories in other EEC countries might well make 
comparative m~asurements for forest ecosystems m other locations, Our proposed 
study would, mvolve a co~bination of field observation, growth chamber and 
laboratory stu~hes as well as mvolvement of the open-top chamber set-up at Carlow 
In the latter mstance we would plan to supplement some of the ch b 'th b' 
d' 'd h I h d h am ers WI car on IOXI e woe ot ers an t e open plots would be subject to th ail' I I 
carbon d~oxide" Important species _of the natural woodland comm~itre~ I~Jan~v~ fJ 
be established m open-top chambers at Oak Park The vegetation' th al 0:' 
and in the chamb ('th d ' h ' m e natur SIte 

, ers Wl, ~ WIt out added carbon dioxide) would be sub 'ected t~ 
deta~ed stud

l
y, The phY~lOlogIcal responses which regulate growth of the Individual 

speCIes wou d be exammed as well as an h 'b 
competitive ability, y c anges m a undance, fecundity or 

Little work has been carried out to assess the im act f " , , 
levels on species in natural plant communities which niake Uo nsm~ carbon dIOXIde 
plant cover in Europ W kn h P a major component of 
enhanced carbon dioxi~~ leveels ~w th! a!e~UC~eailru~~re wi!d bthe s~bject to sigfnifith~antly 
the survival of art' I' e Importance 0 IS to 

, P ICU ar specIes should be investigated, The International 
Geosphere-BIOsphere programme would be an appropriate framework for such a study, 
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ISRAEL 

Introduction 

In July 1985 an ad-hoc Committee for the IGBP was established in Israel by the 
Academy and, after reviewing, the IGBP draft proposal, the past and ongoing research 
and monitoring activities in Israel relevant to an IGBP, as well as the potential 
contribution by Israeli scientists to the latter, expressed its unanimous support 
for such program. 

The ad-hoc committee prepared a Memorandum outlining the particular Significance of 
Israel as a model-area for different investigations, emphasized the exceptionally 
well-documented record of past natural and man-made environmental changes in this 
area on scales ranging from millions of years to tens of years, the inter
disciplinary nature of the research, as well as the environmental monitoring 
activities carried out in Israel over the last few decades, 

A copy of this memorandum was submitted on 1 August 1986, 

In April 1988, an Israel National Committee for the IGBP 
members (see below) studied the reports distributed by the IGBP 
scientists and scientific organizations in Israel in order 
information for planning Israel's contributions to the IGBP, 

was established, Its 
forums and contacted 
to gather relevant 

It is deemed opportune to list at this stage a number of ongoing research efforts in 
Israel, definitely relevant to the IGBP and some of the experimental research sites 
and monitoring organizations, which could serve the purposes of the intemational 
IGBP community, 

The draft IGBP programme 

The Israel NC-IGBP considers the IGBP planning as expressed in the documents 
distributed until now as reflecting the needs of this comprehensive programme, It is 
hoped that at the Stockholm meeting a more definite framework will be proposed, in 
order to facilitate coordination and integration of efforts on national and 
international levels, 

The Israel' NC-IGBP considers the problems connected with origin, transport and 
deposition of desert and industrial dust as deserving particular attention, 
~specia.ny if the large-scale deforestation of jungle areas (South America) and 
mcreasmg desertification (North Africa) are taken into account. The Israel NC
IGBP would be ready to organize in Israel an IGBP - sponsored workshop on these 
topics which have been intensively studied here over the last decades, 

National priorities 

The situation of Israel between the Mediterranean and the extreme desertic climatic 
belts, on the shores of the most oligotrophic sea in the world (the Levantine 
Mediterranean) and the moderately oligotrophic Gulf of Aqaba, in an area with a 
rapid development over four decades of intensive agriculture based largely on ground 
water and lately even saline water-supported, of afforestation and of large-scale 
intervention in water resources, with a rapidly growing industrialization and 
mostly oil-based means of transportation inter alia, it is difficult to indicate a 
major point of concern with regard to the potential impact of - even small-scale -
natural or man-made environmental changes, regional or global. For this reason, a 
great variety of research programs on a wide specttum of topics is being carried 
out. The intensive research and monitoring efforts, as well as the long -range and 
short-range documentation of environmental changes extant in Israel represent a 
potentially important contribution to the IGBP, As indicated before, there, is 
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little doubt that for certain IGBP invesu'gatI'ons and I ong-range experiments Israel 
represents an ideal model-area. 

!he I~rael NC-IGBP suggests to consider some of the Israeli 
mte!'1auonal IGBP long-range observatories. These installations 
eqUIpped and some of them unique in the whole region, i.e.: 

The Interuniversity Institute for Marine Sciences in Eilat (Red Sea); 

installations as 
are excellently 

The National Oceanographic Institute of the Israel 
Linmological Res. Corp., Haifa; 

Oceanographic and 

The Lake Kinneret Laboratory of the IOLR, Tabkha; 

The Sde Boq~r-Hatz~va :md Nizzana (Negev) Experimental Research Stations of 
the Hebrew UmversIty s Arid Ecosystem Research Center. 

National Committee members 

Prof. Z. Reiss, Chairman 
Dr. U. Marinov 
Dr. A. Nissenbaum 
Prof. M. Shilo 
Prof. E. Tchemov 
Prof. D. Yaalon 
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JAPAN 

Introduction 

The Japanese Committee for IGBP was established in Science Council of Japan on 
August 27, 1987. 

The committee is chaired by Professor Yasuyuki Oshima. 11 scientists initially 
joined the committee and 4 executive members appointed. Later the committee and 
executive memberships were enlarged to 26 and 5 members. The committee meetings were 
held 10 times by now and the executive members met 5 times. The major topics of the 

meeting were 

Exchange of information on IGBP, 
Collaboration among scientists in various fields in Japan, 
Relationship to other on-going and plalllled ICSU programs, 
Japanese own programs under the IGBP umbrella. 

The committee organized a meeting in March 1988 to discuss the relationship to other 
related programs with scientists from various research categories. Also it 
organized the first symposium for IGBP in July 1988. 

The committee has been plaooing to publish Newsletter of IGBP-Japan in three times a 
year and the first number will issue ou early November. 

Research themes of Japan-IGBP in the first period (1991-1994) 

(1) Elucidation of Exchanges of Gases and Aerosols in Lithosphere~Hydrosphere
Atmosphere Systems 

Aeronautical observation of long-distance transport of gases and aerosols 
between continents and oceans; 

Gas-exchanges between ocean and atmosphere; . 

Determination of greenhouse effect gases (CO" CH" N,O) fluxes from fields; 

Estimation of aerosol-transport from continents to ocean surfaces; 

Mass-transport in hydrosphere and atmosphere. 

(2) Energy and Mass Exchanges between Terrestrial Ecosystems and Atmosphere , 
Elucidation of mass and energy exchanges in subtropical and tropical 
terrestrial ecosystems, 

Elucidation of mass and energy exchanges in temperate terrestrial ecosystems; 

(3) Minerals Cycles and Productivity of Marine Biosphere: 

Marine biosphere productivity and minerals cycles , 
Biota-environment interaction in boundary zones between continents and oceans 

(4) Elucidation and 
Atmosphere Systems: 

Modeling of Chemistry Interaction in Geosphere-Biosphere-

Elucidation and modeling of chemistry interaction in geosphere-biosphere-

atmosphere systems; 
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Elucidation and mode ling of anthropogenic climatic changes 

(5) Large-scale Monitoring of Environmental Changes 

Time-spatial changes in vegetation distribution and productivity 

Time-spatial changes in ice and snow covers 

Long-distance transport of dust from continents 

Time-spatial changes in soil moisture 

Time-spatial changes in marine biosphere productivity 

(6) Reconstruction of Paleoenvironment 

Reconstruction of paleoenvironment using sedimentation data 

Reconstruction of paleoenvironment using ice core data 

Reconstruction of paleoenvironment using biological data 

(7) Elucidation of Climatic Changes due to Great Rare Events 

Effects of great eruptions of Volcanos on climate 

Effects of big forests fires on climate 
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THE NETHERLANDS 

The Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences established its IGBP Committee at 
the end of 1987. The committee was added to the combined committee for the MAB 
programme of UNESCO and the SCOPE programme of ICSU. The board of the IGBP Committee 
is formed by: Prof. H. Postma (chairman), Prof. J.W.M. La Riviere, Dr. G.P. Hekstra, 
Prof. G.J. Vervelde and Dr. H.M. van Emden (secretary). 

Joint Global Ocean Flux Study 

Dr. Ir. Hein de Baar 

JGOFS now being planned for the next decade (1989-1999) 
biologists, chemists, physical oceanographers and geologists 
in a concerted effort: 

will combine efforts of 
from several countries 

"To determine and understand on a global scale the processes controlling the 
time-varying fluxes of carbon and associated biogenic elements in the ocean, 
and to evaluate the related exchanges with the atmosphere, sea floor and 
continental boundaries." 

The contribution from The Netherlands will be a series of four expeditions. In the 
fall of 1989 two cruises will focus on biology/chemistry in the surface ocean and 
processes on the sea floor /benthic) respectively. Two similar cruises will be 
executed in the spring of 1990. Otherwise the overall JGOFS is an explicitly open 
organization and involvement of scientists from countries (e.g. China, Iceland, 
Japan, Sweden) other than those providing ships for the Pilot Study id actively 
encouraged or already implemented. 

Netherlands contribution to the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) 

W. Otto and W.P.M. de Ruyter 

As the central oceanographic component of the World Climate Research Programme 
(WCRP), the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) is of much interest for 
physical oceanographers in the Netherlands. The importance of the issue of climatic 
change for a country like the Netherlands makes a significant contribution to WOCE 
highly desirable. In the following a summary is given of the various activities and 
plans in this connection. As there are relations between WOCE and the Joint Global 
Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) and various satellite programmes (ERS-l, TOPEX/pOSEIDON) 
and as there are connections with the TOGA (Tropical Ocean, Global Atmosphere) 
programme, the WOCE plans are being developed in cbunection with these activities. 

There is a Netherlands WOCE working group constituted that will work within the 
Netherlands Foundation for Sea Research ("Stichting Onderzoek der Zee", SOZ). The 
institutes participating: 

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI). 

Institute of Meteorology and Oceanography (!MO), University of Utrecht. 

Netherlands Institute of Sea research (NlOZ). 

Technical University, Delft. 
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EUROTRAC 

S.,Zwerver 

Eurotrac means "European experiment on transport and transformation of environ
mentally relevant trace constituents in the troposphere over Europe". 

EUROTRAC covers three main areas: 

The chemistry and transport of ozone in the troposphere on a regional and a 
hemispheric scale; 
The processes which lead to the formation of acidity in the atmosphere, 
particularly those involving the presence of aerosols and clouds; 
The studies on the uptake and release of atmospheric trace substances by the 
biosphere. 

The projects will cover one of the following five activities: 

Determination of the distribution of primary and secondary pollutants; 
Studies of the processes involved in gas and droplet phase; 
The development of fast, sensitive and selective instruments; 
Quantitative evaluation of gas deposition and collection of cloud droplets by 
vegetation; 
Development of models. 

International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSP), field experiment in 
desertification-threatened areas 

H.A.R. de Bruin 

Background 

In many . European countries meteorological satellite data are used for applications 
over land-surfaces: Albedo, net radiation flux and vegetation index are frequently 
determined by different groups and the Italian Meteorological Service plans to 
introduce evapotranspiration maps as an operational product. With, maybe, the 
exception of the global radiation flux none of these products are currently 
sufficiently . validated to be used with the necessary reliability in studies of land
surface processes. 

On the other hand the transformation of land-surfaces has a long history in Europe 
and gets a new accent in view of the possible climate changes predicted by global 
models: Though all of total 5 models for the European African segment show 
appr~)J(~mately the. same general trend, they differ considerably with respect to the 
predictIOn of regIOnal changes. The reason for theses differences are believed to be 
caus~d by ins~cient parametriz~tion of ocean as well as land-surface processes. 
~tudies of Mintz (1984), Warnlow (1986) and Rowmtree (1988) underline the 
Importance of land-surface processes in climate modelling. 

A ,complex problem is therefore faced in this important research area: 

First, land-surface processes are in itself not fully understood, especially the 
interaction of vegetation with at the one side the soil and at the other side the 
atmosphere needs much more clarification. 

Second, with increasing knowledge about the interaction between soil, vegetation 
and the atmosphere, it will become necessary and feasible to improve successively 
the parametrization of land-surface ptocesses in climate models in order to enhance 
their predictive capability. 
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Third it is necessary to collect data which are needed to study land-surface -
atmosphere - vegetation interaction processes (LA VIP) and to feed global models. 
Since a quasi global scale is involved, there are great expectations that 
measurement made from satellites may help to bridge the present gaps of 
observations. 

Fourth it is necessary to develop th~ tools to . trans~ate the outcome of climate 
model predictions ("scenarios") into informatlOn about reglOnallmpacts. 

Goals of a Land-Surface Processes Experiment in Europe 

The goal of land-surface experiment in Europe are: 

Study of land-surface processes in an. are~ which is threatened by 
desertification and will first be affected, If chmate changes. The processes 
to be studied include the interaction of soil, vegetation and atmosphere with 
respect to radiation, momentum, heat and mass transfer (especially but not 
exclusively water). 

Acquisition of experimental data needed to improve the parametrization and 
sinmlation of land-surface processes in detailed one-dimensional models. 

Investigation of the causes that lead to desertification, and, if possible, 
modelling of this process. 

Validation of information, which can be inferred from measurements made by 
satellites to study changes of land surface characteristics on a global scale 
and which may ultimately provide, global data sets needed for climate 
modelling. The planned experiment will specifically address the problem to 
obtain reliable information in sparsely vegetated areas. 

Development of methods for determining land-surface parameters averaged over 
areas of the grid size of climate models - up to 250 x 250 km' .- that are 
required to improve the parametrization of land-surf~ce processes ill chmate 
models. This does not necessarily inlply that the expenment must cover an area 
of this size. It is rather thought of an experiment at the scale of the U.S 
FIFE experiment, but it is hoped that an area will be f?und, where the res~lts 
obtained at the surface in an area of, say, 25 x 25 km may be representatlVe 
for or can be extrapolated by means of aircraft or satellite measurements to an 
area that is useful for an intercomparison with a global model. 

Approach 

To meet the goals of the experiment it is inlperative to determine th~ energy and 
water fluxes between the soil, the vegetation anI! the atmospher~, therr, dependance 
on climate as well as on environmental parameters, and therr relatlOn to the 
radiances observed from space, 

Area averaged energy and water fluxes, and the parameters that determine these 
fluxes, can only be measured at or near the ground., Therefore. adequate simultaneous 
ground measurements of all important parameters ill the SOlI and the Planetary 
Boundary Layer as well as of the vegetation is required. In order to relate, these 
necessarily point site measurements to each other and to area values arrcraft 
measurements of fluxes are essential. 

To solve the scaling problem between the point measurements at the surface, the 
pixel scale measurements from satellites and the grid size of climate models 
intermediate steps are essential: detailed remote sensing methods applied from 
aircraft, high spatial resolution satellite data of the LANDSA T and SPOT type, and 
finally meteorological-climatological satellites data (NOAA, MOS, ERS-l, and 
METEOSAT). 
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In order to perform an experiment of such complexity one has in the beginning to 
exclude additional ~omplica~ons that may arise from a topography structured at a 
scale comparable WIth the SIze of the area covered by the number of satellite image 
pixels needed to infer reliable information. Accordingly it is planned to start with 
an area is homoge~ous as. can ?t: f<?und in. Europe in accord~ce with the goals outlined 
above. After an informative VISIt m Spam and study of mformations obtained from 
Greece it was concluded that the most favorable conditions for such an experiment 
can be found in Spain. 

Because the number of stations which can be installed at the ground is limited, the 
sites of these stations have to be selected carefully to match the sampling 
requirements. The principle often applied is to construct a wide-mesh network with a 
few observation masts (about 25 m high or at least 15 m above the vegetation) and 
soil hydrology stations together with denser clusters of stations in a few critical 
or typical areas within the wide mesh area. The details of the necessary networks 
have to be determined for the finally selected area. 

Modelling the water balance of the forested land surface 

A.W.L Veen 

This activity is concerned with physically based, time-dependent modelling of the 
wa~er balance of the forested land surface, recognizing evapotranspiration as the 
mam problem area. Research is directed at the parametrization of forest as a source 
of water .vap?~ and of the lower atmosphere as a sink. Special attention is given to 
the applIcability of standard meteorological data for reliably simulating the 
forest water balance. 

General Information 

Phase 1: One-dimensional models 

Phase 1 of the activi~y (1978-198~) stru:t:ed at. the University of Groningen (The 
Netherlands) and was Implemented mcreasmgly m cooperation with the Institute of 

. Hydrology, Wallingford,. U.K. :nus first phas~ ~sulted in physically based, time
dependent models of mterception and transprratIon for· coniferous and deciduous 
forest. These one-dimensional models, based on the confiferous and deciduous 
forest.. These one-dinIensional models, based on the big leaf approach (Penman
MonteIth formula) .have been tested. against data on forest evapotranspiration in the 
Netherlands (CastrIcum forest lysImeters; cooperation Provincial Water Supply 
Company North-Holland), EnglaIl:d (Thetford Forest; cooperation Institute of 
Hydrology) and the Federal Republic of Germany (Lange Brahmke Forest" cooperation 
Technische Universitat Braunschweig). ' 

Judg!ng from the results it has been concluded that parametrization of the forest in 
P~YSICal terms (a.o. aerodynamic conductance of the canopy by (aeroplane 
dIsplacement and r?ughness length, canopy storage capacity, surface conductance as 
co~trolled. by spec.~c humidity. deficit, air temperature, total solar radiation and 
soil m01s~e. defICIt) does mdeed lead to satisfactory predictions of forest 
evapotransprra~on. It has also been shown that direct measurements of stomatal 
condu<!tance, mtegrated. ove! the canopy, shows promise as a research tool for the 
analysI~ of the relationshIp of surface and stomatal conductance in homogeneous 
vegetation. Apparently, also the Penman-Monteith parametrization of evaporative 
~l1xes !is related to. atmospheric conditions works quite well. In one of the 
mterceptlon models the ramfall regime has been integrated explicitly. 

Phase 2: Regionalization 

In phase 2 of the Groningen University activity (1986-1994) the regionalization 
problem is tackled. 
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In an exploratory study, commissioned by the national research programme Study 
Committee on Water Management of Nature, Forest and Landscape the models, developed 
in phase 1 of the progrartlffie, have been applied to simul~te rep;esentati~e values f~r 
evaporative losses of a range of forest types under varymg climatologIcal and SOlI 
conditions in the Netherlands. 

However, regidnalization of models for the evapotranspiration process .requires (at 
least) evaluation of horizontal transfer of heat and water vapor (advectIon) and of 
effects at step changes in aerodynamic and surface conductance. 

With support of the Study Committee Water Management programme mention~d above, and 
in the framework of the national Hydrological Study Area Sleen, a project has been 
started to develop available micrometeorological approaches into a model for 
evapotranspiration around a change in surface. roughness. ~t a grass-~orest 
transition meteorological conditions and evaporatIve fluxes will be momtored 
simultaneously over both the grassland and the (mixed deciduous) forest. TJ:Ie 
expected change of evaporative flux with height over the forest near the edge WIll 
be registered and linked to boundary layer conditions. ~ 36 m tower and a 6 m mast 
have been fitted with two automatic weather stations, and two sets of eddy 
correlation equipment (sonic anemometers, Krypton hygrometers, fast response 
thermo-couples, Gill propeller anemometers). In the course of 1989 data sets· on non
foliated and foliated conditions will become available. 

One spin-off of this project will be data to test schemes for the modelling of the 
differences in boundary layer conditions above forest and. grass land. ~ well-tested 
scheme of that kind could be applied for transformmg meteo~ologIcal data 
collected as they are above the standar~ grass ~over of meteo stations -. to actual 
conditions over the forest canopy. ObVIOusly, thIS could be very useful m remote 
sensing. 

Two pilot projects on interception and infiltration in tropical rain forest h~ve 
been finished. Within the framework of the Tropenbos programme, plans are bemg 
finalized in cooperation with the Agricultural University W'l;gening~n t~ follow up 
with a project in Central African rain forest (Gab~n): Th~s proJect. IS concerned 
with measuring and modelling the water budget of vrrgm ram forest and secondary 
vegetation in controlled deforestation plot trials. 

Place in IGBP 

As to its scientific content, the research activity is related to the IGBP 
component: "Biospheric aspects of the hydrological cycle". It encompasses Field 
experiments (i.e. single parameter experiments on a small scale, completedd 
experiments on pixel-array to sub-grid scale), analysis . of physical an 
physiological characteristics (i.e. stomatal conductance, aerodynamic conductance, 
interception) as described in section 5.3.3 of the. IGBP report no. 4, prepared for 
the first meeting of the SAC-IGBP, 24-28 October 1988 m Stockholm. 

The structure of input data,and the parametrization in th~ . models pr?vide 
opportunities for exploring the response of forest evapotransprratIon to clImate 
change as predicted by GCM's. Indeed, a pilot project of this kind has recently been 

started. 

Data can be supplied for ground truth requirements in remote sensing experiments and 
in grid scale experiments as indicated in the report (p. 54-55). The research 
Facilities at the Sleen project site (The Netherlands) and at the Monts de Cristal 
site (Gabon) are in principle capable of being extended in time so as to become 
useful in the GBO network (report p.27). 
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Ground water resources in selected Atlantic Islands 

J.H. Stock 

Introduction 

Groundwater resources are of tremendous importance to our human society, both for 
direct use (drinking water supply) and for indirect use (industrial and agricultural 
applications). 

In many areas of the world, groundwater resources are under pressure, due to 
incteased demand, not in the least thtough development of tourist industry. This 
pressure often results in: 
(a) over-use (wells drying up): 
(b) increasing salinities (the equilibrium between freshwater infiltration and 

seawater pressure disturbed); 
(c) pollution (failures in filtration and purification capacity of aquiferous 

substrate, or penetration of unfiltered surface waters or sewage). 

Since many wells, in particular in countries of volcanic nature, 
phreatic level corresponding with the actual sea-level, it is 
(b) of the above list, increasing salinity, will have a great 
the near future, due to the expected rise of the sea-level. 

Deforestation of areas with a pOSItive precipitation/evaporation 
to incteased surface run-off, and a reduced infiltration rate. 
negatively influence factor (a), the . deficit between influx and 
resources. 

have been dug to a 
predicted that factor 
negative influence in 

balance, will lead 
These factors will 

use of groundwater 

Factor (c), polluti.on. is playing an important role, partially because of rapid 
urbanization of vrrgm areas (tourism:), without sufficient potentials for sewage 
treatment. On the other hand, in zones suffering from torrential rains (and reduced 
holding capacity of soils due to deforestation), large areas will be inundated and 
groundwater resources will be polluted. In karstic areas in particular, soil 

. pollution can influence large drainage areas. 

Sectors (a), (b) and (c) mentioned above are right in· focus actually, because of 
thteatening changes on a large scale. 

Proposal 

The partners in this progranmle have a 15-years's experience in biological 
groundwater studies, in particular in semi-arid areas of insular regions in the 
warm-temperate and tropical Atlantic. 

We propose 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

To document the actual situation by surveying ground water resources 
number of selected Atlantic islands; 

To compare the actual data with the data accumulated in the past 15 years; 

in a 

To check biological indicators (mostly macro-invertebrates) against physico
chemical and· bacteriological parameters, in order to install a monitoring 
system, in particular in potentially endangered areas; 

To issue predictions about the el\Pected quality of ground water 
especially as to expected changes due to general (global) processes; 

resources 

(e) To train local students on-the-spot in the methodology; 
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(t) 
. . al ditions allow to repeat a thtough e on a 

~la!:anc~ ~~ tropical fudo-pac~c, where. catastrophic 
assumed a somewhat slower pace than m the Atlantic. 

number of selected 
developments have 

Soils and the greenhouse effect 

W.G. Sombroek 

The present status 
on the fluxes of 
balance. 

Topics 

d concernm' g the effect of soils and their 
and future tren s d th 

, nhouse gases' the surface energy balance an e gree ' 

The following are the main subjects of the Conference: 

cover 
water 

. h . b' heric-atmospheric interrelational processes 
IntroductlOn to geosP

h 
en~- I~SP 'ls and land cover in these processes. 

with special reference to t e ro e 0 SOl 

Quantification of the global spatial distribution of soils and their cover. 
, ti n and albedo for 

Quantification of the. fluxes of 'greenhouse gases evapora 0 

the world soils and therr land cover types. . 

M h isms modelling and quantification (with case studies) of: and soils and their 
th!C :change of greenhouse gases between the atmosphere 
cover in relation to soil and water management. 
the evaporation from s?il~ and land cover. 
the reflection charactenstics (albedo). . 

Global trends in the spatial distribution of land cover types. 

Qualification of the effect of soil and 
'greenhouse gases', evaporation and albedo . 

land cover changes on the emissions of 

1 d and related 
hn· ~ r the ·monitoring of an cover Remote sensing tec lques ,0 

emission patterns. 

Identification of research gaps (also spatially) concerning the above topics. 

'1" of soil related studies in interdisciplinary 
The value and future uti1ZatiOn h mes 
research programmes for geosphere-biosphere-attnosphere researc program . 

Landscape-ecological impact of climate change 

C.W. Stortenbeker 

Assessing the potential 
landscapes in Europe 

effects of a climatic change. on terrestrial ecosystems and 

Themes 

Sensitivity assessment of spec~c environments 
change in Europe (based on case studIes 1 - 6) 

Climate scenarios and models, with special 
applications in Europe 
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and processes 

reference to 

for climatic 

their regional 



Assessment of general environmental changes in 
Europe, a.o.: response to climatic change in 

changes in major vegetation patterns 

changes in biological diversity 

changes in sediment/solute transport, erosion and landform development 

changes in hydrology (e.g. evapotranspiration, runoff) 

changes in soil properties (sttucture, organic 
regime, salinity) 

accelerated coastal erosion and its consequences 

change in land use/socio-economic implications 

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme 

(Contribution of the Netherlands) 

T. van der Hammen 

The Dynamic of Quaternary Geo- and Ecosystems 

matter, chemistry, soil water 

The major part of this project fits in k 4' "Ef£ " 
terrestrial ecosystetns". Sub-projects in E ey area d . . sects of C~at1C change on 
the dynamic relation of bio-communitie urope ~ m. outh Amenca, referring to 
ecosystetns and their histor ar b's and t~elT en~ITonment Both the present-day 
ecology, paleo-ecology, PalY~Olog; e~g b studied, ~smg. vegetation sciences, actio
etc. ' p eo otany, so sCIences, Quaternary geology 

Important are the following /sub) projects: 

~eatbog .ecosystem~ in Europe. 
m relatlon to climate and climatic history human 
Irel.an~; models of peatbog functioning :dtd peat 
VarIatlons etc. 

influence etc. Living peatbogs in 
f01111ation, in relation to rainfall 

High resolution in time (5-10 e) d il d d' 
temperature indicators chemical ~t ar], . eta e 1 . atmg, stable isotopes as 
Reconsttuction of rainfall ~d temperature for

u ~ las~ tho~:~~~o~f y:~s. aerosol in peat. 

Study Of. birch-~are ecosystem: several years " 
relatuIg cltrnate WIth production, tree rings, etc. momtonng and consttuction of model, 

Ecoandes-project . 
Study of tropical Andean Beos t S d . 
transects through the three Cys;:;rs. tu y of clImate, veget~tiQn and soils along 
projects in Costa Rica and r::xi eras. of the ~orthe~ trOPiCal Andes. (Satellite 
of . quantitative relation of v co, ~ collaboratlo? WIth loca! institutes). Models 

. homontal variation),: Study of e~!~~:'tionalat1dand chm~. (ven;Ical zonation and 
lhous<ll!-ds . of. years (and on a larger scale of the las~ fe:c . ~tory of ~e ~ast 
resolutlon m tlme. Collaboration with several Colombian institutes. million years), WIth high 

Tropenbos-Colombia-project 
Study of vegetation, soil, climate and human . . . the . 
of a waster programme in three continents rropact m Colombian Amazonas (part 
Mapping of vegetation and soils and stud ' SP~son:d by ~e .. Dut~h Government). 
ecological processes, functioning of ecosyIte! C!unatlc1a~v~getatlOnal. history. Study of 

, m re tlon to climate· and human 
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influence. Collaboration with many Colombian institutes. Centered in Araracuara, 
which may be an ideal site for Geosphere~Biosphere observatory. 

Related projects, with which we collaborated, collaborate or will collaborate: 

CLIMAP 
IGCP-programme: Paleohydrology of the Northern Hemisphere. 
E.S.F. Scientific programme: The European Paleoclimate and men since the last 
glaciation (EPC). 

The role of earth-sciences within the Global Change programme 

B.P. Hageman 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

A vital potential of geosciences with respect to global changes is the 
production of records of past changes far back in time. Not only can such 
changes be put in a right order but as dating methods are so well developed by 
now that absolute dating along several methods is approaching to perfect, 
especially regarding events during the last few millions of years. 

Sedimentology has developed tremendously in many respect because of the needs 
of the exploration for oil, gas and other geobound resources. This knowledge 
of the sediments enables revealing conclusions on the earth modelling 
processes over well defined periods, sometimes even in conjunction with year 
cycles. 

Such records not only produce a possibility to depict artists view 
reconsttuctions of some lost paradise. The modern investigatlon methods, often 
using stable isotopes, assemblages of pollen and micro-organisms etc. in many 
cases enable us to conclude on quantified parameters such as temperature, 
precipitation groundwater and surface conditions and also in the responding 
elements such as vegetation cover, animal life, erosion conditions etc. 

These earth-scientific abilities enable to reconsttuct former processes in 
nature in particular with respect to .the effects of interactions, trigger 
mechanistns and self enforcing processes and they often can give' an answer to 
the crucial question of origin and effect. 

Special earth-scientific studies have been focussed in the' last two million 
years of the earth history, the Quaternary. During this period the development 
of the face of the earth was almost exclusively dominated by the rhythmic 
glacial cycles under which regime the earth is still being carved. These 
studies have produced rather clear and over the latest cycles very well dated 
climatic records related to the different latitudes. ' 

Within these earth-scientific studies special attention was paid to the 
interactions between the agent "climate" and the responder "earth surface" and 

. to their mutual influencing. In these mechanisms delinear relations in the 
form of triggering and self enforcing processes were concluded from what was 
carved into and read from the Quaternary sediments. The most revealing record 
on the relations we are searching for today . 

Scenarios on future natural development and on the effect of changing natural 
parameters by means of the impacts of human activities, nave to be elaborated 
at the. hand of· mathematical models. The only way to calibrate these models in a 
ttustworthy way is . to let them work "backward" thus "predicting" th.e p~t 
which we know with amply sufficient accuracy. A model that fails m. ~IS 
respect is definitely wrong and has to be reorganized till suffiCIent 
agreement with the well known records has been attained. 
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8) 

9) 

Dates collected over period~ of a human lif~time as a .rule are inaccurate with 
respect to ~e reconstructIon of the dommant global processes. In general 
nOlse, subor?mate sh?rt cycles and measure failures in the magnitude of the 
e~ect quantIty we like to. register are fighting for preference to destroy the 
pIcture. J:>. fragmentary se~es of even less accurate dates however collected 
over a Umespan ot lQ.3 till 10.4 that length produces a curve in which the 
v~ctor at. each pomt IS. o~_ orders higher accuracy, especially in the case of 
bIg . amplItudes charactenstIc for this geological period dominated by the 
glaCIal cycles. 

~e latter is not only true for the most important and 
m the temperature ~aph, but also for all "responding" 
level curves, vegetatIon curves, precipitation, erosion 
etc. 

steering agent expressed 
graphs such as ocean

and denudation graphs 

10) The:: conclusion ~herefore must be that a programme on Global Change without 
!aking fup n?tIce ?f the geological records and earth-scientific capabilities 
IS s~methmg like wntmg a look on human nature only at the hand of today's 
mornmg paper. 
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NEW ZEALAND 

Introduction 

New Zealand's knowledge of an involvement in the IGBP to date has evolved through 
the Royal Society of New Zealand and its affiliation to ICSU. 

The International Geosphere Biosphere Programme is of interest to a wide group of 
scientists and scientific societies affiliated to the Royal Society of New Zealand 
as well as its National Committees· whose role is to be a channel of communication 
with international IIDions and scientific committees of ICSU and to coordinate New 
Zealand activities in relation to them. 

On the initiative of the National Committee for Geodesy and Geophysics an interim 
sub-committee of NCGG was established to act as a clearing house for IGBP 
infonnation and to make recommendations to the Royal Society's International 
Secretary about the best way of dealing with IGBP matters in the future. Dr David 
Wratt, NZ Meteorological Service, Wellington, and New Zealand Correspondent on the 
International Association of Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics (IAMAP), was 
appointed convener and other members of the interim sub-committee are: 

Dr D. Hollinger, Forest Research Institute, Christchurch 
Dr B.Fitzharris, Geography Department, University of Otago, Dunedin 
Dr G. Betteridge, Physics and Engineering Laboratory, DSIR, Lower Hutt 
Dr B. Stanton , Division of Water Science, DSIR, Wellington 

plus a representative from the SCOPE (Problems of the Environment) National 
Committee. 

A National contribution to IGBP for 1988 has recently been made by RSNZ Council 
formalizing New Zealand's participation in the Programme. 

In March this year the Society hosted a symposium on Climate Change where speakers 
discussed different aspects of climate and its variability ranging from the long 
tenn history of climate variation to the modelling of climate change. This topic, of 
interest to many RSNZ members, provided a welcome opportIIDity for wide ranging 
discussion and debate. 

The Royal Society has also established a Standing· Committee of its Council, the New 
Zealand Climate Committee to coordinate science activities in the climate change 
area on a continuing basis· and to produce a report for Council in May 1989 on the 
scientific basis for climate change predictions. 

Following a seminar on climate change coordinat~d by the New Zealand Government's 
Ministry for the Environment, also held in March, initiatives led to the setting up 
of a programme to coordinate New Zealand's response to climate change. Three Working 
Groups were established and the Society's Climate Committee has been accredited by 
Government as the Facts Working Group of the New Zealand Climate Change Programme. 
The two other groups are the interpretation Working Group and the Implementation 
Working Group. 

Members of the RSNZ Climate Committee are: 
Mr J.S. Hickman, Convener, NZ Meteorological Service, Wellington 
Dr G. Betteridge, Physics and Engineering Laboratory, DSIR Lower Hutt 
Dr B. Fitzharris, Dept of Geography, University of Otago 
Dr J. Hannah, Dept of Survey and Land Infonnation, Wellington 
Dr R. Heath, Division of Water Science, DSIR Wellington 
Dr M. McGlone, Botany Division, DSIR, Christchurch 
Or M. Manning, Institute of Nuclear Sciences, DSIR Lower Hutt 
Dr J.T. Steiner, NZ Meteorological Service, Wellington 
Dr W. Williams, Grasslands Division, DSIR, Palmerston North 
Dr J. Kidson, NZ Meteorological Service, Wellington 
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The Royal Society has established contact and dialogue with the Australian Academy 
of Science on the IGBP. Closer collaboration on IGBP matters between the two 
countries has been accepted positively and the Academy has invited New Zealand, 
where appropriate, to send an observer to its meetings. Dr Wratt attended an 
Australian IGBP meeting in August. 

Liaison with other countries in tlJ.e Pacific may be developed. New Zealand will have 
~wo representatives at the IGBP Southern Hemisphere Workshop on Climate Change and 
ltS Consequences to be held in Swaziland in December. 

The draft IGBP programme 

IGBP Report No 4 (the draft plan) has not yet been received in New Zealand. The 
following comments are based on IGBP reports 2 and 3. 

In general, the proposed plans and working. arrangements set out in reports 2 and 3 
look very sensible to the interested New Zealand scientists who have seen them. Two 
particular comments on the plans are: 

(a) ~e di~cussion of possible funding is vague, especially for activities which 
ffilght mvolve several countries with different sizes and resources. This could 
be particularly important for Geosphere-Biosphere Observatories where the 
network might include transects across several countries or observations at 
remote island which are expensive to service. It is suggested that further 
consideration be given to mechanisms for funding such work. 

(b) ~e. areas ",:hic.h the Special C~mmittee on the . IGBP felt deserved special 
pnonty are. mdlcated by the tOPlCS for the working groups and coordinating 
panels.. While the. tOplCS chosen are all important ones there is perhaps 
~ufficlent emphasls placed on human interaction, social dynamics and the 
blosphere.. For example the links between population pressure, deforestation, 
changes m land use, and resultant changes in the biosphere are important in 
many parts of the world. 

Comments on IGBP Coordinating Panel Reports: 

(a) Terrestrial Biosphere-Atmospheric Chemistry Interactions: 

A physiognomic approach (characterizing the responses of vegetation 
rather than different specific communities) may prove to be the 
efficient. 

types 
most 

The m~thodologi~s to be employed are a bit vague but might include the eddy 
correlatIo!l techmque for trace gas flux measurements. This will require close 
partoerships between ecologists and micrometeorologists. 

Factors affecting the extent and composition 
changes, species invasions) must be considered 
may change with climate change. 

(b) Biospheric Aspects of the Hydrological Cycle: 

of communities (e.g. land-use 
as well as how these factors 

The characteri.stics of. ~e vegetation in controlling water vapor fluxes should 
perhaps recelVe addlttonal emphasis. Canopy architecture for example, 
strongly ~fects the. interception of water vapor and radiatidn. An additional 
ex~ple is the ~tton of .stomata in regulating transpiration and how this 
actlon may change Wlth a changmg climate or atmospheric composition. 
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(c) Effects of Cliroate Change on Terrestrial Ecosystems: 

Biotic effects such as changing competition or the invasion of new species 
associated with climate change should perhaps receive additional emphasis 
along with variation in physical resources: In some environments and over the 
near-term, these biological agents may predommate. 

Potential Problems: 

Such an enormous and ambititious programme will require the close coordination of 
modelling and experimentation. .Because of the. very .limited data that exist in many 
areas (e.g. vegetation or marrne-atmosphere 1!l~e!actlOns, e!fects of" climate . change 
on vegetation) there exists the very real posslbllity of a fact gap developmg. To 
make efficient use of the modelling resource, modelers need to know what factors and 
interactions are of critical biological and physical relevance. Conversely, 
experimenters must be aware of ~e requir~ments of modele~ to provide th~ n~cessary 
data in a timely manner. SpeCial workmg groups or Journals may md m thls 
coordination. 

Much thought will be needed to scale flux estimates of water vapor, CO2 and trace 
gases correctly over a hierarchy of levels. Models that scale must be experimentally 
verified as far as possible to assess whether unforeseen properties emerge at higher 
levels. 

Additional suggestions 

Geo-Biosphere Observatories: 

Proposed transects along which Geo-Biosphere Observatories could be located are 
described in "Geosphere Biosphere Observatories: Their Defmiti0n and Design for 
Studying Global Change". (Special Issue 16, Biology International). It is apparent 
to the Interim New Zealand Committee that proposed observatory transects are 
principally across continents and do not includ~ the South ~acific. A transect to 
cover this area could pass from Scott Base m the Antarcttc, through the Sub
Antarctic islands and New Zealand, and then trough sub-tropical and. tr~pical islaJ?ds 
to the equator. This transect would include (through the Sub-Antarcttc lslands) hlgh 
latitude locations where temperature changes due to the .greenh.ou~e. effect are 
predicted to be relatively large, and where global change ffilght Slgmficantly affe~t 
ecosystems. The transect could also include observ~~ons of th.e area. of ;\ntarctic 
sea ice and its variability, monitoring at a sensltlve I?o~tmn location .. m New 
Zealand, and the monitoring of sea level changes ~d therr rrnpact on PacIflC atolls. 
Meteorological measurements and some other observattons are already made at. remote 
sites such as Scott Base, Campbell Island and Raoul Island, and Geo-BlOsphere 
observations could perhaps make use of the infrastructure already set up to support 
these activities. 

These suggestions are in line with the idea that studies should concentrate on 
sensitive areas of the natural environment where global change effects are likely to 
have a major iropact. However it must be stress~· t~~y are put up as tentative ideas 
at this stage as there have been no formal sClentiflc meetings to discuss research 
and funding for IGBP matters in New Zealand yet. 

National priorities 

Because planning for IGBP is at such an early stage in New Zealand, it is. not 
possible to give a definitive list of national priorities. Areas of p~cul~ 
interest and research activity in New Zealand at present are predicted. clrrnattc 
change and its iropact on ecosystems and human activities, and stratosphenc ozone 
reduction and the Antarctic ozone hole. 
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Because of geographical and historical isolation, native ecosystems in New Zealand 
are highly susceptible to invasion by exotic plants and animals. Exotic species have 
already profoundly affected the structure and function of numerous ecosystems. A 
changing environment will provide opportunities for additional invasions. 
Experience shows that the effects of exotic species can be dramatic and precipitous, 
suggesting that exotic species may provide a greater near-term threat than the 
direct effects of climate chan~e. Continued study of the biology, ecological 
effects, and control of exotic species must remain a priority. 

Additional Areas of Expertise and Research Activity in New Zealand Relevant to the 
IGBP: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Scaling of evaporation from leaf to region and surface parameterization of 
global climate models. 

Long-term catchment hydrology including data on dissolved organic carbon 
loadings. 

Direct measurement of water vapor, heat and CO2 fluxes between vegetation and 
the atroosphere. Forest carbon balance stodies. 

(d) As a consequence of its remote location and low pollution, New Zealand 
possesses unusually clear skies and may be well suited for calibrating or 
ground troth satellite sensors. 

(e) New Zealand has escaped the effects of many pollutants and may be usable as a 
"clean laboratory" for ecosystem level experiments. 
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POLAND 

After the preliminary discl:lssi~n in th~ Polish ~cie~tific 
particularly interested in participatmg m the followmg global proJects. 

milieu, we are 

Extracting Environmental Data of the Past 

Development of Geosphere-Biosphere Observatories 

The Role of Antarctica in Global Change /poland has long tradition 
research in the polar regions! 

Climate change and Water Resources 

in the 

Polish Universities and research centers possess an adequate 
In ~l these

d 
arth~as results of the research done up to now. Representatives of Poland 

expenence an . A B and Professor L Starkel 
at the Scientific Advisory Counc11, Profes~or : reYlI!eyer h ossibilities of 
will be able to present more ~etaJled mformatlon on t e p 
participation of the Polish research centers m these research. . 
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SOUTH AFRICA 

Introduction . 

In 1986 the South African National Comm'tt 15 ICS Special Committee to develop South ArJc:,e or 'b U. approved the appointment of a 
Co~ittee, under the chairmanship of Prof ~ c~n~ uuon t? th~ ~GBP. T~e ~pecial 
the W1twatersrand, has met twice, in March 1987 and Mad'~or988:1ce-Pnnc1pal, UmvefSlty of 

h
In order to .assist the Special Committee, the following f' ave been appomted: IVe Coordinating Panels 

Annosphere-Geosphere Interactions 
(Convener: Prof T C Partridge, University of Witwatersrand) 

Annosphere-Terrestrial Ecosystem Interactions and Chang 
. (Convener: Dr F J Kruger, Department of Environment A~airs) 
Marine Biosphere-Hydtosphere-Atmosphere Interactions 
(Convener: Dr L V Shannon, Sea Fisheries Research Institute) 

Terrestrial Biosphere-Hydtosphere-Atmosphere Interactions 
(Convener: Prof R E Schulze, University of Natal) 

Anthropogenic-Environmental Interactions 
(Convener: Mr T Hart, Human Science Research Council) 

In addition to the five Panels Workin G 
appointed, under the leadership of Prof F EgStef~~~r (~~v~~~~y :dso~~aA~~~ling has been 

Draft IGBP programme 

The South African Special Committee commend th IGBP 
programme as reflected in IGBP Reports no 1 t

S 
3 e Th on the leadership given to the 

So~th African scientists and will fo th 0 b '. ese rep~rts hav~ been examined by 
bl!ild. Report no 4 has only recently ~een e ~SlS d on d wh1ch nauonal a~tivities are 
w1ll be submitted to the IGBP as soon as possible.receIVe an comments on th1S document 

At a meeting of the Management 
September 1988 the following 
progranmJe were made: 

Com~ittee for the South African 
speclfic observations regarding 

IGBP held on 23 
the international 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

It was recommended that greater bal b . disciplines should be sought in th an~ letween the phys1cal and biological 
currently places greatest emphasis on biOI~gicJ~~cit~~~tglo~~ :::ngr.rogramme which 

It was felt that greater emphasis could be I d 
the ~d lands of the Southern Hemisphere p~~ d.e; h~dr?logical processes in 
condlUons pertaining in the Northern Hemisphe~e.w c 1 er m 1mportant ways from 

It was noted that there is onl S th . 
International Committee. A greater nO~h/~neth bal°U em h Hem1sphere scientist on the ou ance s ould be sought. 

Evidence indicates that the earth ma b' . 
dipole comp?nent of the geomagneti% fi:ld en~en~g a phase of reversal of the 
th1S geophys1cal development is expected t ~g th~ 21st .o~ 22nd century. 
all phenomena affected by the solar . d 0 Th nng a out strikmg changes in 
affected by solar wind erturb' ':'Im . e ~x.tent to which climates are 
International Association of Geo~~O~\. 1S not suffic1ently well understood; the 
expressed concern and urged careful r:o~t~: anfd IIAerlonodmy (IAGA) Executive has g 0 a re ate parameters. 
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5. 
In view of southern Africa's relatively stable coastline, the region would 
offer ideal conditions for the study of sea-level change. 

IGBP programme - national priorities 

Based on the International mode], the South African IGBP will be carried out m two 

phases: 
The first phase (1987 -1990) will develop a review of what relevant work has 
been done on environmental changes on time scales from years to decades to 
centuries in the southern African region, and will plan South Africa's 

contribution to the second phase. 

The second phase (1991-2000) will provide for the execution of the South 
African plan, possibly including new research into the causes and consequences 
of environmental change in South Africa. 

The South African programme diverges somewhat from the international model, 
focusing on those issues on which the local scientific community has greatest 
interest and expertise, and will not attempt to cover all facets of the final IGBP 
prograIllffie. Furthermore, the South African programme is somewhat less strongly 
biologically orientated. This is reflected in the setting up of an additional 
Coordinating Panel on Atmosphere-Geosphere Interactions. In addition, specific 
attention is being given to anthropogenic influences on environmental change per se. 

The south African Special Committee has already convened a number of workshops and 
conferences towards achieving its goals for Phase I. 

From 12 to 14 October 1987 a National Conference on Long-term Data Series relating 
to Southern Africa's renewable natural resources was held in Pretoria, as a first 
contribution to the IGBP. The proceedings are in press. 

A workshop will be convened from 29 to 30 November at Gobabeb, Namibia, to review 
understanding of the marine/terrestrial atmospheric interactions between the 
Benguela upwelling system and the Namib desert environment. It will address issues 
within a hierarchy of spatial and temporal scales, ranging from the evolutiou of the 
major forcing factors to current patterns of community structure and function. 

An advanced course in time series analysis was convened from 4 to 6 June 1988 in Cape 
Town, and in response to the great interest shown, two additional courses are 

planned for the near future. 

A Paleoclimatic Workshop, organized under the auspices of the National Programme for 
Weather, Climate and Atmosphere Research, was held from 9 to 10 September 1988 in 

Stellenbosh. 

The first phase of the South AfriCan IGBP will culminate ina National Conference on 
Geosphere-Biosphere Change in Southern Africa, which will be held from 4 to 8 
December 1989 in Cape Town. The ainls of the Conference are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

To review available knowledge on global and regional change phenomena within 
southern African marine, terrestrial atmospheric and hydtospheric systems. 

to present interdisciplinary syntheses, within the 
developed for the international programme, of 
involved in global and regional change. 

framework currently being 
the interactive processes 

To evaluate the state of knowledge and predictive power of information on 
global and regional change phenomena affecting southern Africa in order to 
identify research needs, directions and priorities. 
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4.: to encourage the participation of as many interested scientists as 
the South Africa IGBP. 

possible in 

Worksh.ops. have been convened by the varl'ous C d' . P oor mating anels to plan review and 
syrthesls mputs to the National Conference. Over 60 scientists and engineers are 
actIvely engaged in this process. 

List of national IGBP Committee members 

Prof P D Tyson. chairman 
Prof H J Deacon 
Prof J G Field 
Dr S C J Joubert 
Dr F J Kruger 
Mr I A W Macdonald 
Dr 0 G Malan 
Prof T C Partridge 
Prof R E Schulze 
Dr L V ShamlOn 
Prof W R Siegfried 
Prof J E Steffens 
Mrs E P du Plessis 
Mr B J Huntley 
Dr C W Louw 
Mr 0 A van der Westhuysen 
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SWEDEN 

The Swedish national report consists of reports from a series of workshops on 
projects essential to the IGBP. 

Exchange of trace gases between soil/vegetation and the atmosphere 

Convenors: HenningRodhe (chairman). Stockholm and Bo Svensson. Uppsala. 

Possible future Swedish research (new or extension of ongoing projects) within the area: 

i) Comparisons of different methods for measurements of deposition. primarily 
No" SO, and 0,: box gradient. eddy correlation etc. Such a study is planned 
within the EUROTRAC programme (BIATEX). where SU and IVL take part. A campaign 
on NO concerning this issue will occur in Jadraas 1992. 

ii) The scaling from point measurements to larger areas is of great importance. 
For gases of which the uptake or the emissions are dependent on the activity of 
the leaf stomata of plants (NO,. SO,. 0,) evapotranspiration ought to be a 
possible way for describing effective areal surface resistances. Expertise 
within this sector is available in Sweden (SMHI. SLU. MISU. GU). A substantial 
contribution should therefore be possible. 

iii) CH,-emissions from wetlands. especially in Northern Scandinavia: Methane is a 
very important trace gas in atmosphere chemistry as well as affecting the 
global climate (greenhouse effect).. It is therefore important to establish a 
good budget for methane in the atmosphere. CH,-emissions from wetlands 
especially at high latitudes have been shown to be important. It is therefore 
suggested to measure emissions of this gas over a south/north gradient in 
wetlands and landfills. which are the sources to suspect. The more than ten 
year old measurements made at Abisko by SLU ought to be repeated and extended. 

iv) Regulation of N,o-fluxes to the atmosphere: The ongoing research at SLU should 
be continued and extended. preferably in collaboration with LinU and SU. 
Especially the mechanisms of regulation and the influence of plants should be 
emphasized. Later a systematic survey of different soil should be undertaken. 

v) Interpretation of throughfall measurements. especially for 
is not at all clear. if it is possible to use throughfall 
calculate dry deposition to forest canopies. An estimate 
recirculated form the soil via tree trunks is necessary. 
with S-35 is desired. (SLU. IVL. SU) 

sulphur: Today it 
data in' order to 

of the amounts 
Field experiments 

vi) NO-emission from different soils of the globe: The experience and equipment 
available at SU should be taken advantage of in surveying different 
ecosystems, Emphasis should be put on dry areas. where surprisingly high 
emissions have been discovered. 

vii) Development of methods for mapping of vegetation in connection with the 
interpretation and extrapolation flow measurements: Factors such as LAI. 
degree of areal cover etc. are of importance. All flow measurements ought to be 
accompanied by such measurements. How are they obtained from satellite? (SLU). 

viii) The remarkably low deposition velocities of NO, obtained at SU should be 
verified by further measurements. Such measurements are planned within the 
BIA TEX progranune. 

ix) The potential of terpene effilSSlOns as important factor in the ozone balance in 
the atruosphere: Measurements are lacking from several areas among others 
boreal forests (SU. SLU. IVL). 
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Climate related environmental changes in global and scandinavian perspective 

Convenors: Bjom E Berglund (chairman), Lund: Nils Malmer, Lund; Anders Rapp, Lund; 
and Ake Sundborg, Uppsala. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

Data character: 

Time span of interest: 0-20 000 BP, that means the last glacial-interglacial 
cycle; 

Climate related data emphasized, but also including consequences of human 
impact like deforestation, hydrological changes, etc; 

Events as well as long-term trends are important; 

Improved global and regional documentation aiming at a global synthesis; 

Optimal time control needed for understanding interacting factors; 

Biological-geological response to modem climatic fluctuations important. 

Methods: 

Standard methods but improved for quantification; 

Develop data bases for palaeoclimate, palaeohydrology and palaeoecolgy. 

General Strategy: 

Complete data bases by extended documentation on hydrological, biotic, carbon 
storage, human impact, etc. changes. Quantify data; 

When new ioformation needed, select sites/areas with and without human impact 
for future correlation in time and space of natural systems with human
influenced systems; 

Regional studies important for areas and time periods when time control is 
particularly good, e g 12-10 000 BP and last 1 000 years; 

Data model comparisons by testing palaeodata against climatic, hydrological, 
vegetation models. 

Organization: 

Most of the presented international projects have relevance for IGBP. It is 
important that Swedish scientists are involved in this international 
collaboration. Their research results will be useful for IGBP. The exact 
strategy for the collaboration between IGBP and other projects has to be 
solved by the IGBP Council. 

Proposed research p~oject with Swedish participation 

. Several projects. of interest to Swedish scientists were proposed. Most of these 
proposals are highly relevant. for the IGBP program according to the research 
proposal presented by the workmg group on "Techniques for Extracting Environmental 
Data from the Past" .(July 1988, to be published as IGBP Report 6). In the following 
summary we refer to this report and our Appendix with seminar summaries. 

r 
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1. Annual decadal resolution climatic changes during the last 1 000 years 
studies based on different records: historical archives, tree rings, lake 
sediments, especially laminated ones, pe~t str~tigraphy, ice. cores, etc. 
Optimal geographical coverage. Cross-checking different ana~yt1cal methods. 
Test against climatic models. - IGBP Report pp 10-14. SwedIsh seminar, see 
Wigley, Karlen Dahlstrom, Bartholin, Kullman, Rehnberg. 

2. Arid region paleoclimate and vegetation change tested against climate models 
for continents and oceans. - IGBP Report pp 15-19. Swedish seminar, see Rapp & 
Sundborg, Harrison. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

CO
2 

variations, biomass changes, carbon storage and human impact during 
Holocene. Also including a. quantification of organic carbon in vegetation, 
soils, peat, etc. Improved carbon cycle models. - IGBP Report pp 10-20. 
Swedish seminar, see Malmer, Prentice, Berglund. 

Global environmental changes during Holocene, natural systems compared with 
human-disturbed, including biotic, hydrological pedological etc changes at 
all latitudes. Interaction between different systems, rate of change, etc. 
Response to future potential climate change. Testing fiel.d data. against 
regional and global models. - IGBP Report pp 21-26. Swedish semmar, see 
Berglund, Jacobsson, Rapp & Sundborg, Prentice, Harrison, Kullman, Hjort. 

Global changes through one glacial-interglacial c~cle,. alSO 000 years 
perspective. Comparisons between beginning and ter~mat1on . of a glaClal. Rate 
of change problem. - IGBP Report pp 27-34. Swedish semmar, see Lundqvlst, 
Bjorck, Harrison. 

Modelling palaeo data for better' understanding 
biological processes on a global scale. - IGBP 
seminar, see Prentice, Harrison. 

of physical, chemical and 
Report pp 37-39. Swedish 

Finally, we would support the proposal from this IGBP working group that p~laeo data 
research is given a higher status within the Global Change Program - there IS a need 
for a Coordinating Panel or Steering Committee on "Global Changes in the Past". 

Effects of Climatic Changes on Terrestrial Ecosystems 

Convenors: Sune Linder and Bengt Torsell, Swedish University of Agricultural 
Science (SUAS), Uppsala 

Summary and conclusions 

The main conclusions drawn at the symposium,' complied with some post symposium 
considerations are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Models and competence to simulate carbon/nutrient cycliog and ley crop 
production in relation to weather fluctuations and long term climatic changes 
are presently available in Sweden (Papers 1; 2, 5). 

Principles for climatic influences on 
have been applied in predicting crop 
useful in the IGBP context. There are 
crop and disease models. 

some insect pests and plant. diseas~s 
damages (Paper 4). This expenence. IS 

also some successful efforts in couplmg 

Methods for handling agrometeorological 
national scale have been developed 
prerequISites for using crop models 
continental scales. 
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information 
and tested. 
to predict 

in grid systems on a 
Such capabilities are 

production changes on 



4. Experience in linking models for nutrient cycling, crop production, pest and 
disease development is poor in Scandinavia. However, successful conceptual 
considerations of these matters in relation to managed forest production were 
displayed (Paper 2). 

Recommendation on some immediate Swedish IGBP research priorities 

1. Parameter estimation and calibration of existing crop models for application 
on Scandinavian-European scales. 

2. Further development of coupled crop-pest models. Work with at least seven 
plant diseases and pests are required. 

3. The Swedish weather grid information system should be linked with identical 
grids existing over Scandinavia (Europe). 

4. Further development of coupling of physical based models with biological 
growth models. These should be valid for both agricultural and forest crops. 

5. Further development of process-based models of forest growth, 
rotation can take into account the effects of within and 
variations in climatic variables. 

Swedish research capabilities in relation to global research tasks 

which over a 
between year 

The IGBP program is global in its scope. Swedish research efforts on terrestrial, 
agricultural and forest ecosystems should therefore eventually employ system models 
working on continental scales. There is some considerable competence in this 
particular field at a handful of research centers in the world. 

We recommend that efforts are made to attract scientist with this particular 
competence to the IGBP program and that Scandinavian agricultural and forest 
research is oriented within this framework. It is evident that such joint global 
research efforts require careful planning and adequate resources. 

The role of the sea in the global geochemical cycle 

Convenors: Bengt-Owe Jansson, Stockholm, and Anders Stigebrandt, Goteborg 

Main conclusions: 

A. General 

1. The importance of producing quantitative data was stressed. 

2. Qualitative changes in a system in a long time scale are mostly overlooked. 
This large scale effect of quality should be more looked into. 

3. The importance of coastal areas as a whole as sink and source for global fluxes 
must be considered. 

B. Tools and methods 

1. Models both of regional (Baltic) and global (greenhouse gases) scale are well 
underway in Swedish research teams. 

2. The importance of biogenic feedback mechanisms (such as rate of production of 
dissolved organic matter, DOM) on system properties in the long time scale has 
been largely overlooked. 
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3. Sedimentation of organic material 
recycling of many elements. Better 
offshore areas. 

in the sea has a crucial role 
equipment has to be developed for 
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SWITZERLAND 

Introduction 

A nation~ committee ("Land~skomitee") for IGBP was set up in May 1987 under the auspices 
of the Sw,tss Acade~y of SCle~ces. This ~ommittee has identified as its task the promotion of 
th~ p~annmg and ImplementatIon of natIonal and international research projects of Swiss 
SCIentIsts that ~e releyant to the study of global change, as stated in the IGBP Reports No. 1 
and 2. The S~ISS Nat:0nal Committee, for the IGBP is realizing this mandate by promoting the 
exchange Of. mformatIOn between research groups within and outside Switzerland and with the 
YarIOUS .bodles of the 1GB.!' .. This ~s acco~pli~hed t!ll;0ugh direct mailings of relevant 
mformatIon, through the publicatIon of mformatIOn m a natIonal bulletin ("Oceanographie-CH") 
and t!ll;0ugh the planning and organization of national and international workshops and 
symposIa. . 

Draft IGBP programme and additional suggestions 

The Swiss IGBP Committee fully s.upport~ th~ go.als of. the IGBP as outlined in IGBP Reports 
No. 2-4. However, on several o~casIOns SCIentIsts m SWItzerland have expressed their belief that 
much ma~ be. learned from studIes of past sudden changes of the global biosphere, such as: (a) 
major extmctIOn events (e.g. K(f -boundary ); (b) geologically documented disturbances of the 
global carbon cycle (e.g. mid-Cretaceous anoxic events); (c) layers of nearly monospecific 
marIne planI:ton skeletons (e.g. Upper Jurassic, Oligocene, Pleistocene); (d) quantification of the 
rate or ~nvIron~en.tal change and its relation to diversity and biomass changes (e.g. last 
deglacIatIOn). ImtlatIveS have therefore been taken towards the establishment of an IGBP related 
programme concerned with the study of "Past Global Change" under the auspices of the lUGS. 

National priorities 

Current and planned actIVItIes by Swiss scientists, considered to be relevant to the goals of 
IGBP include the following: 

Project EUROCORE 

Purpose: !his Europ~an ice-core progranIme on atmospheric chemistry and climate will drill 
Ice cores m Greenland and analyze then for reconstructions of climate and 
atmospheric history. 

Participants:Geophysical Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark 
Laboratoire de Glaciologie et Geophysique de l'Environnement Centre National de 
la Recherche Scientifique, Grenoble, France ' 
Physics Institute, University of Bern, Switzerland 

Duration: 1989 - 1993 

Sponsor: European Science Foundation ("Additional Activity") 

Project CLIMATE ACROSS EUROPE SINCE THE LAST GLACIATION 

Purpose: This European paleoclimate ~rogramme encourages, coordinates and supports state 
of ~e art 'research on .physlcal, chemical and biological parameters recorded in' 
contm~ntal nat~al archIves :md attempts to synthesize a consistent picture of the 
evolutIOn of clImate and enVIronment in Europe during the last 15 thousand years. 
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Participants: Numerous research institutions in EC and non-EC countries. 

Duration: 1989 - (?) 

Sponsor: European Science Foundation ("Associated Program") 

Project PROCLIM 

Purpose: This "Swiss Climate Research Program" is currently plarmed to focus on: (a) an 
improvement of the monitoring of regional climate data and ~he development of 
climate models; (b) reconstruction from proxy data and modellmg .of past ~IImates 
on various special and temporal scales (l~ttle ice. age to last ~ter!SlacIaI); (c) 
paleoclimatic traverse across the Alps (coordmated WIth the project ClImate across 
Europe since the last glaciation"). 

Participants: Numerous research institutions in Switzerland. International collaboration with 
related projects is plarmed. 

Duration: 

Sponsor: 

> 10 years, startiog in 1989 

Swiss National Science Foundation and possibly other agencies of the Swiss 
Federal Government. 

GBO: Geosphere-Biosphere Observatory 

The possible establishment of an IGBP-GBO in Switzerland, ?r in Ivory Co.ast a~ the Centre 
Suisse de Recherches Scientifiques en Cote d'Ivoire (CSRS), IS currently bemg dlsc.ussed and 
tentatively proposed to IGBP. Scientific research at the CSRS has been conduc~e? smce 1.951 
and has included botany, mycology, phytosociology, malacology, zoology (amphIbIans, reptIles, 
mammals), parasitology, and soil sciences. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

Report of the British National Committee for the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme 
to the Scientific Advisory Council for the IGBP, Stockholm, 24-28 October 1988. 

Introduction 

In September 1986 the Royal Society submitted a paper to the ICSU General Assembly in 
Berne, Switzerland, entitled the "International Geosphere Biosphere Programme - A Royal 
Society View". The paper set out preliminary UK proposals for the IGBP and advocated ICSU 
~o~~ssioning a series of fe~sibil~ty st~di~s to draw ,;!p guidelines for the programme and 
~dlVIdual components <l?d to IdentIfy eXIstmg, overlappIng or complementary projects. It was· 
Intended that these studies should lay the groundwork for the effective implementation of the 
programme. 

F?llowing the decision of the IC~U General Assembly to establish the International Geosphere 
BIOsphere Programme, the Council of the Royal Society approved the setting up of the British 
National Committee (BNC) for the IGBP, under the chairmanship of Professor W.G. Chaloner, 
FRS with the following terms of reference: 

(i) To correspond with the Special Committee for the Geosphere-Biosphere (SCGB), the 
terms of reference of which are "to provide for the development and correlation of the 
s~ienti!ic programme, to describe and understand the interactive, physical, chemical and 
bIOlOgIcal processes that regulate the total Earth system (the unique environment that 
provides for life), the changes occurring in this system and the mauner in which they are 
influenced by human actions, with a view to allowing the commencement of the 
operational phases in the early 1990s"; and 

(ii) To report to the Council of the Royal Society. 

The BNC has met twice and the results of its discussions are given below. 

The draft IGBP programme 

The British N~tional <;ommittee for the IGBP welcomed the decision of the Special Committee 
for ~e Geosphere BIOsphert? (SCG~) to establish four Coordinating Panels (CPs) and four 
WorkIng Groups (WGs). At Its meetIng on 2~ Febru~y 1988, the BNC considered the priority 
re~ear~~ fields sele~te<! by the SCGB.. p~yIng partIcular attention to the significance and 
SUItability of the SCIentific research tOPICS Identified by the Coordinating Panels and Working 
Gr~ups and the degree and character of UK interest in those topics. The BNC also discussed a 
varIety of other research tol?ics ~hich it considered to be particularly relevant to the IGBP, and 
agreed to recommend the InClUSIOn of a number of these in the international programme. A 
synopsis of the UK proposals is given below: 

Coordinating Panel on Terrestrial Biosphere-Atmospheric Chemistry Interactions 

Having examined the brief of the CP as laid out in IGBP Report No. 2, the BNC expressed 
conce~ that CO2 had not. be~n included among the list of important gases identified by the CP 
as bemg worthy of exammatI~m, ~d also suggeste~ that a greater emphasis should be placed 
~pon the study of the terrestrIal bIOsphere and speCIfically terrestrial sources and sinks. In the 
light of these comments the Committee welcomed the revised brief of the CP as set out in 
IGBP Report No. 3 and notably the inclusion of CO2 in the list of key biogenic gases. 

It is also importru:t th~t, having recognized that several ICSU bodies are currently planning 
research projects In tJ:tIS field, for example the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry 
(~GA9 PrograrnnIe beIng plru:ned under the aus~ices of IAMAP, the Coordinating Panel should 
link ItS schedule of work WIth these other projects to avoid unnecessary duplication and to 
ensure that its research goals are met. 
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Coordinating Panel on Marine Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions 

The marine biosphere plays a central role in the global carbon cycle and wil~ hav~ to be 
included explicitly in prognostic models of global CO2 change. However, the marme bIosphere 
interacts with the atmosphere not only through the CO2 flux but also through the flux of 
dimethyl sulphide (DMS) which has been studied by Professor lE. Lovelock, who suggests it 
may control the number of cloud condensation nuclei and therefore the albedo of clouds over 
the ocean. The BNC suggested that the CP might therefore consider widening its scientifi~ remit 
beyond the CO2 problem to include a srndy of the broader global sulphur cycle and bIOgemc 
gases in general. 

However, the BNC also recognized that several programmes of srndy are currently being 
planned to investigate this problem, for example the US Global Ocean Flux Study (GOFS), the 
UK Ocean Flux Study (BOFS) and the International Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) 
which is coordinated by ICSU's Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research (SCOR). Clearly, the 
key issue to be resolved is the coordination of work being carried by the IGBP and JGOFS 
although as JGOFS emphasizes field studies, the IGBP could concentrate upon complImentary 
theoretical modelling work, as suggested in IGBP Report No. 3. 

Coordinating Panel on Biospheric Aspects of the Hydrological Cycle 

In IGBP Report No. 2, it was felt that the brief of the CP had identified the main dements 
required in this area Transformations of the near earth surface ~d the su~ace Itself by 
agriculture and forestry as well as urban development have ha:! sIgn:ficant on-SIte and off-SIte 
hydrological impacts. However, the BNC agreed that the followmg pomts were also relevant: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

In addition to being very important to Global Circulation Models (GCMs) the 
transformations have great significance for terrestrial hydrologically related processes such 
as groundwater movement and pollution, and water resources for humaI! consumption. 
The CP's concern for providing inputs for GCM's should not ovemde the equally 
important hydrological effects at ground level. 

The report made no specif~c ~eference t? soil t?rosion in relation to bo~ hyd.rology .and 
vegetation cover. In semI-arId and arId enVlfonments there are cntIcal mteractIonB 
between vegetation cover, soil hydrology and soil erosi0I!. Over large pa~s of the Earth It 
is the loss of soil, with its extremely slow replacement tIme compared WIth the vegetatIon 
cover, which is more critical, both from a hydrological and an atmospheric-vegetation 
point of view. Whereas in temperate environments hydrological relationships are limited 
by climatic energetics, in drier environments the soil characteristics have a maj?r role to 
play. There is now a significant amount of national and international effort bemg made 
on soil-plant interactions in a erosional context which could be of benefit to and benefIt 
from coordination in such an interdisciplinary programme. 

The Committee felt the CP should establish an appropriate spatial scale for the studies 
outlined. Although it was difficult to envisage' how the micro.-scale of root charact.eristics 
might fit into the global model it was suggested that a senes of sub-models mIght be 
required to interleave with the macro-scale, global model. 

Coordinating Panel on Effects of Climate Change on Terrestrial Ecosystems 

In considering the CP's remit, as set out in IGBP Report No. 2, the BNC agreed th~t too great 
an emphasis had been put upon ecosystem processes as such and suggested that a link needed 
to be made between biological studies and physical and chemical srndies in his context; 
similarly it was felt that the effects of climatic change on the genotypes of species h~d generally 
been overlooked. It is now widely recognized that duplication of effort when plann~g research 
projects needs to be avoided and the Panel's recognition of the work being c~ned out by 
SCOPE on ecotones is welcomed. However, the BNC agreed that the extensIve. database, 
describing changes in the vegetation of North Europe and the. USA. (and ~mlt up by 
phytogeographers over the past cenrnry), should be recognized and, If pOSSIble, utIhzed by the 
Panel. 
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Working Group ou Global Geosphere-Biosphere Modelling 

The BNC recognized that the problem confronting IGBP modelers is the identification of the 
class of environmental issues that might be addressed by global models, including not only the 
physics if the atmosphere (treated in GARP) and the broader planetary system (being examined 
by the WCRP), but also some key chemical processes. The modelers have to assume that, 
eventually (l?e~haps by the early de?ades of the next ce',ltury), the power of super-computers will 
become suffiCient to mtegrate the highly complex equations of global physical-chemical systems. 
Cu~ently, however, they have to limit their ambitions to those aspects of global chemistry for 
which there us a reasonable chance of deriving prognostic equations, with adequate recognition 
being given to those processes which remain unresolved. There are some problems in global 
chemistry, for example those relating to the seasonal hole in the ozone layer above the 
Antarctic, that can be treated as a physical problem, but it is not expected that the SCGB will 
be content to limit the IGBP to those problems. Indeed the WGs intention to address other. 
issue.s, s~ch as the effects of carbon dioxi:Je in climate change, that involve biology as well as 
phYSICS, IS w~lcomed .. A~ ',llodels should mclude pl~ts, because of their crucial importance as 
sources and smks for mdlvldual substances, the WG IS encouraged to widen its remit to include 
!he effects ?f plant biota. However, the WG should not tackle aspects of global change that are 
mtractable, I.e.: those for which there is little prospect of their simulation in prognostic models. 

Working Group on Data and Information Systems 

In considering IGBP Report No. 2, the BNC considered that although the WG's remit placed a 
heavy e~ph~is on the collection and dissemination of remote sensing data sets, the service (as 
sum',llanzed m the document) .ct:at was envisaged. would be inadequate to cope with the overall 
requrrements of the IGBP. Utilization of alternative (and complimentary) data sources, of data 
organizat!on, .integration,. and data-sensitive analytical methodologies will be essential; the WG 
must aVOId Simply creatmg new data-warehouses. The greatest emphasis needs to be placed on 
the methodological problems associated with the establishment of global databases having first 
verified the necessity of specific databases. ' 

The BNC felt that the remit of the WG might be expanded to incorporate the prediction of 
hazards such as flash floods, tsunamis and earthquakes. The rationale for this is that the role of 
metropolit:m populations, both as initiators of environmental change and as the victims of 
catastrophic change, can be thought of in environmental terms. Indeed a reasonable database of 
population distribution throughout the world would be helpful and pertinent, particularly now 
that the Hun;an Response to Global Change (HRGC) programme has got underway. If 
undertaken. the WG should coordinate its activity with the agencies such as UNESCO and 
UNDRO that will be responsible for the International Decade of National Disaster Reduction 
and also with the International Geographical Union (lGU) Global Databases Planning Project. ' 

Working Group for Extracting Environmental Data of the Past 

The field covered by this WG was perceived to be one of the central pillars of the work of the 
IGBP as a. whole, but i~ should avoid embarking on further reviews of techniques available for 
r~co~~tructrng past ~nvrronmen~s. The WG must adopt an appropriate time scale: although 
Slgn~IC~t changes m the envrronment have taken place over the past 10 000 years, the 
exa~atIon of changes occurring over a longer time scale will help understanding of the 
causality and nature of short -term changes. 

Working Group on Geo-Biosphere Observatories 

In relation to the general .objec.tives of IGBP and to the specific subjects of three of the CPs, 
(namely those ~n Terrestnal BIOsphere-Atmosphere Chemistry Interactions, Biospheric Aspects 
of the HydrolOgIcal C~cle, and Effects of Climate Change on Terrestrial Ecosystems), it is clear 
that a range of G~?-.sIOsphere Obse~atories (GB Os) which can be controlled (at least in terms 
of the hUJ;nan actIvItIes upon. them), mstrumented. and observed will be required. Consequently, 
the establishment of a Working Group on Geo-BIOsphere Observatories seems sensible and the 
issues outlined in IGBP Report No. 2 seem appropriate. Until the WG has a clearer 
identification of the objectives of the several parts of IGBP and of the measurements and 
observations required, it is not so clear that the comments about the two kinds of sites 
envisaged (Le.: biosphere reserves and regions where rapid change is expected) are apposite. 
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The SCOPE/MAB Biosphere Reserves were selected primar,ily as areas for cO',lservation and 
landscape interest and it is not obvious that they are necessanly. the most appropr,tate .cholce for 
IGBP research. For instance, IGBP is not solely concerne~ With ecosy~tems With httle drrect 
human activity and therefore the choice of sites should remam open at thiS stage. 

As judged from IGBP Report No. 3, the '.VG c1ear~y reco!lI1izes that. th~ establishment of a 
network of GBOs needs to be coordinated With other mternatIonal organIZations and. not l~ast of 
all with ICSU itself. The US National Committee for SCOPE, for example, was mtendmg !O 
propose to the SCOPE General Assembly in June 1988 that a works~op should be held l!' 
Europe in autumn 1988 to address the subject of Long Term Bc.ologIcal Research. ~s thiS 
workshop was intended to dis?uss man~ aspects of long term ecologl.cal research Sites, th,S may 
represent an area of contact WIth the objectIves of the WG on Geo-BIOsphere Observatones. 

Additional suggestions 

Modus operandi 

It was noted from IGBP Report No. 3 that the first meeting of the ~?ientific Advisory Council 
(SAC-IGBP) would consider a draft report from the SC-IGBP outlmmg a framework for, and 
reliminary contents of, the IGBP. The BNC has discussed a pOSSIble project-based n;odu,s 

~perandi which it is understood the SCGB. is consi?ering for the IGBP .. The Royal SOClet~ s 
experience of the IGCP, which is proJect-onentated, IS. that there are. conSiderable advantag~s ~ 
international cooperative programmes that are so orgarnzed. The studies that. are la:mc~ed wIthm 
the IGCP framework are those which stem fro~ the interes!s of the working s~Ientlsts (rather 
than by decree from above) and only those which. can readily. d~monstrate a w~de measure of 
support internationally are approved, proposals bemg m.ade wlthm ~he boundanes of broad.ly
stated programme guidelines. Secondly, centJ;al approval IS ac~ompamed by ~ual. seed fundmg 
(averaging ca. $3 000 pa.) to facilitat.e inte~atioI?al. pl~~g, progress revlewmg and final 
presentation of results, most projects bemg stnctly lllmted m tIme (about 5 years) to allow new 
projects to be initiated. The project-basis of the IGCP has e:,able? the .oK at least to. fund UK 
participation in the administration and guidance of those projects m whlc~ the UK. IS mterested, 
so it is feasible to measure value for money (which is much more difflc:'lt. WIth unfocused 
broad-spectrum research for which countries simply pay an an:,ual subscnptIOn). Of course, 
funding for the research studies that contribute to the selected projects must be secured from the 
usual funding bodies but, in the UK at least, the selection of discr~te projects does enable 
British scientists to participate in the international programme (and thiS TI?ay be t':De of '?ther 
countries which are not able to earmark large sums of research momes for mtematJOnal 
programmes). 

Man's reaction to global changes 

It is clear that the socio-economic effects of environmental changes are not addresse~ by the 
IGBP and yet are critical for the survival of organized society .. Countless examples Illustrate 
that, however good our capacity to understand th~ gl?bal ~ynamlc system, these efforts count 
for little unless the social, political and econOmIC dimenSIOns of th~ problems gener~ted by 
changes in the environment are identified and studied. Of cours.e to mcorporate these n;to the 
IGBP would be extremely difficult yet not to do so would be blmd to realIty. However, It may 
transpire that the HRGC Programme will address these issues and so complement the purely 
scientific IGBP. 

National priorities 

The British National Committee has identified the following as being possible UK contributions 
to the IGBP: 

Coordinating Panel on Terrestrial Biosphere-Atmosphere Chemistry Interactions 

There is considerable UK expertise in tropospheric chemistry and dynamics. p~icularly in th~ 
processes of photoionization, dissociation, ionic scavenging, parametenzatIon of natura 
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processes and global modelling. Some work has be n d . . agricultural) ecosystems. e one on enussIOns from specific (albeit 

In consequence, the UK would hope to contribute to the rh' . . . 
though, as much of the research is long term, it may be dif~~~ft~o :~~~;t }:f~~d by this CP, 

Coordinating Panel on Marine Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions 

The UK Biogeochemical Ocean Flux Study (BOFS) s on db' . 
this subject and is related to JGOFS. Professor J E ' L~vefo~~ Yd NEh· RC, IS drrectly addressing 
reputation in this field. . . 0 an IS co-workers have a world 

Coordinating Panel on Biospheric Aspects of the Hydrological Cycle 

British groups with particular interests in plant- t' . ~ydrol<?gy (Wallingford), Imperial College Lond~~ eran~teracti?ns are at. the. Institute of 
mteractIOns of plant-hydrology-soil erosion the main '. t tNottmgham Umverslty. On the 
~ristol ~niv~rsity where a group is working on non_lin~:rJs s :nee at Leeds Univ~rsity and at 
field validatIOn and calibration. Work relevant to the i ynanuJ models o~ er?SIOn and theu 
change in relation to GCMs is being carried out at the U l!lpac~ . 0 ~ara.metenzation of surface 
!n the N.1eteorological Office. There is a large amountm~;rsltle~ ~ Liverpool and Leeds, and 
mtermedmte and long-range climatic changes most of h' h ~or If the UK on short-range, 
known is the work by karst geomorpholo' ists usin w IC IS we known. Perhaps less well 
methods, such as that at Bristol University g The us g ?e~othems da~ed by uranium series 
man's impact on soil erosion rates was pione~red at L~v~rptOI ~~~!~~;~C techniques to detect 

Coordinating Panel on Effects of Climate Change on Terrestrial Ecosystems 

In the UK a considerable amount of work has been don th· .. 
past climatic change on vegetation and whole ecos st on ~ mve.StlgatIO',1 of the effects of 
particularly at the Universities of Oxford BirminJ ems. d ~e IS con.slderable expertise, 
Ho~o~ene, during which ecosystems have been affecte~ bo~ b as~. An)Slia, relating to the 
activity, but also in studying climatic chan es durin e \' y c Imatic change and man's 
prob~bly much less significant. By incorp~rating tt!se ars:~~i:fo~hs when man's. activity was 
pOSSible to promote substantive interaction between a global n t ~to f th~ IGBP, It sh<?uld be 
atmospheric modelers thereby relating observed chan t e wor I? p aeochmatologlsts and 
scientific value of current research in this area. ges 0 past c unates and enhancing the 

Working Group on Geosphere-Biosphere Modelling 

The UK has played a prominent role in global d llin f 
the WCRP, thanks largely to the expertise of th~°Jet g 0 t?e atm~sphere for. both GARP and 
working in conjunction with the Office and with t;oro~?glcal ~fflce and umversity scientists 
~ange !'leather Forecasting. In recent years, UK oce~ ~~c~nt huropean Centre for Medium 
~uculatlon modelling, and coupled ocean-atmos he e e~s ave emb.arked o~ large-scale 
mterest in atJnospheric chemistry related to essfnti~1 m~del~g. There IS conSiderable UK 
pollution, mesosphere trace gases, etc). The NERC ?s ~0~~~~a1· aspects (?z?ne, tropospheric 
Research Centre to accelerate such research with spec' I he~g estabhshmg a Umverslty 
feature~ of the atm<?sphere for which dyna~ic phYSic~a a::rp 

h aslS. on the modellin& of those 
There. IS httle expenence in the UK related to the . c enustry are equa!ly Important. 
equat~ons that explicitly include changes in the bio~~~~llmg d of the global env?,onment with 
expenence elsewhere. Nevertheless there is interest p. ~ an ge.osphere, ',1or IS there much 
processes that will eventually have to be represented . m h\ UK m modellmg the individual 
primary production, and land surface processes includ~gS~~drof;:/cale models, notably marine 

Working Group on Data and Information Systems 

The UK has a considerable reservoir of skills in this area and I . unde~aken by several organizations including NERC (in th ~e .evant work ~s currently being 
Service (MAIS) and the NERC Unit for Thematic In£ .e arme InformatIOn and Advisory 
College, London where an environmental database fO~~~tl~~~~S:~ ~U~IS» and Birkbeck 
UK can, therefore, make a significant contribution in this area. IS bemg compiled. The 
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Working Group on Techniques for Extracting Environmental Data from the Past 

Within the UK there is considerable interest, particularly amongst Quaternary scientists, in 
movements of sea level in the British Isles, and especially in the post-glacial period much of 
which was deployed during the spans of Holocene sea levels (IGCP Projects 61, 200 and 274). 
Interest in Pleistocene sea-level movements is more restricted. These interests should grow as 
dating methods improve in terms if the range of materials (and amounts of materials) that can 
be dated. There is a little interest among British sedimentologists in the analysis of tidal signals 
in sediments. This work could be further developed, with help from Dutch investigators who 
lead the field, to allow for the identification of climate-related storm-induced 'noise'. There is 
scattered interest among UK palaeontologists in the analysis of annual growth patterns in 
invertebrates. As attention has so far been concentrated on just a few groups (e.g.: on corals at 
the University of Newcastle upon Tyne) there is considerable scope for UK contributions in this 
area. There is scattered interest in the sequential analysis of floras and vertebrate faunas in the 
Quaternary and, to a sequential analysis of floras and vertebrate faunas in the Quaternary and, to 
a lesser extent (floras mainly), in the Cenozoic, from which UK contributions may be drawn. 

However, in addition to the above, it is important to note that the UK has world leaders in 
some important technique areas such as reconstructing the hydrological balance from lake-level 
information, the quantitative interpretation of coleopteran assemblages in terms of past climate 
(Department of Geology, University of Birmingham; and University of East Anglia), and 
reconstructing global ice volume and atmospheric carbon dioxide levels from deep sea sediment 
data (e.g.: at Oxford, the Robert Hooke Institute for Cooperative Atmospheric, Oceanic and 
Planetary Research; and the Subdepartment of Quaternary Research at Cambridge). 
Reconstruction of past climates' from historic data is a specialization of the Climate Research 
Unit at the University of East Anglia. 

At the University of Bristol, the organic geochemistry unit has been developing molecular 
stratigraphy in relation to past climate history:' quantitative study of molecular biomakers is 
providing new insights conceming sedimentary input from the marine biosphere, especially in 
relation to photic zone water temperatures. 

Working Gronp on Geo-Biosphere Observatories 

The UK, as a geographical area probably has little bearing on global fiuxes, or as a sink or 
source, there is no need to include the UK among sites represented in IGBP. However, the UK 
has a number of sites, for example the Plyolimnon water catchment, Rothamsted Experimental 
Station and the Monkswood Experimental Station, where there is already a significant long-term 
record of relevant observations and which could, with a little extra investment, contribute to 
IGBP. UK research organizations also have sites overseas, particularly in Antarctica (Signby 
Island) and Malaysia (Danum Valley) where relevant observations have been and are being 
made. Professor Lovelock has established lO-year measurement sites at Macehead, Republic of 
Ireland; Cape Grlnun, Tasmania; Cape Meares, Oregon; Ragged Point, Barbados; and in 
American Samoa. The Department of Biology, King's College, London and the University of 
Essex have collected baseline data on bioproductivity ,from five tropical grassland sites as a 
UNEP project. Support of such sites could actively involve scientists both from the UK and 

developing countries. 

The objectives of the IGBP are pertinent to important strategic research interests in the UK 
which include the effect of atmospheric pollution on climate, the effect of vegetation and land 
use change on the hydrological cycle and on water quantity and potability. UK involvement in 
IGBP can probably be achieved at marginal additional cost to existing and planned UK research 
progranunes. The benefits of involvement will relate to maintaining a skill and knowledge base 
in the UK to timely and full appreciation and utilization of international datasets, and assessing 
the contributions from UK environmental research including possible OK -based or promoted 
Geo-Biosphere Observatories in relation to internationally-promoted research on the global 

environment. 
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ary IS t e eJure Secretary). 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Summary of recommendations 

Human activities are currently leading to changes in the global environment at virtually 
unprecedented rates, with potentially severe consequences for our future welfare. Increases in 
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, concerns for climate change, the appearance of the 
antarctic ozone hole and worldwide depletion of the ozone shield, tropical deforestation, and a 
host of other changes in our environment have captures the attention of scientists, the public, 
and policymakers. The problem of global environmental change is crucial and urgent. 

For scientists, understanding the changes now in progress - both natural and anthropogenic - and 
predicting their future course are unprecedented challenges. New capabilities for observing the 
earth and new understanding of natural processes have led to a new conception of the earth as 
an integrated whole and to the development of evolving, extremely broad research programs on 
global change. Such progranrs must draw upon the capabilities of scientists in many disciplines 
and many nations and must build upon the foundation provided by many ongoing national and 
international progranrs. 

In the United States, the program on global change includes the study of biogeochemical 
dynamics, ecological systems and dynamics, climatic and hydrologic systems, human 
interactions, earth system history, solid-earth processes, and solar influences. The fundamental 
paradigm is that the prediction and ultimate management of environmental problenrs inescapably 
require development of a new earth system science aimed to improve understanding of the 
earth as an integrated whole. 

In the international scientific community, the International Council of Scientific Unions has 
organized the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP) to address the problems of 
global change. The objective of the IGBP is: 

"to describe and understand the interactive physical, chemical, and biological processes 
that regulate the total earth system, the unique environment that it provides for life, the 
changes that are occurring in this system, and the manner in which they are influenced 
by human activities". 

The IGBP is currently in its preparatory phase, during which the program's goals and research 
components are slowly evolving and coming into focus. 

In this report, a limited number of high-priority research initiatives are recommended Jor early 
implementation as part of the U.S. contribution to the preparatory phase of the IGBP. The 
recommendations are based on the committee's analysis of the most critical gaps, not being 
addressed by existing programs, in the scientific knowledge needed to understand the changes 
that are occurring in the earth system on time scales of decades to centuries. These initiatives 
will build upon the capabilities of the U.S. program in global change. 

With this framework in mind, the committee recommends the following: 

1. Research initiatives 

The committee recommends that the early U.S. contributions to the IGBP should focus on the 
following five research initiatives that address key relationships in the earth system: 

Water-energy-vegetation interactions to develop global models of the response of 
terrestrial ecosystems to changes in climate, land and water use, and related factors, and 
to determine the reciprocal effect of such changes in terrestrial ecosystems on the climate 
system on regional and global scales. This research initiative requires an integrated 
approach of observations, experiments, and model development. 
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Fluxes of materials between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmosphere and ocean to 
(1) improve understanding of ecosystem processes most important for determining fluxes 
of radiactively active gases between the land and atmosphere, in order to predict how 
changes in climate and land use alter gas emissions, and (2) improve understanding of 
the effects of land use changes on nutrient transfer to river, estuarine, and ocean systems, 
especially to understand consequent feedbacks to climate through, for example, long-term 
changes in ocean productivity. 

Biogeochemical dynamics of ocean interactions with climate in order to predict effects 
of climate change on ocean biogeochemical cycles and the interactions of such cycles 
with climate via release and absorption of radiatively active gases. The ocean's capacity 
to sequester or release such gases - for example, carbon dioxide or organic sulfur 
species - is directly and indirectly influenced by climate. 

Earth system history and modeling to document changes in atmospheric composition, 
climate, and human activities to improve and validate models of global change. A focus 
on periods of rapid rates of change will provide insights into those changes that can be 
expected to occur with rates predicted for the future. 

Human interactions with global change to analyze changes in human land use, energy 
use, and industrial processes that drive changes in the earth system. Documentation of 
changes in such human activities over the last several hundred years and construction of 
future scenarios of human activities that contribute to global change will be part of the 
effort. 

Steering groups of experts should be formed to develop detailed research plans for each of the 
five initiatives proposed above, with the committee assuring coordination and integration. 

2. Supporting research 

The V.S. component of the IGBP should serve to strengthen, coordinate, and enhance support 
for ongoing supportive activities in the earth sciences such as the World Climate Research 
Program, the Global Tropospheric Chemistry Program, the Joint Global Oceanic Flux Study, and 
related discipline-oriented research. 

3. Long-term measurements 

In order to. document global change and provide a basis for the IGBP research program as a 
whole, a long-term commitment from all relevant agencies for sustained long-term 
measurements of key variables is required. An important element is an integrated Earth 
Observing System program to coordinate space-based observations. 

4. Data and information systems 

All components of the IGBP, both V.S. and international, will require effective data and 
information systems, capable of making available to research investigators contemporary space
and ground-based data from observations and experiments as well as historical data sets. 
Establishing and maintaining an effective system for the diverse types of data that will be 
generated by the IGBP require an innovative, flexible, and carefully conceived approach. A 
Global Information System Test should be implemented to test the end-tocend performance of 
the information system. 

5. International Geosphere-Biosphere Research and Training Centers 

A limited number of International Geosphere-Biosphere Research and Training Centers should 
be established around the world as major foci for international cooperation in research and 
training for the study of global change. The centers would serve as appropriate to provide bases 
for large-scale manipUlative experiments, to establish links with other international and national 
research and observational networks, and to serve as central repositories for observational and 
experimental results. 
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6. Interagency coordination 

. . h I vant V S agencies for implementation of the V.S. 
Interagency coordmatton ~etween ~ e re ~h effe~t;ve management of the complex program. 
component of ti;'e IGBP IS essen~~l t? e der the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, 
Existing mechaniSms for such c(~~C~~¥)nC~~mittee on Earth Sciences should continue to be 
Engineering, and Technology f' . h' srn to the task at hand should be periodically strengthened, and the adequacy 0 tillS mec am 
reviewed. 

7. Coordination of international activities 

. I d for coordination of related activities of 
Iunovative mechaniSms should be deve ope ental or anizations and many national groups 
international, intergovernmental and nongo,":ernalm C uncilg of Scientific Vnions should urgently 

f all kinds with the IGBP. The InternatlOn 0 

~ddress the international institutional arrangements for the IGBP. 

Introduction 

. t have captured the attention of scientists, 
Rapidly evolving c~~nges in th~ ~obal ~l~:~~~~~ease of atmospheric greenhouse gases such 
policymaker~, ~d C1l1zens around h e w~ 'f]uorocarbons; the expected consequent c~,anges ~n 
as carbon dloXlde, methane, an t e c 0;0 s heric ozone and the observed antarctic 
global climate and sea level; g~obal.dep~etton of s:~o o¥ the developing world; massive tropical 
ozone hole"; widespread. des~rt1ficatl(:n m. many p and animal s ecies; extensive damage to 
deforestation and reductlOn .~ the. dlVertiY k of ~~t soils in many Pregions. At the least, these 
mid-latitude forests; and. aCldlficatlOn o. If e~isruPtive implications for the world's natural 
changes have far-reachmg an~ p~ent~s :ollectively threaten the life-support system of the 
~=.r~~ ~~o~~:mw~:s~l~~f'e~v~o~~~~tal change is crucial and urgent. 

. . hall n ed with providing to decision makers the b~st 
The scientific commumty IS thus urgently c e global environment assessments on which 
possible assessments of the future course of the g be based Over th~ past decade, efforts to 
policies to mitigate and ad~pt to thefe c~fges ;:eived by ihe public into a scientific agenda 
translate the agenda of envrronmen~a .~ro ems ch roblems have led to a unifying seminal 
of clearly posed, tractable,. ang pno~t~~f r~:et~ pre~ict meaningfully the course of any single 
insight: We cannot hope to un ers~an u y d' the earth s stem as an integrated whole, 
long-term environmental change wl

th
thout unhd~rs~nt mg and the Xays in which anthropogenic 

the changes in the system over e eart s s ory, 
activities interact with the system. 

. h the ability to observe the earth from space and Contemporary advances. m technolog,Y? suc as handlin numerical modeling, and 
the rapidly acceleratrng capab1l1l1es bf?r da~~ture possYble at this time. Historically, 
telecommunications, make such an am ItlOUS v f each new instrument that extends 
revolutionary scientific advances follo~ the /~el~~~~~~p~ opened our understanding of the 
our vision of ~e real world. Invent\on. 0 . e biology and medicine. Today, satellite-borne 
universe. The ffilcroscope l~d .to revo utlOns m u ercom uters permit us to see our planet for 
sensors, worldwide comn:umcatlOns syst~ms, ~d . s J! a~vances that have led to current 
the frrst time as an mtegrated who e. ISC~~em ~ovide a launching point from which an 
understandin.g of the components of the ea;;rh.:;; bfcause of these advances in science and 
integrated Vlew of the. systlemb lcan proce~~tal c~inge is not only urgent: it is now pOSSIble. technology, understandmg g 0 a envrronm 

V.S. program for the study of global change 

dd d' a number of national and international 
Long-term changes in the earth have be~n aR ress\ ~o ram its successor World Climate 
programs (e.g., the Glob~A~~?~P~~~ an~s~~~ Biosptere 'Program) that provide a strong 
Research Program, and V I extremel broad V S national effort m the 
foundation for continued progress. Most recen~, an t al foundation 'of earth system science. 
study of global change has evolved bafed ~n. e confJai~ciplinary study by the Earth Systems 
This conceptual framework wa,s deve ope 1~ a md S ace Administration and has been used 
Science Committee of the Nattonal Aeronauttcs an p 
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exte~siyely . by .the Nat.i0nal ~cience Foundation and the National Oceanic and Atmos heric 
AdmmlstratIOn ~ plan?mg theIT ~esearch programs on global change (ESSC 1988) P 
earth system sCIence IS to obtam a scientific understanding of th .' arth' The goal of 
global scale by describing how its component parts and their inter ~ entIThe e system on a 
earth's history how they function and h th b ac ons ave evolved over the 
B th ' . , ow ey may e expected to continue t I 

ecause of e mcreasing evidence of potentially significant h . fl 0 evo ve. 
syste th V S pro c uman m uences on the earth m, e .. gram ~ocuses on the research necessar t di th . 
occur in the decades to centuries, both naturally and throughY' °t pre. ct ?thse changes t?~t. WIll 

m erachons WI human acttvlttes. 

Currently, the V. S. program on global change ce t th 
elements identified by the Federal Coordinating n ~~~n'l ; stu~~ of the fo~low~g seven 
Technology's Committee on Earth Sciences (Committee on ~arth 0~cie~~~~~ei98~)~meenng, and 

Biogeochemical dynamics to study the so . nks fl' . 
mobile biogeochemical constituents within %,:s~;h ' t uxes, .:d mteractions between 
water, oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, an~nh~~al~~ens~ particular focus on 

!=;i~~ ~~:::s:al and dynami~s to study ~e responses of ecological systems both 
b· I . al .. ' to changes m global enVITonmental conditions and the influe~ce of 

10 oglc communlttes on the atmospheric climatic and ocean' , , IC systems. . 

Climatic and hydrologic systems to t d th h . al 
and hydrological system corn " s ~ y e p hSlc processes that govern the climate 
ground water, and so on),-cryos~~:~~lan~ ::~~~, :J ~ro~;;fr~~re (oceans, surface and 

Human interactions to study (I) the impact of h . " 
environment, including releases of nutrients toxins c~m~ fcttvlttdes on the global 
changes in the use and co f hId' , emtca s, an trace gases and 
changing global conditions ~~ ~u~~ a~~iJ~~h as desertification, and (2) the impact of 

Earth system history to uncover the natural record of' al '. 
rocks, terrestrial and marine sediments I . envITon.ment ch~nge contamed m 
features, and other direct or proxy docu~~n~~~: :~1s~o~~~ir~';~!~~1 :~~i&~~~orphic 
Solid-earth processes to study those processes affecting the lit . . . 
of the global environment, especially those processes th t t~-su)portmg char~ctenstlcs 
between the earth's surface and the atmosphere, hydrosphe:e, cry~s~;~r~, a~:f~i:~~~:~es 
The s~lar i~tluenc~, .incl~ding studies of the atmospheric res onse t 
trends mcludmg vanattons m solar output and the earth' b' IP I 0 changes in solar s or Ita e ements. 

The International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme 

Internationally, a new interdisciplinary . h' h . . 
diverse disciplines can work together to P~~a~~n; I~ ;; IC riliclentlsts. from many nations and 
planned to augment the ongoing efforts dealing ~th· 1· ~~ I as an mtegrated whole is being 
The internationally defined ob' . f h WI. m IVI ua COmponents of the earth system 
A Study of Global Chan e li~~tt~~o. t e InternatIOnal Geosphere-Biosp~ere Program aGBP) . 
(ICSV, 1986), is: g , c m 1986 by the Internattonal CouncIl of Scientific Vnions 

"to describe and understand the interactive h . a1, h . 
processes that regnlate the t I arth P YSlc .c emlcal: and biological 
provides for life; the changes ~t~ :e infl~~~~~r;J' b~~u=~~ti~~:s~,~ent that it 

Priority in the !GB P falls on 

"!h0~~ areas of each of the fields involved that deal withth k' . 
slgmflcant change on time scales of decades to . e ey mteractIOns and 
biosphere, J:!Ia~ are mo~t. susceptible to human per:~r:~~' !~ ~~st ~e~~thle 
lead to predicttve capabIlity". ' m"s e y 
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Implementation of the IGBP clearly calls for interdisciplinary, international research on an 
unprecedented scale. The success of the program will depend on the ability to document global 
change through long-term and sustained measurements of key variables in the earth system 
through an expanded space- and ground-based composite observing system. Modeling global 
change, a critical element of the program, calls for extended research by interdisciplinary teams 
employing advanced computational capabilities. Thus implementation of the program requires a 
long-term political commitment to develop the scientific basis upon which policy decisions can 
be made. 

The operational framework for the IGBP must include investigation and understanding of 
phenomena of time scales both shorter and much longer than the decades to centuries scale for 
which predictive capability is needed. Studies under the World Climate Research Program of the 
response to the short-term phenomena of El Nino, for example, provide information about the 
modes and rates of response of the biota to changing environmental conditions. Long-term 
phenomena revealed in the record of the past provide essential background against which these 
more immediate changes can be evaluated. Similarly, although the focus of the program is on 
global scales, it must include those regional-scale studies that are needed both to understand the 
whole-earth system and to anticipate significant regional impacts of global change. 

The international scientific community is currently engaged in the preparatory phase of the 
IGBP under the guidance of the ICSV Special Committee for the IGBP. During this period, the 
program's goals and research components will evolve and come into focus. Some operational 
elements of the IGBP have already been initiated, and others will be implemented as planning is 
completed and funding becomes available. The program is expected to be fully operational in 
1992. The V.S. initial contributions to the IGBP, discussed in this report, together with V.S. 
contributions to related ongoing programs, will form part of this evolving international effort. 

Objectives and organization of this report 

This report specifically proposes a limited number of early U.S. initiatives, based on the 
internationally defined goals for the IGBP, that will contribute significantly both to our national 
interests and to the IGBP. The proposed initiatives build on the several ongoing national and 
international programs addressing problems of global change relevant to the IGBP, notably the 
projects organized under the World Climate Research Program and the V.S. National Climate 
Program. The proposed initiatives are designed to supplement such existing efforts, not to 
supplant them. 

In formulating its recommendations, the committee had no intention of constraining either the 
IGBP or the broad V.S. program of research in the area of global change to only these specific 
early initiatives. These areas for initial focus are intended to provide a framework for early V.S. 
contributions to the IGBP rather than to include all research that will ultimately need to be 
carried out under the IGBP. The appropriate content and priorities of the broad V.S. effort on 
global change and the specific V.S. contributions to the IGBP will continue to be the subject of 
review and assessment by the committee. 

The specific purposes of this report are as follows: 

To articulate a number of important key issues and interactions that characterize global 
change in the geosphere-biosphere system on time scales of decades to centuries; 

To identify the knowledge that is the most urgently needed to improve understanding of 
those issues and interactions; and 

To formulate initial priorities for initial V.S. contributions to the IGBP, recognizing the 
contributions of other ongoing and proposed programs. 

Part I of the complete report constitutes the committee's findings, while Part IT (not presented 
here) presents a group of background papers developed by working groups under the 
coordination of members of the committee. These papers were prepared in workshops and 
consultations organized by the committee, and they discuss research needs from five 
perspectives on the earth system: climatic and hydrological systems, biogeochemical dyn~~mcs, 
ecological systems and dynamics, human dimensions of global change, and earth system hIStory 
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and . modeling. These ~apefl! provi~e a more complete 
consIdered by the commIttee m reachmg its conclusions. 

indication of the range of Issues 

Initial research priorities for V.S. participation in the IGBP 

In this chapter, the committee identifies a number of the most cri i I' . 
of global change that most urgently need to be addressed in th t. c~. gaps m our ~d~rstandmg 
IGBP. The several resealch initiatives that ale e InIual o..S. contnbuuon to the 
framework for V.S. contributions to the IGBP in iliecommended ~ thIS chapter provide a 
development. These recommendations are not inten~e~~ent pI~.mg stage ?f the program's 
addressed by ongoing prograIllS. 0 emp aslze those Issues not being 

Th . -e comnuttee adopted the following criteria for selecting these initial resealch initiatives: 

The issue must be global in naUIIe and re h d d 
to lead rapidly to a greater underst~ding ~~alf balcon u~te on the topic must be expected g 0 envIronmental change. 

The magnitude and bre~dt~ of the issue must transcend the 
resealch pr~gr~ms ru:'~ dlsclplme-oriented endeavors, making it bO':lldaries of existing 
addressed wlthm tradItIOnal disciplinary studies. unlikely that it can be 

The issue must be amenable to resealch with . ifi 
a few to 10 years or with immediate ritiaf SIgn I~an~ ~rogress expect~d in a period of 
monitoring and resealch base needed fo IOn /~q=e m orde! to bUIld the long-term 
change. r sus am progress m understanding global 

The resealch initiatives ale recommended on th b' f th . 
the current state of knowledge from fi e asI~ 0 e commIttee's systematic review of 
hydrol~gic systems, ecological systems ;;,~ ~~f~tIVesb' on th~ e~h syste~: climatic and 
dImensIOn of global change and h . cs, IOgeoc enucal dynanucs, the human 
detaile~ discussions). From fuese ~~YS~s~e;a!:~~~ryl (s;:: the back~round p~pers in. PaIt IT for 
these five components of the eaIth system d fr al Y 0:n analYSIS of the mteracuons among 
committee identified a number of ue;tf~ns om a reVIew of r~late~ ongoing programs, the 
insufficiently understood but essential t~ improvin agbOu~ ~~y rbe~l~uonshIPs ~at ale currently 
for example: SClentI IC a 1 ItIes to predIct global change, 

How is the climate system coupled to th d . f . 
specifically, what ale the feed backs betwee~ ynaIfUcs od terre~tnal ecosystems, and, 
component of the climate system? ecosystem ynamlcs and the hydrologic 

What factors control fluxes of radiativ I f b 
and fluxes of biologically important ele~e:r~ ~~~at;d tetween .the land and atmosphere 
feedbacks between climate change and flu e f th 0 ~quauc systems? What are the x s 0 ese matenals? 

-What ale the fluxes of biogenic b t fr h 
and the deep ocean? How do th~~e s ;:~~~~ af~m / f. upper ocean to both th~ atmosphere 
affect these flux rates? ec c Imate, and how does climate change 

How is the coupling of h d' 
trends in social, econOmic,u~~ t:hn~?v~onmental systems altere~by long-t~rm global 
by environmental change itself? ogIcal development? How IS the couplmg altered 

Research initiatives for early implementation 

Answering these key questions about the eaIth d . 
influences of terrestrial and oceanic biota 0 thsyst~m emands llllproved ~nderstanding of the 
hydrologic cycle, nutrient supply and trans~ort e cl~mat~ system I' ' and the ~teractions with the 
depend on an understandin of h ' an. su ~~; c Imate condIUons. Answers also 
changing land use, energy pr~ductio~wan~~~~~~~~~r~~;~:I:~es generate trace gases through 
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The committee recommends that these gaps be addressed through major resealch initiatives on 
each of the following topics: 

Water-energy-vegetation interactions - the coupling between the climate system, 
especially its hydrological processes, and the dynamics of terrestrial vegetation. 

Fluxes of radiatively al:tive trace gases and nutrients to and from the terrestrial 
biosphere. 

Biogeochemical dynamics in the ocean that regulate formation and influence the ocean's 
capacity to sequester or release radiatively active gases, such as calbon dioxide and 
organic sulfur species, and their interactions with climate. 

Earth system history and modeIing to reconstruct the record of the past preserved in 
ice cores, sediment deposits, and other proxy indicators of change. 

Human interactions with the global environment to document and analyze land use 
changes and changes in industrial production and consumption over the past several 
hundred yeals, and to create useful scenarios of future changes in the processes that drive 
global change. 

Issues that need to be addressed in each of these initiatives ale discussed below. These 
discussions, however, only outline the broad initiatives that should be pursued and illustrate the 
types of experiments, modeling efforts, and observations that will be required. Detailed resealch 
plans and schedules must be formulated by groups of experts engaged in the relevant resealch 
disciplines. 

Water-Energy-Vegetation Interactions 

The committee recommends an observational and resealch project - a water-energy-vegetation 
experiment _ to study the coupling between the climate system, especially its hydrological 
processes, and the dynamics of terrestrial vegetation. The initiative has two objectives: (1) to 
develop validated global models of the response of terrestrial ecosystems to climate, water and 
land use change, atruospheric chemistry, and other global- or regional-scale stress factors such 
as changing atmospheric composition, fires, herbivore, and disease; and (2) to determine how 
ecosystem structure and function affect evapotranspiration, soil moisUIIe, and surface runoff on 
regional and global scales. The project would in essence be the biological complement to the 
Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX), whose planning is just now beginning 
under the WCRP. 

This resealch initiatives will require field and laboratory experiments, modeling efforts, and 
observations to address the response of ecosystems to climate changes, as well as the response 
of climate to ecosystem change. Included would be the following: , 

Experiments on whole ecosystems in order to quantify effects of climate change and 
other stress factors. 

Studies -to scale up information on nutrient cycling and plant physiological processes to 
the level of the whole ecosystem, taking into account the dynamics of key species. 

Recovery of records of past vegetation cover and other indicators suitable for validating 
the long-term hydrological response of climate models to global change. 

Development of models of global and regional climate that emphasize hydrological and 
land surface processes (using palameterizations derived and validated by field data and 
process studies) and that can be used to study the sensitivity of climate processes to 
vegetation changes. 

Analysis of the human causes and effects of changes in the hydrological cycle, including 
documenting past and projecting future human activities important for the hydrologIC 
cycle; defining those aspects of hydrologic change most important for human activities; 
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and developing frameworks for application of hydrologic projections to environmental 
assessment and management. 

Observations at a global scale of seasonal and interannual variations in vegetation cover 
and evapotranspiration. 

A regional focus to study the coupling between vegetation and the hydrologic cycle in 
particularly important or sensitive geographic regions such as the Amazon Basin, the taiga
tundra transition zone, and the western United States is an important component of this 
initiative. Such a focus inclndes projections of the impacts of changes in terrestrial hydrologic 
processes on ecosystem composition and functioning in specific regions. 

The initiative also requires strong input from other international research programs, such as 
GEWEX and the International Satellite Land-Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP), to address 
the questions of global distributions of rainfall over land and atmospheric properties important 
surface evapotranspiration. 

Fluxes of Radiatively Active Trace Gases and Nutrients to and from the Terrestrial 
Biosphere 

The committee proposes a research initiative focused on the fluxes of materials such as (1) 
radiatively active trace gases to and from the terrestrial biosphere, and (2) nutrients from land .to 
aquatic and marine ecosystems. 

The objective of a research focus on radiatively active trace gas exchange between the terrestrial 
biosphere and the atmosphere is to improve understanding of those basic ecosystem processes 
that determine gas fluxes. This understanding is needed to construct functional models that can 
be used to predict how climate and land use change will alter emissions and absorption of 
radiatively active trace gases from the biosphere and, in turn, feed back to further changes in 
climate. The research should emphasize methane, carbon dioxide, and nitrous oxide, but other 
significant constituents, e.g., ammonia and organic compounds, are also concern. 

The initiative will require the following: 

Experiments involving plants, soils, and peats to improve understanding of processes 
affecting gas exchange between them and the atmosphere, such as changes in carbon 
storage; the influence of nutrient availability; the influence of population dynamics 
through nitrogen fixation, and microbial processes; hydrological influences on partitioning 
between production of carbon dioxide and methane and between nitrogen and nitrous 
oxide; and the influence of the chemistry of precipitation on such processes. Experiments 
on intact ecosystems that include the biota and soils will also be needed to measure the 
effect of environmental changes on the complex, interacting processes of vegetation 
change, nutrient cycling, and gas fluxes. Larger scale ecosystem experiments can involve, 
for example, manipulations of entire watersheds or can use natural or inadvertent 
anthropogenically induced perturbations for experiments. 

Investigations at local or regional scales, particularly in ecosystems such as the Arctic 
and the tropics that play significant roles in global change .. A local and regional focus, 
including comparative studies along environmental gradients, is needed in order to 
extrapolate predictions of gas emissions to the global scale after a mechanistic 
understanding of gas emissions is achieved. 

Models that combine descriptions of the functioning of whole ecosystems (process
functional approach) with descriptions of changes in populations and communities within 
ecosystems (population-community approach), in order to predict the changing patterns of 
fll;lxes from eco.sy.stems subjected to rapid change. Because this new generation of models 
will be mechanIsttc, they could be used to extrapolate beyond existing or past conditions, 
arid to predict gas emissions from new combinations of vegetation, soils, climate, land 
use, and atmospheric processed. 
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Increased attention to documentation of past ecosystems from the record of the past, in 
order to understand better the range of ecosystem form and function that could develop in 
the future in response to global change. 

Documentation on a global scale of the history of land uses believed to be sources of 
methane and other trace gases, and assessments of future changes in human activities that 
can result in changes in emissions. Similarly, prehistoric and historic activities that have 
affected carbon storage in vegetation and soils should be documented on a global scale. 

The component of this research initiative focused on fluxes of nutrients from terrestrial to 
aquatic systems will, in addition to studying nutrient transfers in natural ecosystems, emphasize 
the effects of land use change on the amount and pathways of nutrient losses from terrestrial 
ecosystems. The objective is to broaden the initiative on trace gas emissions to include analysis 
of how global changes now under way will effect the transfer of nutrients to riverine, estuarine, 
and ultimately, ocean systems, As discussed in the following section, changes in ocean 
productivity have important long-term implications for climate. Thus nutrient transfers from the 
terrestrial to marine systems could have important feedback effects. 

Transfers of materials across ecosystem boundaries will be strongly affected by various aspects 
of global change. Large scale experiments, involving manipulations of entire watersheds or 
intact ecosystems, are needed to assess the effects on nutrient losses of floods, increased fire 
frequency, loss of species, and other events related to global change. Rising sea level will also 
affect nutrient cycliog and transfer to the ocean. Superimposed on these effects, and in some 
systems overwhelming them, are massive changes in land use, especially in the tropics, where 
the human population and activity are growing rapidly. Deforestation and increased intensity of 
agriculture in dry and humid tropical regions are affecting nutrient availability in soils and 
transfers to other systems via dust and runoff. 

Understanding the processes underlying nutrient losses from terrestrial systems will require 
monitored watersheds. Once baseline data are established, experiments with different kinds of 
land use can be carried out, with paired watersheds left unchanged as controls. These 
experiments will separate human effects from other aspects of global change. Long-term 
observations are necessary, as some effects are cumulative and others have long response times. 
Long-term studies will also increase the opportunity to observe and hence understand unusual 
climatic events that stress the system. 

The important requirements are as follows: 

Experimental manipulations of drainage basins to increase understanding of the 
mechanism controlling nutrient transfer via water or air from the land to streams, lakes, 
rivers, and eventually, the ocean. 

Examinations of systems along a gradient, e.g., from savanna to dry forest to rain forest, 
in order to quantify fluxes as a function of ecosystem type. , 

Research to follow the fate of nutrients after they are lost from terrestrial ecosystems in 
rivers, lakes, groundwater, the ocean, and the atmosphere. Studies of estuarine processing 
of nutrients loaded into rivers should be emphasized. 

Analysis of the patterns and causes of anthropogenic land use change, including 
documenting past and projecting future human activities important for terrestrial nutrient 
fluxes, and defining those aspects of nutrient flux most important for human activities. 

Particular emphasis on phosphorus in nutrient balance studies. While phosphorus is less 
mobile and dynamic than carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur, it exerts a strong control on 
productivity both on land and in aquatic systems. 

Some approaches appear promising in the context of this research focus. For example, stable 
isotope signatures of carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur as tracers of element movement and as 
integrated reflections of the processes controlling element transformation and loss will provide 
important information. While this approach is relatively well worked out for carbon, 
considerable development of research techniques is necessary before it can be applied to 
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nitrogen and sulfur. Better measurements of both historic and current rates and types of land 
conversion also need to be developed and applied. 

Collaboration with the research component on fluxes of radiatively active gas, discussed above, 
IS n~eded to .u.nderslan~, mod~l, an~ predic! biosphere-atmosphere interaction following land 
clearmg. AddIttonally, mteractton WIth ongomg programs such as the International Union of 
Biolo&ic~ Science's Trop!cal Biology and F~rtility Program and the International Atomic Energy 
AssocmtIOn-Centro Energm Nuclear na Agncultura (IAEA-CENA) Amazonia I Project will be 
needed for the research focus discussed here. 

The ov~ra11 init~at!ve shoul~ be lin~ed ~th ~ctivities of experts concerned with land use change 
as a pnmary dnvmg force m speCIes exUnctIOns worldwide (see "Human Interactions" initiative 
below). Both the information on rates of land use change and the measurements of the fate of 
nutrients on.ce the~ a:e lost from cl~ared land .are. fundamental to these efforts, and knowledge 
of the functIOnal SIgnificance of partIcular speCIes m local areas is fundamental to this initiative. 

Biogeochemical Dynamics in the Ocean 

The committee recommends a research initiative to understand and predict the effects of climate 
ch~g~ on oce.an bioge?chemical cycles and their corresponding feedback to climate. The 
o~JectIve of this effort IS to develop the capability to predict the effect of projected global 
chmate change on ~e oce~'s physical/chemical and biogeochemical processes, especially as 
they fee~ b~ck to chmat~ VIa the release or adsorption of radiatively important gases such as 
carbon dIOXide and organIC sulfur species. 

~har:g~s in climate ?ver the. o.ceil? will alter. the physical conditions of the upper ocean. Incident 
m:a~mtIOn, evaporatIOn/preCIpItatIOn, and wmd shears on the ocean surface help to define the 
ffilXmg sta!e, and hen~e the r:utrient supply and residence time for plankton, Nutrient supply and 
re-suspenSIOn propertIes are Important factors in determining the nature of the planktonic food 
web. Grea!er rates of nutrient s~pply, and higher mixing rates, for example, promote the growth 
of large di~to~. These. two different types of plankton sustain markedly different food webs 
and hav:e SIgnificantly dIffe~~nt co,:sequences for the residence time of photosynthetically fixed 
carbon m the ~cean. In addJt1on, dIfferent plankton groups have different physiologies related to 
sul~r met~bohsm and play considerably different roles in the evolution of organic sulfur 
speCIes, whIch have climatic implications when liberated to the atmosphere. 

This ef~ort will require .a .global-scale asses~ment. of the p~oce~ses governing the rates of primary 
productIon and. determmmg the fate of bIOgemc matenals m the sea. A major international 
pro~am, the Jomt Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) is now being defined in this area. It will 
consist of global observati?ns, regional process, studies,. costal ocean studies, and mode ling. 
~~~e of the recommendatIons below WIll probably be mcluded in JGOFS, some should be 
~ItIated as. soon as possible, while other activities, especially those related to the 
bIOgeocheffilcal implications of the anticipated climate change, may require results of JGOFS 
~.d. other ocean programs such as the World Ocean Circulation Experiment before they can be 
ImtIated. 

A U.S. contribution in this area should include the following: 

He~ping . to establish the global remote sensing capability and appropriate sea surface 
venficatIOn necessary to assess temporal and spatial patterns in plankton distribution.' 

Studying the processes respo,:s!ble for the initi~tion of plankton blooms (including 
dependence 0,'1 tempe.rature, ffilXl,'lg state, and nutrIent supply) and their roles in (1) the 
flux ~f organIC matenal and c.alcmm car~onate to the deep sea and (2) the production of 
or~anIc sulfur compounds, whIch, when hberated to the atmosphere, have implications for 
climate. 

Dev~loping modeling and scaling techniques to generalize the results of intensive local 
studIes of plankton blooms to characteristic regional and basin scales. 
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Placing emphasis on those high-latitude ocean regions where vertical fl':lxes of carbon to 
the deep sea and vertical fluxes of nutrients to the surface waters gIve these regIOns 
disproportionality large global significance. 

Investigating the biogeochemical processes responsible for !ormin!S, transportu:g, and 
preserving in ocean sediments the hard parts of plankton used m studIes of past chmates. 

Initiating large-scale mod~ls of upper ocean physical ~d bioge~ch.emical P!ocesses that 
have potential to feed back to climate via the regulatIon of radlatlVely actIve trace gas 
release from the ocean. 

Human Interactions with Global Change 

This research initiative would focus on the relatively short-term record of.the period of intensive 
human activities that have affected the global environment. Anthropogemc changes m the earth 
system need to be systematically documented over the past several hundred ~ears and analyzed 
as a basis for developing useful reference scenarios of future change. In particular: tW? aspects 
of human activity are especially relevant to global change: land use changes, v:hIch. mfluence 
both physical (e.g., albedo, evapotranspiration, and ~ace g.as flux) ~d bIOlogIcal (e.g., 
vegetative cover and biodiversity) variables; and the mdustrIal metabohsm that transforms 
resources into emissions that must be absorbed and processed by the enVlfonment. 

Investigation of global land use patterns would involve the following: 

Construction of a core conceptual model or theory of the causal relations underlying 
changes in cultllfe (e.g., population, development. values) on one hand and c~anges m 
environment on the other hand, to human chOIces that affect long-term, large-scale 
patterns in the use of land. ' 

Documentation of how key variables of land use, population, agricultural prices, and so 
on, identified in the conceptual model have changed throughout the world over the last 
several hundred years. 

In-depth regional case studies of the general relationships suggested in the conceptual and 
historical work. 

Construction of future scenarios of global land use change, and. exploration of alternative 
human choices regarding global change could alter those scenanos. 

Parallel to the study of global land use change, a similar approach to the study of industrial 
metabolism would involve the following: 

Construction of a conceptual model linking demographic, economic, and. institutional 
factors with the evolution of material and enetgy uses, and human consumptIOn processes 
relevant to global change. 

Documentation of how particular material and energy resources have been metabolized 
tlrrough human production and consumption processes over periods of decades to 

centuries. 

In-depth regional case studies of the general relationships developed in the conceptual 
and historical work. 

Construction of futllfe scenarios of industrial metabolism and associated materials and 
energy exchanges with the environment. 

Earth System History and Modeling 

The initiative on earth system history and modeling is concerned with documentir:g and 
understanding overall patterns of global change. The initiative would focus on reconstructIng the 
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past oyer tens of thousan~s of years. ~o provide .a data base for validating global change models. 
The hI~tOry of atmosph~nc c,?mposItIon and clImate, and of the spatial distribution of climate, 
vegetauon, and ocean crrculatIOn, would be developed. Special attention is needed on period of 
rapid change to provide insight into poorly understood system processes. 

A research focus on the long-term record requires the following: 

Data from polar and temp~rate latitude ice cores, ocean sediments and corals with 10- to 
lOO-year temporal resoluuon, and various kinds of physical and biological terrestrial 
records. 

Theoretical studies a,nd modeling t~ establish quantitative relationships between measured 
parameters and physIcal processes, m order to better interpret the record of the past. 

Sensitiv~ty studies with global models to define the spatial and temporal resolution 
needed m the study of the record of the past and to suggest which types of data should 
be collected. . 

Development and improvement of global change models based on observations from the 
record .of the p~st. . Models can use information from the past record such as climate and 
vegetatIOn and mdrrect measures of the carbon cycle. Past abundance of carbon dioxide 
methane, carbon-13 and other stable isotopes, and other chemical species accessible fro~ 
th~ record can be used for model validation. Data on the history of human interactions 
WIth the ~arth system, as developed in the previous initiative, will also be useful. Close 
collaborauon between observational and modeling activities is essential. 

Development of research initiatives 

Two streams o~ activity. are required to develop the research initiatives for the U.S. contribution 
to t;he IGBP m~o detailed plans for research programs: (1) involvement of scientists with 
paruc~ar expertIse to develop the research plans, and (2) support of those related activities 
essentIal to the success of the IGBP. 

Steering grol!Ps should b.e .e.stablishe~ on. each of the five research initiatives proposed above as 
resear~h fOCI. for the mIUal cOntrIbutIOn to the IGBP. These groups should be closely 
coordinated w~th other relevant ac~ivities in the National Research Council. These steering 
groups, operatmg under ~e. Comn,uttee on Global Change over approximately the next two 
years,. would engag~ sClenUsts WIth the relevant expertise to further define programs of 
coordmated research m the respective area. The Committee on Global Change would ensure that 
the r~sell!ch plans developed by each group are coordinated into an overall plan for the V S 
cOntrIbutIOn to the IGBP. . . 

Support for existing prolS!ams related to the goals for the IGBP is also an integral part of the 
V.S. effort. Three categones of support can be identified: 

1. As note? above, V.S. contributions to the IGBP ~e drawn from the broad suite of V.S. 
observatIOnal and research programs that have been described as the V.S. effort on global 
change. The V.S. program IS based on the concept developed in the report of the NASA
sponsor~d E~ System Scie~ces Committee that study of the earth as an integrated 
system IS an ImJ:ortant and ~mely paradigm for the earth sciences. Strong support for 
such a broad nauonal effort m the study of the earth is an essential foundation for the 
focused· programs addressed in this report. 

2. A number of existing, ongoing programs have objectives and well-developed plans that 
clearly fall entirely or partly within the scope of the IGBP or the broader V.S. global 
ch~ge efforts. AI,Dong. the~e are UN~SCO's Man and the Biosphere Program, the several 
projects of ICSV s Sc.,enufic CommIttee on Problems of the Environmental Monitoring 
Sy.stem (GEMS). Parucularly relevant and essential are the components of the World 
Climate Program. One of these, the World Climate Research Program organized under 
the Wor!d Meteorolog~cal Or&anization (WMO) and ICSV, focuses 'on dynamic and 
hydrologICal processes m the clImate system and has in planning or in progress a number 
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3. 

of well-conceived projects (e.g., Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment, ~orld 
Ocean Circulation Experiment, TropIcal Ocean/G!obal Atmo~phere Program, InternatIOnal 
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project, and Intemauonal Satellite Land-Surface c,Iim~tology 
Project) that promise to contribute greatly to the goals of the IGB~. The contrIbuuons of 
the Data Applications and Impacts components of the World Climate Program should 
also be dmphasized. The IGBP and these existing activities are highly complementary and 
mutually supportive. 

The challenge is to harmonize and coordinate the practical work .of the .v~ous planning 
bodies so that each activity can be effectively focused on appropna~e obJectIves. Such an 
approach was successfully employed in th~ . Global A~osphenc Research ~rogram 
(GARP), where the WMO/ICSV Joint OrganlZmg CommIttee, the ICSV CommIttee .on, 
Space Research, the International Association c:f Meteorology and Atm?sphere PhYSICS 
(IAMAP) Radiation Commission, and other bodies pl!r~ue~ closely coord,mated programs. 
Interaction within this family of closely related actlVlUes m the earth SCIences should be 
strengthened, coordinated, and enhanced. 

Support for discipline-oriented research related to the goals of the IGBP is needed to 
bolster the scientific foundations of the program. Fo~ research c~ntered on the 
atmospheric and oceanic components, a long an.d mature hIStOry. of prevIOUS s.tud~es and 
an array of coordinated research programs. p~ovlde good foundatIO?S for contnbutlOns to 
the understanding of global change, the eXIStuIg research program IS less. well developed. 
The relevant research communities should be encouraged to develop therr own mternally 
justified research priorities relevant to glo?al. c~ang~. An aggressive program to support 
research in these as well as other related dlsclplmes IS needed. 

For instance, a number of areas of needed researCh. are highligh~ed in th~ b.ackground 
paper on ecological systems and dynamics (see espeCIally th~ sec~IOn on pnnclpal Issues 
and research challenges). These include (1) research o~ phYSIologIcal responses of plan~s 
and animals to the environment,especially to muluple stresses; patterns of gene~c 
variability, including the development of theory regarding ~vo.lutionary resp?nses to .rapld 
environmental change; direct effects of elevated carbo~ dIOxIde. concentrauon~ on mtact 
ecosystems; and characteristics that allow some specle~ to adjust g~og!aphlcal ran~es 
rapidly in the face of change while others b~c0!ll~ extmct; (2) momtonng of ongomg 
changes in distributions that may record the mc'p,ent effects of global change and of 
ongoing changes in land use; and (3) development of more complete paleorecords, 
particularly from little-explored parts of the earth. 

The existing research program on the human components of global chang~ is also 
inadequately developed, as discussed in the b~ckground pal?er o~ the .hu~an dlmenSI?n. 
Efforts to bring together natural, social, behavIOra!, and. engmeenng SCIentIsts to examme 
in-depth the research required on the human dImenSIOn of global .change should be 
supported. Several research areas identified in the backgr.ound paper - mtegrated methods 
to assess the risk and implications of long-~errn envIIonm~ntal change for resource 
availability at the regional scale; ways that knowledge, perceptIOns, and v.alues related to 
global change can be more effectively br?ught to .bell! ~n human cho.,ces that affect 
global change; and evaluation and deSIgn of mstItutIOnal mechanIsm fo! bet~er 
management of global change - require further .developm~nt in close c?llab?ratIo~ WIth 
those relevant scientific communities in the SOCIal, behavlOral, and engmeenng SCIences 
that were not adequately represented in current planning activities. 

Supporting needs for program development 

Planning of the IGBP will have to be responsive to a number of challenges that transcend 
previous experience with collaborative scientific programs. These challenges are .present~? by 
the exceedingly broad scope of the program, the need to blend new technologl;' WIth trad~tIOnal 
observational techniques on a worldwide scale, the need to plan and sustam a coord,mated 
research and documentation effort over many decades, and the need to present to the publIc and 
policymakers in a timely and comprehensible manner the conclusions on complex issues of 
substantial and growing public concern. 
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A numb~r of common themes should uide th d . observatIons to be carried out as part 01 the IG~p.evelopment of specific plans for research and 

Doc~mentation. of significant contem ' reqUIres establIshment and maintenangeor:rr Ch~ngeS In the global environment 
;ne~surements of key variables, such as global tr~~~; e~";.. observations, Long-term-series 
~. use, are needed to detect global chan es ~ .ace gases ~~ global changes in 

C?tIcal

l 

parameters, such as productivity a!d . M<?mtolnng of senSItIve ecosystems for 
sIgna s of global change In dd" speCIes oss, can provide earl . 
insights into system d~ami~s. ~~' cs:~Ao~g-~erm .records often provide un~n:cra~~ l~ng-te~ observations and associated info JSlgn, Implementation, and apPlicati6n of 
e ement rn global change research. . rma on management systems will be a critical 

The need for recognition of the i 'fi 

~OeOdeS~r~d s~~:;;to~e·gi~6~~~dh{f :f~il~c~~p~~~~~i.~~~~~h~~~=::U~~ ~~~n~a!~ 
~ capaCIty to act rapidly to investigate th d observatIOnal programs should include 

e program should also be desi d e resp~mse of the system to any such ev 
extreme events might indicate the g:;~rr!:~c~e~~g~1Z~ that clhanges in. the frequencie~n~f 

, , , n amenta changes ID the earth s stem 

The Identification and investi ati n ' y . 

~~~~. a;~:o~x~~pfe~v~g:iC~~~K;:~!~~:::J:r f~~o:l:~~~~;~~ :: r%~~fc~r~~~a~~ 
:tI~ tundra, with currently unpredictable ~~~ease dramatically rates of metabolism in 
tr aVl:'rng refI!1afrost. The high biodiversity in th se~ue?ces for release of methane from 
O~I~S p ay ID the earth system make these are e . OpICS and the significant role that the 

add.ltIOn, ecosystems receiving high anth as I~po~ant for global change research In ~gr:cultural systems, and ecotones or tr . ~opogemc rnputs of nutrients arid zo~es 
ro~~sat:s J:f ftJBbal

p 
environmental chan~t:n ~~:sd~:t ~e ~nticip.ated. t~ b~ sensitiv~ . 

e on such geographic rv!"g rntenslVe IDvestIgation A 
would permit efficiency in collection data.areas would proVIde a focus for research ~d 

Documenting global change 

At the core of the IGBP must be as' global scale over the c· ystematlc effort to document the s· 'fi 
initiatives aimed at elucig:gg kdecades. This. effort overlaps, but is dl~:inc~~ changes on a 
the record of th ey processes rnvolved in such h c rom, research 
of how the ent~e past. All these activ.ities are necessary to devel~ anges and effo~s ~o examine 
structure and insti~~ ~ystem functIons on time scales of decade and test q~antItatlVe models 
observations and c~~~~io~~(~r~ents must be appropriate in orde: t~ (~)n~bt:'s. ~he program 

~!ld~deas:~~~efu~his info~m~tio~oc~~ ~'!x~nalr~c~~~~b~~ ~~tra~~ th~ requi~d ~f~~~:J~Z ure generatIons. s IentIsts and policymakers 

The Role of Models 

Because of the complexity of th· . central g<?al is to codify underst!d:eractIOns .b~tween different parts of the earth s 

~=..::: ~f ~mt!"::!:clo*f;;~~ .".:' .;;;.~:,,=;fb~i'~ 
y can en serve as testbeds for eval' agaInSt an adequate base of observa . :::~r!O~~d~~I~:~t of e~~icient o~serv~~:~ hI&~t~:i~~ :~uio~a~se~m:ct-effect. re.latiOn~~~;~ 

complete report and ~ ard;, Iscussed ID more detail in the background envrng ~redlctIOns about 
suffi b e report of NASA's Earth S S papers ID Part II of the 

ces to a stract some general concepts. ystem ciences Committee (1988). Here it 

Co~prehensive quantitative models of the earth ~aT1ables, such as the temperature distribution in sfutem are formulated in terms of a set of state 
id!~a~~~osphere. ~ese state variables are on ~ o~~~ or the concentra~on .of nitrous oxide 
algorithms ~ha~f c:n:

y
lty. Theddevelopment with tin! is d~~~!d an~ are :Fe~ItablY simplified 

our un erstanding of the specific y pre ICtIve equations or processes that conoect them. Enhanced 
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understanding resulting from process studies becomes reflected in improved algorithms in such 
models. Documentation of global change, on the other hand, implies determination of the time 
history of the state variables themselves. Establishing confidence in a model requires a rigorous 
process both of assessment of its basic principles in the light of accumulated understanding of 
the processes involved, and of testing its parts and the entire model against measurements of the 
state variables. Because of the empirical idealizations involved in constructing a practical model, 
substaotial redundancy is required·in such tests. In general, the greater the ability of the model 
to simulate observed behaviors on increasingly longer time scales or changes that are 
independent of the ioformation invoked in its development, the greater the confidence in its 

predictive capability. 
Thus research and measurement strategy aimed at using models as the primary integrating tool 
would concentrate on two rather distinct activities: (1) focused studies enhancing understanding 
of selected processes and (2) loug-term global measurements of key state variables. 

Process Studies 
Scientific research organized into procesS studies need not necessarily be global and should 
normally be of limited duration, resulting in improved algorithms through which their 
conclusions are applied on a global scale. The emphasis is likely to be simultaneous intensive 
observation and measurement of a wide variety of variables in a few case studies, using any 
available techniques including experimental ones. The choice of variables and techniques will 
derive from the specific experimental design for each study and may change with increasing 
understanding of the process. Diverse analysis procedures will be used by individual scientists to 
contribute to a collective understanding that is then distilled into algorithmic form. 

Long-term Measurements 
Long-term measurements of state variables, on the other hand, must be global and sustained at 
acceptable quality for many decades. The observation and analysis techniques must be 
standardized and applied systematically and cost effectively in a manner that is frequently 
described as routine or operational. It should be noted that the term "measurement" is used to 
include here all aspects of the inferential chain from the original observations to global analyzed 
products, and it is essential to consider the entire system. Many factors affect the end-to-end 
performance of this system, including the calibration of the original sensors and other data 
sources and the coverage in space and time. Validation of the inferential process connecting the 
sensor output with the variable being analyzed and the algorithm being used to implement that 
connection also affects the end-to-end performance. Procedures for quality control and editing of 
the data for global analyses, and the availability of independent measurements that can be used, 
at least on a spot basis, to compare with the routine output cannot be overlooked. A final factor 
critically important to global change is the documentation of all these items in a manoer that 
will enable scientists 20 years from now to determine whether observed changes are real or 
merely artifacts of the way the measurements were made or interpreted. 

Difficult though it may be sustain such measurements,' documenting global change requires that 
they be sufficiently comprehensive both to enable the causes of observed changes to be inferred 
from model simulations and to use available models to test alternative hypotheses for the causes 
of observed changes. To the extent that established models exist, the required set of ongoing 
measurements can be reduced somewhat by utilizing implied relationships between state 
variables (for example, the geostrophic relation between wind and pressure in the extratropical 
atInosphere). For some variables, such as the solar irradiance or the concentration of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere, the small spatial variability is such that a few sustained 
measurements of high quality suffice for the most important information on a global scale. For 
other variables, such as temperature, we must rely on an extensive netwofk of observatious and 
international data exchange maintained for other purposes. For yet others, such as precipitation 
or subsurface ocean circulation, acceptable techniques applicable routinely on a global scale do 
not yet exist, and a research and development effort is called for to enable the most critically 
importaot gaps to be filled. For still others, a network of surface observations such as the 
proposed International Geosphere-Biospheie Research and Training Centers discussed below 

would seem most appropriate at this time. 
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It must be recognized that documenting global chan thr hI· 
~ organizational, managerial, and technical challe~~e ~~g po~ti~~er~ me~remenr pr~sents 
lmpo~ance. Resource limitations will certainl re uire full mffil. ent 0 pro Ol~nd 
organIzations collecting relevant data for other y u ~es s collaboration ":l~ eXlstmg 
mechanisms will have to be established to iden~fi cost-e~£ct as weather predICtion). New 
systems to make them useful for Ion -term meas ec ve ways .to supplement these 
powerful tool for obtaining global obs:rvations bu~::rm:~t Remot~ s~smg from space is a 
with in situ measurements from other source; in ~ases e. ata must be combined 
satisfactory analysis. Mechanisms must be establishe~ ~omp~slte ~bservmg system for a fully 
such composite systems and to make n . 0 reVIew e en.d-to-e.nd performance of 
systems below). In some areas pioneer~~e~~~ea~us:ents (s~e the dISCUSSIOn on information 
Climate Research Program observational network:

a 
ot

r se~ldces bOlf the w~rld and the World 
operation In most h' conSl era e matunty are in routine 

.' . are~s, owever, the infrastructure for coordinated 1 . 
remote observations, mternational data exch p .ano!'1g of in situ and 
performance will need significant strengthening. ange, analyses, and vahdatIOn of end-to-end 

Data from the Past 

Because the time scale for global ch . . 
!GBP will be conducted, concentra:ge o~ ~;p:able to the tIme over ~hich research in the 
msufficient. It is necessary to seek ind;pendent dfta se~t rd fu~e be.havIOr of the system is 
~ecord of the past, in spite of the loss of recision th!e ~ or mo e testmg and evaluation in the 
mcomplete records. Emphasis should be ~laced n . t ay accompany the use of proxy data or 
complete data sets useful for testing at least 0 crrcumstances rost hkely to yield relatively 
determining the natural variability of individ 1 tome aspects. 0 quantitative models, or on 
desirable information is available, in some ca~~s o~ s~ate :,ru:a~les. B~cau~e only part of the 
derive primarily from the develo ment d . Y !'1 pnnclp e, ~h01ces m research strategy 
variables from limited often indireft data ~ec apph:tIon of technIques to infer global-scale 
~any stages, reconstructions of p,J,t states o~u~~e ~dgeable Ju~gments are required at so 
mferences from a predefined observation system T~ syst~m wiJ.! never. become routine 
structures in IGBP should reflect the inberent chara' ct ~ t.researf c a,nd informatIOn management ens lCS 0 pre-mstrumental data. 

Additional Comments 

The conceptual distinctions made above betw '. 
e~. history provide broad indications of the r:~e P~f~~~;tudtes, . ongomg measurements,. al!d 
d.e~mmg programmatic structure for a measurement s ac lV1tIes and as such may aSSIst m 

. ngld.prescriptions. For example, the first three of the tr~l~fJ,£bu~ they should n~t be reg~ded as 
a mIX of process studies and activities aimed O~l recommende.d. m earher mvolve 
measurements, and studies of the h d' at. developmg the capablhty for long-term 
algorithmic treatment. uman rrnenSIOn, aspects of WhICh may defy simple 

Furthermore, the status of our comprehens' od l' h· 
partially useful for setting requirements fo~vfo~ e s IS suc ~at they are currently at best only 
there is no accepted model in existence t g-term observatIOn and analysis systems. Indeed, 
physical, chemical biological and human hat ~ov~rs the fUll range of interactions between the 
concern, such as t~rrestrial ec~system dyna~~c:y~ems .0 . co~cern to IGBP. In some areas of 
principles for constructing a model to 0 erate ~ ere l~ ma equate understanding of the basic 
what the principal state variables should be let t regIOnal scale, and hence no consensus on 
them. Almost all our current models are vu~erab~e o~~ ~on~e~us 0.0 ~e algorithms connecting 
turn out to be of major im ort Fe. ot OffilSSIOn of processes that may 
chemistry in ice clouds is gen~c~~ t~~ ~:,~£le, /ecent ~lSc~veries su~gest that heterogeneous 
previous models were restricted to gas phase i °t ozo.ne m The antarctIC stratosphere, although 
interactions within the earth s stem i n era~tIOns. us, as our understanding of the 
state variables as key indicatJrs of gr:;g~~~~n~e:cept1l<J;:s 1 of th~ rela~ve importance of different 
best judgment must be the basis for action in obt ~~ e YI to a~J~sted also. Meanwhile, our 

ammg at east a mmlmal set of such indicators. 
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Measurement strategy 

Implementation of Long-term Space-based and In Situ Measurements 

The list of potentially important long-term global measurements is long and has not yet been 
reviewed in detail by this coffi1TIittee. Careful consideration will have to be given to the 
selection of the most critical variables for special attention, particularly in relation to the end-to
end performance attainable by augmenting existing data gathering and analysis activities, both 
remote sensing and in situ, and in relation to the potential for development of new techniques 
suitable for global deployment. 

Both satellite- and ground-based measurements will provide essential information far the IGBP, 
and. the measurement strategy needs to be designed so that one complements the strengths and 
weaknesses of the other. Satellites provide global coverage and frequent and long-term 
observations, but currently provide only qualitative information. Several parameters important to 
the IGBP cannot, with current technology, be measured from space (e.g., precipitation, soil 
moisture, gas fluxes, winds, and tropospheric chemistry). In situ measurements, on the other 
hand, provide potentially accurate measurements of many variables important to the IGBP and 
are essential to validation of space-based observations. Clearly, however, surface networks 
canoot realistically provide global coverage on a long-term basis. 

Meanwhile, it is clear that the capability for long-term measurements can be developed most 
effectively in the context of specific research foci that need them, at least in the short term. In 
this context, programs such as the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere program, the World 
Ocean Circulation Experiment, and the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment of the 
World Climate Research Program are not only essential process studies, but also critically 
important environments for the evolution of our ability to document global change. Satellite 
missions approved for deployment in the near future, such as UARS, ERS-l, TOPEX/Poseidon, 
and Sea-WIFS aboard Landsat-6 will each contribute major new types of measurement on a 
global scale, from which could evolve an effective long-term capability for very important 
global state variables. New applications of existing data streams, such as the Vegetation Index 
recently developed from the A VHRR sensors aboard NOAA polar arbiters, can be highly 
effective although relatively inexpensive. 

The committee recommends the planning continue vigorously for the deployment in the 
mid-1990s of a more comprehensive long-term interagency and international Earth 
Observing System, with major components aboard a number of polar-orbiting platforms, 
supplemented by particular instruments in tropical and geostationary orbits, and building upon 
existing, .ongoing research and operational observing programs. Special attention should be given 
to the integration of the space-derived data from EOS with complementary in situ data and 
validation studies to derive long-term analyzed global products containing documented 
information. Specific sites for validation studies need to be established. 

International Geosphere-Biosphere Research and Training Centers , 
The committee recommends that a limited number of International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Research and Training Centers be established to provide bases for research and 
observations of global change. Many of the planoing reports for the IGBP have recommended 
the establishment of geo-biosphere observatories, which would serve many important functions 
related to global change research. Observatories have been recommended as sites for long-term 
observations, process studies including large-scale manipulations of ecosystems, training, ground 
truth validation for remote sensing missions, model validation, and other purposes. The mUltiple 
utility of observatories is compelling, and research related to long time series of observations 
would benefit from institutional mechanisms to coordinate observatories. 

A hierarchical approach to the concept of biosphere observatories should be employed. At the 
base of the hierarchy would be the extensive, existing net of specialized monitoring and field 
stations, supplemented where necessary by new installations in sparsely represented areas. At the 
middle of the hierarchy would be sites already established for long-term research, such as 
biosphere reserves of UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere Program and the U.S. Long-Term, 
Ecological Research sites maintained by the National Science Foundation. Again, this mid-level 
could be strengthened where appropriate with new facilities. At the top of the hierarchy would 
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be a limited number - perhaps half a dozen - of new International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Research and Training Centers established to realize the goals of the IGBP. 

Possible research foci for these centers are the roles of tundra, tropical, semiarid, temperate 
forest, and high-latitude ocean systems in global change. Sites for the centers would be selected 
on the basis of ecological characteristics, geomorphology, human factors, and potential for 
climate change. 

The primary purpose of the centers would be to serve as major foci for international cooperation 
in research and training by (1) providing a base for large-scale manipulative experiments 
designed to understand linkages between ecosystems and climate change, (2) developing 
efficient hierarchical networking with other international and national research and observational 
programs and organizations, such as designated ecological research sites and reserves, (3) 
orchestrating the development of facilities for smaller scale and more transient observational and 
process studies, (4) serving· as a central repository for detailed observational and experimental 
results on the systems represented by the respective center, and (5) constituting a tangible 
international commitment to continuing cooperative efforts to understand global change. 

To be successful, the centers would have to be developed in accord with the ICSU practices for 
full access for scientists from all nations. It would be essential that leading scientists spend 
significant blocks of time in residence in order to facilitate training of students and young 
scientists in global change research. Moreover, the success of this effort would require 
commitment of funds from all nations, regardless of the suitability of their own territories for 
the siting of a center. 

Information systems 

Global change must be documented consistently over many decades, across disciplinary and 
international boundaries, through evolving perceptions of what is most iroportant, and under 
p~ssure from governments and citizens to provide as soon as possible reliable information 
about what are expected to be ever increasing concerns to the peoples of the world. The system 
by which irreplaceable data are made accessible to all who need them and are preserved for 
future generations is the foundation on which the enterprise must be built. It is also the 
component of the program that experience shows is most likely to founder through ineptitude or 
neglect. 

Perhaps even more iroportant than the primary data is the distillation into derived products or 
analyses of lower volume but greater information density, which in turn are used as data for 
model development or cross-disciplinary studies that yield information about the functioning of 
the earth system. It is thus essential to extend traditional concepts of data management to 
include the recapture and preservation of these derived products and the means to make them 
accessible to a group of users who may not be familiar on a day-to-day basis with all the 
details of the original data stream. The sheer volume and complexity of primary data relevant to 
global change enforce utilization wherever possible of higher level syntheses or abstractions that 
have already been made by some other competent user. In other words, the data management 
system must become a complete information service. 

These requirements pose major technical, institutional, and managerial challenges to our existing 
structures. For example, an unfortunate byproduct of the explosion over recent decades of digital 
data and techniques for handling them has often been the separation of the data themselves from 
metadata, or information about the data. This is because metadata are generally in text or 
graphical format that does not easily fit into efficient database management structures or 
standardized tape formats. Yet information about the algorithms used for a derived product, the 
quality control procedures, comparisons with independent measurements, reviews by expert 
outsiders, and so on, is what enables the user to judge the reliability or value of the product for 
a particular application, and should therefore be an inseparable part of the data set. The same is 
also true for original data in terms of calibrations, quality control flags, and so on. With more 
powerful computers and software systems the storage of metadata should not be a fundamental 
limitation. However, a major effort is needed to develop standards for the exchange of entire 
data sets including metadata between data centers. A similar effort is needed to enable electronic 
distribution of catalog and directory information. Other issues arise from the diverse and 
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. d d t d the need for mechanisms to select the most 
untraditional sources of denve pro uc S, ~rtunities are also provided by technological 
significant produhctS. thHeOawdevVe~t' ot~~gita~Pp~blishing on CD-ROM and similar media. 
developments suc as 

b f . f g institutional mechanisms for data exchange 
The IGBP c!ID draw upon a num er 0 eXlS ~ere established duting the IGY as central 
between natIons. Th~ World'
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Da~ C~ntri~c data could be made available to participating 

repositories from which contn u~e SClen. data center in the host country, WDCs have 
nations. Frequently co-Io~ated WI!h a n~11~~a1ata exchange within a number of the disciplines 
proved a yaluable mechanIsm for ilitern~tIO d complexity of even present conventional data 
involved m th~ I~BP. However, e vOlun;~x:g the available capabilities, and major upgrades 
streams from m SItu sensors are severe y . d des 
will be necessary to meet the information needs of the commg eca . 

. al exchange mechanisms in disciplinary areas for 
In addition to the WDCs, there .are operatIon 'rements for example the real-time exchange of 
specific purposes that overlap WIth 1GB: reqUI th WMO Global Telecommunications System 
meteorological and oce~ s~rfac~ay~~ J~a t?;~r ch~els for satellite data have evolved along 
for use in weather. predICtIO~.. e IS u e data volumes typically involved and the need 
separ.ate !ines, partIally condltIOn~ by tf-e lar~unciated by the United States, image data from 
for tImeliness. Under the open s es po d.CY ~ available to any nation installing the necessary 
U.S. weathe~ !IDd LaI?dsat satellites are ~ec Y more s ecialized, high-data-rate instruments of 
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from other countnes as en , . 
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These considerations require th.at ur~nt lattenl1?n .~ ~ata to the study of global change from 
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b tent WIth secondary sources 0 unve , 
~te:~onal collaboration and the credibility of research results from the program. 

. d f£' . formation system will be facilitated by a 
The evolution of a practIcal d ~ e ectlvepp:ach A top-down consideration of the entire 
combination of. a top-down an ottom-up a r~ uirements for long-term measurements. 
system should mclude the end-to-end perfo~ancet sp~cific sites and investigations of global 
The special needs of d.ata J!0~ p~ocess stu 1:~e~ts for international exchange of all types of 
history, as well as pos~Ible mSl1tu

b
l1onal arrangpproach aims at establishing on an experimental 

d la need to be conSIdered. A ottom-up a '. f bl 
b:si~ role models of effective solutions to a much more restncted set 0 pro ems. 

. d th t a Global Information System Test be 
In the latter context, the commIttee recommen s ~f an early prototype of an information 
implemented to test the ~nd-to-endld~fo.r~~~~~nted in 1992 or soon thereafter, possibly in 
syste'." .for t~e IGBP. ThIs. tes~ ~ou .; Im Its objectives would be to make selected satellite 
aSSOCIatIon WIth the InternatI?n pace. ear. . al of scientists and to document the 
and related data sets access.lble to ~ mternatIOn ~so~~d_to_end test would be conducted in 
information content of aSSOCIated den,:,ed yr?ducts. or in the WCRP that would serve as a 
the context of .re~ognized rese~ch f.o~l wlthril~~~~~~cted on the basis of scientific need, the 
prototype. A limIted number 0 vma es wo . ed the otential to test significant aspects of 
availability of t!te neces.sary data, the e~o~ rei~~lability p of a group of scientists and d.ata 
the da!a and info~al1on syste.m'!ID t e cess Such a test could be an important leam~g 
profeSSIOnals com~tted to ma!d"g f'ttha ~~ Observing System and related activities later m 
experience for the ImplementatIon 0 e 
the decade. 
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Management of the IGBP 

The scale and number of interested parties in IGBP ~ . 
~xisting institutional structures at both the national and ~~u:lt:!~~~~n on the effectiveness of 
mclu~e ~ongo,:,ernmental scientific organizations like ICSU and CO~p~~ls: These structures 
organIZatIons like WMO UNEP and WC' . d' 'd 1 . . . . ' mtergovernmental 
federal laboratories. Th~ structure in la' m h'V' ua umversltI~S; consortIa of universities; and 

k~~~~ fsf !~ d:S~ ~~~ !~ir~te~teg to~ ~:eb~~;e~ga:~:fcti:~~~~~~l :r~gr:S f~~u~ 
IGBP demands at the very least i:lUc~Wst~:gc~r~~o~~a~~:equrred; h?w.ever, suc~ess. for the 
mechanisms. among eXIStIng organIzatIOns and 

!;'~:%fc~;lk~ s~~~~~~\r:r~o~~alc~~~~~~s ~~ ~~:~~;:g na~~nal b?und~~s, d~ill involve 
technol0!n' .with traditional techniques, and will develo a ne'w WI. reqUlle a . en~g of h!gh 

~st~~=:n~es~~~ :~ o~ra~on.s. Implementati?n gf these I?~~ ~rllr~~~~e a ~;~~~:~~~ 
complement to the science as :~s ~}S~ FormulatIOn of publIc polIcy will be a logical 
two aspects freely trade inforniation. program, and cate must be taken to assure that the 

A Brief History 

2~~~~~e~:!~~~~ ~~~P~ic'Rr~~~' Global At1~ospheric Research program (GARP), and World 
give guidance to the I~JBP ~ach of t~:s~~en t.ted as models of institutional arrangements that 
aggregate of research by' individual inves':fga~~~s groddw~.rk ~r the next. Iqy, es~entiallr the 
access to data through the innovative concept of W n~do~ teams, prOVIded ~te:natIonal 
accomplished through a small committee f ICS or ata Centers. C;oordmatIon was 
designated representatives from artici atin 0 l! augmented ?y an advIsory council of 
conttibutions (Bullis 1973) Worfd Dat C g t cou~tn~. The satellIte programs were national 
important aspect of the IGBP. a en ers m t e context of new technology will be an 

The Global Atmospheric Research P mechanism air d . I rogram . was more complex. An intergovernmental 
was drawn upe\ltw~E ~~S~a~~se~eto ~O~~din~te meleo~olOgical s~tell.ites. A formal treaty 
scientific guidance and participation togethe~rwith ~eoro OgICal OrganlZa??n to ensure strong 
agency. These ate the kinds of linka es that will e ~anagement capability of an operational 
successful operation of an IGBP. g be reqUITed, but on a much larger scale for the 

The World Climate Reseatch Program invol h" 
surface processes. here the WMO/lCSU lin~s ~trnosb enc SCIence, oceanography, and land 
between the ICSU Scientific Committee 0 0 ave. e1f aug~ented by new arrangements 
Oceanographic Commission Th I . n cean~c. esearc and the Intergovernmental 
Physics (IAMAP) and Int' f e al nt1rnatI?n~ ASSOCiatIOn of Meteorology and Atmospheric 
involved in land surface s~:~;~nUN ~~~~,:on Ofh HydrJI?g~alN S~iences q:AHS) have been 
(UNEP) are involved in the prog~am as well h~u~ las. mt~ 1 atIons EnVIronment Program 
links than was the case for GARP h . mc USIOn 0 a arger number of agencies and 
time the management has become mo:: c~~~e~:~::.ary for the program; however, at the same 

An Emerging Concern 

The need for examination of existing . t . I' . . 
solely from the IGBP but rather has bill ernatIona m:tItutIOnal arrangements does not derive 
were held on this ~ubject. Both ex~:In a concern or several years. ~ .19~5, t~o meetings 
cooperation were considered (Kendrew et al.~ l~g; ~~~ :~~lsI9~~). facIhtatmg mternational 

The U.S. House of Representatives (Fuq 1986) Id' 
nations beyond the realization of individ~~1 n f ~nc ~ ed ~at SCIence could be used to move 
report noted the need for an international ~~~n g? to. e next l.e-:el of g~obal needs. The 
beyond what now exists. The International Institftra:ve E sCI~nce decISIOn-making mechanisms 
Institute (1987) observed that an understandin of e or nVITom;nent. and the World Resources 
a reorganization of science to study the earth ~s a ~}~::. change IS driven by forces that call for 
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The World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) concluded that global 
environmental and developmental problems are insepatable and that they must be approached in 
a holistic matmer. The commission believed that the actions required for success are beyond the 
reseatch of present decision-making structures and institutional arrangements, both national and 
international. 

The Need for Reexamination 

The IGBP creates a specific and clear need for a careful examination of our existing national 
and international mechanisms and arrangements. In atrangements need to be reexamined: 

1. IGBP will be global and multidisciplinary. On the nongovernmental side, ICSU is also 
global and multidisciplinary. Therefore ICSU is the proper international scientific 
organization for scientific guidance of IGBP. On the governmental side. there is no one 
agency that has the capacity to mobilize the operational capability for observations and 
data management, to cover all relevant disciplioes, and to represent all nations. A 
coalition of operational agencies will be required. 

2. The space component of the global observing system will be more cost -effective and 
better able to disttibute data widely if it is fully internationalized. There are existing 
groups, but they need closer coordination. These include the International Polat-Orbiting 
Meteorological Satellite (IPOMS) Group, the Coordination of Geostationary 
Meteorological Satellites (CGMS Group, the Committee on Earth Observations Satellites 
(CEOS), the International Forum on Earth Observations using Space Station Elements 
(lFEOS), and the Coordination Group of Space Station Partners on the use of Polar 
Platforms for Earth Observations. These are all groups that offer opportunity for 
international dialogue among representatives of earth observation agencies. Regional 
groups of other countties, such as the Society of Latin American Specialists in Remote 
Sensing and the Asian Society for Remote Sensing, also exist. On the non governmental 
side, we can look to COSPAR for coordination and guidance. 

3. An information system that would provide all reseatchers with access to data on the time 
scales required for both operations and reseatch cleatly requires close communications, 
and technology has outstripped current international institutional capability. We must 
preserve the atchiving and access availability, especially for developing countties, to data 
about the earth, while at the same time using. the latest technology to make the data 
system effective and comprehensive. 

The urgency of establishing a program does not mean that every detail must be put into place at 
once. The immediate need is to ensure that the international structure is adequate to cope with 
the broad issues of multidisciplinary science using high-technology observational and modeling 
instrumentation and computers. 

It is clear that international institutional arrangements for IGBP need to be addressed soon, so 
that any proposed changes in existing structures can be' fully examined by all the relevant and 
interested parties. It is also cleat that the developing history of the study of the earth has given 
the scientific community both significant experience in leaming how to work together in an 
interdisciplinary mode and a rich "bag of tools" for management and administration. 

Although the structures in place ate untested for the broad and multidisciplinary programs of the 
future, it is not clear that entirely new structures will be required for the IGBP. However, 
success for the IGBP demands at the very least much stronger coordination among and 
strengthening of existing organizations and mechanisms. The preferable mode of management is 
one that requires the least change or addition to existing mechanisms, but the need for new 
institutional structures should not be ruled out, provided that the necessary coordination and 
guidance are made available. 

The committee recommends that ICSU convene an impartial group of experts in the near 
future to develop specific recommendations to the international community on 
organization and management of the IGBP. This group should include representatives from 
the existing large programs such as UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere Program and WCRP, as 
well as from the program ateas to be emphasized in IGBP. 
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National Organization 

At the national level, there is a need for fostering interdisciplinary programs on global change in 
universities and in federal laboratories. A number of these are already in place, and it may well 
be that there is an important role for activities sponsored by university consortia. Universities 
make up the most central, pervasive, and stable infrastructure to provide the needed knowledge 
base, to develop the global model components, and of course, to educate an appropriate and 
adequate talent base to pursue the quest of understanding the earth system in the coming 
decades. 

The specific activities to be undertaken will depend on scientific priorities, which in turn will 
come from the scientific communities involved. The federal laboratories constitute a major 
national resource for global change research. Particularly, these laboratories are often the 
managers of and participants in large-scale, complex research programs involving ships, aircraft, 
rockets, spacecraft, ground-based research facilities, and global-scale measurements networks. 
They are also frequently among the first recipients of advanced computers, and thus, in many 
research fields, have forefront and extensive computational capabilities. Several federal 
laboratories are leaders in the development of global models for atruospheric, oceanic, and land 
processes, and are repositories for global-scale data bases. The federal laboratories are 
encouraged to strengthen their interdisciplinary and interagency programs in global change 
research, and to increase their interactions with university researchers and students to enhance 
effective use of these extensive national resources for research on global environmental change. 

It is clear that the breadth and scope of the IGBP necessarily involve the efforts on many 
federal agencies with diverse missions, capabilities, and constituencies. Harmonious working 
relationships and effective coordination will be essential to optimize U.S. contributions. 
Coordination at the agency level is already being addresses through the FCCSET Committee on 
Earth Sciences (CES). 

The Committee on Earth Sciences effectively represents the federal agencies with major interest 
in global change and has proved to be a useful forum for airing planning issues. The full 
cooperation of the agencies involved in CES will be important for the success of the U.S. 
contribution to the IGBP. It will also be essential that CES work closely with the Office of 
Management and Budget since the recommendations will cut across many agencies and will 
have budgetary implications for all agencies. 

Committee on Global Change (U.S. National Committee for the IGBP) 
Harold Mooney, Stanford University, Chairman 
D. James Baker, Joint Oceanographic Institutions, Inc. 
Francis P. Bretherton, National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Kevin C. Burke, Lunar and Planetary Institute 
William C. Clark, Harvard University 
Margaret B. Davis, University of Minnesota 
Robert E. Dickinson, National Center for Atmospheric Research 
John Imbrie, Brown University 
Thomas F. Malone, St. Joseph College 
Michael B. McElroy, Harvard University 
Berrien Moore rn, University of New Hampshire 
Ellen S. Mosley-Thompson, Ohio State University 
Paul G. Risser, University of New Mexico 

Ex-Officio Members 
U.S. Members. ICSU Special Committee for the IGBP 
John A. Eddy, National Center for Atmospheric Research 
James J. McCarthy, Harvard University 
S. Ichtiaque Rasool, National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

CPSMR Lialsion Representative 
Robert E. Sievers, University of Colorado 

John S. Perry, Staff Director 
Ruth S. DeFries, Staff Officer 
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USSR 

. d f the USSR participation in IGBP is based on the . 
The below enumeration of the major ~n s ~he scheme of research worked out by the Special 
approved concept of the progra~he an o~ of suggestions taken into account that have been 
Committee of ICSU on IGB~ w~t .a num r 
submitted by Soviet research IDStitutlOns.· 

Interaction of atmosphere, land, ocean and biota. 

. . al formations and runoff of CO2, ozone, trace gases 
A. Formation and d'ynam1c~, chem1c hetrreanan

s 
d their relation with biosphere and impact on the 

and aerosol admIXtures ID atruosp 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

climate. 

Matter flows between ocean, atmosphere and land. 

Processes of the transfer of biogenic elements of the ocean, the change of contents and 
dynamics of admixtures in the ocean. 

Geochemical and biochemical cycles and their changes. 

Interaction of climate, ocean and glaciation. 

The global energy ~d ~ts ~mpact 
(including global electrlc ClfCUlt). 

on meteorological and biogeochemical processes 

'The global hydrological cycle. 

The flows of water between ocean, atmosphere and land. 

A. Planetary water exchange, including redistribution of moisture between the depths of the 
B. Earth, ocean, land, atmosphere and outer space. 

Dynamics of ecosystems in relation to the changes of hydrological regime. 
C. . 

The impact of anthropogenic changes of hydrological regime on the cycle of biogemc 
D. 

elements. 

Terrestrial ecosystems. 

A. 
Dynamics of the biocenotic cover and sustainability <if biosphere on regional and global 

levels. 

B. 
Natural and anthropogenic factors and mechanisms of sustainability and changeability of 

geographical systems. . 
. . hi I systems detection of critical reglOns and 

Fo~tion and
di 

fun
t
. cti°fnthIDegir ~ev~~~pgrn':~nt c~d the mode of their management. 

situations, pre c 10n 0 
C. 

Oceanic ecosystems. 

A. 

B. 

Circulation of oceanic water and natural changeability of the fields of the ocean in a 

broad spatial-temporal interval. . 
. thr nic changeability; the regime of .the ocean1C 

Biota of the ocean, 1ts nat~al ~d an .opoge t' the rift zones of the oceamc bottom. 
euphotic zone and of the blOlog1Cal enVlfonmen ID 
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C. 

~ ... --~-~~-~------

Energy balance of the hydrosphere's biota, the level of anthropogenic impact and the state 
of oceanic ecosystems. 

External impacts on atmosphere and on ecosystems of land and ocean. 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

Heliocosmic processes, solar-terrestrial interrelations, their evolution and the role in the 
format!on 0: geospheres and biosphere and the processes taking place in them; the study 
of a drrect Impact of these factors on physical, chemical and other processes as well as 
on biological objects of different level. 

The influence of solar variations and interplanetary processes on the dynamics and 
chemistry of the interaction of thermal sphere, mesosphere and stratosphere. 

The study of the processes of transformation and transfer of energy in the system "Sun
solar wind, geosphere, biosphere". 

Reflection of the variations of geomagnetic field in the parameters of c1inlate and 
hydrophysical processes in the World Ocean. 

!he influence of endogefo'i~ processes on the irreversible evolutional and periodic changes 
ill the structure, cOmpOSltlOn and development of the outer spheres of the Earth and of 
the biosphere. 

F. Geol<;>gical calamities (eruptions of volcanoes, earthquakes, tsunami, etc.); their influence 
on clImate, formatIOn of landscapes and ecosystems of the Earth. 

G. The ~lobal system of response interactions of the layers of geosphere, its physical fields 
and bIOta. 

Evolution of processes in the history of the earth. 

A. Geochemical evolution of sedimentation cover and geochemical situation on geological 
boundaries. 

B. Models of the geochemical cycle in the history of the Earth. 

C. Connection of biosphere evolution with geochemical processes in the history of the Earth. 

D. Humidity changes in former epochs. 

E. Evolution of geographical systems in the history of the Earth. 

Building of a system of models of global changes. 

A. Mathematical .modelling of global biogeochemical cycles and climate on land, and in the 
ocean and therr changes under the influence of anthropogenic activity. 

B. Mathematic~ m<;>delling .of the development of a' system of bioms during disturbances 
caused by climatiC, chemIcal and other nature changes and anthropogenic activity. 

C. Building of a global model of the biota of oceanic pelagicus. 

D. Simulation of the current changeability of global water cycle with account of 
geographical distribution. 

E. Mathematical modelling of the links "biosphere-climate-geosphere". 

F. Simulation of local inlpacts on the Earth's spheres. 
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Instrumental, methodological, and information provision; coordination of research and 
elaboration of recommendations. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

Creation of a system of the main observed and measured parameters (indices, criteria) for 
the purpose of IGBP. 

Elaboration of a strategy for a multi-purpose planning of the space system of remote 
sounding; determination of the principal groups of tasks. 

Resolving of methodological problems of an optimal loca!ion of overland observation 
means; development of a system of biosphere-geosphere statIOns and observatones. 

Organization of space-borne platforms and systems of space monitoring for the purposes 
ofIGBP. 

Substantiation of the structure of data banks oriented towards the. problems of IGBP, their 
establishment and replenishment. 

Coordination of the exchange of observation data and publication of the results of studies 
under the IGBP programme. 
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REPORTS BY ICSU BODIES AND 

OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
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ccco 
Introduction 

CCCO was created m 1979. Its existence arose out of the recogmnon that progress in the 
understandmg and prediction of world climate would require oceanographic research and 
observational systems with a coverage comparable to the global meteorological network. 

CCCO's position m the organizational framework is seen m Figure I * (note: m the complete 
report). It can be understood that mtemational marme science mvolves not only international 
mteraction at scientific level, but also concerted action at government level, for reasons of 
territorial jurisdiction, the national differences that exist m the organization of marme science 
and the mterests and aspirations of the world's maritime nations. 

Thus the first terms of reference of the CCCO are to: 

1. Identify ocean-climate research problems requirIDg mcreased mtemational attention, 
stimulate research activities thereon and recommend to IOC and SCOR how these 
activities should be implemented; , 

2. Establish requirements for ocean observations that are needed to improve climatic 
forecasts over seasonal, mter-annual, and decadal time scales and to gain a greater 
understandmg of oceanic aspects of the carbon dioxide problem. 

CCCO's function it therefore specifically climatic, and it is charged with responsibility for 
interaction with the JSC to facilitate the goals of the WCRP. Although its charter does not 
confine CCCO to WCRP mterests this major responsibility has defined the bulk of its activity 
so far, withm the TOGA and WOCE programs. TOGA has done much to test the limits of 
existing world capability for sustained ocean observation (with some very gratifymg results), and 
further tests will arise with the implementation of WOCE. ' 

Because these experiments have presented new challenges m data acquisition and rapid 
dissemination, CCCO has therefore maintained as part of its brief a close mterest in the 
technical aspects of ocean observation and modelling through its Ocean Observmg System 
Development Program and through specialist working groups and panels, jomtly with the JSc. 

The scale of activity is such that the technical busmess of CCCO is mostly conducted by expert 
task oriented groups, the bus~st ones bemg the scientific steering groups for TOGA and 
WOCE, and the three ocean panels which address the activity and organization of research and 
monitoring within the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans. 

The dominance of TOGA and WOCE has meant that m practice CCCO interests have so far 
been mainly m the physical sphere. The Committee maintains a Paleontology Panel however, 
and the importance of global carbon dioxide studies was ,one of the primary reasons for its 
creation and a contmumg mterest. To this end restructuting is taking place to ensure a closer 
liaison of the CCCO's Carbon Dioxide Panel with the JGOFS Steering Committee. 

CCO future programmes and interests 

Listed for consideration in CCCO's forward agenda are a number of possible research 'program 
topics which may be of mterest m this conference. They mc1ude: 

Atlantic Ocean long-term variability 
Climatic mfluences of Sea Ice 
Medium term oceanic variability (already mc1uded as a topic for conSideration by TOGA) 
Oceanic teleconnections 
Critical variables m Oceanic Monitoring Strategy 

All of these are predominantly physical in character. 

* Figure 1 will be derived from Figure 2 of the JGOFS paper "Background, Goals, Organization, and 
Next Steps". 
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CCOIIGBP interaction 

In considering the development of the IGBP, the potential role of CCCO sho Id b ak . 
account. u e t en mto 

CCCO offers: 

:;~:.!n~versight and familiarity with the existing international oceanographic research 

In. light of the forgoing, a means of limiting 
wIth sponsoring international agencies. the structural and reporting requirements 

Within the . tin r 
assistance ~:f~oo~e~~~: ~~ate research and monitoring activities the IGBP may benefit from 

Access to data and data products; 

Inclusion of sampling and observar f .. . h' " H d h' P IO!1 ac IvltIes Wit m eXlstmg programs (eg The WOCE 
y rograp IC rogram, ocean observmg networks); 

~~~~;:~t~~~~f°rt (remote sensing archives and processing, dynamical modelling, physical 

Collaboration in operational and regional support (opportu'r f' ". 
ocean panel and working group activity); ill les or natIOnal partICipatIOn, 

Gaining of intergovernmental recognition and support; 

Optimization of regional representation on working groups panels and . , comnl1ttees; 

~~fe~f.SciPlinary integration in new programs (eg Biological flux and surface transport 

~;~u~~~e ~~Plh~)~~~ to stip?late at this early stage the form which interaction with CCCO 
the comm~n objectives of ~~ra~e;s a:;~ ~ assured that. our COf!1mittee owes its existence to 
the best way possible, At the very least the p~fc~~ti:d;: ~~s~nl1tte~ to serve these objec~ves 
should be ensured, and means should be found f . t . rvers m ?ur respectIVe meetmgs 
basis. or m eractIon at secretartat level on a continual 
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COGENE 

For a long time our planet has been 33 to 35 degrees C warmer that it would be without water 
and carbon dioxide in its atmosphere"'. This "greenhouse effect" is due to absorption and re
radiation back to the ground of part of the infra-red emission from the surface. The process, 
effected by water vapor and other radiative gases, is intensifying because, excepting water, these 
gases are being released in ever greater amounts by industrial and domestic sources'·4. 

Each year more and more carbon dioxide, methane, halocarbons and other greenhouse gases 
enter the air, implying heating of the global beyond its present state'. Since the average amount 
of water in the atmosphere is more stable, the heating increment results mainly from a 
disequilibrium between CO, releases (from burning, decay and respiration) and photosynthesis 
by plants and algae. The trend is to more CO, production and less conversion of it to organic 
matter because of four worsening processes: greater burning of fossil fuels and biomass; 
diminishing plant biomass following desertification and forest felling; mounting soil respiration 
due to cultivation and erosion; and increasing respiration from the growing human and domestic 
animal populations. 

It is commonly thought that human respiration is negligible in the CO, cycle, but this is 
erroneous book-keeping. The yearly accumulation of CO, depends of the rate of oxidation of the 
Earth's organic matter; if this rate exceeds that of photosynthesis, the gas will accumulate. All 
processes that release CO, therefore contribute to the greenhouse effect. Ingested organic matter, 
like that burned, is mostly converted and released to the atmosphere in a few hours, while that 
not eaten, rotted or burned can remain sequestered for many years (our grain and butter 
"mountains" are unintentional examples of possibilities for changing this rate). The average 
human doing light work exhales about 100 kg C as CO, annually; 5 billion (10') humans 
therefore respire 0.5 x lO" gC per year, roughly 10% that of fossil fuel burning'·'. Domestic 
animal respiration is even greater (cattle alone number about 1.4 billion', and an average cow 
breathes out 5-7 times more CO, than a man'). Smaller populations would mean slower 
conversion of the carbon to CO,. Likewise, food waste constitutes probably at least lO14 gC a 
year. With present practices this is nearly all converted to atmospheric CO, in short time, but 
each community could have its "artificial peat pit", where the carbon in such waste would be 
sequestered for eons. Thus, human and animal food habits and physiology are important 
considerations in regularing the greenhouse. 

Future industrialization and population growth in developing countries can only accelerate the 
trend. This is a dangerous course and the threat of global climate change must be taken more 
seriously since room is small for doubting that the CO, contents of the ocean and air linked to 
climatic conditions'·". Corrective action to restore atmospheric equilibrium has, however, hardly 
been envisaged, nearly all researchers concerning themselves with analysis of measurable 
phenomena or with attempts to reduce uncertainties in the balance sheet. Great uncertainties do 
remain2-4·' and they should be reduced, but meanwhile the conception and development of 
greenhouse controls has become urgent; I here expose 3 approaches for possible exploitation in 
the near future. 

The primitive atmosphere is accepted as having been rich in carbon dioxide and lacking in free 
oxygen, but after the arrival of photosynthetic organisms 0, content rose while the CO, dropped 
progressively' 13. This apparently continued until the CO, bottomed out during glacial maximums 
-- for example, around 20 (or 150) thousand years ago it was only 180-200 ppmv lO

• Since the 
start of the present interglacial lO thousand years ago, airborne CO, has been rather stable at 
260-290 p'pmv, except in the last 2 centuries, when is has risen to today's value of about 350 
ppmv4. 1O

• 4.". The mean anoual increase for 1958-1984 was near 1.2 ppmv, or roughly 10 billion 
tons of CO, (1 ppmv = 7.89 x lO" g CO, or 2.15 x 10" gC). The yearly increase correlates 
nearly perfectly with population growth". 

Controlling this enormous build-up, confirmed in both hemispheres'" IS, requires energetic inter
or supra-national action. Expert opinion is that more CO, in the air will raise the global mean 
surface temperature2.', with implications for our life style and the stability of the biosphere'. The 
huge mass of carbon already converted to atmospheric CO, thus conditions our immediate future 
and demands that we explore methods for decreasing it. In short, atmospheric equilibrium must 
be improved, which means recovering at least part of the CO, excess. Alternate power sources 
to fossil fuels need to be put in service. The essential remedy, given the fixed amount of carbon 
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on Earth, is to change some of that present as CO reco~ended here are all intended as positive controls 2 ~~ anothe~ form. The three measures 
negatIve controls such as stopping forest destruct" ~at. rum, but I do not suggest that 
haloc~bons should not be instituted. Accordin ~~n;:r restr1~tmg releases of CO2

, CH, and 
warnnng, sea level rise, desertification and clidfa e sev~nty of the anticipated planetary 
these approaches could be employed to curb th te nhperturbatIOn, one or some combination of e gree ouse effect. . 

Ground cover 

The best studies and most appealin Desertification, h0:-vever, has been gc~~~~t~~~ ~~c~e general p~,blic is re-greening the desert. 
~ect~ by desertification today ... "17. The main 1977, yet. . .. more land ... and people are 
mSl;lfficlent reforestation attempted because of und reas~n f,?r thIS lack of success may be the 
whIch resulte~ in inadequate funding. Thus, it has e:ost~matmg the global aspect of the problem, 
due, at. least m part and perhaps mainl to CO . t ee~ accepted that desertification may be 
?esert IS nearly always relegated to 10cJ' causes!? ~crease '? the atmosphere; instead advancing 
ISh not merely a remedy for desertification' it is s!e Spillt of the present paper, reforestation 
c ange, of which desertification is a subsidiary ~ as ~ protectIOn against global climate 
needed to compensate for the CO

2 
yearly excess is~: estbau°thn. ;!he ~agnitude of re-greening own y e lollowmg calculation 

Th ' . e current rumual atruospheric excess of CO . 1 5 cont~xt of transfonning existing deserts into ~e1S . ppmv, or 3.2 x 10" gC per year'· '. In the 
~; i:~ 10 yed~ of grow~ a new tree could st;e ~~~~l'r~~' 1~1fos~ thabt on the average over 

c con Iuons. Taking 6 kg carbon fixed ? 0 car on a year, depending 
freque~~y harsh environment of the desert is not as new plaJ.lt .rI~sue annually, which in the 
500.blllion new trees required to corn ensate fo:n over-pessImIstIc expectation, gives roughly 
~pacakmg b~tween trees for primary prodEction forestth~f!Jesent drate

. o.f ~O, increase. Optimum 
e t en mto account. Crowded trees ar '. me an rnmllmzauon of fire risk must 
mor~ fire hazard. Stable, long-life mi~e~us~~~~~;e ~h ~~f-~inntg, and dead trees result in 
spacmgs __ varying with soil composition ,IC . s. ou d be planned, need wider 
mean spacing of less than about four m ' te~perature, humIdIty, altitude and latitude etc A 
62,~00 trees per km2. The 500 billion n::~ IS doubtful for such forests; this implies' at ~ost 
km of new woodland; this is approximately ~:ss:eOulfdth' theSnah' reqUIre the creation of 8 million o e ara desert. 

It must be recognized that at best th b ., 
!evel of carbon dioxide in the air, wh~ha c~~~d s:IOn mdicat~s sol~l~ maintaining the present 
~Hthe ~ffects of polar ice melting, equilibration wit~U~~ b~ ~USPICIOUS b~~ause of time lags 

,an other greenhouse gases (ref 2 12 18) A 11 2 • ~. sea and nsmg production of 
~aYI need to reduce the industrial at~ospheric e~ces~ w; ab as h-fsItm

g 
these gases, therefore, we 

east two centuries" '. ". Complete correction of th' 0 . bout ppmv that has accumulated in 
many trees as would the annual excess hen e dS rur orne store would demand 50 times as 
Nonetheless, spread over a century (while c . o~s. not appear feasible by reforestation remov~g some of the industrial build-u m' h~amtrumn.g thel above annual compensation)' 
and so~ carbon increases __ which do rivres!t sbe po:sI?le b.y promoting forest undergrowth 
mass 0 carbon exists in a fonn other than CO eques enng smce at any given time a certain 

2' 

Ti.ed to the idea of forestation is that of . . . rrun to the desert have been k d £ mcre~mg .ramfall in arid lands. Schemes for b' . ~o~ ~ot persisting, given t~;oc!re~r ;:r~tu~e~:~~~~~t success. This is an insufficient ~f~~ 
~gauon . ",:ate~ needed to combat desertification on a t of the deserts, the huge amount of 
bepeated thlITlgauon: Some meteorologists feel that green' ar~~ s~ale, and the salinating effect of 

ecause . e resultmg lower albedo would red' mg e ~sert could worsen the situation 
a~cept ~IS conclusion in the context of th~ S.:;;t mo~ absorp~on of solar energy. We cannot 
gIven m the following analysis __ which is ar~, t e world s largest desert, for the reasons 
phenomena, an? thus may be controversial. ,owever, based on imperfectly understood 

Everything else fixed, greening the Sahara w I 
drop, but several, factors will, in fact, not rema~uc~n~= more heat absorption due to albedo 
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Temperature. Day-time surface temperature will fall due to evaporation of the imported 
water and shading by the new vegetation, tempered of course by albedo decrease. Night 
temperatures in most places would drop less than at present because of the increased vegetation 

and moisture. 
Night irradiation. Because of the much larger plant surface and mass (hence higher heat 

capacity and lower albedo) following forestation, coupled with the warmer nights, one can 
expect more irradiation at night of heat stored during the day. 

_ Convection. This depends on large scale processes; oddly it is suppressed in the hottest part 
of the Sahara by an anticyclonic "lid". Ordinarily, only about 1/2 the solar energy not directly 
reflected upon striking the ground is re-radiated as infra-red, the other half goes into convection, 
which varies with temperature and atmospheric stability. As with irradiation, night convection 
should increase because of the warmer nocturnal surface, raising the heat to a higher level in 

the air and facilitating escape to space. ' 

_ Evapotranspiration. Humidity above the ground should become greater as afforestation 
progresses, varying with type, age and extent of the flora, amount of water available and other 
conditions! Consequently, a more favorable situation for mist and cloud formation can be 
expected with time (decades). Clouds have two functions here: reflecting sunlight and raining. 
However, atmospheric water vapor augments infra-red absorption and an exact balance between 
parameters cannot be predicted reliably. It is sobering to realize that no clouds fonn above Lake 
Chad or the interior delta of the Niger River. Nevertheless, added humidity and condensation, 
favored by the new woodlands, with time could change the lapse rate from dry to nearer wet 
adiabatic, leading to a cooler day-time surface and warmer air higher up, changing this aridity. 

CCN. Cloud condensation nuclei are often of organic origin, dimethylsulphide production by 
marine algae being their common starting point. Inland sources of CCN (grass is one 
possibility) are less well known. At present one sees some clouds over the Sahara but no rain; 
one reason may be insufficient vegetation for making organic CCN. It is also likely that too 
much dry dust and high wind inhibit rainfall. Of course, if there is no moisture in the air CCN 
cannot make rain. Re-evaporation of rain that does fall from middle latitude clouds, not 
infrequently seen in the Sahara,! is another problem. There are indications, though, of the 
interaction of rain and cloud fonn~tion with the surface parameters of temperature, humidity and 
roughness'" 20. Planting mangrovci forests on the subtropical coast and in brackish swamps 
should be tried to help change surface parameters. These threes are high primary producers (we 
have not, however, found suitable studies of their evapotranspiration). 

\ _ Energy transformation. Photbsynthesis consumes electromagnetic energy, and heat is 
absorbed as organic matter is produced. This is a minor factor in the energy budget, but it goes 
in the right direction and can help 16~er the surface temperature. 

Parameter equilibration. Interaction of the above items with the overall metabolism of all 
organisms present (bacteria, protists, 'fungi, plants and aI\inIals), with wind characteristicS (air 
mass temperanrre, humidity and vertical and horizontal movement) and other environmental 
phenomena, is to be expected. If orgartjsms proliferate in the soil and humus fonns, then surface 
temperature, humidity and erosion will\start to change favorably. Research on these interactions 
should be implemented to aid in a better understanding and exploiting of the re-greening 

process. 
The above tenn "trees" should be taken \0 include tropical and subtropical desert bushes, which 
are among the best ecosystems for storing organic carbon and nitrogen; their C, pathway 
exhib!ts high ~eyels of photosrntJ.1etic cauacity, water:use efficiency and heat .tolerance,. while 
showmg neglIgIble photoreSpIratlOn21·". ·~esearch will be needed for speCIes selectlon to 
establish a suitable mixture of tall trees (C,) and llildergrowth. 

It is clear that further study is necessary, bUt when the above analysis is taken into account it 
appears most likely that the net effect of greening the Sahara, if done properly, would be a 
negative contribution to global warming. Thus, even without the benefit of rain, increased 
cloudiness would reflect more heat to space., In spite of this optimism, however, successful 
planting of the Sahara cannot be a complete solution to the global greenhouse problem with our 
present society and population. That fact added to the immense' cost of desalting the water 
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required for such woodlands, at least in the early stages when arid conditions would still 
prevail, mandates a brief exploration of other means for correcting the CO, excess. 

Stimulating oceanic photosynthesis 

We .are too ignorant about the ocean, which is sometimes considered a liquid desert. Several 
studIes have shown, however, that the addition of certain chemicals (nitrate, phosphate and iron) 
promot~s gro~t\.1 of algae and :;tJ!er marine organisms, sometimes strikingly augmenting primary 
productlOn Wlthm ~ few hours : . ~uch phenomena have been known for many years, but have 
~ardly .been explOlted. Eutrop.hicatl(~n, already troublesome in some bays due to domestic and 
mdustrlal waste, must be momtored m any such undertaking. 

Oceanic stimula~on ~laS an ~conomic advantage over t~e other approaches in ease of getting 
underway, and trlals m delImIted bru:en zo?es co,:ld begm as soon as international agreement is 
obtame~1. One rout~ would be to ~rmg mmeral-nch deep water to the surface by pumping or 
prot?0tmg up weldmg; the latter ffilght be powered by thermo-electric generation. Alternatively, 
nutrlents could be added to the sea24-27. 

It may ~~o be possible to raise slightly the very low albedo of the ocean by stimulating surface 
productIvIty, although no such attempt has been reported. For example, Foraminifera exist in 
large numbers throughout the sea and they bloom when appropriate food (phytodetritus) 
becom.es av~able28. 29. Selective surface feeding could be tried to raise the population size of 
reflectlVe strams of these or other organisms. 

~t the same t!me, research is needed to elucidate why " ... more than 99% of the organic matter 
m the oc~an IS dead, dissolved and extremely dilute", and has a mean age of roughly 6,000 
years, while .only 20-30% of the component molecules have been identified28. '9' (* see new in 
lR. To§gweIler, Nature 334, 468 (l?88). The C?, distribution in the sea likewise remains 
obscur~ . ~d should be n:apped qu~t1tatlVely by drrect measurement. In addition, there may be 
a ,poSSIbilI!l" of controllmg .or¥amc se~iment and CaCO, deposition, which are not well 
un~erstood . .1?ese ~certamtIes contrlbute to the reason why, although surface water is 
believed to eq~Ilibrate With atmospheric CO, in something like one to five years, no estimate of 
the total oceanIC uptake of CO, since pre-industrial times has been forthcoming. 

Durable polymer production 

P~rhaps the most intriguing path for sequestering carbon would be manufacture of non
bIOdegradable polymer. The new product could b~ used in construction of buildings, bridges and 
mo~or ways, any excess over these markets bemg stored above or below ground. Although 
delI~erate m';IDuf~ture of non-biodegradable plastics would undoubtedly shock many 
envrronmentahsts, ,It could provi?e an. important reservoir for carbon. An added advantage is 
that part of. today s c.em~nt making ffilght be replaced by the polymer operation, which would 
remove a mmor contrlbutlOn to CO, build-up4. 

W;e have imagined a four-stage manufacturing process, designed to avoid fossil fuel usage: 

I P~otosynth~sis fed, by atmospheric CO, and effected by cyanobactera or other 
ffilCIo.orgarusms to produce sugars, antino acids, etc. (this general type of unit is being 
explOlted for other purposes in several countries)". 

II Bacterial conversion to chemical stock in the fonn of polymerizable mono mer. 

III Fabrication of the non-biodegradable polymer. 

IV Storage and exploitation in construction. 

The striking efficiency of this approach is evident as follows. Suppose it is decided that the 
entire industrial-age atmospheric excess of CO, must be removed. The 75 ppmv could be 
compensated ~y fabricating an equivalent an:ount (16~ x 10'; gC) of P?lymer. This is only 
about 200 km, or a cube of 5.84 km on a SIde (the SIZe of one of the bIggest iceberg). Thus 
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storage of the product, even if none went into construction, does. not appear to be s serious 
problem because of the relatively small volume of polymer reqUIred .. Of course, due to the 
implied high level of production, even spread over a century, a radIcal acceleration of the 
plastics industry would be necessary. 

This measure differs from the first two in that it is not geographically circumscribed, the 
polymer could be made, used and stored anywhere. In fact, a single large country or block of 
countries could elect to adopt this strategy, for economic or other reasons. 

Finally, a short mention of power sources. In principle the nuclear is an ener;sy source that d?es 
not generate CO" and some people think it is the onlJ: pOSSIble ~ol,:tIon for deyelopmg 
countries. After a long and wide debate, however, accompamed by ~pplIcatIons and aCCIdents .m 
several nations, the nuclear has fallen into disfavor and probably WIll not be able to resl~me Its 
advance for many years". Nevertheless, a huge amount ~f energy will be needed m any 
greenhouse correction project and nuclear as well as solar, wmd and hydrogen power should be 
considered'" 37 • 

Conclusion 

If the Earth's population were to fall back to. a lower level, perhaps a return to a "liberal 
ecology" would be feasible. In the present Situation, h~wever, we must stop decelVm~ ~urselves 
that "natural causes" will take care of the global envrronment and that we .shouldn t mt~rfere. 
These natural causes could simply exterminate us because we have already mterfered s?nously 
with the atmospheric equilibrium, and any natural process will tend to mstall a n?w eqUllIbnum 
with the new set of parameter values we have created. It would be folly to Ima¥me that such a 
natural adjustment would be sufficiently gradual to allow us to adjust WIthout pam. 

Pursuit of the proposed "Regulate Greenhouse" project would of course necessitate international 
agreement. The expertise of. sev~ra1 existing ~rgamzatlOns would have to b~ called on t~ ~nsu.re 
adequate surveillance of epIdeffilologIcal, SOCIal and othe.r I?henomena. WhIle ~o~templatmg an 
appropriate structure for the project, we should act wIthm and betwew eXIstmg g:oups. to 
diminish the likelihood of a "natural solution" in coming decades. ThIS Imphes. remforcmg 
research on all aspects of the greenhouse scenario, i;'cl~ding the sources and pOSSIble controls 
on the other radiative gases (especially methane, WhICh IS apt to be harder to regulate than the 

CFCs). 

One vicious problem not treated above may be outgassi;'g of tJ:e ocean as correction is applied 
to the atmosphere. Outgassing from the deep .ocea": WIll be stmClulated as atmosphenc. CO, IS 
diminished, since 50-60 times as much CO, IS beheved to b~ I~ the sea as m the aIr. ThiS 
"brake" on the establishment of equilibrium cannot be quantitatIvely estimated from present 
data. That is, of course, all the more reason for extensive measurement of oceanic carbon 

dioxide. 

In view of the importance of this question, there is too ,":uch uncertainty on the parameters 
essential to a quantitative overview and further research IS urgen~. ~ecause of these same 
uncertainties, however, we cannot afford to wait for new data. The nsk IS too great and by the 
tinle the population doubles again (less than 40 ~ears at the present rate), unless global 
corrective measures are taken severe effects on the bIosphere could be seen. Development of a 
correctiou must, therefore, be pursued hand in hand with the basic research. 

It would be incoherent to try to regulate the atmosp.here without con~training what is u~timately 
de-regulating it: population growth. A ,:,iabl~ evo~utlOn.a:Y .strategy WIll mvolve co~trollmg both 
the environment and species producmg ItS dIsequilIbnum. We c~not antIcIpate. all the 
difficulties to be encountered in subjecting the greenhouse to SCIentific regulatlon. An 
appreciable period of apprenticeship may await us. We should get started. 

The above may appear grandiose; this i~ be~ause the problem is ~r~ndiose. <?nly a global 
solution will work, and it must developed m spIte of the many uncertamtIes and dlffIcultles. 
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CTS 

Introduction 

GLOBAL CHANGE provides a potent way in which the scientist and science educators within 
the ICSU family can collaborate to provide teaching materials for schools and colleges which 
illustrate the essential role of the scientists in society. 

It is of crucial importance that 
we attract more young people into the science professions by showing that science is one 
of the most worthwhile of human activities and counter the current negative trends in 
manpower statistics for the 1990s in many developed countries. 
young people understand the role of science within our society and how scientists are 
able to provide information for the solutions of the natural and man-made problems 
facing the human race within the political, social, economic and technological constraints 

imposed on them. 

Too often, the immediate issues facing scientists are ignored in the teaching of science in 
schools and colleges. There are many reasons for this: 

The concepts are too difficult; 
Teachers do not have enough information; 
There is not enough time because of examination constraints; 

_ and so onc Thus not only do many young people pick up the information from the media 
which is often handled insensitively and again without the correct infraction, but we fail to 
inspire our students to choose science for their career. 

ICSU can play a very important part in science education. It can bring together the experience 
and expertise of the world's leading scientists and science educations to collaborate and produce 
teaching materials. These materials will have authoriative information and demonstrate that 
science is an international endeavour, that there are no national boundaries. GLOBAL CHANGE 
provides such· an opportunity. 

Teaching materials to be produced 

Topics from GLOBAL CHANGE will be chosen. Then teaching materials will be designed for 
use in school and college courses. But fIrst, let us look at four particular points. 

A lot of materials are already produced particularly by industrial companies which teachers 
could use. However, the adaptation to class use is a highly skilled - and difficult - process and 
the materials that can be directly used. Otherwise we will be wasting our time. 

Secondly, we will waste our time unless the work we do is seen to be relevant to the syllabus. 
Most countries _ particularly the developing ones - have, very stringent syllabuses to which 
teachers must work. Again, much of the materials produced for teachers are not used because 
the teachers cannot relate them to the syllabus. 

Thirdly, we must produce materials which involve students - with practical work, discussion, 
data collection, data interpretation - the sort of things scientists do. It is simply not good enough 
for us to give information to them. We have to produce it in a form that teachers can use with 
their students. 

Finally, we must produce materials that are very cheap - remembering that we want to influence 
teachers in developing as well as developed countries. 

Thus we must work within the following constraints in producing the teaching materials. They 

must 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

be brief and readily assimilated within current syllabuses; 
illustrate scientific principles which again are regarded as important in current syllabuses; 
be realistic in time. Many teachers are under terrible syllabus constraints; 
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(d) 

(e) 

be easy to use. So much is produced whi h d d preparation time; c eman s too much of the teacher in terms of 

be cheap to produce and use. 

However, there are two further constraint d b (l) be interactive. The materials ~u~tan. mrst eh met for ultimate success. They must 
didactically. They must be discussed mvo ve t e student. Issues cannot be taught 

(g) be readily adaptable to meed local c~nditions. 

Thus the teaching materials must be in the form of h for students incorporated which be readil co' d ( eap ?ooklets. for teachers with materials 
college need only buy _ or be given _ one C~py g:ethe ~~~IT!t~t waived). So that a school or 

~he booklets should coqtain 
(I) authoritative information about the to i . ~it!' scientists in the GLOBAL CHA&~;~ Issue, prepared by CTS but in collaboration 

(

ii) glv:tt,lg essenti~ information; earn, to extend the knowledge of teachers by 

detal~ed teachmg strategies for two distinct cohorts 
- Jun:or secondary school 
- sen:or secondary school/college level 

These are discussed m detail in Appendix 1. 

If it was possible, other teaching aids should be prepared for example 
- c~mputer programs; simulations; games ' 
- shdes 
- posters 
- videos 
- locally-produced kits (prototypes) 

r~;~!~leth~~e~~~~ ~e ~I~~~ve~o b~heab?eOOt~Ie~~a:~dsc~~~ 

Methods of working 

teaching strategies and be 
and colleges in developing 

ICSU CTS has set up a small steering committee 
Professor D J Waddington, Secretary CTS 
Professor Marjorie Gardne D' f California, Berkeley r, rrector 0 the Lawrence Hall of Science, University of 

~~~~~~~~ ror:nan GGraves, Int~rnational Geographical Union 
UClenne ougenhelm International A tr . I . 

Professor Peter Kelly, Internatio~al Union of Bi;lo~~~ffil;~e~~~on 
The project will be carried out initiall b 
Waddington, based at the University 0/ Y o~k t'ITK author teams, one headed by Professor 
Lawrence Hall of Science at the Universit of en' .the other by Professor Gardner at the 
m the proposal, we will wish to involve other gr;ulp~r;:' ~rke~elY' USA. As will be seen later er IS pi ot stage m the project. 

There will be a total of six in each team Alre d . 
Professor Hemy Heikkenen Chief Edito~ bi ~~se ~ams(arhe taking shape and will include 

Chemistry) , em om t e new ACS project in school 

r; Christie Bo~gford, Lawrence Hall of Science 
o n Holman, Drrector of SATIS (n UK . . 

Andrew Hunt Director of SATIS 1~~ proJect.m schoo~ science) 
the work of SA TIS). - 9 (a UK project that IS beginning to build on 

Like others to be recruited they . h h school teaching. ,are elt er sc oolteachers or have considerable experience of 
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Timetable of meetings and workshops 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Two meetings between Professors waddington and Gardner have already taken place - in 
London, April 1988 and at Purdue, August 1988, to discuss this proposal. 

Professor Gardner will be invited to attend the next CTS meeting in April 1989 in Paris. 
We would also hope to have member(s) of GLOBAL CHANGE there. 

Invitations to the author teams to participate in the work will be sent in September 1988 
so that all opportunities can be used during the next few months to discuss the project 
with them at little or no expense to the project and to produce initial working papers. 

A 5-day workshop will be arranged at the Lawrence Hall of Science, Berkeley in early 
August 1989 at which the final design of (/le project will be agreed and work begun on 5 
units of work _ the pilot project. Two authors - one from each group - will be responsible 

for each unit. 
During the following 12 months, the two authors will be able to meet to discuss their 
work and to spend some time in a leading laboratory or institution taking part in the 
GLOBAL CHANGE programme. Thus the authors will be able to get first-hand 
knowledge of the background to the work and to involve scientists at this stage in the 

publication. 
Following this, there may have to be correspondence between the authors and scientists 
to check out facts; etc. and gather data and other information which may now be found 

to be necessary. 

A 5-day workshop will be arranged at the University of York in early August 1990 to 
complete the first units of work _ the teacher's guides - thus finishing the pilot project. At 
this workshop, plans for the second phase will be discussed - namely supporting materials 
for the pilot project work and secondly, the involvement of other groups - worldwide - in 
the production and dissemination of further materials. 

The material will be trailed, rewritten and camera-ready copy will be produced during the 

period August 1990 - August 1991. 

Publication of the materials will be by ICSU Press and distribution will include the 

ICASE network. 
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IAHS 
Background 

The IGBP is an ICSU effort, the aim of which i 
regulating the total Earth system, and to create t t to. reach. un~erst~nding of the processes, 
future changes in our life support systems. 00 s WIth WhIch It WIll be possible to predict 

The invo~vement, of hy~ological phenomena in the . . . 
~alyzed m IAHS s contrIbution to the UGGI k h geosphere-blOsphere mteractIOns were 
m August 1987'. The conceptual framework on wo~. ~ op on Global Change, held in Vancouver 
water cycle as a continuously working link b w IC that document was based understands the 
lithosphere and the world ocean (the h d e~ween bt~e three geospheres: the atmosphere the 
merging of a sphere and a cycle). y rosp ere emg seen as a confusing concept i~ its 

The Vancouver document concluded hI. 
main purposes in view: on t e ro e of hydrologIcal research in 1GB P with its three 

und~rst;anding key interactions . 
predlctrng possible changes 
detecting signals of change. 

Finally. the Vancouver document, in view of th f 
producm~ and transmitting global chan e to hu;' unda~ental role played by the water cycle in 
of engagmg the hydrological communit~ in IGBP afsss~e~~ty, stressed the fundamental importance 

The need to study interactions between the lobal w . 
have now been raised in a number of docu~ents rel~~: cYC~ ant dIfferent natural environments 
- Two UGGI proposals to IGBP both from lAMA to e p annmg of IGBP: 

of global biospheric significance. P/IAHS (LA VIP, Hydrological pathways 
the GEWEX proposal; , 
a proposal from IGBP SC/Panel 3 (as of May 1988). 

This paper summarizes some comments on thes . 
comments on conceptual problems involved· th lanne I?ropOSal~, startrng with some general 

m e p mg and Implementation of IGBP. 

General comments on the IGBP programme 

Conceptual geophysiological framework 

A m~in challenge for the IGBP in order to master the· . 
par~dlgmatic differences between the main scie ·fi geophysI~logy of the Earth, is the great 
d~s,!able to develo at an earl sta e .. ntI c groups mvolved. It is indeed higllly 
dISClplin;uy discussions to the maxiu';u~\;g~ib~~~~e~:~l fr mework in order to facilitate cross-

There :,e bas~cal~y two groups of paradigms involved. 
. .e eco OgICal ones based on ecosystem theor . ·th k 

blOgeochemical cycles. Water phenomena tenJ'tW~ fey c<.mcepts b~ing .e:>ergy flows and 
o e actomed and ImplicItly treated. 

the ~eophysical ones, based on physics with ke . 
gradients, flows, storage pathways and hydr th Ydconc~Pts bemg velocities, pressure 

' , 0 ermo ynamlCS. 

S~eing the IGBP work as a major geo h siolo . al 
dIfferences tend to create linkage difficull Yb t gIC. ~ff?rt, these fundamental paradigmatic 
a~ there is no unified conceptual framewo~t ~t ~~e~ tmdlV!dual IGBP-panels, inevitable as long 
bIosphere-atmosphere interactions are handled b m erestmg to observe,. for instance, that the 
panels for the terrestrial part one anel y one panel for the marrne part, but by three 
atmosphere, one on the invol;ement ~f the con~entrat~g on chemical interactions with the 
change on the ecosystems. There is a clear wa er cyc e, and one on the effects of climate 
are operating with different paradigms. overlap between the two latter panels, although they 
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Involvement of the water cycle in the total Earth system 

In IAHS's contribution to the earlier mentioned workshop in Vancouver, the water cycle is seen 
as composed of different subsystems or steps: 

An aerial water vapor flow system covering the global and being in continuous water 
exchange with the underlying ocean and land surfaces 

The wettening of the continents and feeding of the terrestrial ecosystems. This subsystem 
keeps feeding the soil with moisture, provided in different precipitation modes in different 
regions, topography exerting a strong influence on its spatial distribution. Through this 
moisturization, the root zone storage of water is being intermittently recharged, making 
water, with its load of nutrients necessary for growth, available to the terrestrial 
ecosystems. 

The recharge of terrestrial water systems, i.e. aquifers and rivers. fed with the remaining 
water, i e the water not returned to the atmosphere in the plant production process or 
immediately evaporated from wet surfaces. The water seeping from the downstreal!' end 
of groundwater aquifers and the overland flow over non-permeable surface combIne to 
form river runoff. 

Consequently, one may distinguish between a sequence of water-related functions and changes, 
involved in the climate change process: 

1. Water as a substance in the atmosphere closely involved in shaping the new climate. 
Water is involved in the radiation balance of the Earth and the feedback phenomena, in 
the energy redistribution due to water phase transitions, and as a chemical reactant; 

2. Changes to be expected in the planetary sy·stem of aerial water vapor flow distributing 
water evaporated from the sea in over the continents; 

3. Changes generated by the changes under 2 to be expected in the hydrological phenomena 
on the continents, involving changes in both amounts, wetting, models of ground water 
recharge/discharge, models of runoff formation in the rivers, and in river discharge 
providing the return flow to the sea; 

4. Changes generated by the changes under 3 to be expected in all the water resources 
systems, projects and schemes, serving the human society and forming the backbone of 
modern civilizations. 

Comments on the panel 3 proposal 

General Comments 

The draft program of Panel 3, as of May 1988 made available to the IAHS working group, is 
broad, strong and impressive, starting from the deep involvement of hydrologIcal phenom~na 
right of the heart of the climate change issue. IAHS wishes to underline the Panel's observatIOn 
that signals of climatic Change will probably be seen first in hydrological phenomena and only 
later in ecological consequences. This is an important statement with evident implications for 
the monitoring of climate change. 

As seen from a hydrological perspective - in view of the fact that the solar-driven p~ant 
production is in fact operated by water - climate change will hit terrestrial ecos.ystems n:amly 
over the changed moisturization of the land surface and the changed water attractIon capaCIty of 
the atmosphere generated by temperature increase. Secondary effects will be change recharge of 
terrestrial water systems, producing endless effects both on human water management 
components and on groundwater-related phenomena, including the characteristics of 
groundwater-fed wetlands. 

Key in the "interactions between atmosphere, vegetation and soil", are water and energy 
exchange processes. The way IAHS tends to see these processes is that the land surface reacts 
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in two interacting ways to atmospheric forcing, especially radiation, precipitation and water 
attraction capacity of the atmosphere: . . . . . 
a) The ecological response of vegetatIOn, sensmve to meso- and mIcroscale hydrologtcal 

inhomogeneities in the landscape such as the pattern of recharge and discharge areas. On 
the large scale clear ecohydrological regularities are manifested in the main ecological 
zones. 

b) The hydrological response manifested by the runoff produced, and providing an integrated. 
measure in the mesoscale. 

IGBP's interest is primarily directed towards the ecological response, especially changes 
emerging when the atmospheric forcing changes. These changes are being addressed by Panel 4. 
The ecological response will vary according to the conditions of water supply in the soil, which 
differ between different hydrological landscape units. As already indicated, it is however highly 
probable that the hydrological response addressed by Panel 3, will change first. 

IGBP is interested also in the atmospheric response, expected to develop as a feedback when 
land ecology and hydrology changes through man's activities. That response is an issue raised in 
the draft program of Panel 3, stressing the need to study the geographical influence function of 
local surface changes, as well as changes in the water exchange and transfer processes. 

IAHS wishes to recall that in modern hydrological theory' it has been hypothesized that the 
vegetation cover in a locality is the result of long term competition between the main plant 
groups for moisture and energy, as constrained by characteristics of the soil substrate and by 
nutrient availability, carried to the plants in and only in water solution. 

Such theoretical considerations once again illustrate the extremely close link between Panels 3 
and 4. One essential conclusion is that it is highly desirable, that ecologists and hydrologists get 
the opportunity to work close together in IGBP projects in order to be able to close the present 
gaps between their paradigms and to facilitate the general understanding of the total Eatth 
system. 

All the serve time, it is highly important for IAHS to make the hydrological community, which 
will sooner or later get deeply involved in managing the consequences of global change on 
hydrological systems and phenomena, interested at an early stage. For that purpose IAHS is 
deeply interested in supporting IGBP for instance by organizing symposia and workshQllli 
around crucial issues. 

Hydrology and material fluxes 

Overall, IAHS finds very little to disagree with in the Panel 3 program. The program however 
focuses very much in what has traditionally been called "Quantity" issues in the relationship 
between hydrology and the biosphere. Attention should also be drawn to problems of erosion 
and deposition. In particular, there are a number of very valid points raised by Panel 3 in 
connection with energy and water fluxes which apply with equal force to fluxes of particulate, 
sediment-associated chemicals and nutrients in ecosystems at global and more local scales: 

a) there is a lack of basic measurements of sediment character, as well as sediment 
(including bedload), patticle-associated and chemical transport by rivers in many patts of 
the globe. The amount of material arriving in the world's oceans in these various phases 
could be better quantified with further research efforts; 

b) there is a need for the application of basic scientific research to further understand the 
physics of erosion and deposition processes, and the chemical principles which underlie 
the mobilization of solute species in dissolved and sediment -associated form 

c) the uses of satellite imagery in sediment studies has a potential which is far from being 
realized 

d) the interaction of vegetation with flow paths in specific ecosystems not only affects water 
balances but has very important implications for sediment and solute production 
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e) 

. .' h deforestation is felt as much on water 
the impact of man thro~gh ac~ytt~ s~~rb~ions in quality can also be transmItted for 
quality as on water quantIty, an d' OC fo~ 
Ion distances in a downstream rrec 1 . 

g . . " alit" research which seem to be very much 
In addition, there are !i number of topics rthhlos~~er/ and hydrosphere and might be worth 

d 1',1. me mterface between e concerne w Ul . 
highlighting, eg: . I' determining physical and 

h e a cruCIal role to p ay m . 
1) 

2) 

3) 

biological factors and processes t ~~sformations of liberated matenals 
chemical erosion, and subsequen 

.' d'b'l't and this influence needs further 
d inant of soIl ero 1 1 1 Y 

vegetation is. a s.u:ong
l 

etermsuch as sub-SalIaran Africa 
. ation m cnUca areas 

exattlill d surfaces between hydrological events and 
biological processes help to prepare

al 
g:ou~orms and much more work is necessary to 

make sediment available for remov ms, 

quantify mese effects .' stems which often represent a pool 

more foc.uS is rehquired
t 
ont~~~r&;~ ~:u~yrf~;~ ~ ~~~im flow, and a s~e~Yd~~~g~e~::~~ 

of matenal muc grea er. d elease of elements cannot be assume 
vegetational uptake, cyclmg an r d by biological 

'al d . g transport cause 
. h' I transformations of ma~en. s uno 
mstre~ .c effilca rth of further investtgatton 
agenCIeS IS an area WO Y . are complex and involve inputs, 

increasingl~ it is being recogdnif~s~e~a~~o~~~~~l :r;e:ssi?g n~d to .qu:n;~;e s~~:~e~} 
tr~sforrI!-at1~~~d~~~a1~~ :fferent cli~atic/vegetational't~egI~e~h:~~d~~~h quantification 
::ans~~::f cli~ate and veg~~tig~.W~t~~o::eor~e:~n~} I~~osion and deposition and how 
should ideally mvolve SpatI . eI~ local and regional levels. 
mese relate to different vegetatIOn a . 

. Ion er-time perspectIve, not only by 
mere is also a need .to place i~:s~o~:~o~~te~~ ~ls~ b/ deve1op.ing new t~c~~~~y ~~ 
~:~~~ag~g r~~!;~~e 0 tra~xfeJS and

f 
~~~:g:~~r ~~~~~e s~::~ts~nanthiS aspect of 

definitively establIsh t?e e l~CtS 0 
hydrosphere/biosphere mteractton. 

Problems from the point of view of glaciology here with climate undoubtedly 

A number of problems regarding tre :;~~~Ji~r:re~~:~0~~2S1 through Professor ~otlre~o~f 
need attention in IG.BP. ~s se.parf~lp of a number of problems from the pomt 0 v 
ICSI suggests the mcluslOn m 
glaciology 

. 'th Atmospheric Chemistry 
1) 

2) 

3) 

Biospheric Interactton WI. f ak cidity in first snow melt-water; 
a) Observ~tion aI1:d modell:fa~e/~f a:borne ice crystals ( e.g. ozone); 
b) Catalyt~c ~acttonls .of~: atmospheric ice crystals. 
c) Biogemc Ice nuc eI 

. h' Aspects of Hydrological Cycle . 
~)~~e:~~on and eval!0ration of sno~ O~t~~::~a:;;timing of release (snow and glacier 
b) Reaction of vegetatton to the .vary g 

melt processes) of melt water, on freshwater ecosystems; . 
c) Acidic shock effects of snow melt ~tter d permanently) on soil moisture regIme 
d) Influence of frozen ground (s~asona Y an 

growth conditions for vegetatton. 

f~ t of Climate on Ecosystem Changes '. 
;) ~ethane release from previo~sly ~oz:es~~~kness of me "Active Layer" in frozen 
b) Changes of Ecosystems by c angmg 

ground; 
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c) Geomorphic and ecological consequences of changing snow, glacier and underground 
ice extents (e.g. debris flows, avalanches, erosional processes); 

d) Reaction of ice edge ecosystems to changiog sea ice conditions; 
e) Effect of changiog ice conditions (sea ice and ice shelves) on nutrient, and dissolved 

gas transport io the ocean through upwelliog and down welling processes; 
f) Effect of changing ice conditions on light transmission in the ocean. 

4) Understanding the Role of Marine Ecosystem Changes 
a) Improved understandiog of sea ice as a habitat and its role in marine productivity; 
b) Understanding and prediction of glacially-induced sea level change because of its 

importance to coastal ecosystems. 

Relation between IAHSIIAMAP proposals and IGBP 

Two of the presented UGGI proposals are closely related to water, both proposed by IAHS and 
IAMAP jointly. 

LA VIP addresses the interaction of human activities on the one hand, and the atmosphere and 
land surface processes on the other. These interactions are working both ways. On the one hand 
human activities modify land surface, produciog consequences on the total Earth system via 
changes in water and energy budgets. On the other, climate change will produce consequences 
on life support systems and land use in different regions. The latter link provides a major 
argument towards the need to limit the climatic changes, now threateniog the life support 
systems of certain regions. 

Man beiog an essential component of the total Earth system, LA VIP provides an essential and 
supplementary perspective to the perspectives taken in IGBP. LA VIP would provide in 
important support to the diagnostic part in the Panel 3 proposal. Panel 3 proposes to assess the 
impacts on both surface processes and the atmosphere from man-ioduced changes of the 
atmosphere and the land surface respectively. LA VIP iocludes a way of observing land surface 
changes. There is therefore a close linkage between LA VIP and the Panel 3 programme. 

The second mGG contribution of relevance, the Hydrological pathway proposal stresses the 
need to study streamflow generation, flow paths of water in the ecosystem, solute concentration 
along various flow paths io the ground etc. What is proposed is micro- and mesoscale studies of 
the interaction of water supply pathways and solute concentration with vegetation. These 
phenomena are indeed basic io the ioteractions between soil, vegetation and the water cycle. 

The hydrological pathway proposal, evidently concerns essential biospheric aspects on the 
hydrological cycle. It remains in an earlier stage of preparation than LA VIP. It maioly expands 
on the rationale for stronger focus on the role of hydrological pathways in supplyiog vegetation 
with water and nutrients, a perspective more or less absent io the Panel 3 program. It also 
indicates some activities needed in order to bring ioto a more explicit focus these pathways in 
the root zone. It is therefore evident that also this proposal is closely related and supplementary 
to the Panel 3 proposal. 

In conclusion, both proposals add crucial components to the overall problem of understanding 
the processes regulating the total Earth system and developiog capability of predictiog future, 
maioly man-induced changes. IAHS and IAMAP should therefore be encouraged to develop the 
ideas of their contributions further. Possible IAHS contribution would be interdisciplinary 
workshops and symposia on issues of ecohydrological relevance. One theme of immediate 
interest might be the interaction between ecohydrology and landscape ecology. 

Other UGGI programmes 

UGGI is involved also in the planning of the ambitious and very timely global scale project 
GEWEX. GEWEX is a project of fundamental interest to the hydrological community because it 
addresses the core of hydrological phenomena involved in the crucial interactions between 
atmosphere, land surface and oceans focused also in the IGBP. The land surface components in 
the fully coupled comprehensive global circulation models discussed in that proposal are maioly 
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linka e is therefore very close between both 
the same as those foctlusedG~~~~Ps:~~~ ~~ ~~de m:Ximum use of inThth~~C:lxP;~;~~ 

rograms Consequen y, ··th the Panel 3 program. e .' 
~s eciallY in view of considerable overlappmg;d the research problems of parametenzatJon. It 
brkgs out also land surface s~alefulr~~l~ri~ents on both catchment scale and GCM scale. 
also stresses the need for meanmg p 

Some further comments 

Water consumption in biomass production . 
. . . ssed as linked primarily to vegetatlOn and 

I IGBP efforts evapotransplfatJon was dISCU h down from grid scale to catchment 
In ear Y Wh' d ciog the scale of approac t 
stomata resistance. el! ref

u moist surface has to be taken into accoun . 
al later evaporatJon rom 

sc e a so w . rt (3) to relate the biomass production 

~ i~;~~:~~;;~l~~c~ia~~n~ ~~~e a~tht~~~i~~:; ~~~~~::;:&~~ti~~ff~~:~~g t~~~tl ~~~:; 
·th the concluslOn at. Part of that dIfference may 

~~;£fs;En J~~ ~~~~~f ~~~~~~~jn in~~~:~:}~a~~!::~~~~: ~;~r~i~::{e l~em~a~~ 
consumption tends to be of the or er 0 

1000 m lton. .' from the aspect of increased agricultural 

~~~~ti~~~n~~:~r~~~!::f::~b:~~;~;~t\b~~~:~~s:r~~f~1~~ d~fi~:t ;~~~~~~ 
~ith the aim to increase iofiltratlOn. r;~ W~ry tropics. If the water could be made'bf'°~~ 

. f sustaioable development 0 e d 1 t production would be POSSI e 

%~~~~~~y~, in ten~s 0~~~~m1:ec~[~d~!~~ghe~f;~a~~m P:e.tderrestri~ ra::;eSy:e~;~;~yiS ::: 
reach WIthout tappmg 'f th' issue in view of the Wl esprea 
to imagine the relevanc~ 0 IS 
stressed, semi-arid countrIes. 

River runoff as ground truth d th for validation of 
. off to be used as groun trU f h 

The IGBP envisages the c~upli~~ of nver run ce models. In the further development o. t e~~ 
GCM:s. It also envisages sImp!ifI~:~i~e~~:s in runoff generat~on process. bet",:,~e~n~I~~~d 
~;;:~c~at~~c:~~~ :d r~~~gd~~~rence i:teint~f:ai~o~~~~~~n~yo~~v~fg~~~~~::;a:e 10sseJ:~~~ 
climate respectively.In the former ~as~, Iso by the fact that there may eXIst a deep groun 
seepage areas and water s.urfaces, u a 
fl ot draioed by the nvers. 

ow, n increased attention to differe~ces between 

~~~~:~ :~:~~H~~~?~~r~~fld[~~~:n~~;?~h:~~r~~~einI~ ~~s~6~~c~~m;;~~:Pi~~~~~e~:r~~~~ 
also to morphological regIOns, especI 
flatlands as opposed to slopelands. 
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ICL 

Introduction 

The Inter-Union Commission on the Lithosphere was established in September 1980 by the 
International Council of Scientific Unions at the request of the International Union of Geological 
Science and the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. It seeks to provide an 
improved understanding of the development of the Earth, especially those aspects on which 
human society for its well-being. 

By its terms of reference as expressed in the subtitle of the International Lithosphere Program: 

The Framework for Earth Resources and the Reduction of Hazards 

ICL has the mandate to cooperate closely with the two international programs, International 
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) and the UN-Program of the International Decade of 
Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR). 

There is growing awareness that the lithosphere is an integrated part of the earth as a system. 
The lithosphere is embedded in spheres surrounding it from below (asthenosphere, 
tectonosphere) and above (hydrosphere, atmosphere, biosphere), reacting and interacting with it. 

ICL is presently preparing its science plan for the 1990s, redefining its program and reshaping 
its structure. Two of its proposed subcommissions will be directly related to the IGBP: 
"Paleoenvironmental Problems" and "Contemporary Dynamics and Deep Processes". They will 
cover those fields in which present day processes like volcanism dramatically effect the 
hydrosphere and atmosphere on a short time scale; the rich and comprehensive library of global 
changes is opened in the paleoenvironmental studies. 

ICL will also establish a new Coordinating Committee "Geoscience Observatories" which should 
be closely linked to the Geosphere-Biosphere Observatories of the IGBP. The Federation of 
Global Digital Seismic Networks, affiliated to ICL, could with its observatories, its 
communication lines and its well established international links form the uecessary infrastructure 
on which a net of Geosphere-Biosphere-Observatories can be built. 

Existing (GPS) and developing (GLRS) satellite methods for positioning and remote sensing of 
events on the Earth's surface in real time are an essential observation platform for IGBP. 

The ocean floor, also in the vicinity of mid-oceanic ridges, is entirely without permanent 
observatories. The availability of ocean bottom boreholes and transoceanic telephone cables is a 
unique opportunity to establish a network of permanent observatories at the ocean bottom with 
physical and chemical probes. At selected locations observatories should also be established in 
the shallows. 

ICL-Coordinating Committee 'Data Centers and Data Exchange' can also offer its experience, as 
well as ICL-Coordinating Committees 'National Representatives' and 'Developing Countries' with 
its international communication links. . 

Under the present ICL-structure its Working Group 5 'Paleoenvironmental Evolution of the 
Oceans and the Atmosphere' has the closest and direct links to the IGBP. 

The definition of the involvement of the solid earth sciences in the IGBP needs improvement. 
ICL is conducting an international conference "Geosphere Fluctuations: Short Term Instabilities 
in the Earth System" at Hamburg on 13-15 December 1988. In particular it will address the 
problem fluctuations in the mass energy fluxes. 

The scientific rationale for this conference has been defined as follows: 

"Geosphere Fluctuations: Short Term Instabilities in the Earth System" 

Biosphere and geosphere are subject to changes because of natural and artificial processes and 
at variable time scales. While short and long term global changes of the biota have been 
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. . s of the geosphere of the system Earth have not 
investigat~d for many years, ~hort t~r~ van~tI~ a global perspective and in their impact on the 
been studIed or understood, m partICU ar no 
future of mankind. 

. diation field and slowly cooling by conduction and 
We live on a planet bathed m the solar r~ can be treated by steady state models, there are 
convection. While some features of th~ :.Its ~m. s and dramatic type of fluctuations is revealed 
fluctuations in the mass energy flu.xes. 11 0 VIO::ng systems there is noise, which leads to 
by the great. ice ages: Bu~ as m a convec ear flood, 'desertification, Sahels, El Ninos, 
phenomena like the lIttle Ice ageJ: the 10<! Y from short term systematic changes of the 
catastrophic ic~ ?"otions.... TO

f 
~scer;: d n~~ represents a major and challenging problem. 

environment wlthm the SCIences 0 t e so I 
10 b'n' t century and as the reserves of the 

As the ~uman population moves t~wardd~he inAu~~:en~~ even m~or fluctuations of the earth 
human lIfe support system ::re stram~ , 
system may reach catastrophIC proportIons. 

. f he sun earth phenomena which influence the 
This workshop will be devoted to an an~lysls 0 t know-Ie'dge of fluctuations on the scale of 

. d . th particular attentIon to our . h' blOmass an man, WI I . h' t y tells us that the sun-earth phenomena ave 
seconds to lO00s of years where g~o OgIC IS or 
significant magnitude to be of great Importance. 

From the workshop discussions we expect important new insight into potential contributions of 

the solid earth sciences to IGBP. 
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IFIAS-ISSU-UNU 

At the International Symposium on Human Response to Global Change held in Tokyo Japan 
SeptemJ;ler 19-20, 1988, the following objectives were adopted for the forthcoming ':Hum~ 
DImensIOns of Global Change Programme": 

"Dramatic, potentially threatening, and p~s~ibly irreversible change in the global environment 
resul~s. from p.ast and p.resent human actIvItIes. Such change leads to serious impacts on human 
condItions, WIth the .n~~ of c~mpro~sing prospects for life in the future. This body has 
therdore resolved to Imttate an mternatlOn.al research programme to investigate both the human 
causes and consequences of global enVIronmental change. The objectives of the research 
programme are: 

To iml?rove scien~ific un.derstanding and increase awareness of the complex dynamics 
governmg human mteractIon wIth the total Earth system; 

To ~trengthen efforts to study, explore, and anticipate social change affecting the global 
envlfonment; 

To identify broad social strategies to prevent or mitigate undesirable impact of global 
change, or to adapt to changes that are already unavoidable; 

To analyses policy options for dealing with global environmental change and promoting 
the goal of sustainable development; 

~n pu!sui~ .o.f these objectives, the research programme will undertake several activities, 
mc1udmg mltIatIves 

To undertake selected core research projects central to the purposes of the programme; 

To de,velop appropriate information systems and methodologies that will enable the 
execution of a research programme of this scope; 

To explore the ethical, cultural, and legal traditions and frameworks which underlie and 
shape the human aspects of global change; 

:0 prop.ose procedures and techniques for assisting in the translation of research findings 
mto polIcy-relevant terms. 

To promote e?ucational efforts devoted to human activities having significant effects on 
the global envIronment." . 

Introduction 

:~~ I;luman D!mensio.ns o~ GI?bal Change Programme is being established as an international 
InItIatIve t~ ?~g SOCIal sCI.entIsts, natural scientists, and those involved in the management of 
~uman . aCtIVI.tIes together m a set of research activities focussed on key areas of human 
Interaction WIth the earth. ~e PrograrJ?~~ has ?~!1 under consideration from early 1987, and 
has now progressed to the pomt where mltlal actiVItIes can be outlined. 

In t!lls bri~f Report, the historical development of the Programme, its current status, and an 
out!-me ~f ItS proposed future development are presented. Particular reference is made to the 
delIberations of the recent Tokyo International Symposium on Human Response to Global 
Change (Sep~embe~ 19-20, 1988!. The Symposium was a culminating point of the process of 
preparatory d,ScussIons and meetmgs. 

A series of ~dviso~ meetings has been held to help formulate the dimensions and possible 
content Of. a mtematlOnal progr~me m the hum~ sciences. The first in this series of meetings 
:vas h~ld m Toronto, <;anada,. m June 1~87. ThIS Toronto meeting was an "ad hoc" meeting, 
mvolvmg a number of mternatIonal agenCIes and concerned individuals and organizations, called 
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to explore the possibility of providing a complementary progranIDle in the human sciences akin 
to that being planned for the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) by the 
International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU). 

The Toronto meeting determined that such a need existed, and an Interim Steering Committee, 
composed of the International Federation of Institutes for Advanced Studies (IFIAS), the 
International Social Science Council (ISSC), and the United Nations University (UNU), was 
constituted to continue the process. In the course of the next twelve months, a Secretariat was 
established, and workshops and consultative meetings were held as follows: 

"Managing Global Change" Workshop, sponsored by the Royal Society of Canada, held 
at: Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, June 1987. 

Workshop on an International Social Science Research Program on Global Change, 
sponsored by the U.S.National Science Foundation and Institute for Social Research, 
University of Michigan, held at: Ann Arbor, Michigan, September 1987. 

Interim Steering Committee Meetings, held at: Paris, France, and Milan, Italy, November, 
January, March 1987. 

Human Response to Global Change Programme Meeting, sponsored by Swedish Council 
for Planning and Co-ordination of Research, held at: Stockholm, Sweden, February, 1988. 

International Political Science Association Meeting, held at: Moscow, US.S.R .. March 
1988. 

Human Response to Global Change Meeting, sponsored by IFIAS, Center for Advanced 
Studies, Bariloche, CEUR, and lDRC, held at: Buenos Aires, Argentina, April 1988. 

Man-Society-Global Change" Meeting, sponsored by Polish Academy of Sciences, IFIAS, 
and IlASA, held at: Mragowa, Poland, May 1988. 

"Human Dimensions of Global Change: A Chinese-US. Workshop, sponsored by Chinese 
State Education Commission and US. National Science Foundation, held at: Beijing, 
China, May 1988. 

Resources for the Future Meeting on Controlling and Adapting to Greenhouse Warming, 
sponsored by RFF, IFIAS, and others, held at: Washington, D.e., June 1988. 

These meetings, and other efforts, have contributed to the shaping of the Programme, and the 
submission of topics form interim review at the Tokyo Symposium -- all ultimately advisory to 
the work of the Interim Steering Committee. 

In addition to these meetings, the Steering Committee, assisted by an Interim Secretariat (housed 
at IFIASrroronto), has begun to create an interim programme structure, and to assist in the 
development of the programme initiatives. ' 

Programme development 

The primary impetus for this new Programme is the recognition that environmental changes 
have now reached a new level of global complexity; and that there is a need to cope at a more 
comprehensive level with the human interactions that are helping to shape those changes. One 
response is this effort to mobilize elements of the international human sciences community -
and other concerned parties -- to undertake jointly the analysis, understanding, and evaluatJon of 
human dimension of global change. This, in turn, derives' from the strong belief that the human 
sciences are now prepared to undertake the kind of international research programme that has 
characterised the physical sciences (e.g. the International Biological Programme, 1960-70). 
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Major programme themes 

The Research Programme itself is conceived of as being of two kinds, core research and 
affiliated research. Core research will be funded, at least in part, by the programme itself, while 
affiliated research will be comprised of selected projects contemplated or already in operation at 
various national, international, or institutional levels. It is assumed that Working Groups to 
elucidate aspects of the programme will be established, and that they will determine research 
based on certain criteria, including interdisciplinarity, long-term perspectives, linked to global 
change processes, complementary with IGBP projects where appropriate, and also policy
relevant where appropriate. Efforts will also be made to direct the research to the general public 
and policy community, as wen as to the scientific and research communities. 

Major themes of the proposed programme are, in part, reflected by the Working Groups that 
were constituted for the Tokyo Symposium, since they derived in turn from the directives and 
suggestions of the planning process up to Tokyo. To state these in general form, it is clear that 
to begin with, an appropriate conceptual orientation and appropriate framework for the 
fundamental interactions between humanity and the environment is required, together with a 
compatible structure for considerations of global modelling and the integration of data needs and 
methodologies. Particularly important in understanding the relationship of these general themes 
with more specific aspects of global change is an examination of economy-environment 
interactions, especiany with regards to human industry in all its forms, or industrial metabolism. 
An these interactions are shaped in part by implicit ethical and cultural norms and values, as 
wen as by explicit legal norms and institutions, science and technology policy, and general 
social descisionmaking processes that can be studied by policy analysis. 

Of special concem at the present time are issues of industrial restricting, equitable development, 
and concern for the present and future needs of the most vulnerable among the world's peoples. 
These issues, combined with others, require the application of new methods of risk assessment 
to :determine those areas that are the zones most sensitive or vulnerable to hazards. At both the 
global and the local level, one of the most pressing potential risks is the prospect of climate 
change, which will likely express itself in its earliest and most explicit form as gradual sealevel 
rise. Here, as elsewhere, a major focus of concern is in the alteration and degradation of those 
areas that are COmmon to an humankind, including the globe itself, which ought perhaps to be 
regarded as the ultimate global commons. 

Within this broadly thematic view of the problems and issues at stake, the Working Groups at 
the Tokyo Symposium proceeded to identify areas of special research priority that ought to be 
undertaken in some form by the new Programme. These will be presented in funer form in the 
Report of that meeting, currently in preparation. 

Current and future activities 

At its first meeting subsequent to the Tokyo Symposium, the HDGP Steering Committee agreed 
upon the fonowing: 

The interim Secretariat will prepare a budget for 1988-9 and 1989-90, assuming at least 
$300,000.00 available annually; 

The interim Secretariat will prepare a Funding Proposal for consideration by the Steering 
Committee and a subsequent Donors Meeting; 

Steps would be taken to arrange an informal Donors Meeting at the earliest opportunity; 

A Scientific' Advisory Committee, composed of distinguished scientists appointed in their 
own right, would be established; 

The results of the Tokyo Symposium would be made available in the fonowing formats: 
(i) Status Report; (ii) Symposium Report; (iii) Selected papers would appear in a 
forthcoming issue of the International Social Science Journal; (iv) A special issue of the 
UNU Newsletter; (v) IFlAS News; (vi) book format, published by UNU, in association 
with IFlAS and ISSC. 
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Preparations for future consultative meetings would be undertaken. 

proposed meetings now include: 

(1) Hungary - April 19-20, 1989 (Energy) 

(2) Netherlands - May 1989 (IIDGP in Western Europe) 

(3) Moscow - Spring 1989 (Modelling and Data) 

(4) Oslo - May 1990 (International Symposium). 
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IGU 
Introduction 

The IGU contributions are coordinated by the IGU/lGBP c' . 
the Netherlands) mentioned in report 4 A d' ommlttee (chaIr: H. TH. Verstappen, 
Global data base planning, monitOring/foreg~~~ IX 6,. p.18S. The presen~ activities concern: 
surveys, coastal/sea level rise studies resourc~ s ~t envlrogmen~al degradatIOn, natural Hazard 
response to Global Change and rece~t climatic ~~m an envrronmental mana~ement, human 
the IGBP and are implemented by the ~ 11' ge. They are related to vanous aspects of 10 owmg groups: . 

IGU activities related to the methodologies of igbp working groups 1-4. 

Modelling - WG 1 

Commission on mathematical mod 1 (h' M . 
Intern~tional Exchange of emer' ec~n c arr: . Flscher,. Austria) re:. I~BP-WG.l. Task: 
analytical geography. Joint r~!ch c~~ts; models, theon~s. and quantitative techniques in 
methodological themes such as dynamic s~lf g am~~s emphaslzmg COmmon theoretical and 

-organlzmg systems and discrete choice processes. 
GIS - wC 2 

Commission on geographical infonnation systems (ch .. M . 
WG'.2. !ask: to promote inter-disciplinary activiti faIr. .fd Lyew, ~osta Rica) re: IGBP
pubhcatlOns and training pro rammes nd es 0 spatl . ~ta handling through meetings, 
infrastructure required for app[Ying GIS ~ech~~lt:om1t;'u tk~l cntIcal e.lements of th.e sc~entific 
With ICSU fundmg in May 1988 in N I y. g evel meetIng was organized m part 
the topic of Global database planning. ewcast e-Upon-Tyne (U.K.) by R. Tomlinson, Canada, On 

Data of past - WG 3 

Study group on historical geography of GI bal Ch . 
T.ask: .research on anthropogenic factors in t~ at?ge (chaIr: to b~ decided) re: IGBP-WG.3. 
hlstoncal geographical databanks on the f ~volu~on of the geoblOsphere and the creation of 
aim of forecasting landscape changes for ~eo utlOn 0 m

f 
anl-af~ected natural geosystems with the 

purpose 0 p annmg and management. . 
Monitoring - WG 4 

Commission of geographical mo't' d 11 
WG.4. Task: Advancement of :o~~t~~nan anorecasting .(chair: S.A: Eevteev, USSR) re: IGBP
obs~rvations of mUltipurpose eo ra hi~al d fore~astmg. Sele~tI~n of optimal sequence of 
envrronment, interpretation of th~ ~ J . th analYSIS and predictIOn of the state of the 
place among ecological problems of g70~a~~ig~fi~:~~pment of regional situation and of their 

IGU activities related to environment and geo-biosphere interactions. 

Geomorphology 

Commission of measurement theo d Ii' . 
Schick, Israel). Task: Comp~ativeryrean ~pp .. cat~n m. geom~rphology comtac (chair: A. 
approaches in geomorphology. searc alme at mtegratIng empirical an theoretical 

Commission on frost action environment (ch 'r JP L . 
action processes and the resulting landforms aId 'd: autndou, France) T!lsk: study of frost 
the cold environments of the quaternary. an se Iments. Palaeogeographlc reconstruction of 

Commission on coastal environment (chair' R Paskoff F 
and shOrt -tenn coastal change and the phy~ic~ d h' rance) Task: the st~dy of long -tenn 
system. an uman components of thiS environmental 
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Geoecology 

Commission mountain geoecology and resource management (chair: J. Ives, Canada) 
Task: Study of land and resource conflicts in various mountainous regions of the world. 

Study group on rapid natural hazards (chair: C. Embleton, U.K.) Task: To undertake a series of 
case studies of particular hazards in diversified environments: including an assessment of their 
relative magnitude and frequency and the production of hazard maps on an internationally 
agreed basis. 

Hydrology 

Commission on water resources and management (chair: A. HennaIll, FRG) 
Task: To be refonnulated. 

Climatology 

Commission on climatology (chair: M. Yoshino, Japan). 
Task: A. Tropical climates, including atmosphere-ocean-Iand surface interactions: topical and 
extra-tropicalclimatesystems and feed-back system with evolution of the physical environment. 
B. Recent climatic changes, including modelling, circulation systems, analysis of satellite data, 
impact of man-induced processes. 
C. Topoclimatological research and mapping, including study of local climates, energy and 
moisture exchange on earth-atmosphere interface, etc. 

Oceanography 

Commission on marine geography (chair: A. Vallega, Italy) Task includes: 
The development of marine zones of coastal states and the specific problems of semi-enclosed 
seas. 

Both the methodology contributions and the environmental contributions are considered 
important. The most interesting geographical work can be expected from those groups having a 
broad inter disciplinary scope and emphasizing the man-environment interactions. 

The draft IGBP programme 

Comments to IGBP report 2, 3 and 4. 

The objectives of the IGBP are to describe and understand the interactive physical, chemical and 
biological processes that regulate the earth system ... and the maIller in which they are 
influenced by human action (report 2, p.2). The reports and coordinating panels reveal that 
strong emphasis is on physics and (bio )chemistry which is probably inspired by spectacular 
issues such as the ozone hole and the green house effect (CP 1+2). This, however, somewhat 
resembles a doctor trying to cure the symptoms rather that exploring the causes of the disease, 
which in this case is the stressed geobiosphere ecosystem, particularly the terrestrial past of it. 
This is insufficiently represented in CP 3 (biospheric aspects of the hydrological cycle) which 
should be broadened to cover: geobiospheric aspects of terrestrial ecosystems and concentrate on 
landscape ecological equilibria. CP 4 deals with the effects of changes in terrestrial ecosystems 
but then should not be restricted to climatic change but also include human perturbation. This 
would concord with the underlying themes B-ID and D-I (pp.3-4, report 2). Generally the 
abiotic aspects of global have been underrated compared to biotic aspects although the balance 
is probably better than it first appeared (see E.G. report 3, p.5 ISRIC Workshop). The 
anthropogenic aspects are, however, very weak indeed One may argue with justification that 
inclusion (on the CP level) of the study of the complex antroposphere-geobiosphere 
interrelations would intolerably complicate the programme and are beyond the scope of ICSU. 
However, it is essential that on the operational (W.G.) level the effects of these interactions in 
tenns of landscape and land use changes should be properly incorporated in the programme. 
This concerns the WG's 3 and 4 but, in view of the special methodologies involved and as to 
establish an efficient link with the HDGC programme, it seems preferable to establish a separate 
WG-S for this purpose. 
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It is remarkable that the anthropogenic influences included in figure 3.1, p. 14, report 4 have 
already been left out on the figure of p. 19 of that same report. 

Additional suggestions 

It follows from the comments to reports 2, 3 and 4 (heading B) that the IGU considers the 
element of human perturbation of the geobiosphere insufficiently stressed in the programme and 
it thus proposes to establish a working group for this particular aspects in concordance with the 
underlying themes of IGBP B-III and D-I and the objectives of IGBP specified on p.2 of report 
2. And in order to link with human dimensions of Global Change programme, another 
suggestion is to add the UN decade on natural hazard reduction to the listing of appendix 2, 
p.136, report 4. 

Priorities 

Leaving apart the views expressed on the general concept and philosophy of the IGBP the IGU 
~onsider~ the (IT) efficient structurin~ of the programme through modelling and data and 
mformatIOn system and (II) the selectIOn of the proper data mput, as the two major priority 
areas. The IGU commissions and study groups mentioned in the introduction can contribute to 
the programme in the following manner: 

Modelling, through its commissions on mathematical models and climatology; 
Data and geo information systems, through its commission on GIS (already 
implemented); 
Environmental data extraction of the past, through its commissions on: historical 
geography of Global Change and on geomorphology (Comtag, frost action, coastal 
environment). 
Geo-bio.sphere observatories, through its commission on geographical monitoring and 
forecastmg, geomorphology (comtag, frost action, coastal environment), hydrology, 
geoecology (mountain geoecology, rapid natural hazards), hydrology and oceanography. 
Th~ p~ogrammes of these groups for the period 1984-1988 have been specified and some 
actIV1l1es scheduled for 1989 have been submitted to ICSU for support. 

The. IGU holds the view that activities of broad multidisciplinary scope in the area of natural 
enVITonment and particularly the man-environment interactions should be the focus of its 
attention and it will concentrate its own input in IGBP in this area. This concords with p. 14, 
rep.oJCl.4 where the IGB.P recognized the: 'needs to consider the full range of ahthropogenic 
actIVllIes that have contnbuted and are contributing to Global Change. Land use for example ... 
c~n be assessed through studies on current conditions and historical and proxy records'. These 
vle~s are also translated in ~e Plan for Action (pp. 39). Several other sections of the plan for 
actIOn (report 4) also open VIstas for IGU cooperation such as 4.2.2 (p. 23/23) where mention is 
made .o~ 'tJ.1e effect ?f rare clirn~tic events' which may be an opening for hazard surveys such as 
desemfICatIon, floodmg, mountam hazards, etc. Also 5.4 (p. 57/67) where the 'effects of climatic 
change on landscape and soil' are mentioned further entrees for physical geographers exist. 
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IIASA 

Introduction 

IIASA, the International Institute for Applied Systems An~ysis, is a nongo":,en:mental, 
interdisciplinary research organization founded in 197~. Among Its most relevant objectlVes l?"e 
the initiation and support of individual and collaboratIve researc~ .on problems assocIated WIth 
environmental change, and thereby to assist scientific communItIes. throughout the .world m 
tackling such problems. The Institute's sixt~en nation~ n::ember organIza.tIons, loc~ted m eastern 
and western Europe, Asia, and North Amenca, ar~ SCIentIfic an.d ~rofessIOnal bodIes, rather that 
political ones. The Institute is particularly .sUltab~e for bnngmg together the appropnate 
personnel to solve scientific research problems mvolvmg east and west. 

The present IGBP activities at IIASA are centered on the Environment Program, led during the 
previous three years by R.E. Munn, presently being succeeded (1 No,,:ember 1988) by ~r. Bo 
DOiis. The program includes a group of 25 research scholars working on three deSIgnated 
projects plus ad hoc activity groups. The projects. concentrate. on management of Jar~e 
international rivers (International Water Resources Project), ~odehng o~ European ACId Ram 
distribution (Traceboundary Air Pollution Project), an~ ~wlo~cally susta~able devel?pment of 
the biosphere (Biosphere Project). The ad hoc actIVItIes mclude studIes of envITonmental 
monitoring strategies, and of European future development. 

The Biosphere Project devotes a significant portion of its effort to IGBP-related re~earch 
activities. IGBP-related activities at IIASA are of two kinds; coordmatIng and a~sIstmg ~ the 
activities initiated by other IGBP groups (limited thus far to ho.stIng or cospon~ormg meetmgs), 
and developing research products within IIASA which are aImed at furthenng IGBP goals. 
Among the activities for 1988-89 are the followmg: 

A. Hosting or Cosponsoring Meetings with IGBP 

1. 

2. 

Proposed meeting of the IGBP Working Group on Geosphere-Biosphere Observatories. 
Along with the Polish Academy of Sciences, II~SA has offered to cosponsor and to host 
this meeting, which is to examine the relationshIps of Global BIOsphere Observatones to 
existing national, regional and global monitoring systems. 

Proposed meeting of the IGBP Coordinating Panel. 0':' Effects of Cli,,:,ate Change .on 
Terrestrial Ecosystems. IIASA's Biosphere Project IS mter~sted m hos.tmg thIS meetmg 
during the second half of 1989. The meeting wou:d be deSIgned todefme the mte~rated 
hierarchical modeling structure which will best achIeve t~e IGBP objectIves for predIctmg 
struclIITal and functional characteristics of global vegetatIOn change. 

B. Developing Research Products within IIASA 

The Biosphere Project initiated a study of global. vegetat!on change in. 1987. Funded. in part by 
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and the U.S. NatIonal SCIence FoundatIon, the study IS aImed at 
generating a mathematical model of global vegetation, incl~ding. agriculnlre, as de.fmed by the 
forces which control and change vegetation. The model IS bemg deSIgned to Illustrate the 
geographical consequences of changing ~limate and lan? use, b~sed on plant responses. to 
environmental variables. A primary objectIve of the s~dy IS ~o proVIde for IGBP a pIlot project 
based on available data and modeling approaches. ThIS exerCIse would help define the full scale 
research program on global vegetatio,:, change for inclusion in the Global Change Program, at 
the end of its current three-year plannmg phase. 

A group of advisors (not necessarily the committee of the whole) meet as needed ~o ()xamine 
the assumption, review the progress, and a?vise on th~ problems of the vegeta~IOn change 
smdies. The Global Vegetation Change AdVIsory CommIttee at IIASA presently mc1udes the 
following individuals: 
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Dr. William R. Emanuel. Environmental Sciences Division, Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA 

Prof. C.S. Holling, Department of Zoology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, 
BC, Canada 

Academician V.M. Kotlyakov, Director, Institute of Geography, USSR Academy of 
Science, Moscow, USSR 

Dr. I. Colin Prentice, Institute of Ecological Botany, University of Uppsala, Sweden 

Prof. Thomas Rosswall, Swedish Royal Academy of Sciences, Stockholm, Sweden 

Prof. H.H. Shugart, Jr., Environmental Sciences Department, University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, V A, USA 

Dr. Brian H. Walker, CSIRO, Division of Wildlife and Ecology, Canberra Australia 

The research as presently construed, consists of five distinct activities, two of which have been 
completed at this writing. 

1. Initial Meeting 

The project began with a meeting of 65 invited participants at IIASA in April 1988. The 
meeting objective was to examine the requisite processes, data sets, and approaches to mode ling 
global vegetation change from available information. The meeting brought together the principle 
and potential contributors to the project: model users including IGBP leaders who will observe, 
advise on, and assimilate from, the entire project as it unfolds, and the scientists who either 
delineated ecologic-biospheric relationships relevant to model characteristics, or contributed to 
model construction. The meeting included several individuals representing each of the following 
areas of concern: model applications in analyzing environmental and policy issues; climatic, 
soils, and tropospheric compositional determinants of crop and ecosystem geography; 
physiological constraints on vegetation response to environmental change; vegetation and land 
use classification systems applicable to modeling; remote sensing and mathematical modeling 
approaches to understanding vegetation change. 

The ?leeting results are being summarized, and will be detailed in a monograph outlining the 
functlOn of the global vegetation modeling system and therefore, how it will be used, and by 
whom; the salient vegetation responses to climate and soils which must be incorporated; the 
land use and soils effects and responses to be included; the geographic climate data sets and 
classifications available; the modeling approaches which are most appropriate for the task; and 
the nature of the model interfaces with its prospective users. The document will provide specific 
rec?mmendations on the data collections and process understanding which is required to build 
valId global vegetation models. More locally, the ideas in the document have defined the 
approach to eventual attainment of the modeling objective at IlASA and will define the working 
groups needed to tackle the individual sub-tasks. 

2. Summer 1989 Workshop for Model Development 

The results of the April meeting at IIASA will not be available in final form until at least 
January 1989, but the ideas expressed there provided the basis for developing an initial global 
vegetation model. Eight ecologists and modelers and six graduate students spent much of the 
three summer months of 1988 at IlASA, developing a global vegetation model. The senior 
scientists included: 

Dr. Gordon Bonan, NASA, Greenbelt, MD, USA 
Dr. Williarn R. Emanuel, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA 
Dr. Sandra Harrison, University of Uppsala, Sweden 
Mr. Janos Hrabovszky, Vienna, Austria 
Dr. Michael Korzhukin, GOSKOMGIDROMET, Moscow, USSR 
Prof. I. Colin Prentice, University of Uppsala, Sweden 
Dr. Thomas Smith, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia 
Mr. Michael Ter-Mikaelian, GOSKOMGIDROMET, Moscow, USSR 
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In addition to the established scientists, three Biosphere staff llI:embers (Allen Solomon, 
modeling coordinator; Victor Targulian, global soils tran.sfOJ?l~tions; Ferenc Toth, GIS 
techniques) and six graduate students in the IIASA Young SCIentist s S~mmer Program (YSSP) 
worked within the group. The six students, :vho posse~s sn;ong blOlogICal and modelmg 
backgrounds, were drawn from. differe~t countnes (Bulgana, Fmland, Franc~, Sweden, USA, 
USSR), providing a wide range of expenences and approaches to problem-solvmg. 

The result of the interactions among these 17 workers, plus interactions involv.ing frequent, 
shorter-term visitors to the project, is the initial development of a st.ate-of-the-sC1e~ce clImate 
and soils-dictated geographically-explicit global vegetation model (Umversal VegetatH?n Model, 
or UVM). The rn'odel is being constructed hierarchically, with an. overall coml?r~hens1Ve global 
framework of environmental "cells", within which more preCIse and eXl?lIctt models WIll 
generate monthly and annual dynamics at a landscape scal~; these models ~ turn, are to be 
based upon spatially explicit, stand-level models of behavlOr of plant functlO',lal types. The 
critical and non-trivial aspect of the work will be realistic treatment of tr.anslent vegetatIon 
responses to non-linear changes in environmental (Le., climate, land use) for~~g. The outpm ?f 
the summer's efforts includes a description of model al?proach a.nd the actIVItIeS mvolved m Its 
preparation (for Spring 1989). The modeling group WIll meet m November 1988 to evaluate 
1988 efforts and to plan future work. 

3. Summer Workshop for Continued Model Development 

The model approach developed ill summer of 1988 is to be ~abricated i?to a functional model 
and subsequently formatted to produce output in a GeographIC InformatIon Syst~rr: (GIS). The 
current timetable would complete this task by the end of summer 1~89. The parnclpants .of the 
summer 1988 workshop are working through the ~all 1988 ~d. spnng 1989 on the project to 
complete the prototype model, primarily at therr home mStitutlOns. Another summer.-Iong 
workshop in 1989, including both ecological modelers and selected grad.uate ~tudents, WIll be 
aimed at completing and testing the prototyp~ model. Th~ current plm: IS to mVlte to IIASA, 
individual scientists who specialize in the reglOna1 vege~a.tlO~ of specI~Ic reglOns. of the world. 
They will each be involved in one of ~ series ~f venfIcatlOn e:<ercIses m ,:,hICh we model 
modern vegetation in their region of speclalty. Then verbal and wntten descnpti.o~ o~ the model 
shortcomings revealed by the exercises will be the basis for consequent mo<;lifIcatlOns ?f the 
model. This iterative process during the summer will be followed by syntheSIS aCtiVIty m fall 
1989. 

4. Policy Exercises 

The application of the model prototype will include a series of three. wo!'kshops designed to 
bring together IGBP leaders, policy analysts, decision-makers, and sC~,entI~ts. The .w~rkshops 
will be highly structured, based on our continui?g develol?ment of the polIcy exerCIse .. These 
workshops are based on free-form and operatI?nal gammg techmques, and are deSIgned to 
induce interactions between academics and polIcy makers, or mdeed, between other . groups 
which share the same problems but not the same concept qf the problem nature and solutlOn. 

We expect to run three separate mee~ings of 3-4 days ea~h? during September, Oct?ber and 
November 1989. Each workshop will mc1ude about 10 partICIpants, none of :vhom :Vl11 attend 
more than one exercise. The format for each workshops will be the sa~e, WIth envrronmen~al 
change scenarios constraining multiple runs of the global vegetat~C!n :nodel, and WIth 
participants working through the conflicts in resource distribution and utIlIzatlOn represented by 
the model output. The results of the workshops should differ depending upon the group 
dynamics and should provide a rich assemblage of comparable and contrastmg response~ to t~ 
problems' presented. The results of the workshops will be analyzed by study leaders d';l~g f h 
of 1989. The results of the work will be synthesized in the form ~f ~ book descnbmg t e 
consistency of policy exerci~es, and their i~plications, i.e., policy implIcations of the workshops 
in the context of the vegetatIon change project. 

5. New Directions in Global Vegetation Change Studies 

The work on global vegetation change is leading us t~ consid~r development of a re!ated stu~y 
on global soils change. Specifically, our concern WIth multI-de~adal and centenmal lags. m 
vegetation response to climate change brings us to concern WIth the consequent tranSIent 
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responses by soils to vegetation change. Until now, many of us viewed the critical control on 
vegetation densiti.es an? dyn~mics exerted. by soils a~ essentially constant. Some investigators, 
after careful conslderatlOn, still holds the VIew of relattve constancy in soil feature, for example, 
as el';pres~~d o~, pa¥e" 58 .of IGBP Report No .. 4. H?wev~r.' it seems increasingly clear to us that 
certam ~nttcal rapId soil responses (change m soli fertIhty, change in soil acidity and salinity, 
change. m humus,. structure and te:cture of s~rface horizons, an~ so on) will parallel or lag the 
vege~atlOn and chmate change, wIth ~ppro~Imately t~e same ttm~ constants as the vegetation 
transIent responses. The~e vegetatlOn-sOlls-vegetatton and climate-soils-vegetation-climate 
feedba~ks must be recognIZed. and at least. coarsely defin~d for effective modeling of global 
vegetatlOn change. By cooperatmg closely WIth the IntematlOnal Soil Reference and Information 
Center (ISRIC), we. hope. to develop a plan for meeting the IIASA needs in global soils change 
stU?y, and to e~amme thIS plan at a workshop on linked changes in global vegetation and soils 
WhICh we tentattvely expect to hold during mid-year 1989. 

II The draft IGBP Programme (IGBP Report numbers 2, 3, 4) 

We have no substan~ive comments on the IGBP planning documents (IGBP Report Nos. 2-4). 
Th~ documents prOVIde a carefully assembled and clearly state set of ideas and ideals all of 
whIch ~e laudable, particularly as a beginning for the planning process. We exp~ct that 
product~on of a ~I~ f~r conduct of specific research projects during the 1990s will correct even 
the mmor. defiCIenCIes. Am?ng these, IGBP planners may wish to examine the 
compre~enslV.eness of the actton plans advocated by coordinating panels. For example, 
TerrestrIal BlOspher~-Atmospheric Ch~mistry Interactions is very meticulously and logically 
p~anned. However, It currently IS bemg planned essentially to examine the effects of the 
blOsphere on the atmosphere. We noted, however, that the remainder of the "interaction" is of 
equal or greater significance to the Geosphere-Biosphere system, and to the future of human life 
on the p~anet. For example, the u~ce.rtainties in ~e nature of effects by atmospheric chemistry 
on the blOsphere are so grea~, tha~ It IS p~esently ImpOSSIble to quantify the global carbon cycle 
(effect~ on plants of CO2 fertIhzatIOn) let alone m the future. It is also impossible to 
determme the future presence or abse~ce of. for~s.ts . in ~eyeloped countries (atmospheric 
pollutan~ effects on plants). These are neIther SCIentifIcally trIVIal nor functionally unimportant 
to the blOsphere. 

As ~other example ?f the need for a more comprehensive treatment, we suggest that the 
detaIled concepts behmd the pl~s presented on Eff~cts of Climate Change on Terrestrial 
Ecos:rstems are expressed so succmct~y that they compnse more of a final, rather that an initial, 
workmg proposal. Yet, effects of chmate change are only one of several kinds of extrinsic 
pressures whi~h will be oper.ating to transfo~ global terrestrial ~cosystems. Land· use changes 
~d related so~l and hydrologIcal changes certamly could be more Important than climate change 
m the low-latItude ram fores.ts, and perhaps, more important that climate change elsewhere as 
well \e.g., Clark et al. 1986, m SlIES-2, UCAR, Box 3000, Boulder, CO). Changing atmospheric 
chemIs~ ~see above) could qUIckly surpass climate change in importance as a determinant of 
vegetatton m many places. 

Similar cons~dera~ons could be. applied to the other plans for working groups and coordinating 
panels, proVIded m IGBP PublIcatton l'!'0' 4. We believe that despite its overall strength, the 
IGBP progra~ could profit from a reVIew of the plans, even if such a review only identifies 
already-functtonal or proposed programs which will fill in the few remaining gaps. 

III Additional suggestions 

The pl~ing h:ts been quite extensive and well-conceived, up to this time. In broad outline, as 
well as m detail, the IGBP rese~~h approach and expected implementation appears to be very 
sound. The~e seems to be surpnsmgly few earth processes in the "Earth Systems Science", a 
phrase apP.lied to th~ .Global Change Programme m the U.S. Also, we find little reference to 
understandmg the cntIcal role . ~f microbe~ and. ins~cts in biospheric functioning at all levels. 
However, we recommend addmonal consIderatton m only one area of earth science that of 
global. so.us which form the terre~trial Geosphere-Biospher.e interface. The report' by the 
Co?rdmatmg Panel on Effects of ClImate. ~~ang~ on TerrestrIal Ecosystems suggests variables 
WhICh could be measured for IGBP acttvltIes m effects of climate change in forcing soils 
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changes, but the objectives appear to appl):' o~ly insofar as so~s constrain the ~onstruc.tion of 
predictive vegetation models. The Coordmatmg Panel .on . BIOsph.ere InteractIOns WIth the 
Hydrological Cycle advocates research on vegeta\.I0n-soIls mteractIons, b~t WIthout speCIfIC 
proposals. Similarly, the Working Group on Techmques for Ex~ractmg EnvITo~mental Data of 
the Past discusses specific, focussed problems (permafrost soIl~ ch~ges, SOlI ~roSIOn),. but 
proposes not research on the topic. The ~ssue o~ soils change, I?cludmg the mam funct1o~s, 
interactions, linkages and feedbacks assoClated WIth the w?rld SOlI cover. (th~ pedosphere) are 
significant phenomena to ~e considered. ~ attempts to attam. all major ObjectIves of th? IGBP. 
We believe the issue requITes more hohstIC and comprehensIve treatment than that whIch It IS 
presently accorded. 

The pedosphere contains the most intensive and he~erogeneou~ int~ractions between biotic and 
non-biotic elements. Indeed, global physical, chemIcal and ~IOlogICal processes are lmked at 
many time and space scales, and through fluxes of many kmds of m~tter and ener¥y ~ the 
pedosphere. In short, the pedosphere regulates most important atmosphenc, hy?rosphenc, bIOtIC, 
and anthropogenic processes on the. land s.urface .. To carry out the baSIC IG~P .mm of 
describing, understanding, and forecastmg the mteracttve earth systeII.1 processes, partIcularly the 
processes in terrestrial systems, it is essential that we srudy global soil change. 

The issue is to define and quantify the role of the pedosphere within the geosphere-biosphere 
system. The high functional, structural, spatial and tempo~al complexity of th~ pedosphere. has 
been recognized by soil scientists for several. decades. It IS Il:0W clear tha~ SOIls are orgamz~d 
and strucrured natural entities in their own nght. The followmg polyfunctIOnal nature of SOIls 
requires their consideration by IGBP: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Soils ar the main source and sink of moisture and nuttients for autotrophic plants and 
thus, the medium for all life. They define human activity in agriculture, forestry, 
construction and habitation. Without knowledge of the natural and ~uman mduced 
changes in properties of global soils, the IGI?P objectiye of understandmg the role of 
human activity in changing the ~arth system WIll be stymIed; 

Soils form the terresttial carbon sources and sinks of most significance to, ~d of great~st 
uncertainty in, the global carbon cycle. Without the understandmg reqUITed to predIct 
future behavior of this central biogeochemical cycle, even the most fundamental IGBP 
goals will not be realized; 

Soils are the planetary feature which re?istribu~es (transforms) atmospheric precipitation 
into different terrestrial water fluxes (mfiltratIOn, surface and underground honzontal 
flows). Soils are the main sources of s.oluble mineral ~d organic components ~nd 
suspended particles in terresttial and aquattc water fluxes. WIt~?ut knOW1~g the changmg 
stratification of chemical composition and water permeabI~Ity of SOIls, we cannot 
understand the global changes in biotic and non-biotic geochemIstry of the water fluxes. 

Soils are an organized, horizontally and vertic~lly layered, struct1!re of the land 
lithosphere. Without an understanding of the differing sources, magmtudes, kinds and 
rates of change within the vertical strucrures or from place to place geograJ?hIcally, 
models which purpose to link geosphere, biosphere and atmosphere, or to lmk bIOsphere 
and atmosphere in a valid way, cannot be successful; 

a. Soils result from a subaerial in-situ process of solid land substrata tran~formation~ . by 
atmospheric, hydrologic, b.iotic and anthropogenic influeIl:ces ~ver ttme, re<jurr,mg 
comprehensive rather than pIecemeal approaches to understandmg soils transformatIOns, 

b. Soils result from many interactions of biotic and non-biotic (physical and chemical) 
processes, the srudy of which is of greatest priority to the IGBP. 

The soils are at once, the most inert component of the terrestrial ecological .systems, and the 
most dynamic component of terresttial geological systems. They form the r~actIve srrrface where 
all other processes and forces, including human activities, interact, formmg new and u~Igue 
features on all time and space scales. The reactive pedospheric syst~m is a self-organlzmg 
natural superstructure of increasing complexity over time. TransformatIons of the pedosphere, 
both functional (regimes of warmth, moisture, nutrients and gas exchange) and structural 
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(changing pro!lie characteristics of profile texture humus . 
on), strongly mfluence the current and future fu~ctionin c~ntent, structl!re, ~meralogy, and so 
system. The .soil system regulates and redistributes al~ f the terrestnal blOsphere-geosphere 
through the blOgeochemical cycles of the earth. ost all fluxes of matter and energy 

Soil profiles and soil cover are also the vertical and . 
atmosphe.nc, hydrological, biotic and lithospheric interact" SP~1 blocks of memory of pa~t 
combmatlOn of the stable properties of pre PI . t IOns.. ese profiles record the complex 
the evolv~g properties. of Holocene pedo- e~~si~ce~~ an~ PleIStocene litho- and 'pedogenesi~, 
transfort.natlOns. Pedologlsts are rapidly lear:;in t t I eth m?re recem human mduced soIl 
part YVItJ:! new and evolving methods r g .a umave e. mfor~atlOn recorded in soils, in 
raCemlzatIOn, and so on) and the will (adlOc~bon datmg, hchenometry, amino acid 
lifetime of the IGBP. The delineZuon Of~:~ ~~fls~erably t.nore pr~gre~s during the expected 
because defining past, present and future gl b I '1- ~mory mfo~atlOn IS of great inlportance o a SOl s c ange requrres the distinction among 

1. Properties acquired from former stages of n tural '1 nomenewable when they are destroyed; a SOl evolution which are completely 

2. PanrodPerties of the latest stage of natural soil evolution in situ (mainly in the Holocene); 

3. Properties induced by different stages and types of human use of the soils. 

The need is to utlderstand the main factors distributed pedosphere transformations in' ,processes and results of the spatially and temporally 

1. The natural environment duri th PI' evolution; ng e elstocene and Holocene time of soil formation and 

2. The
l 

':lltJ:Iropogenic effects on soils which exist now and exp OItation of nature and soils began; have envolved since human 

3. The future changes in the soil cover of the earth d .. human use of the pedosphere. ' ue to changmg chmate, vegetation and 

Without knowledge of the main s atial and . . processes and human activities vYe can temporal transfo~ations mduced in soils by natural 
~omponents in the geoshere-bi~sphere sy~~;~ ~~cu~a~ly. predict. the interactions and changes in 
m the geosphere-biosphere system or of the ' h f e mteractlOns and changes in components 
the Spe~ial Committee of the IGB'P consider ~d? e system. For this .reason, .we recommend that 
appropna~e coordinating panels, or that the a S ~~a~eCabov~-enutlcJat~d SOIls c~nsiderations to 
coordmatmg panel on global soils transformatiols. ommIttee conSider formmg a separate 

IV. Priorities for an IGBP 

IIASA has no preferences for priorities th h . 
research activities which are finally appr~ve~~ t an those which follow logically from the IGBP 
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ISSS 

In the context of the Global Change research prograntme, the world's soil mantle may be seen 
to constitute a special facet or subsystem: the pedosphere. 

Soils are rooting media and sources of bio-production and therefore key components of life 
support systems. They are also sinks and sources of biogeochemical elements and membranes or 
filters for pollutants. Soils however are also organized and structured natural entities in their 
own right, constituting a mosaic of small reactors where other spheres interrelate and form 
something new and unique. The end-products are· relatively stable, and form blocks-of-memory 
of past atmospheric-hydrologic-lithospheric-biologic interactions. At the same time these archives 
are liable to change, gradually or abruptly and partly irreversibly, utlder human influence of 

varying type and intensity. 

The world's soils therefore deserve adequate attention, notwithstanding the fact that they are 
difficult to describe and to classify from a purely scientific point of view (forming a continuum 
in space and time, and being neither dead matter nor fully living bodies with self-reproducing 

capacity). 

It is recommended to study, through actual measurements and modelling: 

a) The long-term dynamics (natural and man-induced) of the major pathways of soil 

development. 

b) 
The shorter-term dynamics of the end-products of soil formation, i.e. the major soil types 

of the world. 

For the former, the creation of biosphere observatories (GBO's) and of megatransects, in 
combination with Man & Biosphere reserves, would constitute a convenient framework. It is 
hoped that reference soil sites can be identified at these GBO/transects that are representative of 
the major soils of the world. Guidance for the identification of major soils will be the 
1:5 million FAO/Unesco soil map, any updated version of this map, the 1:1 million digital soil 
and terrain database now in preparation through the ISSS-SOTER programme, and any recent 

national soil maps. 

The shorter-term dynamics can be studied partly in the framework of UNEP/F AO/Unesco 
programmes for the assessment and monitoring of status and risk of the various forms of 
human-induced soil degradation (erosion, aridification, salinization, acidification, compactation, 
nutrient depletion) or transformation (organic matter enrichment, intensive fertilizing, 
empoldering, paddy field construction etc.) A flfSt global assessment, at an average scale of 
1:10 million, of the status of human-induced soil degradation will be available early 1990 from 
UNEP, tlrrough an ISSS-ISRIC project presently in execution. 

There are however a number of specific rGBP-related soil studies that should contribute to the 
development of interactive models of soils-vegetation-atmosphere system. Some of these studies 

are: 

1. The study of soil-related environmental data of the past (using thin layer diagrams with 
radioactive tracer elements) to reveal the mode of formation of soils and soil crusts 
(pedolites), and to verify assumed mechanisms of soil forming processes and factorial 
influences. Such studies would support the preparation of paleopedomaps as proposed by 

INQUA. 

2. The effect of future climatic change on trends in soil development tlrrough long term 
monitoring at soil reference sites, and the recording of the instantaneous effect of single 
events (for which the frequency mayor may not change with over-all climate change). 

3. The contribution of the different soils of the world, their vegetative cover and their 
aninlallife, to the production of greenhouse gases (CO" CH" NO,), including a study of 
the microbiological processes involved. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

The influence of physical properties of bare tops oils on albedo and evaporation; and the 
calibration of soil surface features in general with remotely sensed observations. 

The effects of intermediate term anthropo-technogenic influences on major soils - through 
the commencement or continuation of long-term soil fertilizing and tillage trials, or 
through the tracing and quantification of past human-occupational influences on soils; the 
classification and geographic delineation of the various anthropo-technogenic influences is 
a prerequisite. 

The changes taking place in soil organic matter in major soils (content, vertical 
distribution, composition, colloidal activity) under the influence of human activity - with 
special reference to the low-activity clay soils of the tropics (cf. IUBS-TSBF programme) 
and the chernozemic steppe soils. 

7. The influence of the various forms of atmospheric dust on the properties of soils of 
relevant areas. 

8. The influence of acidifying (bio-) industrial components in precipitation on the properties 
and processes of soils of affected areas. 

9. The pathways of organic, metallic and radio nuclide pollutants in major soils, as well as 
the role of natural geochemical elements (geo-pedomedical reference studies) 

10. The sensitivity (or "tolerance") of the different soils of the world to any climatic change 
as regards their main soil formative process: identification of "ecotonal" soil mantle 
situations (fragile lands). 

11. The effect of increasing sealevels on low-lying coastal soils - including their production 
of greenhouse gases. 

12. The effect of climatic change on soil moisture and soil temperature patterns, and hence 
on spatial patterns of agriculture (minfed and irrigated), forestry and fisheries; the 
changes in the total world production potential of food, fiber, fuel and timber. 

13. The spatial extrapolation of the results of the various SCOPE-initiated studies on 
biogeochemical element cycles (N, S, P, C) in relation to the world's differences in soil 
mantle composition. 

14. The long-range effect of net nutrient-pool transfer from the atmosphere (N, S) and from 
the lithosphere (P, K) into the pedosphere because of increased agricultural production -
as well as the countereffect of nutrient loss through local loss of organic matter (tropical 
deforestation, peatland cultivation etc). 

It should be obvious that many of the above studies should combine terrain observations with 
modelling, as well as subsequent testing/verification of such models. Further and more specific 
suggestions for soil-related IGBP studies will emanate form two forthcoming meetings 
cosponsored by the ISSS Committee on International Programmes: 

a) "Soils and the Greenhouse Effect" (ISRIC, Wageningen-Holland, August '89) 

b) "Global Soil Dynamics in a Changing Environment" (probably at UNEP, Nairobi, Kenya, 
February 1990) 

The 14th General Congress of ISSS in Kyoto-Japan, August 1990, will moreover try to orient 
the activities of its existing scientific (Sub)commissions and Working Groups towards IGBP 
goals. This may for instance involve a systematic analysis of the spatial macro and micro 
variability of the world's soil - contrasting the effects of "accidental" biological influences (from 
man, plant and animal) against the systematic geologic - geomorphologic - climatologic and 
especially hydrologic influences, present and past, on soil formation. An ISSS handbook on soil 
spatial variability, and how to deal with it, may be the result. 
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ISSS Committee on International Programmes (Global Change Committee) 

Dr. 1. P. Abrol, India 
Or. R. Arnold, USA 
Dr. J. Greenland, England 
Prof. Or. Victor A. Kovda, USSR 
Or. P.A. Sanchez, USA 
Prof. Or. H. Scharpenseel, BRD 
Or. W.G. Sombroek, The Netherlands 
Prof. Dr. Y. Takai, Japan 
Dr. P.B. Tinker, England 
Or. G. Vachaud, France 
Or. G. Varallyay, Hongarie 
Prof. Dr. D.H. Yaalon, Israel 
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IUBS support of the IGBP 

The international Union of Biological Sciences has been an enthusiastic supporter of a global 
research program since the initial presentation of the IGBP concept at Ottawa. Official support 
of the IGBP was expressed by the IUBS General Assembly at its meeting in Budapest, 
Hungary, in 1985, and since then by the actions of the Executive Committee. In addition, IUBS, 
in cooperation with SCOPE and UNESCO sponsored a conference at IUBS Headquarters on 
January 8-10, 1987, on "Geosphere-Biosphere Observatories: Their Definition and Design for 
studying Global Change." The Proceedings were published in Special Issue 16 of our journal 
BIOLOGY INTERNATIONAL. BIOLOGY INTERNATIONAL also served as the medium to 
publish a report "A New Look at Ecotones, " the results of several workshops organized by 
SCOPE, IIASA and MAB. Copies of these publications are appended to this report. 

The Scientific Program of IUBS includes several initiatives of interest to IGBP, as described in 
IGBP report No.4, especially the four programs grouped under the "Decade of the Tropics" 
label (Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility, TSBF; Responses of Tropical Svanannas to Stress and 
Disturbance, RSSD; Human Biology and Comparative Studies on Tropical Mountain 
Ecosystems) and the Bio-Indicators Program. In the appendix to this report we include copies of 
Special Issues of BIOLOGY INTERNATIONAL describing these programmes. 

The sections, and committees of IUBS, in particular the International Association for Ecology 
(INTER COL), which is the section on ecology of IUBS, have also supported efforts to define 
the objectives and opportunities for IGBP. INTERCOL'S workshops on soil ecology, which are 
appended, are especially relevant to these goals. Also INTERCOL, with SCOPE, sponsored an 
international workshop on the problems of scaling across space. Further, ecologists have 
informally discussed the problems of measuring variation across landscapes and the technical 
problems of establishing ground truth of remote sensing observations. Landscape ecology is 
especially relevant to the concerns of the IGBP. 

Thus, the biological community, organized through IUBS, is enthusiastic about the opportunities 
in this global effort. 

Opportunities for direct participation 

IUBS assumes that individual biologists and national and scientific members will play a variety 
of roles in the IGBP. However, IUBS itself proposes to organize studies on the role of diversity 
of life forms, communities, landscape elements and species, on ecosystem processes to 
conttibute directly to the goals and objectives of IGBP. A proposal for this program, to 
culminate with an International Congress on Diversity in 1991, will be presented in Stockholm, 
and a draft of the report has been published in issue No.17 of BIOLOGY INTERNATIONAL. 
This proposal has been examined and endorsed by the Executive Committee and will be further 
discussed at the IUBS General Assembly in Canberra, Australia, in October 1988. It represents 
the opinions and ideas of numerous biologists world-wide. The project would concentrate on the 
role of diversity in biological controls to exchange of energy and materials across marine and 
terresttial interfaces. 

Need for greater biological expertise in the IGBP 

Examination of the published reports the IGBP (IGBP Report No.l to 4) leads us to conclude 
that there has been. an inadequate consideration of the role of the biota in the regulation and 
influence on global processes. The programme appears to stress the physical and atmospheric 
aspects of Global Change. We feel that this research program must directly examine biological 
processes and determine more carefully how significant the biota is in processes regulation. A 
prior assumption of significance or lack of significance is not adequate. We realize that 
inclusion of biological processes within IGBP makes the program more complicated and 
difficult. However, IUBS is ready to help formulate research to determine the role of the biota 
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in mediating and controlling global processes. Critical comments in IGBP reports No.l to 4 may 
be helpful in this context. 

h F b 1988 Cambridge meeting of the Special Committee does not 
~~~e::k~::in\o~ t: t~arJ;jectives of IGBP as enunciated in report No.l, pp. 3 as 

"To describe and understand the interactive physical, ~he~~~iro~~en~i~~~f\~a~ro~~~~s~~~ 
(underline ours), that regulate th~ to~al Eh:rrth srtema'n~~h~n~~~ner in which they are influenced 
life the changes that are occurnng m t IS sys em, 
by human actions." 

. . . I B' here-Atmospheric Chemistry Interactions appears to 
The Coordmatmg Panel O? Terre~trIa . IOSp . ns and to treat the Biosphere as a source or sink 
us to stress the atmosphenc chhemIstr.Ythmtetract~etter understanding of the biological processes 
of various gases. We feel t at WI ou a . 
involved no global knowledge of the problem can be acqurred. 

. . A f the Hydrological Cycle in their report laid 
The coordinating panel ~n BIOsphen~ th spe~~ o~ vegetation in the hydrological cycle, but such 
appropriate stress on the Iml?0rtance 0 ~ ro amme The programmes offered in our opinion 

~~~~~~~y~~af~r!:~~a;~~n~~y~~~~~~c anxr~f not c~nsider seriously the vegetation. 

~ f r t hange on terresttial ecosystems is the most 
The coordinating panel 0!l the efiects.o c Ima ~ c Nevertheless it stresses using "simple" 
biological oriented, and It a~dresthses '?1polrtante~~u~~realistic biological models, which do not 
mechanistic models and we ,ear at SI,!,P e .m 
take into account the real dynamics of bIOlOgical systems. 

b d t . clude realistic and valid biological process 
In brief, we urge that greate~ effo~s e d ma 'l~in~ ~ assist in the endeavor. In the opinion of 
studies in the IGBP. IUBS IS rea y an ~I. . II din the most complete and 
IUBS it is essential th~t fenv~bolnm~ntal thSCI~~~:C~~ :Od t{!~~ a~~ifable to the world scientific 
useful IGBP study that IS easI e gIven e 
community. 
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The middle atmosphere responses to changes (TVULRC) 

IUGG's Associations (IAMAP; IAGA; lA VCEr; IAPSO) ask that a programme, M.A.R.e, 
(The Middle Atmosphere Response to l:.;hanges in natural and anthropogenic forcing) be 
implemented in fhe IGBP, to address the foUowing questions: 

1) What is the role of the 
t:ropospheric/biosphelic origin 
variability, volcanism, and 
anthropogenic origin? 

lVliddle Atmosphere in processing source gases of 
and in what ways do . natural effects, such as solar 
other natural climate valiability mask changes of 

2. How are processes occuning in the Middle Atrnosphere acting to change climate and in 
what ways do changes in the Middle Atmosphere cause changes in the lower 
atmosphere/biosphere? 

3. To what extent elm the answers to the above questions increase our ability to· predict 
changes in the global environment? 

The middle atmosphere, as discussed here, is the region above the tropopause up to 
approximately 80-100 km. Its present state results from both external forcing (radiative, 
chemical, dynamic, and, in its upper part, corpuscular) and complex intemalinteractions 
between dynamics, chemistry, and radiation. External forcing comes fTOm both above and below 
and can be a result of both natLlIal and anthropogenic efi'ects. For example, the formation of 
ozone in the upper stratosphere depends on the intensity of the ultraviolet radiation that 
dissociates molecular oxygen; this solar ultraviolet radiation is known to vary with solar activity, 
thus giving rise to ozone changes. It is imperative to identify which aspects of OZOlle change are 
due to anthropogenic effects and which are due to solar v31·iability. Although satellite 
observations have indicated short··term global ozone changes that are associated with the 27-day 
solar rotation period, long-term global ozone changes associated with, e.g. the 11 year solar 
cycle remain to be unambiguously identified. 

Another example of this type involves middle atmospheric processes which affects the radiative 
balance of the troposphere/surface system. Gaseous sulphur emissions from violent volcanic 
eruptions are transported into the stratosphere; here chemical changes transform sulphur in its 
gaseous form to a sulphate aerosol. Very large volcanic eruptions, such as El Chichon, result in 
sufficient stratospheric aerosol concentrations to alter the balance hetween solar radiation and 
infrared radiation in the troposphere which can tempof31<ily obscure other climatic effects such 
as greenhouse warming. 

Transport-chemistry processes in the stratosphere difi'er from those in the troposphere in some 
important ways. Since no rain 311d snow precipitation takes place in the middle atmosphere, no 
rain-out occurs fhere. Also, middle atmosphere dynamical processes take place on a larger 
hOlizontal scale than they do in the troposphere. These features, together with the absence of 
localized chemical sources and sinks in the middle atmosphere, lead to a greater tendency for 
global effects to occur in the middle atmosphere compared to more localized effects in the 
troposphere. Because of the greater amount of convection in the lower atmosphere, veItical 
exchange occurs on a shorter time scale in the troposphere than in the middle atmosphere. Thus, 
middle atmosphere effects tend to occur on relatively long time scales. 

Changes in the middle atmosphere processes can also affect fhe troposphere in important ways. 
For instance, ozone changes in the middle atmosphere C311 affect the amount of SOI31· ultraviolet 
radiation incident on the upper troposphere. This can produce more ozone there by the so-called 
self-healing effect. Ozone in the upper troposphere is quite an effective greenhouse gas, 
especially in the tropics. Also, tropospheric ozone irradiated by UV-B is a major source of 
OC'D) which initiates m311Y chemical reactions in the troposphere. 11ms, changes in tropospheric 
ozone may OCCLlI by eifher changed stratosphere-troposphere exchange processes or by changed 
solar ultraviolet fluxes reaching the troposphere. These changed tropospheric ultraviolet fluxes 
can be produced by changes in the overlying ozone column which is itself caused by both 
natural and anth:ropogenic effects. 
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.r·h p. . e hole repreeents one of fhe greatest changes in 
Ccnainly, the phenomenon or 1. e \ntarcUc ozobn -. . b:- - 'd' durmg the l)aSl decade. This 

h b· sphere syetem that has eon 0 selve . 
tire geospl erc-;o 1 • ,0. • • el. wn to be a consequence of anthropogenic chlonne 
phenomenon wll1ch subsequently was 010 . h _. 0' 'Is In a rel·,tively short period of time, 

. . ,- t ll~ mrJHo:dicted by stra1"osn ellC mo c.. - - u. - f 
emISSJOns was. LO a .y l 1-' .• . ,. a ·t ca Ise to be due to a complex interplay: 0 

large observaliOl:ai program;, hi ~vf. ~1ChCa[~tre:~~IY ~oid low~r stratosphere temperatures in the 
mIddle atmosphere dynamIC,,; edcmg to e - 1" .. t 'eric clouds· and heterogeneous 

. Id· Ophl'slc" leadmg to pO_af sua OSpl1. '. . . h AntarctIC; cou. mrc]" , 0, , .. '. <f .1·· cl in:lctive species to reactIve radIcals Wh,C 
chemistry, leading to transf()rmaL1or~s~" o'~i l~ at~~1~Y cha]Jeng~ of'seeing to what extent similar 
very effectively catalyze own:: d;st~Cl 0 i· . b f're us In any case the Antarctic ozone hole 
processes may be takmg place 111 t eh lctlC ~eslexe ~niddl~ atmospher~ processes can produce 
stands as a stnlang example of. ow co . Pe ',." < removed from the principal anth:ropogenic 
dramatic responses to 3.11thropogemc mflLl~nce0' ~ ... I '. < d maybe Arctic ozone hole on the 
sources of chlorine. Also, the mfluer;ce or the . ~taTCt1(. an . 
gLobaJ ozone distribution needs to be Deller ul1derslOod. 

. . t ' ·1· . I of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation 
AnOlher recent line of reseafch mvolves tie SIO ang !O eh· <limate' The manner in which 
(QBO) in modulating stratosphenc, mesospher.lc, and tlOpOSp enc (. . 
this takes place is not understood . 

. '. ". .. . were fust discovered in stratospheric data analyses. 
It should be st~essed thal thes~ d.ssoclagon!hich has been thought of as a tropical stratosphenc 
It IS of great SIgmfIcance that the Q~ ; cli~ate to such a large extent. From the above 
phenomenon: can modulate twposp 1er~cth' Geosphere/biosphere-system must include study of 
examples it IS clear that lIlvestrgatIOns or e v, ~. 

the Middle Atmosphere l 

on an integrated approach consisting of four major The MARC program will be based 
components: 

d 1 sses and to characterize Diagnostics: Assessment of already exi~ting data to nn erstane proce. , 
ehiinges which have already taken place m the mIddle atmosphere. 

. . .. M asurements need to be made to test chemical, 
Process-onentcd Measmement ProgutITl)i. e I . rh middle ·ttmosphere The 

. d d·· th ries of processes nat occur me, . . 
dynamIcal, an ra Iatrve eo_., "< . and successful example of such a 
Ant31·ctic Aircraft Ozone Expenment was a very necessary , 
program. 

. . .. efull calibrated measurements of a variety of 
Long-term Momtormg: SystematIC: cont~uous, carnderiranding of the long-term behavior of the 
variables aIe needed to obtalll a com[Jl,le e~s1Ve u, oth' space-based observations and dedicated 
system under conslderatlOn. They WI re y on 0 ' . 

global ground-based networks. 

. d· d b ·t is necessary to continue the 
Modelling: In order to understand the proc~sses. m IcaJe :nZJ:is 1 which t~ke into account the 
development of multi-dimensional mteractlv~ crrc~a:~ I s ;cies from the surface ancl the 
processes controlling the exchar:gf rOf d~ar~us ~i(~h t;~e glace' in the coupled troposphere
radiatIve, dynamIcal, and chern~c,r ce. ac ,5 w the ~bove, which requires next-generatIOn 
stratosphere-mesosphere systems. In par~lle~ to eeded to address specific problems and to test 
computers, smaller models WIll contmuous y e 11 

various hypotheses. 

.. P I f IGBP to begin immediate planning 
WOG is willingsto w01:k in Cd·ol~~~rpa~go~s ~~hi~lpeler::~l~t St~ese diagnostics, measurements, long
of Workshops, ymposIa, an 
term monitoring, and modelling efforts. 

Furthermore, IUGG is wHling to help in plar:ning 
development of IGBP's data and mformatlOn systems. 

Middle Atmosphere participation in the 

Relationship between MJ\.R.C in hGBP ami other programmes 

. .... .. ms to study the middJe atmosphere, 
Clearly, there IS much actrvIty m natIonal agencY

t 
progra g intemational negotiations involvmg 

especially regarding ozone. There are also Imp01tan o~gom. One of the roles of M.A.R.e. 
the use of the chlorofluorocarbons that lead to ozone estructrons. . 
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will be to develop the scientific kno I d f th . 
the future by IGBP. we ge 0 e nnddle atmosphere which will be needed in 

There is also S.T.E.P., SCOSTEP's Solar-Terres . . 
group on the subject "Middle Atmosp~re Respon tn~ ~erg!, £rogram, WhICh has a working 
group's activities will involve a more com r h .se 0 orcmg from Above and Below" This 
MARC which focusses On biospheric effe~se ~~~Ive study ~f sthe m!ddle atmosphere tha~ does 
processes that lead to forcing of the middl . t er hParts 0 .TEP mvolve the study of those 
comprehensive study of the middle atmo~ ~ mosp ere: In thi~ sense, STEP includes a more 
although quite separate from IGBP .. p ere. and. Its forcmg than does MARC STEP 
later prove to be very useful for IGB~. Important smce It may produce research results ihat wili 
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IUGS 

(I) Relevance of the geological record to ICSU's IGBP programme 

The objective of the International Geosphere and Biosphere Programme of the International 
Council of Scientific Unions is to describe and understand the interactive physical, chemical, 
and biological processes that regulate the total earth system. This is also the objective of earth 
scientists, especially those who are oriented to understand processes, recent or ancient. We 
recognize that the priority in the IGBP will fall on those areas that deal with key interactions 
and significant change on time scales of decades to centuries. It has been said that earth 
scientists are dealing with ancient old rocks, and that they have little to contribute to studies of 
short-term global changes. The purpose of .this communication is to present arguments 
demonstrating that the billion-year old geological record is very relevant to the IGBP's effort. 

The interactive physical, chemical and biological processes on Eartb can be described as fluxes 
of matter and energy across the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, and biosphere. The 
processes which could produce significant changes in short time are those of abnormal rates in 
eartb history, also known as catastrophic events. The magnitude of those events are inversely 
proportional to their frequency. Natural catastrophes, such as earthquakes, storms, volcanic 
eruptions or explosions, have been referred to geologic hazards. From the magnitude/frequency 
inverse law, one does not expect greater natural catastrophes during the next centuries that what 
have been recorded in history; there seems to be little reason for alarm. However, the 
anthropogenic disturbance of the fluxes of energy and material has been of such magnitudes, 
that catastrophes which normally occur only once in a million or a billion years could be 
happening in not too distant future. 

Catastrophic global changes could be induced by sudden fluxes caused by anthropogenic 
activities. The ICSU's program on Nuclear Winter was designed to study a sudden flux of 
energy into terrestrial system. Were there occurrences of comparable flux in the earth history? 
Yes, we could go back to the history of last 10' years, at the end of the Mesozoic Era, to find 
such a case history of interactive physical, chemical, and biological processes which produced 
significant changes in 10' to 102 years. The terminal Cretaceous event was probably an impact 
event, and the scenario of subsequent environmental devastations could be referred to as the 
Impact Winter. 

The ICSU's project on Nuclear Winter was inspired by the investigations of the Impact Winter 
by earth scientists. Programs of modelling atmospheric (ozone depletion), climatic (darkness and 
freeze), and geochemical changes (NOx and acid rain) in the wake of a nuclear war have been 
modified from those of the Impact Winter. It would be foolhardily to verify the Nuclear Winter 
studies, but the predictions of the Impact Winter have been tested by geological investigations 
of sediments which were deposited after the Impact Winter. Investigations of the Krr boundary 
event indicated that environmental catastrophes of darkness and freeze led to mass mortality, 
that ocean pollution suppressed fertility of organisms and thus causing drastic reduction of 
biomass, and that ozone depletion resulted in biocidal damages and genetic mutations, which 
were an apparent cause of accelerated extinctions and specifications. 

The Nuclear Winter scenario could be irrelevant if the mankind is wise enough to avoid such a 
catastrophe. Yet secular and gradual fluxes in a few centuries may have accumulative effects not 
unlike what might be produced in a few hours by a holocaust. Interactions of biosphere and 
geosphere in eartb history, as indicated by the lesson learned from the billion-year geological 
record, often involve feedback mechanisms. The additive effects could be non linear. Often, after 
the cumulative result reaches a threshold value, there would be the straw that breaks the camel's 
back. One example is the concern if the current warming trend will have nonlinear effects on 
delegation of Antarctica. Eartb scientists have predicted that the Ross Sea shelf ice could be 
detached, if the present rate of CO2 input to the atmosphere continues for a century. The 
consequence would be a sudden rise of sealevel a few meters above the present, causing the 
drowning of numerous coastal cities. Studies of the climatic history during the last 100,000 
years ago may tell us if such an event has actually happened. 

Some consequences of the interaction of physical, chemical and biological processes are 
irreversible, as in the cause of species extinction. The current extinction rate, caused by human 
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perturbation, is compared to that of the "Great Dying" at the end of the Mesozoic. By the time 
the consequences, such as the reduction of genetic diversity caused by the destruction of tropical 
forests, are visible, it is already too late because irrevocable damages have been done. A lesson 
can be learned, however, from the earth history. 

(H) Comments on [GBP planning 

A task group on Past Global Changes was called into existence by the lUGS Executive 
Committee. The first meeting of the group was held at Samedan, Switzerland, in April, 1988. 
The meeting was attended by 

K. J. Hsti, chairman, representing lUGS Commission on Marine Geology 
R. A. Price, representing lUGS Scientific Advisory Board, and the International Commission 

on Lithosphere 
N. W. Rutter, representing the International Union for Quaternary Research 
A. Strasser, representing R. N. Ginsburg and IUGS Commission on Global Sedimentary 

Geology 
P. Teleki, representing lUGS Advisory Board on Remote Sensing 
1. Thornton, representing International Association of Geochemistry and Cosmochemistry 
F. Zwahlen, Hydrogeologist, representing Swiss National Committee on IGBP 

The group studies the documents prepared by ICSU's Special Committee on IGBP after their 
July, 1987 and February, 1988 meetings as well as a discussion paper prepared by Price on 
IUGS and the IGBP on Global Changes, dated January, 1988. 

The group supports the goals and objectives as outlined by rcsu's Special Committee. They 
would like to add, however, that it is not only necessary to obtain information "on the cyc1icity 
of key elements among the terrestrial ecosystems, the oceans and the atmosphere", but also on 
that of the lithosphere. Furthermore, not only the climate-induced feed backs affecting cycles, but 
also other environmentally induced should be talcen into consideration. In other words, the group 
share the opinion contained in the Price Report that the IGBP's Global Change Study should not 
only emphasize climatic changes, but also other global changes in geosphere and biosphere, 
such as pollution, desertification, soil erosion, destruction of tropical forests, etc. 

In reviewing the existing structure of the IGBP Panels and Working Groups as outlined by the 
July, 1987 report, we welcome the initiatives of the Special Committee. We suggest, however, 
that the term of reference of several groups be modified to talce into consideration global 
changes other than climatic. We suggest that the goals of the Working Group on Techniques for 
Extracting Environmental Data of the Past should be enlarged to address not only problems of 
techniques, but also records of past global changes. We also expect that the Working Group on 
Geo-Biosphere Observatories may take into consideration the work by observatories of soil-earth 
geophyscists. 

We recognize that Special Committee members have been appointed to rcsu's panels and 
working groups. We would like to inquire if additional members from the community of earth 
scientists might be appointed, and if ICSU would consider nominations by IUGS. 

(m) mGS activities related to [GBP 

Discussions with ICSU's staff and with members of the Special Committee on IGEP have 
conveyed to us the impression that the major thrust of the ICSU's program is aimed to initiate 
and to coordinate multi-million dollar, international, and inter-disciplinary research projects. The 
efforts of the IUGS are, on the other hand aimed to define the present state of knowledge, and 
to suggest areas of future research. We have envisioned, therefore, that the rUGS activities 
related to IGBP would be similar in nature and in scope as its past Geodynamics Project and 
Lithosphere Program. . 

IUGS's Task Group on Past Global Changes has identified four major themes as top priorities in 
the rUGS's prograrn on IGBP. They are: 
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1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

Past lobal changes (esp. the last 10' years) in the marinerecord. 
Past ~lobal changes (esp. the last 10' years) in the terrestnal record. 
Anthropogenically inducted global changes. . d I ,'ble consequences of 
Interaction of organisms and. paleoenvlTonments an t le POSSI 
anthropogenic ally reduced genetlC dIVerSIty. 

I b I h' es will provide a baseline against which to 
The investigations of the record of p~st. g ~ fi ~ c angf <present and future changes in the global 
compare and evaluate the nature an s;~m c~c~ to elucidate the important processes in the 
ecosystems, and also a framework WIt lm w ~ alion of this record, in our opinion, is a 
coupled geosphere-blOsphere system. The

f 
e~ u rGBP It is also a major contribution the 

~:t~~~~~~na'ir~:eo~~~~~~e ~~r!~ni~~C~~~S a;d s:,oeuld make to the ICSU's program. 

d I· le h n Past Global Changes, which will . The lUGS's task group is, therefore, sche II mg a war s Op?. . h the names of the 
meet in April, 1989, at InterIacleen SWltzerhmd. Four workmg glOnps, WIt 
leaders of WG in parentheSIS, have been constituted. '. 

WG 1 Record of Oceans and Atmosphere (Shackleton, GmsbUlg) 
WG 2 Record on Land (Rutter) . 
WG 3 Anthropogenic Changes (Thomton, Pnce) .. 
WG 4 Reduction of Genetic DivefSlty (McLaren, Hsu) 

. 1 d t· from the past have been stored in ocean We recognize that much of the enVlfonmenta a a 'f h Interlacken workshop is 
sediments and in terrestrial sedimentary rocks. One purpose 0 tce 'ss'o'n on post Global 

d . b'l' f' tting up an Inter-umon omrm, I ~ therefore, to evaluate. the esrra Ilty 0 se i 'ch as INQUA, IUGG, SCOR, etc. It is 
Changes, in cooperal1on WIth other ICSU bod_es S? extract new data but more to 
foreseen that th~ emphasis of the I IdUGt:S ~~o~~a~~t:~ctl~~Se ~~gnificance of such data to IGBP's document the eXlstmg envrronmenta a a" . 
stated objectives of predicting changes on time scales of decades to centunes. 
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I, 

IUPAB 

Introduction 

The field of biophysics has for several decades been involved in radiation biology, and IUP AB 
has maintained a Special Commission in this area. In 1987, IUPAB made a firm resolution to 
shift the area of involvement of this Special Commission toward the broader field of 
environmental biosphysics, renamed it the Special Commission on Environmental and Radiation 
Biophysics, and appointed Professor Dusan Vucelic as its head, with a mandate to expand the 
activities of the Special Commission. This Special Commission will plan and implement the . 
contributions of IUPAB to the IGBP. 

The draft IGBP programme 

While I personally support in general terms the IGBP planning as described in Reports 2-4, 
IUP AB and its Special Commission on Environmental and Radiation Biophysics have not had 
an opportunity to study these plans in detail and have no comments to make in this, its initial 
report to the IGBP. 

Additional suggestions 

The Special Commission on Environmental and Radiation Biophysics of IUP AB is especially 
interested in environmental factors that results in local subsets of the world population being 
subjected to severe and debilitating diseases and physical abnormalities that have as their known 
or probably basis interference with normal biophysical functions in the human body or in food 
organisms. This could result from environmental factors, such as heavy metals, being present in 
local areas in excessive or in deficient amounts, or from the presence of toxins, viruses, or 
genetic factors in a localized geographic area or population. The understanding of biophysical 
phenomena and the use of biophysical techniques could be critical both in the identification of 
the specific environmental factor involved and in the planning and execution of corrective 
measures leading to the alleviation of human suffering. As an example, in parricular geographic 
regions of the Balkans, most of the inhabitants of particular villages and groups of nearby 
villages suffer from a particular form of lethal nephritis, such that an estimated 30.000 people 
are afflicted with the disease and 2,SOO to 4,000 people die from its effects annually. The 
specific geographic localization of the disease strongly suggests an environmental or genetic 
basis for its causality. Much knowledge of normal kidney function has come from biophysical 
studies, and it seems reasonable to expect that similar studies will be needed to elucidate the 
etiology and progression of this disease. 

Thus, IUPAB suggests that the plans for the IGBP include provision for a Working Group on 
the environmental basis for human disease and suffering and its alleviation. 

Priorities 

IUPAB has no specific priorities for the IGBP, feeling that all of its programs are important and 
worthwhile. However, the possibilities for involvement of IUPAB to the IGBP are greatest in 
the biological and biophysical areas, and programs that have the potential to reduce human 
suffering, especially in less developed areas of the globe, are worthy of the highest priority. 
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IUPsyS 

The LU.Psy.S., valuing highly the importance and potential impact of IGBP, took up activities 
relating to this ICSU Project as early as 1987. An LU.Psy.S: Task Force for IGBP w~ set up 
which conducted a review of behavioral science research of duect relevance to man-envuonme~t 
interaction processes as they become critical in the study of global change. On :hIS ba~ls 
LU.Psy.S. support of, and participation in, IGBP activities was proposed for the followmg topICS 
and fields of expertise: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(S) 

(6) 

Evaluation/assessment of (natural and man-made) environments (e.g., scenic evaluation, 
landscape assessment); environmental awareness. 

Psychological evaluation. of (naun:al and tec~nological) hazards and risks; study of intra
and interindividual covmants of nsk perceptlon. 

Behavioral indicators of environmental quality, esp. of environmental toxicants (through 
objective tests and neurobehavioral assays). 

Study of human behavior as effecting variables central for human eco-systems, research 
on environment-related attitudes and values. 

Macro-system effects (weather, climate variations etc.) on experience and behavior. 

New methods of in-field study of behavior suitable (and necessary for) the study of on
the-site behavior-environment interactions. 

LU.Psy.S. is ready to cooperate with IGBP-activities of ICSU in these areas. 
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Executive summary 

The Antarctic, including the continent and Southern Ocean with the sub-Antarctic islands is a 
critical area in the studies of the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme. Major 
interactions between the atmosphere, ice, ocean and biota affect the entire global system ttuough 
feedbacks, bio-geochemical cycles, deep ocean circulation, and changes in ice mass balances. 
The effects of global climate change in Anta.rctica can be larger imd more pronounced than at 
mid-latitudes, and therefore better seen and monitored. Antarctica is also a rich repository of 
paleo-environmental information inlts ice sheet and oce,m and lake sediments. 

Four major, interconnected, interciisciplimny research thmsts define and encompass the research 
priorities of an Antarctic component of the IGBP: 

Detection of global change in A.ntarctica; 
Study of ctitical processes linking Antarctica to the global system; 
Extraction of paleoenvironmenwl information; 
Assessment of ecological effects. 

Under each of these four major headings, several research tasks arc identified. 

Causes of global change include changes in atlYlospheJic composition, primarily the greenhouse 
gases and stratospheric ozone (which is already decreasing strongly in Antarctica). The most 
effective indicators of climatic change which can be readily monitored in Antarctica include sea 
ice extent and thiclmess, changes in ice sheet mass and velocity, sea level, temperatures, 
radiation fluxes, and flora and fauna on the continent, the surrounding seas and on sub-Antarctic 
islands. 

Processes linking Antarctica to the global system include the functioning of the high latitude 
regions as heat sinks that help to drive the global circulation. The sea ice feed-back processes 
amplify the climate signal at high latitudes. Physical-chemical and biological ocean processes 
effect bottom water formation, the CO2 sources and sinks, and the global rhermohaline ocean 
circulation. Mass balance changes of the antarctic ice sheets effect global sea level, and the 
possibility of the disintegration of the West Antarctic ice sheet needs to be investigated. Study 
of these processes must include attempts to interactively model them in coupled numerical 
models. 

To understand future changes, Antarctica can provide highly relevant paleoenvironmental data 
from ice cores, sediment cores from the ocean and lakes, and from other sources; the striking 
results obtained from the Vostok deep ice core illustrate this. Collection and comparison of such 
data sets with other global paleoenvironmental data remains a high-priority research objective. 

Finally, assessment of ecological effects includes the modeling of predicted environmental 
changes of biological significance and their adequate monitoring. Changes in sea ice extent will 
affect the overall primary production, carbon fixation, and hence the global CO2 budget. Ozone 
depletion results in increased ultra-violet radiation which may affect the Antaictic organisms. 
Numerous feedback processes link the biological and physical components of the entire system; 
for example, through the CO2 budget of organisms. Moderate warming in Antarctica can result 
in higher plant production and relatively rapid colonization of newly de-glaciated areas. 

The task ahead for the remaining two years of the IGBP planning phase is to further develop a 
research strategy for the IGBP in Antarctica. Some of the research priOlities outlined above are 
part of existing or planned programmes and these will be taken into account in planning efforts. 
Tasks that must be included in an Antarctic component of the IGBP include: 

Provide the Antarctic input to the ongoing and developing international programmes 
studying global change, including: World Climate Research Progranune (WCRP), World 
Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), Solar Terrestrial Energy Programme (STEP) and 
Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS); 
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IVlonitor the rate and extent of change in the Ani-arctic sea ice, temperatlires, gas 
exchange, biota, and communities; 

Establish a system to measure changes in Antarctic snow. accumulation and ice now 
which will affect sea level; 

Further claJify the past global environmental changes llsing de~p ice cores and sediment 

records; 

Study the processes chan~in.g Antarr:tic. stratosp~e~-ic ?,~on~ 3J~d the consequential 
changes in ultraviolet radlatIOn and Its nnpact OH the tno~phe1t~. 

Xl1trod.ll.dioll 

A rowin awareness that the activities of man <ere begimling to change many aspects of the 
~ g. "1" t 11 live has led to it realization that we must eql~11' ourselves to detect 

envlronmenl Ut w nc I we ad' d' t 'heir future trends. 1 hIS reahzatlOn IS the 
these changes, to tmderstand them, a:r to pIe IC I h' P (IGBP) of the Intemational 
unif ing theme of the InternatIOnal Geosphere BlOSP ere rogram. .' . 1 d 

y. S"f U' (ICSU) which has grown out of many SImultaneous natJOna an 
CounCIl of Clentl IC mons . '. .' r ." . ." h t investigate and understand 
international proposals for coordll1ated, mterdlsclp !nary lesearc 0 d' . f')"f on our 
the intricate and possibly delicate linkage of processes that control the con mons 011 I e 1 bal 
planet. Phenomena and processes in the antarctic reglOn that have an Important ro e m g 0 

change include the fol!owUtg: 

The Antarctic regions has a high negative radiation b~dget and. so. acts as one of the 
Earth's "refrigerators". Any changes in the budget wIll have globdl consequences on 
atmospheric and oceanic circulation. 

d· . C investigating the impact of man-made Antarctica provides unique con mons ror 
pollutants on atmospheric ozone. 

Conditions beneath the ice shelves and girdle of sea ice promote the formation of 
bottom water that drain northward to cool the global change. 

A detailed record of past global climate and atmosphetic chemimy. extending over 
hundreds of millennia is preserved within the antarctrc Ice sheet, and ill the sedlments of 
the ocean and land. 

Because climate change is predicted to be lmgest at high latitudes, dete~tion ~ sucr 
ch~ge above the background of high natural var'iability should be soug t m t e po ar 
regions. 

The Antarctic ice sheet contains enough water to raise sea level some 60 metersf Any 
greenhouse climate warming which makes even' a small change to thIS volume 0 Ice 
can have a significant lmpact on sea level. 

Polar seas play an important role in the excharlge of CO2 between oce~~es~~~ 
atmosphere. These processes are controlled by the sea Ice cover and bIologIcal pr . 

Plant commumtles eXIstmg under polar' conditions are sensitive to minor changes Ut 
temperature, and are therefore good indicators of climate change. 

other rob1ems are not presently encompassed in existing intern~tional ~es~ar~h 
Some es tere is no established strategy either for early detectIOn of clImate chang,e m 

!f~t~~~r;;~, ~r underst~nding and predichtion Of
l 

the pro;~~: l:;~~c~ea: i~~I:-de o;;;~::r~P~rc 
atmosphetic and oceanIC cuculauon, :ce-s eet vo. ume, an . 
studies around Antarctica are mamly Ut an explOlatory phase. 
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This report recommends a considered set of high priority elements for an Antarctic component 
of the International Geospheric Biosphere Program that builds on existing efforts, and fills 
important gaps. Emphasis is on important process and interactions that link the basic elements 
of the Antarctic system: atmosphere, land, oceans, ice and biota. 

We identify four interdisciplinary research themes within which priorities are established: 

(i) Detection of changes of global importance best observed in Antarctica, which 
fundamental to establishing current trends of change and provide a foundation 
understanding the underlying processes. 

are 
for 

(ii) Study of processes linking the Antarctic sea ice cap, and biological systems, to the global 
ocean and atmosphere, which quantify Antarctica's relevance to global change and human 
activity. 

(iii) Use of paleoenvironmental information from Antarctic sources,which provide a context 
for interpreting current changes on the 10 to 100 year time scale of principal concern to 
IGBP. 

(iv) Study of ecology in the changing Antarctic environment, which assesses the impacts of 
climate on antarctic biota, and their possible feedback effects on climate. 

Detection of changes of global importance best observed in Antarctica 

It is important to detect changes in the earth system that are occurring now. The antarctic 
environment offers a number of unique opportunities for doing this because of favorable 
observing conditions, remoteness from anthropogenic emissions to atmosphere and ocean, and 
potential amplification of climate change at high latitude. 

Atmospheric Composition 

The Antarctic Ozone Hole - Large decreases in ozone amounts observed over Antarctica in the 
southern spring during the past decade have attracted worldwide attention. The link between 
halocarbons and ozone amounts, through complex photochemistry in· the polar night and with 
the return of the sun, is now well established. Changes in ozone and trace gases may have 
major impacts on climate and ultraviolet radiation received at the surface, with corresponding 
detrimental effects on surface marine and land organisms. To study these effects, the 
tropospheric and stratospheric chemistries of the polar regions, including chemical interactions 
with ice clouds and other aerosols, must be addressed as well as studies of the physical 
processes that are active in this domain. Research on the temporal and spatial distributions of 
the chemical species that participate in ozone production and destructive reactions should also 
be undertaken. 

Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide - The study of the temporal variability of carbon dioxide is an 
important factor in the earth's infrared radiation balance and man's alteration of climate. There is 
a need for long time-series and atmospheric background observations for the southern 
hemisphere, and for establishing the paleo-atmospheric record of carbon dioxide as recorded in 
antarctic ice cores. The role of the Southern Ocean as a sink for this important atmospheric 
trace constituent should also be investigated. 

Other Important Trace Gases - Tropospheric concentrations of methane, a number of 
anthropogenic fluorocarbons, nitrous oxide, and perhaps carbon monoxide are increasing 
presumably in response to man's activities. Many of these gases also pay a key role in th~ 
chemistries of other short -lived trace species such as ozone. Antarctic represents an important 
region for the study of southern hemisphere trends of these gases, and is a unique region for the 
study of their past variations in ice cores. Water vapor also plays a key role in the atmosphere's 
infrared radiation balance, and its key dynamics relative to sea-ice distributions and climate 
represent another important area of study. 
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Indicators of Climate Change 
'11 b lified at high latitudes, detection of such changes 

Because climate c?ange probably "'b e b~~tatctic islands south of 50"S, a data-sparse ~egion 
should be sought m polar reglOn~. n su d small glaciers are particularly senSItIVe to 
of the globe, terrestrial and matme ecosy.ste~n ~f newl ice-free areas and changes in the 
climate change. Also, ~e. rate o~ coIOm~a~? t rs of th~ effects of climate change. Antarctic 
composition and prodUCtlVlt~ .of ~l~~a ~e ~~f:d~ sea-ice extent and thickness, ecosystems and 
parameters likely to be senSItIVe m l~orS tr heric and stratospheric temperatures, the 
glaciers on sub-Antarctic islands s ace, oposg the 'area of ice-sheet affected by summer 
radiation fluxes at the top of th~ atmoJP!'ere, ~f these parameters will require a long-term, 
melting. Detec~ion of a ~ys~ematlc tren m. anJrder to se arate meaningful decadal trends from 
internally conSIstent mon~to~g progran;me .m the Antarctlc. Most of the necessary data can be 
the large interannual vmablhty ~at e~lsts m . d rable effort is required to convert these data 

~~u~~~r:~e~e~:~~~ ~~fe~~:a~~~~~~~ic~ ~r ~ro~~g~cal parameters. 

The following should be monitored: 

. d thi kness primarily from satellites. f' . h Sea l.ce exte?t an c , h ric and stratospheric temperatures, the lfSt WIt 
Contment-wlde, surface, troposp e., . ndes and rockets. 
satellite infrared. sensors, th~ latt~ Wltar r~~~~ion at the top of the atmosphere, from 
Upward terresmal and re ecte so 
satellites. ltin ing passive microwave data from satellites. 
Changes in distribution of surface me

d
. g I?S of the large ice shelves and of glaciers in 

The position of fronts and the groun mg . m~s d 
the maritime Antarctic and on sub-Adnt1l!cu~:s~:.no:-selected terrestrial and marine sites in 
The changes in the flora, faU?a, an mICro 10 

the Antarctic and sub-Antarctlc. 

Antarctic Ice and Sea Level 
, is contained within the Antarctic ice sheet, 

Approximately 75% of the world s. fresh :~~~~ ocean sea-level rise. Any substantial changes 
representing some 6g m<?ters of eqUlvalent level with worldwide consequences. The W <?st 
in ice sheet mass WIll dlf~ctly affect gl~ba~:~~ could lead to a 6m sea-level rise, is of sp~C1al 
Antarctic Ice Sheet, the dIsappearance 0 w I I Similar marine ice sheets that eXIsted 
interest because it is grounded larglely. b.elow sea ear. evteo' have disintegrated rapidly with major 

. rth hemisphere g aClatlOnS app 
~~::esP~\:eo orde:: of the 100 year time scale of interest for me IGBP. 

., h' tly growing or shrinking, although 
It is still unknown whether the Ant:U-C~lC Ice s t e~alS c~~~~e new insight. To determine and 
investigations on the Wesft thA:ltarCumc'blCtio:: sea l~v~l change, it is necessary to carry out the 
model me present course 0 IS con u 
following investigations: 

elevation over me complete ice sheet using satellite-borne 
Detect changes in surface 
altimeterhs; . 'ce sheet extent and surface characteristics, primarily by high resolution 
Detect c anges m 1 

satellite imagery; I . f' Id of the ice sheet surface be means of satellite remote 
Detect changes m the ve OClty le s 
sensing. 

the Antarctl
'c ice and biological systems to the global ocean and 

Processes linking 
atmosphere . 

e influenced by Arctic and AntarctIC 
The circulation patterns of the global atmosphere ar differences. A large part of the 
boundary conditions through pole-to-equator temfc~:r:;utcro at the sea surface or. benea~h 
intermediate and deep water mass~s of ~e gIO~. tree-dinlensfonal oceanic structure IS due m 
the sea ice surrounding the Ant1l!CtlC contme~t. b~neath sea ice and ice shelves that alter the 
large part to processes of free.zmg and meltmf suit the Antarctic perimeter is one of the 
density field and promote ,:,ertlcal ~xc.hange. d s a r~emical exchanges between the surface 
principal zones of oceanIC ventilaUon an geoc 
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e~vironment and the deep ocean. Freezin, d 1 . . 
clfculation also effect fhe mass balance of th; se~ an:ehtl~g .. pr~~sses a~d assoClat~d ocean 
on heat and moisture exchange affects both the at s he. Iced' e sea Ice, through Its effects 
is a highly variable element aff~cting c the eal'tl'e aUlbl°edsP eledan

h 
ocean and, along with cloud.s, 

M I . . v • , C, 0 an eat energy balan . d l' . e tmg or freezing beneath the ice shelves ma Lt,· t . . . ce, an C Imate. 
streams, affect the balance of the vast mass of irJ:md ri~~g I couplmg of the !Ce shelves and ice 

This illustrates jnst some of the complex linkages that . . h' 
theIr role 10 global scale processes. Below we isolate eXist wit m the Antarctic domain, and 
thIs mteractive system. several cmClal aspects of understanding 

Radiation Budget 

On the Antarctic continent neither the areal extent h· Ib d . . 
contrast, the extent of sea ice coverin, the ocean s n;}: tea e 0 of snow vary SlgflIficantly. In 
varies greatly seasonally and internati;nally The Sou thace, anOd hence tlhe albedo of these regions 

. u ern cean]s a so a cloudy regIOn. 

The relative importance of Antarctic clouds and' '. . 
by limited knowledge of how sea ice and ~IO\ d ~~at l~e ~m hemIsphenc albedo IS complicated 
potentially impOltant in view of fhe effect olf se]S n utlOn are related. Such a relationship is 
atmosphere. Clouds also affect the outgoing 10ng_:avO~' ,~01s.ture tra~Sfer between ocean and 
Over the Antarctic ice sheet, clouds ma increase t~a latlOn ~t t e top of the atmosphere. 
temperature inversions. The fact that the sur~ace' b ~d lon~-wave loss because of strong 
means that radioactively active trace gases n:~~ h~v~o de~ft an mosdt of the troposphere also 
Antarctica than elsewhere. C I erent ra latlve budget effect in 

For high-latitude cloud cover including stratos h ri 1 d . 
algorithms for mapping clo~d fraction C and c~ e / ~o~s, there IS ~ need to develop suitable 
cun-ent algorithms fail in polar regions due to t~U . t IC ~ss from lemote sensmg data. The 
the ve~tical temperature structure. Solutions to et~i~mp!e~{ty of snow-cloud discrimination and 
sensor mformatlOn from radiometric scanners and sounge~s. em Will need to mtegrate mUltJple 

Global Thermolialine Ocean Circulation 

The abyssal waters of the world ocean c nt·· 50 . 
atmosphere, and must play a ma'or role i~;m . limes the mass of CO2 present in the 
oce,m ventilation occurs through J relativel s~~I~mmm5 Its atmosphenc concentration. Deep 
Antarctlca. Processes of bottom water form&tion t' wmfh ows near fhe contln~ntal slopes off 
the carbon cycle of fhe present and future H d' ac .mt. ~e are key elements m understanding 
and C-14 have been used to estimate bott y IOglap lC at~ on temperature, salinity, oxygen, 
apply under present climate conditions bu~;o:~:f~1 P~duct\O~ r~es and residence times that 
unknown. In order to investigate the' potential res o~ ange/ ~ t e.se parameters are. virtually 
greenhouse gases, we must understand the mech' . p bse Oh' th e

b 
clImate system to Increased 

, amsms y w 1C ottom waters form. 

Duringfhe winter, rapid sea ice fonnation occ' h . 
various size that are maintained along ice shelve~~ ne% ~ e coastb especIally in .polynyas of 
from fhe sea ice initiates haline convection th r y. 0 s ?re cata atlC. wmds. Brme excluded 
Circulation of the modified water beneath th e eb) fcreasmg the density of the shelf waters. 
the cavity beneath the ice shelf and undergo~~C~ St~ ves .Ie.sults ':" further coolmg. On exiting 
water attains a density sufficient to sink 11 er I.mxmg with upwelhng deep water, the 
fherefore plausible fhat significant chang"s ~t %any lo~atlon~ along the continental slope. It is 
related to an increase in atmospheric CO n e sea 1C~ an Ice shelves .or Antarctica, perhaps 
mechanisms, locations and rates of botlom2 Oft to a sdea .evel nse, could mduce changes in the 

, wa er pro uctlon. 

The state of fhe abyssal waters feeds back to affect th I '. . 
mto the antarctic gyres is Closely related to the la e ~~ tft of Ice. Upwellmg of deep water 
of sea ice fhere. The fhickness of fhe ice sh 1 rg~, ,:e~lca eat flux that hmns the thickness 
circulating under the ice shelf. eves IS In uenced by fhe heat flux from waters 
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The following investigations are cmcial: 
* Investigate water modification in relation to freezing and melting of sea ice. 
* Determine oceanic thermochemical fluxes in relation to the evolving dimensions and mass 

balances of ice shelves . 

BiogeochemicaJ Cycles 

The Southern Ocean only covers 10 percent of the world ocean, but plays a major role in global 
carbon flux. It probably has a significant influence on fhe interannual variation of fhe world 
ocean's capacity to take up atmospheric COz. 
As the sea ice forms in winter salt is rejected which causes deep convection and mlxmg of 
surface water into fhe deeper layers of fhe ocean. The surface waters after the summer season of 
open waller are rich in dissolved gases such as carbon dioxide and oxygen. These gases are 
fherefore mixed into the deep waters around the Antarctic following the freezing. The dissolved 
gases play an important role in interactions with fhe marine ecosystem, and replenishing of the 
gases to the oceans in the polar regions is a critical feature for replenishing fhe gases and 
nutrients in the world's ocean. 

Much of the world's deep water is formed in the sea ice zone of fhe Southern Ocean. High 
wind stress, local microbial productivity and sea ice cover will all vary to produce a range of 
potential incorporation in surface waters. The flux of biogenic and clastic materials in the 
Antarctic is linked to the formation, sinking and northward movement of cold water as well as 
the transport pattern and re-suspension and erosion by bottom currents. All this will be affected 
by changes in sea ice cover due to climatic warming and changes in the flux are well 
documented in the upper layers of ocean sediments. The very rich bottom fauna of the Antarctic 
shelf regions indicates fhe strong biogenic flux of mainly silicious pelagic organisms from the 
euphotic zone to the seabed. The Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) should address the 
biogeochemical fluxes in the Southern Ocean. Those studies should be considered as integrated 
and essential parts of IGBP in the Antarctic. They involve inter alia long term and short term 
observations by sediment traps and current meters. 

Sea Level 

If, as is predicted, there is a major climate warming over fhe next century, the boundary 
conditions acfing on fhe Antarctic ice sheet will change. Possible effects include: increase snow 
accumulation associated with atmosphere and less sea ice; increase surface melting in summer 
associated with higher air temperatures; increased melfing of ice shelves from below associated 
wifh fhe penetration of warmer ocean water and/or changed patterns of ocean circulation. These 
interactions between the ice sheet and the bounding ocean and atmosphere must be quantified 
by empirical studies and fheoretical models of the physical processes involved. 

The most important potential short-term consequence of fhese changes in boundary conditions is 
an increased discharge from ice-streams flowing into ice shelves weakened by fhinning and the 
calving of icebergs. The ice streams may also be susceptible to rapid change due to internal 
instability, independent of climate. Fast flowing ice streams are responsible for most of the ice 
drainage from Antarctica, and changes in their rate of flow hold the potential for large, rapid 
changes in the mass of fhe ice sheet, and therefore in sea level. 

In order to understand and predict fhe potential changes, it is necessary to carry out fhe 
following research: 

Seek relationships through empirical studies and physical models which give precipitation 
and accumulation on the ice sheet in relation to atmospheric temperature and sea ice 
extent; 

Investigate factors affecting ice-shelf stability including pinning mechanisms in areas of 
grounded ice and especially basal melting and relate ocean characteristics seaward of and 
beneath the ice shelves; 

Map fhe Antarctic ice streams and investigate the physics of fast glacier flow wifh 
emphasis on processes at glacier beds that allow rapid large changes in flow velocity. 
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As coupled climate modelling de 1 . meridional fluxes within the . ve .ops, ~ separat~ need a,nses to model successfully the 
to the rest of the world ocea~scean whIch ultImately tie AntarCtic ocean processes and conditions 

Program elements that need to be addressed include: 

~O?e~ing t?e presence of a high ice cap at high latitudes, especially if the model has 
mute spatIal resolutlOn, as has been common for long integrations. 

~~):!;;!Yiil.~t~s t~e~~~~~~~m;~s s:r~~gd~~~!~, a~J t~e~::;~~ct~~;e~~~~:~ f~~~~ 

Changes in cloud cover, including amount, height and type. 

Changes in precip!tation· and the possibility for increased polar cap as the climate warms. snow accumulation over the 

Chan¥es in the radiation balance, arising through changes in water va r 
cloudmess and albedo. In turn, this becomes linked to the overall heat balance

Po
, ozone, 

Antarctic sources of paleoenvironmental information 

The variability of climate on the 10-100 ear t' 1 . 
much longer time scale of variations in ~nvir~:;; s~~ e, th~. ';lam focus Of. I~BP, is part of a 
short time scale cannot easily be separated into e~o c~n ItlO~S'1 The ~an~tl~ns seen on the 
fluctt~ations and those that represent real trends P s~ ue so e y to n.01se or ~hort term 
of climate-related parameters that will place . d aleocl~mate data can proVIde a detailed record 
Tertiary and Quatern lacial . . mo em 0 servatlOns of change in the context of 
included periods both ru;;ol~er and ~~ae~lathlaCtYacleS and the dP.o~t-Wisconsin variability which has 

present con ItlOns. 

The historical context of current climate vari b T' " . significance of trends that are becomin .; 1 lly IS essential mformlltlOn for understanding the 
provide that context in terms of the gli~ttsen~/oda~\li.e co~s and the geological records can 
parameters that lead up to abrupt climate chan e v~a. Ity, e rates of change, and sets of 
records are central to IGBP aims and are interdfs~ip~dles ofdthesle.de:,eI?ts. throu!ih the Antarctic ary an mu tl Isclplinary m scope. 
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Ice Cores 

Annual resolution of environmental parameters over several hundred to several thousand years 
can be obtained in areas of high snow accumulation in Antarctica. Records covering several 
hundred thousand years may be obtained with century time resolution from the Antarctic 
interior. Paleoenvironmental indicators preserved in the ice include: oxygen and hydrogen 
isotope rations (proxy records of. temperature), CO2, CH4 and other radioactively active 
atmospheric trace gases, atmospheric and volcanic dust (turbidity), cosmic dust, cosmogenic 
isotopes, anion and cation species, acidity, air content and isotopic composition, crystal size and 
orientation, and temperature. Together these provide a detailed record of the global climate and 
air composition, and of the ice sheet elevation at the time and in the area where the ice 
accumulated as snow. Simultaneous studies of the changes in other paleoenvironmental records, 
such as sediments and glacial morphology, are needed to reveal cause and effect relationships 
for changes in global climate and ice sheet thickness. 

Terrestrial and Marine Sediments 

Permafrost cores in ice free areas of Antarctica, (e.g., the Dry Valleys of Southern Victoria 
Land) contain a record of past environments in the compostion of their sediment and in the 
stable isotope composition and salinity of their water. Lake bottom sediment and moss-bank 
cores are likely to yield important information even on short periods (+/- 100 years) and furnish 
information on Antarctic pollution history. A Holocene glacial history record constructed from 
studying elevated marine sediments, delta deposits and moraines may also present background 
information vital for the interpretation of recent and future climatic changes and effects. 

Tertiary and Quaternary marine sedimentary basins are widely distributed within and peripheral 
to the Antarctic craton. These sedimentary successions provide important information on: global
interglacial climatic cycles; former extent of glacial and marine ice; biotic and sedimentary 
reactions to climatic cycle history, including widespread marine transgression and regression, sea 
level fluctuations, terrestrial and marine ecosystem development and extinction, physical 
destruction of the geological record by glacial advances; atmospheric CO2 and correlation of 
paleoenvironment events and histories across the many regions of the Antarctic continent. 
Furthermore, marine water temperature and organic productivity values, trends and events may 
be derived from stable isotope analysis of fossil biota. Paleontological, sedimentary and 
geochemical studies of Antarctic Cenozoic material. provide, then, a crucial link in the 
deciphering of relationships between polar marine and terrestrial ice volume and global sea level 
fluctuations, global climate, paleooceanography, paleobiogeography and organic evolution. 

For Antarctic paleoenvironmental data to be effectively directed towards achievement of IGBP 
objectives the following must be accomplished. 

A geographically and temporally complete Antarctic terrestrial and marine sedimentary 
and biotic record must be recovered. This will require the use of technically advanced 
remote sampling devices, operating beneath thick ice sheets, ice shelves, glaciers and 
deep continental shelf waters. 

Terrestrial and marine paleoenvironmental histories in the southern high latitudes will be 
more accurately resolved if ice sheet and sediment cores are independently dated, 
stratigraphies correlated, and geochemically and biotically derived paleoenvironmental 
data compared. 

Glacial Morphology 

Areas of Antarctica not covered by ice or sediment show traces of past ice cover such as erratic 
moraines and glacial erosional features. These data complement the information derived from ice 
and sediment cores for the reconstruction of Antarctica's ice cover and past ice dynamics. 
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Ecology in the changing Antarctic environment 

The predicted global change scenarios such as climate warming, ozone depletion, and increased 
human pressure on resources will affect the living components of polar ecosystems. In turn we 
can expect that large physical and chemical systems such as the ocean and the atmosphere will 
be affected via feedback mechanisms by the changes in biological systems. The processes 
involved in such feedback mechanisms require further study before any meaningful predictions 
can be made about changes in the environment on an Antarctic and global scale. All these 
changes will be more readily detectable at high polar latitudes than at lower latitudes because of 
the likelihood of greater relative physical and chemical change in polar regions, and the 
sensitivity of polar organisms. The magnitude of the responses of the biota and of feed backs 
will be different in the Antarctic than in the Arctic. This represents the rationale for monitoring 
organisrnic response to change in both polar regions. 

In the Antarctic, only 2% of the continent is colonizable by terrestrial organisms. Also, the 
Antarctic is isolated from other continents and is surrounded by ice and open ocean. In the 
Arctic, the land systems are extensive and connected to large temperate land masses, they 
support a great diversity of life, and surround a largely frozen ocean. The Antarctic terrestrial 
and marine biota is also a much older and a more highly specialized biota than that of the 
Arctic. 

We may expect that terrestrial organism of the Arctic will be in less jeopardy that those of the 
Antarctic since they will have more opportunities for a real. relocation and adjustment. In 
contrast, a moderate warming· of the polar regions will result in a higher plant production and in 
a relatively rapid recolonization of newly de-glaciated areas. From this major terrestrial 
feed backs to the clinIate can ba expected, particularly in the Arctic where the ice-free areas are 
much larger than in the Antarctic. We also expect that. Antarctic marine organisms, which are 
more specialized and which have narrower ecological tolerances that Arctic marine organisms, 
will show greater responses such as redistribution than their Arctic counterparts. The Antarctic 
marine system will have several orders of magnitude greater feedback effects than Antarctic 
terrestrial systems, and the magnitude and fluctuations of this feedback must be understood and 
monitored. The ecological importance of the pack ice zone to the overall primary production 
and carbon fixation and hence to the global CO2 budget is still unknown. 

Modelling of Predicted Environmental Changes of Biological Significance 

Because of the complexity and wide natural variability of biological systems, and because of the 
limited logistic, fiscal and personnel resources, it is critical to identity those parts of Antarctic 
ecosystems which are known or predicted to be sensitive to the likely environmental change and 
which are amenable to study, measurement and monitoring. 

Close collaboration with physical and chemical scientists with ocean, atmosphere and ice 
systems should identify, via modelling, the predicted environmental changes of biological 
significance (for example, the magnitude and direction of sea ice and sea-level changes). 

Ecosystems Monitoring 

Emphasis in monitoring change should be on organisms or processes that are directly linked or 
very proximal to environmental changes. For example, it may be better to work on 
phytoplankton at the base of the marine food web than on the top marine predators, which can 
be affected by a greater complexity of direct and indirect controls. However, top predators will 
integrate changes over many seasons, thus may contribute to documenting long-term trends. In 
particular, historical and current cohort strength fluctuations demonstrated in several species of 
Antarctic seals may be related to fluctuations in environmental parameters such as pack-ice 
extent, ktill abundance, and El Nino-Southern Oscillation events. The demonstrated major 
decline in Indian Ocean sector elephant seal populations may be associated with long-term 
environmental changes. Wherever possible, measurements should be of phenomena that are 
capable of recording responses to environmental change. For example, organisms such as corals 
and molluscs may show annual increments, and demographic analyses of populations may show 
past effects. 
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. . I t ms including the freshwater lakes are very 
The . ~ntarcti~ and ~ub-~~~~fatJ~~ea:tate;'~~:ature. Presently rapid de-glaciation tak.es place 
~enSltlVe to c anges ill SOh er periods have a large effect on plant and ammal lIfe 
ill many area~ and even s ort w:arm sum~me series of environmental and biological data are 
in those habItats. For some bIOta .lo~g- . d for the detection of climatic impacts. In order to 
available as a base for further momtorre~' mme BlOTAS will focus on comparative 
understand the ~der~ying processes, ~ fr~gr:-tats The BIOTAS planning group has 
studies on colomzatIOn of selfcte? te~~sra~p tn 'the' marine field close collaboration with 
emphasized the need to work c ose y WI ., ogramme should' be part of any Antarctic 
scientists of the CCAMLR ecosystem momtormg pr 
IGBP initiative. 

Effects of Ocean Changes on Dimethyl Sulphoxide Emitting Phytoplankton 

. I . I h propriate for a Antarctic IGBP includes 
A novel suggestion for possible bIO o~Ica retear~ ha~ide emitting phytoplankton. Abundant 
the effects· of o~ean changes onO dlmethy su ~te~ of dimethyl sulphoxide which in the 
unicellular algae ill the Sout~ern cean are emI t reenhouse effects. Here satellite 
atmosphere may· ch~ge ~loudilless patt~s and ~~re o{;";~e as~ociation with suitable field and 
monitoring for speCIfic pIgments may e approp , 
laboratory ground truth studies. 

Effect of Ozone Depletion on Antarctic Organisms 

Another interesting topic is the e~fecth of ozone ddl~~~~::,n a~~~~~~ ~~;:~~';'~~e~e~;~~:::a~~~ 
on the "ozone hole" over AntarctIca a~e ren~we . h's bios here One area of 
levels of Ultra-Violet radiation (UV -B ~n fiartIcu:.~\::~~~illt!s~eor~~e food £eb i~ the aquatic 
concern involves. the phytoplankt:, '!" IC c~~s ~~s of UV exposure results in reduced primary 
ecosystems. Stu~Ies hav~ shown a~ illcrease e B weakenin the base of the food web and 
production and ill alt~rmg c?mmhumty us~~r:re. d Ychanges co~ld have far-reaching effects on 
altering trophodynamrc relatIOns IpS., -ill uce 
the entire Southern Ocean ecosystem. 

. constI'tutI'on (DNA) of aquatic and terrestrial Antarctic The effect of UV-B on the genetlc 
organisms should also be studied. 

Relationship to other planned and ongoing programmes 

. . . h . a number of ongoing or planned 
Within the international scientIfIC commumty t. er~ are . 'thin the global system and 
programmes which include. the study of Antar~~c ~~r~:~n~;k contribution to IGBP is 

J~\~~e~o~:~~~PI~~!~ ~~: d:;o~~~ ~~B~~dy ~f ~ptcifiC Antarctic interactions not covered 
by other programmes. 

( CRP) es the study of the global climate 
The World Climate Research ~rog,ra~e W d t ~~~t~~at extent climate can be predicted 
system, including oceans and Ice, ill or er to e e in of the earth's surface and 
at the scales from m~mths t~ gec~~\~!:~i;~~e S~:~~~ s~~~ul Climatology (ISCCP) a~d 
cloud c.over are c~ed ou S J Cli I (ISLSCP) projects and illclude the AntarctIC 
Internatlonal Satellite Land. u ac~ matoog~t (WOCE) is a main component of WCRP, 
regions. A World Ocean CrrculatH?n Expenme

O 
. t 'th' WOCE is the study of the 

particularly addressing the longer tIme scal~s. . ne proJec WI ill and its interactions with the 
Southern Ocean, and specifically ~e Ant.arctIc ~f~u~p~~ar;h~u~~~al fields of the physical and 
global ocean. Proposed WOCE 0 servatlons WI ill U a h and motion and surface ocean 
chemical properties of the ocean, the se~. surface .toP~x~s Yof carbon and associated biogenic 
fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum'

b 
Ime IVi~g b the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study 

elements in the global ocean are to e eva ua e y . 
(JGOFS). 

b h' h they affect climate are the Atmospheric trace gases and aerosols and the processes. y w I~ Pro am (IGACP) which 
subject of the proposed International G~obal Atmo~phenc Chemrs!IY the ktarctic in monitored 
includes regional I?rojects in thce Antarc~Ic. ~h~ ~a:~ ~~z~e~V~g Resources (CCAMLR). 
under the Conventlon for the onservatIOn 0 n ar . 
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Changes in the sun's energy out ut (b h . 
occur at a variety of time sc~es. ;~e ~t~;~~~[o~:lagnr'~ radiation ~d charged particles) 
~agnet?sphere and atmosphere are most e' 0 sot e solar wmd with the earth's 
~~~~tlO;sl ar~ undou~tedly an important fact~~')~ g~~~~r~~an~ th~ ~n~arctic. Solar-terrestrial' 

s 0 ar- errestnal Energy Programme (STEP) bean elf study IS the theme of 
g~ound and. satellite-based observations. STEP and IGJ~ e carned out in the 1990s by both 
t e AntarctIc plays a vital part in each. are complementary to each other, and 

Close liaison and co-operation betw SC 
other international programmes is ess~~~ia~ for ~R contriiultion to the IGBP and the above and success u study of global change. 

Next step 

IGBP p!an~ing is proceeding through international . . 
are crucIal m the context of IGBP-global change dand n~tlOnal c?mmIttees. The polar regions ,an warrant specIal attention 

Steps necessary for developing and im I" . 
be initiated by SCAR. They include: p ementmg the sCIentific goals of IGBP in Antarctica will 

Develop a focused SCAR action If' p an or an AntarctIc component of the IGBP' 

Outline a strategy for a cobernet r ' 
global change, including the seledii~~ra::;me for collecting "early-wanning" data on 
temperature and sites for geobiosphere b sUl~able parameters such as sea-ice and o servatones; 

Examine the adequacy of present and lanned . 
for the Antarctic, and recommend tpl' I surfac~ and satellIte observational systems 
component of the IGBP; Ima strategIes for their use in an Antarctic 

Outline a strategy to archive, catalogue and distribute Antarctic data relevant to IGBP' 

~xamine the adequacy of existing cou Id' ' 
Improve these models where needed; p e numencal models of use in the Antarctic, and 

Exarrrin.e ongoing and planned programmes 
AntarctIc components in the IGBP. m the Antarctic and their potential role as 
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SCOPE 

SCOPE: A programme for analysis of critical environmental problems of global 

significance 

Through its Scientific Comrrrittee 'on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE), the Interuational 
Council of Scientific Unions undertakes to foster and organize collaboration among scientists 
from more than 35 countries, representing a wide range of disciplines, in the preparation and 
dissemination of careful analyses of environmental problems of global significance. The mandate 
of SCOPE is to environmental changes and the effects of these changes on human-beings; to 
assess and evaluate the methodologies for measuring environmental parameters; to issue 
recommendation for current and future research and to stimulate new approaches; to establish 
itself as a source of infonned advice for the benefit of research centers, organizations and 
agencies with respect to environmental problems. 

Each effort involves the enlistment of experts from all relevant disciplines, critical exarrrination 
and synthesis of available evidence, and publication, after careful review, of the principal 
findings, with respect both to established knowledge and to controversial questions, together 
with recommendations for future research and sound environmental management practices. 

Relations between SCOPE and IGBP 

Two main characteristics of SCOPE's method of operation can be stated as follows: 

The problems selected are multi-disciplinary, have major significance on the world 
environmental scene and do not duplicate other collaborative efforts; 

SCOPE does not engage directly in research at bench or field level. 

SCOPE sees therefore a very clear complementarily between its and IGBP's efforts in that 
SCOPE may assist IGBP a) in pointing out what research is needed and b) at a later stage, in 
looking further at the results in the context of the then available knowledge. 

The General Assembly of SCOPE, at its VIIth meeting in Budapest, reviewed with IGBP 
officers present at the meeting the status of relations already existing between IGBP and SCOPE 
and the ways to develop further collaboration between these two bodies. In particular the 

Assembly: noted with appreciation the development of the International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Programme (IGBP); 

stressed the complementarity between SCOPE and IGBP, whereby IGBP establishes or 
coordinates global research and measurement prpgrammes, whereas SCOPE identifies and 
reviews international environmental problems and research needs; 

noted with satisfaction close collaboration between SCOPE and IGBP; 

recommended that the SCOPE Executive Comrrrittee take appropriate and continue its 
efforts to identify and review key issues of global environmental concern." 

It should be noted that SCOPE participated actively in the preparatory phase of the Global 
Change programme by organizing, together with its U.S. Comrrrittee and with Intecol, a 
preliroinary international workshop in St Petersburg, Florida (November 1985) on spatial and 
temporal variability of biospheric and gespheric processes, the results of which have just been 
published as SCOPE 35, "Scales and Global Change", by T. Rosswall, R.G. Woodmansee and 
P.G. Risser. We can also cite the two expert meetings organized jointly by MAB and SCOPE in 
January 1987 to a) review the concept of geosphere-biosphere observatories and give 
recommendations on their design and definition in the context of global change studies and b) 
develop a working definition of ecotones, or landscape boundaries, and identify testable research 
questions. Results of these consultations have been published as special issues 16 and 17 
respectively of "Biology International", the IUBS science magazine. 
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Meanwhile, part of SCOPE's projects have in return received impulses from the emerging 
Global Change programme discussions and can be seen as regular SCOPE projects with special 
relevance to Global Change. Such projects are labelled as Global Change related projects. Some 
follow the standard format of major SCOPE studies, with a series of workshops and topical 
working groups over a 3-4 year period, culminating in a synthesis report. This will be the case 
of the current projects on organic matter budgets, on ecotones in a changing environment and 
or: trace gas exchange. Other efforts, like our previous contributions to the planning of IGBP, 
WIll focus more narrowly on critical methodological issues and involve a less ambitious 
workplan and duration. Such studies address, for example, experiments at the ecosystem level, 
the use of small catchment zones for integrated ecological studies, and the needs for long-term 
ecological research programmes and sites. 

Organic matter budgets - the effects of climate change on production and decomposition 
in coniferous forests and grassiands 

The predicted rapid changes of global climate will certainly effect the fundamental ecological 
processes of the planet. However, predicting the response of ecosystems to these climate 
changes is complicated by interactions among the effects of concurrent changes in temperature, 
water availability and atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration on a number of key eCOsystem 
processes such as primary production and decomposition of organic matter. 

To improve our ~derstanding of ecosystem response to climate change, closer collaboration 
among pl~t phYSIOlogists: micro~iologists, ecologists, soil scientists, atmospheric scientist and 
matheman~al modeler~ .IS requIred. Whole-plant response to simultaneous changes in 
atmosphenc carbon dIOXIde content, temperature regime and water availability has to be 
investigated. The direct and indirect effects of these environmental changes on soil processes 
must a~so be documented .. Finally, ecosystem models need to be developed that link the plant 
and soil responses to clImate change. These diagnostic and predictive models should be 
deSIgned to work at multiple spatial and temporal scales for extrapolation and analysis of 
various climate-change scenarios. 

In response to this need SCOPE initiated, in the second half of 1987, a study on the effects of 
clImat~ change .on production and decomposition in coniferous forests and grasslands. The 
objecnves of thIS project, as stated at the preliminary meetings of the scientific committee 
responsible for the conduct of the project, are to: 

1. Critically assess our understanding of the effects of climate change on production and 
decomposition processes in coniferous forests and grasslands, both temperate and tropical. 

2. Review extant forest and grassland ecosystem models and evaluate their usefulness for 
studies of the effects of climate change on production and decomposition processes. 

3. Develop a foundation for the design of diagnostic and predictive models to describe the 
effects of climate change on production and decomposition processes in coniferous forests 
and temperate and tropical grasslands. 

The. "Yorkplar: of this project includes the organization of three international workshops (35-45 
partI~wants) ill 1989-90, fo~r or five working groups (4-5 participants), each focussing on a 
specifIC model, and the publIcation in 1991 of the corresponding reports. . 

The first workshop, to be held in Woods Hole, USA, in April 1989, will a) review existing 
knowle?ge on the rates of production and decomposition and on factors controlling these rates 
m. co~ferous forests and grasslands, b) review existing whole system models that include 
clImatIC pa:a~eters and provide product~on and decomposition estimates on outputs and c) 
develop guI~elm::s for ~her data collectIOn and analysis and model development. The second 
wo~kshol? WIll rum to dISCUSS and select forest and grassland models, climate scenarios and test 
regIOns m f?rests and gras~lands to condu~t modelling exercises. The third, or synthesis 
workshop, will draw conclUSIOns from the enure study and develop foundations for the design 
of diagnostic and predictive models, as well as plans for future research on ecosystem response 
to global change. 
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It is anticipated that the IGBP Coordinating Panel on Effects of Climate Change on Terrestrial 
Ecosystem will participated in the activities of this project and, in I?articul.ar, in th~ three main 
workshops. The conclusions of the Organic Matter Budgets project WIll contnbute to the 
defmition of a scientific basis, on which an IGBP research programme on the effects of clImate 
change on forest and grassland systems can be formulated. 

Ecotones in a changing environment 

The science of ecology is undergoing a transition with increasing considerati?n of heterogeneity 
in ecological systems. Natural and human disturbances ca~se most ecologIcal sy~tems to be 
patchy at several spatial and temporal scales. Most studIes thus far have conSIdered each 
landscape element or "patch" as a homogeneo~s unit. and ~xamined .how I?at~h size, shape, 
contagion, etc., influence several response vartables mcludmg genenc ':3!1anon, populatIOn 
dynamics, species diversity, energy flow, and nutrient cycling. The transltlon zo?es between 
patches may also be important in mediating the structure ~d functioning of ecologIcal syst~ms. 
Ecotones may influence landscape characteristics by exertmg control over the flow of matenals, 
information, and energy between patches. Ecotones may also serve as ~atches ~hemselves, and 
provide primary habitats or refuge for species. To address these vario~s ~ssue.s, m 1987 SCOPE 
decided to launch a project that focusses on ecological flows and bIOdIversIty assoCIated wIth 
ecotones in hopes of advancing ecological theory and improving land management. , 

Studies on the relationships between landscape structure, ecological flows, and biodiversity are 
especially important now because human activities are becomi?g increasingly prevalent in most 
landscapes. These, activities are often of a kind and scale that IS without natural counterpart and 
often result in novel patterns at the local, regional, and global levels. Research on ecotones 
needs directly consider the linkages between differing organizational levels. 

The SCOPE study is designed as an expansive investigation of biotic diversity and ecological 
flows associated with ecotones. These are examined within the context of four general 
questions: 
1. How do ecological system boundaries influence biotic diversity and the flows of energy, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

information and materials? 

How will biodiversity and ecological flows associated with ecotones respond to 
environmental changes, especially in a global' climate, sea level, land use, and 
atmospheric trace gases? 

To what extent will human alteration of ecotones influence global response variables? 

How should ecotones be managed within a changing environment? 

Activities of this project will be centered around three internati?nal workshops. The first 
workshop, entitled Biodiversity, Ecological Flows and Ecotone~, WIll examme. the patterns. of 
biodiversity and ecological flows associated with patch boundartes, the mechamsms underlymg 
these patters, and their consequences for system functioning. It will be basic in approach and 
focus primarily on landscapes subject to naMal agents of change. 

The second workshop will focus on the influences of human-induced environmental change on 
biodiversity and flows at ecotones, especially .changes in glob~ climat~, sea level, . land use, ~d 
atmospheric trace gases. One of the goals IS to assess whIch specIes. and. WhICh. e~OIOgIc~ 
systems are most susceptible to such changes and the factors that ur:derlIe thIS sensItIvIty. ThIS 
knowledge is necessary for management. It may also be necessary m the context of the IGBP 
which is examining human-induced changes in the biosphere. 

The third workshop will consider how ecotones should be managed within the context of a 
changing environment and to what extent susceptible. species or ecotonal s~st~ms can be 
stabilized, preserved, or restored to maintain or create optImal landscape charactenstIcs. 

It is anticipated that this project also will contribute to the work ?f the Co?rdinating Panel on 
Climate Change Effects on Terrestrial Ecosystems and to the plannmg of an mtegrated long-tern 
research programme in this field. 
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Trace gas exchange 

Despite the importance of atmosphere-biosphere exchange for the composlllon of the 
atmosphere, and consequently also for global climate, the processes which control the flux rates 
and the magnitudes of the fluxes from many ecosystems remain poorly known. This is due to 
the complexity of the biological andphysico-chemical systems involved, as well as to the 
difficulty of actually measuring exchange fluxes in the field. To improve our understanding of 
atmosphere/biosphere interactions, a close collaboration between chemists, biologists, and 
atmospheric scientists is required. Analytical methods to determine the relevant gas fluxes at the 
concentrations and against the background levels found in the natural atmosphere need to be 
developed and verified; ecosystems need to be characterized in relation to their potential for gas 
exchange with the atmosphere; physiological controls and biochemical processes involved in gas 
production and uptake have to be investigated; and the micrometerological theory and field 
methods required to measure the exchange fluxes have to be developed. Finally, diagnostic and 
predictive models need to be developed at multiple spatial and temporal scales for extrapolation 
and analysis of scenarios of environmental change. 

The multidisciplinary collaboration required to fulfill these tasks has begun to develop in the 
last few years, especially between atmospheric chemists and micro meteorologists. There still 
remains, however, a need for more intensive interaction between disciplines, including ecology, 
microbiology and plant physiology. This appears particularly urgent at this time, in view of the 
development of the IGBP. 

In response to this need, in 1987 SCOPE initiated a project on Trace Gas Exchange between 
Terrestrial Ecosystems and the Atmosphere with the aim to foster interaction between the 
different scientific disciplines relevant to the study of biosphere/atmosphere exchange and also 
between the members of the international scientific community involved in the planning and 
execution of future research projects in this field. 

The scientific advisory committee appointed for the conduct of this project defined the 
following objectives: 

1. Critically assess. our understanding of the controls and interactions in the plant
microorganism-soil-water system which regulate trace gas exchange with the atmosphere. 
Emphasis is initially to be placed on the exchange of methane and the oxides of nitrogen, 
but the scope of the group's activities may eventually be broadened to include other gases 
of importance for atmospheric chemistry and climate. 

2. Assess the status of current techniques to derive fluxes from production rates and from 
concentration measurements, and explore the possibilities for the development of novel 
approaches to flux measurements. Also assess measurements at larger spatial scales such 
as aircraft-based techniques and approaches using remote sensing. 

3. Develop a foundation for the design of diagnostic and predictive models to describe the 
exchange of trace gases between the biosphere and the world atmosphere. Such models 
form a critical link between the scale (in time and space) at which measurements are 
conducted and the scales which are of interest for a scientific understanding of the 
exchange of gases between the biosphere and the attnosphere. These range from the 
microscopic scale, at which microbiological production and consumption of gases take 
place, to the regional and global scales relevant for attnospheric chemistry and climate. 

The first main international workshop of this project will be organized in February 1989 as a 
Dahlem conference in Berlin. The goal of this workshop is to develop an understanding of the 
chemical, biological and meteorological processes involved in the exchange of trace gases 
between the biosphere and the atmosphere, and to investigate the role of this exchange in 
regulating the atmospheric chemistry and world climate. The workshop is intended to provide a 
state-of-the-art review of this scientific problem, and to initiate and advance interactions between 
the disciplines and nations involved. This workshop will focus on the biological controls of 
methane and nitrogen oxide emissions from terrestrial systems. 
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A second international working meeting (Stockholm, 1990) will add three important topics. 
Firstly, the role of oceans in trace gas exchange will be considered; secondly, other key trace 
gas species (S compounds, ammonia, hydrocarbon) will be included and thirdly, attention will 
be paid to global modelling aspects and especially to the scaling issues induced by the 
extrapolation from local data and measurements. This Stockholm conference will be a 
coordinated effort of the SCOPE project on Trace Gas Exchange and the IGB P Panel on 
Terrestrial Biosphere-Atmospheric Chemistry Interactions. It is expected that the results of this 
conference will contribute to the development of an IGBP research programme on trace gas 
fluxes. 

Methodology studies 

Biogeochemistry of Small Catchments 

Small catchments with surface areas ranging between 1 to 10 sq.km. have usually been studied 
in undisturbed landscapes but data also exist for agricultural and even urban catchments. Such 
units are large enough to mirror complex interplay among different environmental parameters, 
yet sufficiently small to be manageable by a team of researchers from the fields of biology, 
geology, chemistry and the atmospheric sciences. Principal objectives of work on small 
catchments is the gathering of biochemical data which permit the quantification of the flux of 
elements, minerals, organic matter, gases and water entering or leaving the system. Equally 
important is the understanding of interactive processes that operate within a catchment. In the 
final analysis units of material fluxes will be subjected to modelling to bring to light the overall 
environmental operation principles of small catchments. At present, data is being collected from 
about 100 small catchments, mostly situated in the sub-arctic and temperate zones on North and 
Central Europe and North America. 

Thus a substantial body of information already exists in different parts of the world. The main 
objective of the SCOPE project is to synthesize this existing knowledge to further develop the 
emerging multidisciplinary "small catchment approach". The results of individual catchments are 
local and strictly speaking unique, but at the same time comparable on the global scale thanks 
to common approach and methodology. So they may contribute to the better understanding of 
the geosphere-biosphere functioning. 

One international workshop on the biogeochemistry of small catchments will be organized in 
Czechoslovakia in 1990. It is anticipated that the results of this workshop will encourage the 
creation of a world-wide network of small catchments yielding scientifically reliable information 
on both short-term and long-term environmental changes, large or subtle, man-made or natural, 
as well as· providing guidelines for environmental monitoring programmes. 

Ecosystem Experiments 

The need to conduct ecosystem-level experiments in order, to develop an understanding of the 
potential consequences of global change on whole system function is readily apparent. We 
already have some experience in conducting these experiments and an ample demonstration of 
their utility. However, there are many types of experiments that have not been attempted but 
from which vital information could be derived. 

In response to this need, in 1987 SCOPE established a committee to develop a plan for 
reviewing our collective experience in the performance of ecosystem experiments and to assess 
the kinds of experiments needed to understand the consequences of global change. An 
international workshop, held in June 1988, undertook to review current knowledge in the area, 
taking into account natural experiments (Mt St Helen, El Nino episodes, major ftres, past 
climate changes), large-scale human-induced changes (desertification, deforestation, acidification, 
water diversion, etc.) and controlled ecosystem studies. The second task of the workshop was to 
develop general guidelines for future experiments, addressing in particular the following areas: 

i) What are the most critical needs in the understanding of ecosystem functioning that can, 
or only, best addressed by experimentation? 
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ii) What design protocols need to be considered in order to unambiguously interpret the 
results of whole-system manipulations (replications, duration, interactions, etc)? 

iii) In view of the high cost and long-term nature of ecosystem manipulations, what 
mechanisms can be utilized to ensure the involvement of a wide group of scientists, both 
nationally and internationally? 

Long-Term Ecological Research 

SCOPE, the U.S. Committee for SCOPE and the MAB National Committee in FRG organized 
jointly in September 1988 a workshop to address the issue of long-term ecological questions and 
appropriate research facilities in an international context. The objectives of the workshop were: 
i) To provide a forum for describing and analyzing selected existing long-term ecological 

research sites and networks from various countries; 

ii) 

iii) 

To further define the rationale for long-term ecological research and identify important 
existing and emerging scientific questions which could most appropriately be addressed at 
these sites; 

As possible, to formulate a plan for international communication and coordination among 
long-term ecological sites. 

Discussions during the workshop considered a number of vexing questions, such as the proper 
balance between studying specific phenomena and collecting data on comparative core topics, 
the need for both longitudinal (temporal) and spatial data, the relationship between research 
programmes on these specifically dedicated sites and other related sites, the ways in which site
specific research augments or detracts from other research programmes, the appropriate amount 
of centralization of data storage and manipulation, and the costs of establishing and maintaining 
site-specific long-term ecological research programmes. 

) 
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SCORiIOC 

Introduction 

The Committee on Climatic Changes and the Ocean (CCCO) was established by SCOR in 1979 
and is cosponsored by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO. CCCO 
was charged with the development of the oceanographic activities required for the success of the 
World Climate Research Programme. The CCCO's functions are to identify ocean-climate 
research problems requiring increased international attention, stimulate research activities thereon 
and recommend to SCOR and IOC how these activities should be implemented. The CCCO 
being the main international scientific body dealing with the oceans and climate change, 
therefore cooperates with the WMO/ICSU Joint Scientific Committee in planning the World 
Climate Research Programme. 

The core programme of CCCO has three major components: 

TOGA - A Study of the Interannual Variability of the Tropical Oceans and Global 
Attnosphere 

WOCE - The World Circulation Experiment 

OOSDP - Ocean Observing System Development Programme 

CCCO, whose Secretary and supporting staff operate within the framework of the roc 
Secretariat at Unesco Headquarters in Paris, oversees TOGA and WOCE as part of its overall 
responsibility to stimulate international ocean/climate research. The intergovernmental aspects of 
these programmes are co-ordinated by the roe through its Technical Committee on Ocean 
Processes and Climate and by the joint WMO/IOC Intergovernmental TOGA Board. 

Other programme elements include data management activities, . mode!linl! efforts, 
palaeocJirnatological studies, development of a research programme which Will '?VeStIgate 
problems in the field of coupled ocean-atmosphere boundary layers, and an oceaniC carbon 
dioxide research and monitoring programme. This last effort will be carried out in close 
collaboration with JGOFS. 

The Ninth Session of CCCO was held in Paris in May 1988. The Committee reviewed the 
progress being made on the two main oceanographic components of the World Climate 
Research Programme. 

The first of these, the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) experiment, which 
commenced in 1985 involves a decade of intensified observations with rapid distribution of data 
as a direct input to' the modelling of the coupled tropical ocean-atmosphere system. TOGA is 
specifically intended to test the predictability of interannual climate variation and the influence 
of the tropical oceans on the global atmosphere as evidenced by such events as "El Nino". 

The second the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), with an intensive 5-year 
observation;l programme, including shipbome, sat~llite and drifter measurem~nt~, comm~ncu:g 
in 1990/1991, will provide a data set for the testIng of models for the predictIOn of clImatic 
change. WOCE will provide the data necessary to model the full~depth circu!ation of the glob.al 
oceans as a component in the evolution of long -term changes m global clImate: WOCE Will 
establish a physical oceanographic basis of foundation for other global-scale clImate- rela~ed 
projects now in the planning stage, including the Global Energy and ~ater Exch~gmg 
Experiment (GEWEX) and the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGO~S). It Will also pr~vlde an 
input to other major co-operative ventures such as the International Geosphere-BIOsphere 
Programme (IGBP). 

Among the elements considered crucial to the future success of the WCRP b.y the Committee 
are the development and reliability of various support systems, the evolution of n~cessary 
technologies, and increased international co-operation on the part of the deve!opmg and 
developed countries. At its most recent meeting, for example, . CCCO he<l!d presen.tatIOns on the 
progress of satellite programmes, new developments in numencal modellmg techniques, and the 
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results of experiments which increase the understanding of momentum transfer at the air/sea 
interface at high wind speeds. 

TOGA is bre~ing ground in inten:ational collaboration, while WOCE will present new 
challe?ges for mtergovernmental bodies, such as IOC, as the appropriate mechanisms for 
fos~enr:g those aspects of ocean research and related services requiring intergovernmental co
ordmanon. 

Tropical ocean and global atmosphere 

Now in its fourth year, TOGA has achieved a greatly expanded and intensified network of 
subsurface temperature observations in the tropical Pacific using expendable bathythermographs 
depl?ye'! from merchant ~essels, an enlarged tide-gauge network development of data 
dlstnbunon under VaT10~S mtergo,:ernmental frameworks, and the establishment of special 
T0S'A ocean dat~ analySIS centers m France and the USA. Recent developments will result in 
~n Improvement m data cover~ge of th.e Indian and Atlantic Oceans, which so far has been 
madequate. A number of major expenmental studies of upper ocean processes have been 
undertaken, although access to some critically important oceanic regions remains a concern. 

Progress also ~s be!ng made in !!'e deyel~pment ~d compari~on of models incorporating ocean 
data. For the f.irst t1l1:e, there I~ real nme reportmg of the chmate system as it evolves through 
the .Chmate DI~gnosncs Bullet1l1, pubhshed by the Climate Analysis Center (CAC) of the USA's 
NatlOnal Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

The S~venth Session of the TOGA Scientific Steering Group (SSG) was held in Cairns, 
Austraha: 11-15 July, 1?88. Progress continues to be made in developing the observation 
sys~ems m all three tropical oceans. The SSG too~. an important philosophical step that took 
nopce of the fa<:t that TOGA has been largely PaClflc Ocean and El Nino/Southern Oscillation 
onent~d. It ?eClded to propose, an enlarged charter for the JSC/CCCO TOGA Numerical 
Expenm~ntanon Gr~lUp Q'lEG) which would also encompass atmospheric variability on all 
TOC?A tmle scales, mclud1l1g the 30-60 day oscillations. It was anticipated that this would aid in 
lead',llg the focus of TOGA awar from thi~ limiting orientation. Another important step, often 
prevlOusly deferred, ~as taken w~th the declslOn to establish a study group that would plan for 
an eventual reanalysls of the entrre te:n-year TOGA. data set, including all delayed data, using 
the most advanced models and algonthms. There 18 accumulating evidence that many initial 
analyses were flawed in ways that are now, or will eventuaJly be, correctable. 

The SSG's great interest in a preliminary prop?sal to vastly increase the number of ATLAS-type 
n:oored buo~s by as many as 60 111 the PaClflc Ocean reflects the realization that improved in 
Situ observatlOns of the wmd field and thermal substructure are required to quantify the net heat 
fluxes necessary to Improve the performance of coupled models. In addition, it was agreed that 
effort should ?e devoted to lffiprovmg analyses. of ~he low-level atmosphere if atmospheric 
;oodels are gomg to produce better surface saJmlty field (and later, with the new expendable 
mstruments, the subsurface structure) for deriving dynamic heights and for model calculations of 
heat fluxes. The ~SG also endorse.d an ambitious proposaJ by U.S scientists, with possible 
support of Australian, Japan~se, Chmese and French scientists, to carry out a Coupled Ocean 
Atmosp~ere Response Expenment (COARE) during 1991-1992. Its goal is to better understand 
the phYSical pro.cesses which maintain the mean and transient states of the warm pool regions of 
the western PaCific. 

Opera~ionaJ near-real-time ocean J?o.del!ing is now underway by French oceanographers for the 
Atlannc Ocean. Model runs asslffillatmg FOCAL/SWQUAL data have compared well with 
USSR SECTIO~S dat~. Be&inn~g in 1989, it !s planned, as part of TOGA, to run the model 
~egularly t<;> proVide a rea~-tl.me mo~thly ?eScnptlOn of oceanic conditions as is currently done 
m ~h.e PaCific. Recent. statlsncaJ studies fail to substantiate claims of correlations between the 
poslnon of the Atlannc Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and Sahelian rainfall Further 
work r:eeds to be done to establish unambiguously the relationship of Sea Surface Temperatures 
to troPICaJ droughts. 

I;opressive progress can be reported in ~he Indian Ocean with the near completion of the TOGA 
nde gauge network by Professor Wyrtki; the development of new expendable bathythermograph 
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(XBT)lines by Mauritius and Pakistan, USSR oc~anographi~' studies. of air-sea interaction; and 
the contributions of Australian and French reglOnal studies. ReglOnal throughflow studles, 
however, were curtailed due the failure of a request of access to strait waters by a research 
vessel. The first attempts at numerical modelling in the Indian Ocean ,:"ere initiat~d by Florida 
State University and the Oxford University Group. The results agam emphaSize that poor 
resolution of the heat fluxes is a major problem. 

World ocean circulation experiment 

Gearing up for the implementation of the World Oce!ill Circ~lation. Experiment is currently 
presenting the greatest chaJlenge to CCCO. WOC~ will .combme ffilcrowave data from r:ew 
extensive array of deep oceanographic hydrographlc sectlOns across. a.u major ocean basms, 
direct current measurements and studies of water formanon and ffilXmg and the exchanges 
between basins. 

WOCE will be the first attempt ever to survey the ocean circulation globally, even for a brief 
period. The aim is to collect a data base that will support the development of the global eddy
resolving ocean circulation models which should be feasible with increased computer power by 
the end of the century. WOCE is expected to carry oceanography into a new era of global 
analysis and modelling, similar to the advance in meteorology as a results of the global weather 
experiment in the 1970s. 

The development of satellite observing techniques, in particular microw.ave altimetry and 
scatterometry, has made possible systematic global mapping of sea-surface height and wmdstress 
as well as the provision of information on the surface fluxes of heat and wateL Satelhtes 
especiaJIy designed for this purpose will be available durin.g the period of the Expenment. The 
programme of in-situ measurements planned for WOCE IS deSigned to ensure that the most 
detailed description possible of the ocean's circulation is obtained using other mea~~reme.nt 
techniques concurrently with the satellite observations. These measurements .are to be unhzed ~ 
the three Core Projects and will require a massive deploym~nt of t~e avaIlable oceanol;raphlc 
vessels and instruments, as well as the investment of substantial addltlOnal resources. It will also 
be necessary to upgrade existing procedures for processing d.ata exchange, an'! archivin~, and to 
establish special data analysis centers to create data bases m the form requrred for dlagnOStIc 
and prognostic modelling. 

Activities in support of the planning phase of WOCE ha,:,e been carried out th?s far mostly by 
the WOCE Scientific Steering Group and its expert workmg groups and commIttees, as well as 
within national programmes. Wider international interest is expected to. develop at the 
International WOCE Scientific Conference, to be held at Unesco Headquarters m Paris. 

The Conference will be held at Unesco Headquarters, Paris, from 28 November to 2 December 
1988. It is being hosted by IOC and sponsored jointly by mc, WMO, ICSU and SCOR. It wlll 
explain the objectives and plans of WOCE, review nati,onal plans and hopefully stimulate Wide 
international interest in the Experiment, which is considered by its planners to be a vital rung m 
the ladder leading to globaJ climate prediction. 

The Implementation Plan for the World Ocean Circulation Experim~nt (WOCE) is. be!':g 
finalized in preparation for its presentation and review at the ~terna~lOna.1 WOCE Sc~ennflc 
Conference. The Plan will be published in two volumes. The flfSt will gl~e !ill overvlev.: of 
WOCE, its organization, and specific requirements for resources needed for ItS ImplementatIon. 
The second will give the detailed scientifi~ framework for WOC~, inc1ud!ng t~e thre~ "Core 
Projects" which form the heart of the Expenment. !he Io:plementatlO? Plan IS ~emg deSigned to 
provide individuaJ scientists, institutions and nanons With the ?asls on which to assess the 
opportunities for them to participate in WOCE and to develop therr own research plans. 

As facilitating forerunners to the Conference, regional WOCE workshops were hel? in Qingdao, 
China (6-8 April 1988) and in Buenos Aires, Argentin~ (18-22 Ju.ly 1988) to. asS.ISt developmg 
countries in the regions to organize themselves for making a coordmated contrIbunon to .WOCE. 
The success of these workshops has stimulated planning for others; the next one Will hkely be 
in Singapore in early 1989. 
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WOCE-TOGA issues 

C~rtain asp~ct~ .of clim~te variability are not covered by either WOCE or TOGA, particularly 
climate vanabllity on time scales up to a. decade. WOCE is global but does not take into 
account variability, being mainly a "snapshot" description of ocean circulation. On the other 
hand, TOGA is ~ocused on the tropical ocean upper layer and its coupling to the atmosphere. 
The CCCO Tropical Atlantic Panel recognized that additional efforts were needed to address 
this g.ap. Accordingly, the Panel i.s .evolving plans for an experiment covering the whole 
AtlantIc, tha~ wou~d complet;Jent eXistIng WOCE an~ TOGA plans, and map the evolution of 
the ocean cn:C!!latIon at basm scale. Such an expef1I!1ent would allow testing of hypotheses 
based on mendIOnal heat transport that address unexplamed long-term large horizontal-scale SST 
anomalies that appear in the historical data. 

Ocean carbon dioxide programme 

It waS agreed .at CCCC?-9 that the draft CO2 proposed programme had already become outdated 
and that a rev~sed versIOn should be produced before distribution as a working document. It was 
further ~eco~mzed th~t the. te~ of reference of the CO2 Panel should be revi,sed in light of the 
~evelopmg mte~latIon.shlps WIth JGOFS. The principal change incorporates a statement to 
work co-operatIvely with JGOFS to ensure adequate measurement of satellite ocean color in

situ biological measurements, dissolved organic carbon and related carbon system measurem~nts 
and sediment flux". Membership changes were also planned. ' 

Air-sea fluxes 

Following a meeting in New Orleans, 4-9 January 1988, the JSC/CCCO working group on Air 
Sea Fluxes developed a Global Data Assimilation Programme for Air Sea Fluxes. It consists of 
two phases, The preparatory phase (1988-1990) will be devoted to a series of studies on 
meth'.lds for assimil~ting data, partic?l~ly. new forms of satellite data; the dependence of 
satellIte sensor algonthms on the assimilatIOn scheme; and the interdependence of wind and 
wave .data on both the algorithms ~d the assimilation scheme. The second phase, the fully 
operatIonal phase (1991 onwards), Will produce 6-hourly flux fields at about 10 X 10 resolution 
consistent with the then operational global forecast models. The assimilation scheme should 
e~compass all relevant microwave data including both wind and wave. infonnation. This phase 
Will be preceded by a test phase which would coincide with the calibration and validation phase 
of ERS-I. 

The Com~ttee n'.lted that the ~orking group was fulfilling its charge but expressed concern 
that certam questIons were bemg left. una~dressed. Japanese scientists, for example, have 
recen.tly shown tJ:at the ~ave-s.tress relatIOn~hlp employed by the careful filed experiments. The 
working group will conSider thiS and other field work that may have bearing on its work. 

Ocean observing system development programme (OOSDP) 

The OOSI!P. ~JT'.lUP met n:. New Or~eans, 9 January 1988. The Voluntary Observing Ship pilot 
study, the lffitIatIOn of which was stimulated by the Group, has developed a plan to establish a 
su~set of at least 50 of the voluntar~ Observing Ships (VOS) operating in the North Atlantic 
~hich have a. good record of. reportmg. Recruitment of these ships is currently underway to 
mc1ude them m the VOS Special Observation Programme - North improvement in data accuracy 
w~ich would be achieved from the VOS fleet of the World Weather Watch. CCCO endorsed 
thiS effort ~d also endorsed the maintenance of a climate satellite data base which the Group 
began as a pilot effort. Some means needs to be found to maintain and distribute it regularly. 

PaleocIimatology 

The CCCO Paleoclimatology Panel reported on several findings which may well be to IGBP in 
the context of records of past global change: 
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(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

The Vostok record of atmospheric .C02 indicates ~igh CO2 (280 ppm) during interglacial 
times and low CO2 (200 ppm) dunng glaCial maxima. 

A reconstruction of the global deep water circulation was deduced from the distribution 
of 13C in the shells of benthic foraminifera. Deep water formation occurred m the N arth 
Atlantic but not in the Norwegian Sea which remained ice-covered year round. 
Inteimediatc water was formed in the North Atlantic from the Mediterranean outflow and 
from sinking waters south of the polar front. A deep front in the Indian Ocean separated 
well oxygenated intennediate waters from cold, poorly oxygenated deep water. 

Accelerator mass spectrometry offer~ a new way ~~ obtain a I'C age. from the climat!c 
record of deep sea sediments. Comparison of C ages of benthlc and planktomc 
foraminifera in Pacific cores indicates the ventilation rate of the ocean changed from 
about 2000 years during glacial times to about 1500 years during the last 10.000 years. A 
North Atlantic core indicates deglacial warming (10" off Portugal) occurred m less than 
four centuries about 12.000 years ago. Evidence of such an abrupt climate change is also 
being found in Pacific cores. 

A time-dependent two dimensional model of the climatic system with an interactive 
ocean, atmosphere', cryosphere, and continent was run witJ: forcing by n:.solation varyi~g 
according to the Milankovitch model. The continental Ice volume Simulated was m 
agreement with the geological and isotopic record. 

Programme support 

CCCO has now been in existence fo'\. [line years, It. has traditionally been supported by its two 
sponsoring organizations, IOC and SljIJR, from thelT regular budgets. SCOR has been grate~ll 
for continuing grants from ICSU which provide a large part of SC,?R's annual financ~al 
allocation to CCCO. Similarly, IOC receives some Trust Fund contnbutIOns from cert~m 
Member States which are designated for use by CCCO. A large grant from several US agencies 
to SCOR provides the salary of the CCCO Secretary and certain opera~on~l expenses. Several 
countries have seconded staff to the programme; the CCCO Secretanat IS supported by the 
U.S.A. (2) and France (1): the International WOCE Planning Office by Canada (1), U.K. (1) 
and FRG (1). These types of support are vital to a large and complex programme such as that 
being developed and implemented by CCCO. 
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SCORiJGOFS 

Introduction 

,\t the ~ecen~. General Mee~g.?f. SCOR in Acapulco. the retiring President. Professor G. 
SIedler. Ide,ntifIed the JGOFS mlUatIve as a highlight of his tenn in office. He noted that the 
formal d~CIS~0!l to la~ch the !oint Global Ocean Flux Study under the auspices of a new 
~COR sCIentifIc plannmg COmmIttee had been taken by the Executive Committee at its meeting 
In October 1987. He expected that JGOFS will eventually constitute' an important oceanic 
component of IGBP .and close contacts have already been established between the two 
programmes. This relationship was the subject of discussions between the SCOR officers and 
Professor J. McCarthy in Acapu1co. 

The first st~ps in pla~ning f~r JGOFS were taken in. early 1987 when SCOR. at the request of 
se,:era~ .natIOnal. and mternatIOl!al .bodIes m.terested m flux studies. convened an International 
SCIentifIc P~~mg and Coordmauon Meetulg at. ICSU headquarters in February. It brought 
together sC.IentIsts !T0~ a number .of countnes who are active in studies of major 
blOgeochenucal studIes m order to dISCUSS current and planned national and international 
researc~ progranmIes. in this field. The meeting was asked to consider whether it would be 
appr.opnate, to establish and develop an international coordinated programme of ocean flux 
?tudIes WhICh would pro:Vlde a framework for cooperation between existing national programmes 
In. the ~eld of fl~x studIes and With related mternational experiments such as the World Ocean 
Crrculauon Expenment (WOCE). the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Programme of 
ICSU. 

That meeting heard presentations about a number of existing programmes of ocean flux studies 
(U~A. FRG. UK. France. Japan) and about relevant activities in other countries such as Canada. 
Ch~a. and The Netherlands. It became clear that while these national programmes have different 
specifIC emphases (the European studies focus more strongly on coastal zones. for example). 
there are many common goals and elements to be found among them. The unanimous decision 
was taken that there should be an internationally coordinated Joint Global Ocean Flux StudY 
whose goal was stated as follows: . 

To detennine and understand on a global scale the processes controlling the time-varying 
fluxes of carbon :u;d associated biogenic elements in the ocean. and to evaluate the 
related exchanges WIth the atmosphere. the sea floor and continental boundaries. 

O~e rati.onale for JGOFS was that plans for studies of oceanic biogeochemical cycles already 
eXlste.d . m a num~er of countnes and It was agreed that major benefits could be gained by 
combmmg these m a. coordinated i?ternational effort. A central focus on the carbon cycle is 
exp.ec~ed to help elUCIdate the questIOns surrounding the fate of anthropogenic CO2, About half 
of It .IS know to be taken up by the oceans. but the processes by which this occurs and the 
capaCIty of the ocean to absorb increasing levels of CO2 are largely unknown. Thus. JGOFS is 
extremely relevant to the WCRP and IGBP. 

A long-tenn go~ for JGO~S has been defined: to establish strategies for observing on long time 
scales. changes m ocean bIOgeochemical cycles in relation to climate change. 

The possib~e basic elemen~s of a JGOFS programme were discussed under the categories of 
global studIes. process studIes. co~tal ocean studies and modelling activities. It was agreed that 
a global oceanIc. CO2 pr?Ject whIch had been considered in the context of WOCE. should be 
planned and carned out mstead by JGOFS in close association with WOCE. A statement was 
Issued and sent to various satellite agencies stressing the importance of satellite ocean color 
measurements for JGOFS. 

In .co":s~dering h?w JGOFS .could best be planned and organized. it was agreed to propose that a 
SCIentIfIc Plannmg Com~ttee be established under the auspices of SCOR. The meeting 
suggested that SCOR conSIder the followmg terms of reference for this committee: 
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To identify the fundamental scientific issues and detailed goals and objectives for an 
international Joint Global Ocean Flux Study; 

To develop a scientific plan and to establish requirements for carrying it out; 

To recommend the necessary actions to be taken to implement the plan and coordinate 
and manage the resulting activities; 

To collaborate. as appropriate. with other related programmes and plauning activities; 

To report regularly to SCOR and related bodies on the state of planning and 
accomplishments of JGOFS. 

The participants in the February 1987 planning meeting also wished to take advantage of the 
enthusiasm and momentum generated by their discussions. It was recognized that the North 
Atlantic is the best studied of the ocean basins and that this ocean i~ a priori the best possible 
place to develop process studies and document the variability of the carbon system. It was also 
recognized that several countries were already planning programmes in this basin. It was. 
therefore; decided to convene a workshop in order to consider the feasibility of coordinating 
these programmes in a scientifically beneficial manner. The offer of France to host this 
workshop at the Ecole Poly technique in Paris was accepted and it took place in September 1987 
under the Chairmanship of Or. M. Whitfield (UK). 

The specific topics to be addressed by the North Atlantic Planning Workshop included: 

Detailed information on national ship tracks. mooring plans and scientific programmes; 

Advantages and disadvantages of combined national efforts; 

Satellite data variability and interpretation; 

Modelling. theory and data management; 

Upper ocean programmes (water column studies); 

Benthic flux studies. 

It was expected that this workshop would provide an international perspective for the scheduling 
of individual national programmes of ocean flux studies in the North Atlantic and for an 
assessment of the proposed scientific objectives and geographical coverage of these programmes. 
Taking into account the goals for JGOFS as stated at the first international planning meeting. 
the workshop was also expected to see to what extent it will be feasible and beneficial to 
coordinate national efforts in an international study of ocean fluxes in the North Atlantic Ocean. , 

The main results of the North Atlantic Planning Workshop was the recommendation that a 
JGOFS Pilot Study take place in 1989. This effort will be a process-oriented study. focusing on 
the spring bloom and associated phenomena. progressing from south to north. The major 
international effort would be concentrated on a series of stations and moorings along the 20 W 
line in the northeast Atlantic basin. The meeting broke into a series of working groups on 
process Studies and Integrative Topics which addresse? questions arising frO?! the ;tarious 
national presentations such as the needs for process studIes. the advantages of tIme .senes and 
transect studies. the benefits of international coordination for JGOFS studies in the North 
Atlantic. and so on. These groups formulated recommendations on upper ocean stud.ies. particle 
flux studies. benthic flux studies. boundary exchanges. issues of modelling. samplIng strategy 
and data management for JGOFS. remote sensing and basin-scale studies. The meet!ng ~nded 
with a serious consideration of the urgency and complexity of some of the plannIng Issues 
which needed to be addressed in order for a JGOFS Pilot Study to be underway in early 1989. 
It was recognized that they presented a challenge which could only be met by a coordInated 
international effort. 
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Sioce these two prelirnioary planniog meetings SCOR has moved to approve the 
recommendation that there should be a Joiot Global Ocean Flux StUdy conducted under its aegis 
and has established an international planning Committee for JGOFS with the following 
membership: 

B. Zeitzschel, FRG, Chairman 
P. Brewer, USA, Vice-chairman 
H. de Baar, The Netherlands 
O. Brown, USA 
S. Calvert, Canada 
K. Denman, Canada 
J.c. Duplessy, France 
H. Elderfield, UK 
R. Eppley, USA 
M. Fasham, UK 
D. Hu, Chioa 
1. Koike, Japan 
K. Kremling, FRG 
J.F. Mioster, France 
T. Platt, Canada 
S. Tambiev,USSR 

The Committee also has a number of corresponding Members, among them Professors J. 
McCarthy and T. Nemoto of the SC-IGGB. For the time beiog, all staff support for the JGOFS 
programme is beiog provided by the SCOR Executive Secretary although an effort to establish a 
JGOFS Secretariat is underway. 

JGOFS activities to date 

The first meeting of the JGOFS Committee took place io Miami io January. The meetiog 
concentrated on two major items: the development of a Science Plan for JGOFS and the 
establishment of planniog and management strategies for the Pilot Study. 

The Science Plan, to be produced during 1988, will provide the scientific background and 
rationale for JGOFS, will identify and elaborate upon its detailed scientific objectives, discuss 
the technical problems to be solved io order to meet these objectives, and iotroduce prelirnioary 
proposals for strategies to meet them. . 

The Committee approved the recommendation of the North Atlantic Planniog Workshop that 
there should be a coordioated programme on the 20" W transect (see above). The JGOFS North 
Atlantic Pilot Study, which will begio io early 1989, is beiog coordinated by a group of national 
chief scientists from the participating countries (Canada, FRG, The Netherlands, UK and USA). 

At its first meetiog the Committee established two working groups on topics which it considered 
needed to be addressed on an urgent basis; Data Management and Modelliog. The Data 
Management group will give first priority to issues which can be resolved before the Pilot Smdy 
while the Modelliog group will begio by reviewing existing models to determine which 
biogeochernical and physical parameters and fluxes appear to be most critical io controlling the 
global distribution of CO2 , nutrients and other biogeochemical tracers. This is expected to yield 
results which will iofluence the design of sampling strategies for JGOFS. 

The JGOFS Committee has agreed that it should not be preoccupied with the Pilot StUdy at this 
early stage and should focus on the development of the Science Plan. There are, however, some 
existing plans for flux studies io the Pacific Ocean which may well benefit from coordioation. 
Accordiogly, an ad-hoc Pacific planniog group has been workiog in correspondence towards a 
JGOFS Pacific Planniog Workshop which is expected to take place in late 1989 after the 
Science Plan is published. 
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The Second Session of the JGOFS Committee took place recently in The Hague (Sept. 13 - 15). 
The meeting was hosted by The Netherlands Matine Research Foundation as were subsequent 
meetings of the JGOFS North Atlantic Pilot Study Cruise Coordinating Committee and the 
newly-established CCCO/JGOFS CO2 Panel. 

The main result of the JGOFS Committee meeting itself was that substa.ntial prog~ess was made 
towards the development of the JGOFS Science Plan. It bega~ WIth ~ reVIew of recent 
developments in national plans for oceanic flux studies a.nd o~ mformatIon on actIVltles. m 
countries not yet formally involved in JGOFS. These dISCUSSlO~S revealed an. encouragmg 
proliferation of plans for programs in several regions of the world s ocean, reachmg well 1Oto 
the early 1990's. 

The status of planning for the North Atlantic Pilot Study was reviewed b~efly by the JGOFS 
Committee - a subsidiary committee chaired by Dr. T. Platt (Ca.:'ada), WhICh also met m The 
Hague has the lead responsibility for the development of the PIlot Study. T~e. plans for thIS 
proces~ study of the 1989 phytoplankton. bloom along the 20 degree West mendtan mvolve SIX 
countries and are now in a very advanced stage. 

While the Pilot Study plans are progressing un~er the l~adership o.f this Cruise Coordioating 
Committee, the JGOFS Committee itself turned Its attentlOn to .the. Important Issues of longer
term plans for the overall program. Prelirnioary plans alre~dy eXlst m a number of countnes. for 
regional and process studies io the Pacific and An~arctIc O~eans. However, the Commlttee 
renewed its commitment to produce a "Science Plan before It proceeds any further wIth the 
development of an internationally coordioated JGOFS .field program beyond the North ~tlant1c 
Pilot Study. Such a document is intended to en.unctate the overall goals and ObjectIves ~f 
JGOFS, to provide the acientific rationale for varlOUS ~omponents of the prograI?me appron~ 
and to describe the basic strategies (global survey, reglOnal and basm-scale studIes, modelhng 
and process studies) to be used in addressiog the scientific problems. 

Other issues discussed by the JGOFS Committee iocluded remote sensiog and fumre color . 
scanners (what is the level of precision required for these mstruments?), cooperatI?n WIth 
WOCE, particularly with regard to global in situ measurement pr?gra.n?s for CO2 and pIgments, 
and the lioks between JGOFS and other international global SCIentIfIc programs. such as the 
International Geosphere-Biosphere Program ("Global Change") and the InternatIOnal Global 
Atmospheric Chemistry Program. 

The new CCCO/JGOFS CO2 Panel will take the lead io plann~g a. global ~urvey of ~ceanic 
carbon properties io conjunction with the WOCE program. At ItS fust meetmg, the status of 
national plans were discussed, as were technical issues of measurements of ~he carb~n. system, 
chemical models, links to atmospheric measurement programs and modellmg actlVltles, data 
management, and so on. 

The JGOFS science plan 

Although JGOFS has been in existence for a very short time, the Con:mitt~e has agreed, as 
noted above, to give a very high priority to the ~evelop~ent of a baSIC sClentIfic document 
before proceediog to make detailed plans for the mternatlOnal programme. (o~h.er th~ for the 
North Atlantic Pilot StUdy). Such a document would elaborate upon the SCIentifIC ratIOnale and 
plan Chairman drew a parallel with WOCE for which a "Scienti~c Plan .for the WOCE" was 
published by WMO io 1986. This publication has become a baSIC workmg document f~r the 
WOCE community and is about to be complemented by a "WOC~ ImplementatlOn Plan . For 
JGOFS (unlike WOCE), however, many of th~ fundame.ntal equatlOns and parameters are not 
known, or are poorly understood at best. For thIS reason, It wa~ su&ges~ed ~hat a J~OFS SClence 
Plan would need to include more objective analysis of the baSIC sClent.Ifi~ mfo~at1on than doe~ 
the WOCE plan. A JGOFS Science Plan must also demonstra~e that It IS fe~sIble t<; develop a 
truly global plan for flux studies which is not simply a compIlatIOn. of eXIstmg natlOnal plans. 
Issues of technology need to be solution of old problems. Fmally, It has been agreed that th~ 
JGOFS Science Plan should be regarded as an evolviog document which can be. reVIse 
periodically. In other words, the existence of a formal document ought not to hmIt the 
development of new scientific ideas for JGOFS. 
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In the discussion at the two sessions of JGOFS, many ideas have been exchanged as to the 
content and fonnat of the proposed JGOFS Science Plan. Some suggestions as to its format 
were seen to have the disadvantage of pre-imposing an experimental plan upon the scientific 
problems which require discussion. It was agreed that these problems need to be presented in 
detail before a strategy for their solution is developed in the Science Plan. There was a 
consensus that issues of modelling and the needs of JGOFS for developments in this field must 
be addressed in the plan. Another important feature of the plan is that it must emphasize the 
global nature of JGOFS. 

The committee has reviewed the original statement of the goal of JGOFS as formulated by the 
first international planning meeting. In its view, this goal needs to be restated in a much more 
specific and detailed manner. As an example, the central question" for JGOFS relates to the fate 
of about half of the 5 to 6 gigatons of carbon produced annually from the burning of fossil 
fuels. About half of this can be accounted for in the increasing levels of carbon in the 
atmosphere, while the fate of the levels of carbon in the atmosphere, while the fate of the 
remaining 2 to 3 gigatons, presumably absorbed by the ocean, is not well understood. The 
relative importance of physical processes (transport from the surface layer by deep water 
renewal) and biological processes (new production in the surface layer and subsequent removal 
by sinking in detritus and faecal pellets) is a subject of debate in the scientific community. 
Current estimates indicate that (35+/-10) x 10' torts of carbon are removed annually from the 
euphotic zone by physical transport processes while new production accounts for about (20+/-
10) x 10' tons/yr. Given these estimates and margins of error, it would appear that the 
importance of the biological and physical processes may be similar, but it must be recalled that 
the amount of anthropogenic carbon absorbed by the ocean is an order of magnitude less than 
these figures (i.e. 2-3 x 10' tons). Thus, it was agreed that a central goal of JGOFS should be to 
improve our ability to estimate new production by at least one order of magnitude in order to 
determine the capability of this "biological pump" to be pathway for a significant fraction of the 
2-3 x 10' tons of carbon that enter the ocean each year from physical processes will also be 
required from WCCE in order for the oceanographic community to address questions of global 
change arising from increasing levels of atmospheric and oceanic CO, due to the burning of 
fuels. 

The Committee agreed that this was a scientifically appropriate expansion of the original goal of 
JGOFS and that this type of approach should be taken in developing the first sections of the 
Science Plan before strategies for solving such problems are discussed. At its second meeting 
the Committee approved the following "specific objectives", or expansion of the basic goal of 
JGOFS: 

To study the biogeochemical processes which control and modify organic and inorganic 
carbon and associated biogenic elements. This objective implies the quantification of 
these and other processes involved in the cycles of elements, mainly oceanic transport. 

To det~nnine the ~esponse of biogeochemical processes to physical and chemical forcing 
and therr perturbatlOns over seasonal to secular time scales. This will be achieved through 
process studies, large scale satellite and in-situ data acquisition programmes and the 
development of coupled physical and biogeochemical models of the ocean. 

To dete.rmine the. response of the biogeochemical processes to anthropogenic 
perturbauons. ~ parucular the role of the ocean in moderating the atmospheric increase 
ill anthropogemc CO, must be understood. This sets the time frame within which the 
JGOFS programme should be run. The required observation programme should be 
achieved d~g the next d~cade because it is necessary to describe the present state of 
the system ill order to predIct future changes. This also sets the precision to be achieved 
because of the expected magnitude of the anthropogenic perturbation. 

The format of the Science Plan for JGOFS was deternIined as follows: 

(1) Introductory section with historical perspective, rationale and restatement of original goal. 

(2) Expansion of the original goal into a series of detailed scientific objectives to be 
a?dressed by JGOFS. In addition to the improvement of estimates of new production 
dISCUSSed above, other examples of such problems may be the ways in which carbon is 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

partitioned into various pools in the ocean, the relationships between total production and 
new and recycled production, the importance of secondary production,. bacterial 
production and grazing in the carbon cycle, the effects of seasonahty on. grazmg m the 
carbon cycle, the effects of seasonaIity on fluxes, the effec~s of boundarIes such as the 
ocean bottom (burial and re-suspension) or continental margms o~ the global balances of 
biogenic substances, the effects of advection and mesoscale eddIes on chemical cycles, 
and so on. ". 

The scientific basis for the global survey - this chapter will contain a number of sections 
on the need for fundamental data, new technologies and the opportunIlles they present for 
rapid advances (satellite ocean color scanners, computing, new instrumentatio~, et~.), the 
needs for specialized data sets for the establishment of sea truths, a conslderatlOn of 
present modelling capabilities and the problems of assimilation of satellite data, and so 
on. 

The next chapter will address questions of methods and measurement protocols. This will 
build upon the work of the groups of experts for the twenty "core measurements" of the 
North Atlantic Pilot Study (see below). 

A series of regional descriptions will follow with statements of specific objectives for 
each, infonnation on other programmes in the region (~.g., TOG~ and ,,:"OCE), special 
problems posed for operations there and recommendauon for actIOn. ThiS chapter WIll 
begin with a statement on the scientific basis for the division of the world ocean into 
these regions for planning purposes. 

The fmal chapter will be on process studies for JGOFS. The ~asin a~d global surveys 
may provide infonnation on specific parameter~ and on therr spatIal and temporal 
variability, but they will not yield an understandmg of the rates of transforroatlOns of 
matter and energy, the influence of physical forcing on these rates or of the factors 
controlling fluxes and biogeochemical cycles. A "general prescription" for process studies 
is under development for inclusion in this chapter and specific studies and sites will be 
recommended. 

Authors have been identified for all of these sections and the Committee agreed upon a 
schedule of the preparation of the Science Plan by various drafting groups, under the leadership 
of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of JGOFS with coordination and editing being done 
through the SCOR Secretariat. It is expected that an advanced draft document will be avai labIe 
to all JGOFS Committee members for consideration at the third JGOFS meeting in February 
1989. 

The JGOFS North Atlantic pilot study 

As noted above the JGOFS Committee has established a Pilot Study Cruise Coordinating 
Committee which has now held two meetings in preparation for the start-up of the Pilot Study 
on March 1, 1989. This group has identified the following scientific objectives for the Pilot 
Study: 

The overall objective of the Pilot Study will be to. study aspects. of the carbon cycle and relat~d 
biogeochemical cycles with reference to the evolutIOn of the spnng phytoplankton .bloom and ItS 
northward passage along 20" W, with the goals of: . 

i) Laying the operational basis for a 10 year inter national study of ocean biogeochemical 
fluxes; 

ii) 

iii) 

Working towards an essential set of core measurement~ for b~ogeochemical flux. studies 
to be made by standardized procedures, thereby Improvmg the compatIbIlIty of 
observations made by different national programmes; 

Testing and developing procedures at the international level for data manag~ment, 
archiving and exchange and incorporation of these data into the next generallon of 
models; 
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iv) Development and testing of techniques for measuring essential biogechemical properties 
not presently observable by routine methods; 

v) Collecting information required to improve assimilation of remotely-sensed data into 
oceanic biogeochemical flux studies. 

The. ~sta?lish.ment o~ the Cruise Coordinating Committee with representation of each country 
pamcIpatmg m the PIlot Study (Canada, FRG, France, UK and USA) is intended to ensure that 
the Study is a truly coordinated effort rather than a series of loosely linked national cruises. For 
example there is a specific need for coordination of the NASA aircraft overflights with the 
cruise schedules, and with those of additional aircraft for remote sensing during the Pilot Study. 

Other questions such as data, standards and intercalibration are being resolved amongst the 
nations participating in the Pilot Study. The North Atlantic Planning Workshop identified "a 
;ealistic set of 'core' measurements which would be made by all participating nations". They 
mclude: 

Meteorology, CID, CTD O2 probes, O2 - Winkler, Optics, Nutrients, Total CO2, POC, PON, 
DOC, Ph~toplan~on Pigmen~s, . Biomass: Bacteria, Cyanobacteria; Mesoplankton; 
MIcroplankl1on, Pnmary Producl1on: by l'C; by O2, New production, Bacterial production, 
Grazing: by mesoplankton; by microplankton, Sediment Traps: floating; moored 

A group of four or five national experts from the participating nations was established for each 
of t~e. core measurements. They were charged with defining a standardized protocol and desired 
preCISIOn for each measurement, evaluating the need for intercalibrations and defining a 
reasonable deadline for the submission of data to the JGOFS database. The reports of these 
twenty groups were all prepared via telemail exchanges and were considered at the recent 
meeting of the Cruise Coordinating Committee. Certain issues have been referred back to the 
groups for elaboration prior to the next meeting in December 1989. It is expected that the 
protocols for the core measurements will be issued to all Pilot Study participants immediately 
after that meeting. 

The Pilot Study meeting also reviewed and refined the schedule for the 1989 20" W cruises in 
order to maximize the spatial and temporal coverage from the onset of the sprfug bloom. It gave 
detailed consideration to issue of aircraft remote sensing, racing decisions on the use of the 
NASA Airborne Oceanographic Lidar during a thirty-six day period in May and June. 

Finally, in order to ensure that the best possible use is made of the information gathered during 
the Pilot Study and that the experience gained is used to best advantage in planning JGOFS on 
a larg~r scale, the JGOFS Committee intends to organize a Pilot Study data synthesis and 
analYSIS workshop m early 1990, followed by a Pilot Study scientific evaluation symposium 
later in the year. . 
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SCOSTEP 

The Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP) was established by ICSU as 
an inter-union body to promote and coordinate international interdis~iplinary programs in solar
terrestrial physics. This discipline deals wiili the study. of the generatIOn, ~ow and dlsslpatlO': of 
energy and the transfer of mass in the solar-terrestrIal system (the cham of ~oupled regIOns 
comprising the solar photosphere and corona, solar wmd,. mag.netosp~ere, IOnosp~ere and 
atmosphere), and ilie study of relevant physical and chenucal mteraCl10n mechamsms and 
associated effects on the total Earth system. 

During the past decade, SCOSTEP has aided the scientific community by org~izing many 
proposed studies of ilie solar-terrestrial environment into coherent programmes of mternatIOnal 
scientific cooperation and by establishing speCial d.ata. ~d info~mation services for these 
programs. These programs were focused largely on mdlvldual regIOns of the solar-terrestrial 
system. 

Solar -terrestrial research has reached a point in its evolution where it needs a high~r level of 
research organization. A new program is being organized, c~led S?lar-Terrestrlal Energy 
Program 1990-1995 (STEP), which wi~l focus on th~ solar-terrestrlal envlron~ent as a complex 
interactive system whose overall behavIOr often draSl1cally d~p~s from the s~mple superposltlon 
of its parts. The main goal of STEP is to advance the quantItatlVe understandmg of th~ couplIng 
mechanisms iliat are responsible for the transfer of energy and m~ss from one regIOn of the 
solar-terrestrial system to another. It will involve ground-based, arrcraft, .balloon,. rocket and 
satellite experiments; theory and simulation studies; and dedicated data and mformatlOn systems. 
STEP has been endorsed by the ICSU General Committee at its 1987 meeting in Rome. 

The basic framework of STEP consists of five· Priority Areas. Of these, three should be of 
specific interest to the IGBP program. They are listed below, with a ~rief description .of therr 
goals (from Solar-Terrestrial Energy Program: A Framework for ACl1on, SCOSTEP, m press 
1988). 

The sun as a source of energy and disturbance 

To achieve an understanding of the principal source mechanisms for electromagnetic and 
corpuscular emissions on the sun and in the solar env~onment.' and to formulate phYSIcal 
models to improve the predictability of short-term perturbatlOns (mmutes to days) and long-term 
variability (years to decades). 

Middle atmosphere response to forcing from above and below 

To achieve and understanding of the response of the middle atmosphere to changes in solar a~d 
near-space inputs and to volcanic, tectonic, meteorological, biospheric and anthropogemc 
activity, and to study the extent to which this response feeds back to the geosphere regIons 
below and above. 

Solar variability effects in region adjacent to the earth's surface 

To determine the influences of solar variability on the physical and chemical properties and the 
large-scale behavior of the lower atmosphere, on man-made. technologic.al systems, on earth 
currents and on biota, and to formulate, test and study mechanIsms responSIble for these effects. 

SCOSTEP wishes to collaborate very closely with the IGBP in the planning and implementation 
of these three Priority Areas of STEP. . 

Regarding the study of solar variability processes, the emphasis for specific ~ooperative work 
could be on "Long-Term Measurements of Solar Output", as described in seCl10ns 4.1, 4.2 and 
4.3 in STP Newsletter 1986 No. 1. (It should be noted that, quite obviously, this project could 
not be accomplished during the short span of ISY.) 
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Regarding the middle atmosphere, the specific cooperative SCOSTEP-IGBP work could be on 
the topic "The Upper Atmosphere as a Processing Region for Variable Inputs of Solar, 
Terrestrial and Anthropogenic Origin", as described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 of the STP 
Newsletter 1986. 

With respect to the third Priority Area described above, emphasis for cooperative work could be 
ou the "Global Electric Circuit" as described in Section 3.3 of the STP Newsletter 1986; as well 
as on a systematic study of, and search for possible mechanisms responsible for, the 
discriminatory role played by the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in the correlation or anti
correlation between tropospheric parameters in specific regions and solar activity. 

SCOSTEP is prepared to establish a Liaison Group between the Working Groups assigned to 
the three Priority Areas (Drs. Marcos Machado, Marvin Geller and Karin Labitzke, respective 
Chairmen) and the SC-IGBP. 

Resolution from SCOSTEP council June 26-27, 1986 

Taking into account the oral report by Dr. Juan G. Roederer on recent developments in the 
planning of the IGBP, and having duly examined the written report by the ICSU/Global Change 
Working Group on Upper Atmosphere and Near Space (UANS), entitled "A Program for the 
STudy of the Long-Term Behavior of the Upper Atmosphere and Near-Earth Space 
Environment!! . 

The council of SCOSTEP 

Endorses the recommendations and proposals put forth by the Working Group in said 
report; 

Expresses concern about the persistent indications that the ICSU ad hoc Planning Group 
on Global Change may severely restrict the scope of the IGBP by focussing mainly on 
biospheric processes or systems; 

Urges the ad hoc Planning Group to restore in full the original intention of the IGBP as a 
programme dealing with physical, chemical and biological interactions that regulate the 
total earth system; and 

Urges ICSU (1) to accept the recommendations made by the Working Group on UANS; 
(2) to incorporate the basic scientific questions formulated by the Working Group as an 
integral part of the scientific goals of the IGBP; (3) to establish a Scientific Working 
Group structure that reflects the importance of the role of the variability of energy and 
mass inputs and the role of the outer layers of the geosphere in interactive processes 
governing the total earth system; and (4) to include representatives from SCOSTEP in the 
membership of the Scientific Committee on Global Change. 
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UITA 

Conscious of the vital importance of the IGBP objectives for the long term future of the 
technical development and for the technological options UIT A has confirmed its intention to 
provide specific contributions with its Association Members to the achievement of the IGBP 
during the 1990 decade. This confirmation has be~n given by the UITA General Assembly held 
in PARIS at UNESCO headquarters on 21-24 April 1988. 

For this goal, a special working group, chaired by Mr. Joseph Jacquet, has been set up in the 
UITA Environment Committee in order to define concrete projects of contributions in the IGBP, 
this task been performed jointly with the Associations Members and in agreement with the 
ICSU organization board. It is recalled here that one of the major objectives of the IGBP is the 
study of the impact of all human activities ~ the operatio~ of the Geosphere-Bi~sphere system 
at the scale of the next coming century, mamly the evolutIOn of the planetary clImate WIth the 
potential influence of man on its dynamics and the assessment of any anthropogenic global 
impact on the total Earth System. 

The present paper introduces the UITA intentions and provides a provisional up t? date 
statement on its proposals of participation in the IGBP for the attentIOn of the IGBP SClentIfIc 
Advisory Council. 

An action has been undertaken with the different International Technical Associations Members 
of UITA in order to identify the IGBP repercussions in their specific fields of interest and to 
incite them to participate on its accomplishment by contribu~ing of their technical competence. 
As a matter of fact the Scientific Community needs informatIOn on the technologIcal stakes and 
the socio-economical consequences of foreseeable changes of the planetary environment. In 
other respects, it is always in search of reliable data, integrated in planetary scale, on the wastes 
produced by human activities and spread in the different receiving bodies of the Geosphere
Biosphere System. These data have to be related both to the past and the present ages WIth 
projections in the future in order to identify or assess the global Impact on the Earth System. 

From now on the thoughts of the UITA - IGBP Working Group are focused around two centers 
of concrete actions corresponding to well identified gaps or insufficiencies: 

On the one hand, in the field of the quantified assessment of global impact of man in his 
environment; 

On the other hand concerning the diffusion and the transfer of scientific results towards 
users, like policy and technical decision-makers, managers of planetary resources, etc ... 

Collection and elaboration of data 

The first focus deals with the collection and the elaboration of reliable data of planetary scale to 
quantify the environmental disturbances brought by human activities - mainly by their waste 
production. These data affect always an history with its three components: the past, the present 
and the future as it can be assessed from the different scenarios of development conSIdered for 
the next coming century, the planetary and prospective dimensions being here essential. Each of 
these three components includes its proper uncertainties which have to be evaluated taking IUtO 
account other factors depending on: 

whether industrialized or developing countries are concerned; 

whether the types of sources of wastes: ~dustria~, do~estic or agricul.tural ones - moving 
or fixed ones - concentrated or diffuse Wlth consIderatlon to the techmcal development. 

The Scientific Community is here in situation of demand to:-vards the technical and 
technological Organizations able to collect and provide such data WIth a quality label IU theIr 
own field of competence. Can be mentioned as examples: 
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Data related to the various energy consumption and fuel fossil use scenarios; 

Pollutant rejections from heavy industry (chemical, metal, etc ... ) and from transportation 
systems (motor vehicles); 

Data related to fertilizers consumption, carbon release through deforestation and 
agricultural practices, etc ... 

An application of this proposal could be tried on some specific atmospheric pollutants in 
cooperation with the International Union of Associations for the Prevention of the Atmospheric 
Pollution (UIAPAP). 

It is. yery important ~at. one . s~ould make sure that this Un: A proposal does not overlap 
actlv1l1es undertaken wlthm eXlstmg data banks or other organlZatlOns interested, or at least 
UIT A should act in total concert with these structures. Human and financial means have to be 
found. to perform on the statistical collected data critical inventories, necessary representativeness 
apprmsement, and coherence tests of sets : the problems of extrapolation and integration versus 
space and time will be considered with a special attention combined with the definition of local 
and regional. ~dexes to guide the operations. It has to be stressed that such a participation of 
UIT A ASsocmtlOns members is a matter of long term involvement implying continuity of action 
at least for the decennial duration of the IGBP. 

Communication topics 

The implementation of such an ambitious progranlffie as IGBP implies that immense efforts 
should be made to establish permanent communication during its achievement: 

First ~ithin the Scientific Community in order to overcome "disciplinary" 
compartJmentations and converge the studies on the transdisciplinary objectives defmed; 

and ~~o in a "downstream direction", that is to say towards engineers, technicians, 
practlclOns, decision-makers and managers, so that a constructive dialogue may be 
establ!sh ~etween "funda'!lental" scientists and users of research results facing particularly 
the chmatlc challenge which IS acknowledged as characterizing the century to come. 

The second UIT A proposal refers to the communication topics with the setting up of a 
permanent cell of scientific information intended for political and/or technical decision-makers 
concerned by "the long -term". The project consists in establishing a perennial structure, serving 
as a. "node" of direct relationships between the scientific community and the decision makers 
responsible for global environment protection, and being in charge of very precise missions as: 

Regular updating of scientific knowledge synthesis highlighting the attainments and 
u.ncerta!nties in the different subject areas of the program, the reliability of the available 
slffiulatlon tools for assessing the impact of human activities, for instance on the global 
climate; 

Promotion of the dialogue between scientists, technicians and/or decision-makers on 
precise themes related to the taking into account of the impact of human action on the 
global environment, its long term practical consequences, and the political and 
technological decisions to be taken; 

Dissemi~ation of information, considered as having an objectivity (or independence) label 
by a Wide audience in the general public, following the development of the research 
work. 

Ability to meet all requests for information relating to the carrying out and stakes of the 
program; 

Organization of interdisciplinary meetings between participants involved in the program. 
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Such a list is only indicative and a consultation with the international organizations involved in 
the Global Change programme is of the highest importance to determine accurately the structure 
and attributions of such a cell which is to be a living organism rather than a more 
documentation conservatory or a new bureaucratic realization. The scope' at stake here is 
important since the UIT A proposal is aiming at establishing a permanent structure (of the sa'!le 
duration as that of IGBP), of international purpose, of non governmental nature to protect Its 
independence, mastered by some perwnalities selected and recognized of by b?t1.' partie~ and in 
charge of missions that must be clearly distinguishe~ .from those of a?"ead~ eXlstmg bodies such 
as SCOPE, the emphasis being put on the specifically global dlffienslOn of the problems 
mentioned. 

As above mentioned, these proposals are given here as an indica~on and require careful critical 
investigations, in one hand, to define accurately the correspondmg needs and, on the ot~er 
hand to ensure the adequacy of the project to real needs identified by all the concerned parties. 
Fro~ this point of view the UIT A - IGBP working group remains at the disposal of the IGBP 
Executive Committee and Scientific Advisory Council, in particular of its "Data an~ ~fo.rmation 
Systems" Working Group, in order to put in concrete form the UITA hoped partlclpatlOns for 
the IGBP accomplishment. 
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WDC 

Background 

The ICSU World Data Center (WDC) System is a dynamic international network of active 
gr?ups, many of them. closely asso.ciate? with ~esearch activities, collecting, cataloging and, in 
;nany c~ses, reformattmg, geophYSical mformatlOn; many of the Centers produce higher level 
mforrnatlon produ~ts of use. t? the research community. The WDC System consists of three 
complex. Centers, I.e., compnsmg all or nearly all of the disciplines of the IGY and new areas 
added smce then: WDC-A, USA; WDC-B, USSR; WDC-D China. In addition there are 
specialized discipline Centers i~ give couI!tries in Eur~pe (wOC-CI) and in Japan (WDC-C2). 
At present, the ~yste.m compn~es 27 active Centers m full operation, and the 9 Centers of 
WDC-D Just gettmg mto operatIOn. WDC-D includes a Center on Environment and Renewable 
Resources, of particular importance to IGBP and the first such Center in the system. 

Some o! the C~~ters are network together through computer-to-computer linkages, enabling easy 
productIOn of Jomt catalogs and file sharing. As part of the efforts to make the Centers more 
,:seful to each other and to researche~s, possibilities are being investigated of increasing such 
lmkages throughout the system, espeCIally among the Centers engaged in solar-terrestrial work 
and those that will support the IGBP. 

WDC-A is actively invo~ved in publication of large data sets on Compact Disk Read-Only
Memory (CD-ROM), wh.lch hold. up to 670 Megabytes of data, with very low error rates. 
Acc~ss software can proVIde f?r dIsplay and manipulation capabilities of the data, as well as for 
corngendum, read out automatically whenever the file to be corrected is addressed. 

Comments on Global Change Report No.4 

This Report contains a section on Data Management and Information Systems, stemming from 
the August 198~ Moscow Study Conference on Data Management for IGBP. The WDC Panel 
co-sponsored thIS conference, assisted in the organization and logistics, and assured that many 
data technology eXl?ert~ attended. The Panel and the representatives of the WDC Centers who 
attended are enthus~astlc that the .WI?C system be involved in data planning for IGBP, for at 
least two reasons: (1) the I~Bl:' s~IeI?-tlsts wh.o plan. observational programmes may not be aware 
of th~ r~sources, and therr hmItatlon, aVailable m the Centers, which will be the ultimate 
reposltones of the IGBP data sets; and (!i), the Centers, by being involved early in the planning 
process, m~y pe able to strengthen therr resources and budgets using early knowledge to be 
more effective partners to the research community in the IGBP studies that will take place over 
the next sever~ decad~s. Financial and adequate data budgets are of great concern to be WDC 
system, and will be ~Iscuss~d m somewhat more detail below. Following are some comments 
bas.ed o~ prog~ammatlc sectIOns of the Report. These are not intended to be exhaustive but 
mamly IlIu~tra~ve o~ the kinds of data problems that IGBP must solve if the next generation of 
research SCIentists. ~Ill carry out the modeling and analyses needed to document and understand 
gl~bal. change .. It. IS Imp<?rta~t to remember t~at a projiramme such as IGBP has rather long-term 
obJectives. lI!dIVIdu~1 SCIentists to asses the mformatlon bases being started under IGBP. These 
d~ta bases WIll outhve many of the scientists who plan them, and in some cases even those who 
wIll be assessed, correcte?, and for';!atte~ for use and archiving, it will be too late to go back 
and retake any of th~m corre~t1y. ~t IS the task of the program planners, assisted by data 
experts and technologIsts, to do It as nght as we know how, from the very beginning. 

Atmospheric Chemistry 

T~e proposed IGBP activities include monit0r!ng many chemical species in the troposphere. In 
thIS regard, the WDC system need~ stren~emng. The UNEP Global Environmental Monitoring 
System (GEMS) sponsors ~ mternatlo~al n~twork of stations making a variety of 
measurements. Th~ WMO,. ~ collaboration WIth GEMS, coordinates an activity called 
Ba<;kground P.oIlutlOn Momtonng (BAPMON), the stations of which are operation under 
nat~on~ auspIces. How.ever, BAP~OM provides a mechanism for standardization of 
calIbrations, mte~-compan~ons, and dI~cussion of techniques. It does not, however, provide for 
adequate colleCtion, mergmg and regIOnal and global analyses of the data, i.e., no specific 
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tropospheric chemistry data center activity nor any post-observational quality control are in 
existence, although some data surely flow into both the ICSU and WMO Data Center Systems. 
This needs to be remedied for the IGBP. 

As an additional insight into this problem, the USA Nationa~ C?ceanic an~ A~mospheric 
Administration has a rather broad activity called Global Momtorrng for Chm.atlc Change 
(GM CC). It is the experience of this program ~hat much of. the data are not bemg analyzed 
early enough in the collection process to proVIde gOO? quahty control ~hecks. The best QC 
occurs when a scientist tries to use data other than his own for analysIs and then finds the 
calibration inconsistencies, etc., that often creep into routine monitoring data. 

The best example of how the system of how the sy~tem works ve!)' . well concerns the 
measurements and analyses of the atmospheric conce.ntrauo~ of carbon dIOXIde, where res.earch 
scientists use the information regularly and thus proVide an mdependent check on the quality of 
the monitoring procedures. This kind of scientific scrutiny needs to be exten.ded to the rest of 
the BAPMON and GMCC programmes, if the time-series are to have optimal future value. 
Thus it would seem that a more collaborative relationship should be fostered between data 
colle~tion systems and data users (scientist~) to provid~ a crucial feedback into the. d~ta 
management process, to ¥sure adequate quahty control: either error correction where pOSSIble, 
or at least error flagging. .' 

Ocean Chemistry 

Physical oceanographers have for a long time collected data on the chemical constituents ?f sea 
water, but they have done so mainly for such objectives as tracing water masses and relatmg. to 
only some aspects of marine biology. Ho~ever, tht; IGBP programme now calls !or ex.tensIVe 
studies of oceanic cycles of important chemIcal specIes. Such programs could effectively mvolve 
the oceanographic data centers to help decide :"hat special IGB~ data sets need to be prepared 
for archiving, and what higher-level information products, or mdlces, the data centers could 
provide. 

Hydrology 

The present ICSU WDC System does not include explicit a Cente~ f?r Hydrology. Perhaps the 
new Chinese Center for Environment and Renewable Resources WIll mclude some h~drologI~al 
data. Some limited hydrological data are collected as part of landsurface/atmosphere mteractlon 
studies, and the WCRP Global Energy Water Balance Experiment (GEWEX) may produce some 
useful large-scale data sets to be submitted to the WDC system. 

Some hydrological data related to atmospheric data do flow. into the WMO meteorolo.gical 
centers. In addition, under WMO auspices, a new Center for RIVer Runoff has been est.abbsbed 
at Offenbach, FRG. This Center is an experiment to see if data from several representative flver 
basins can for the basis of useful generalizations on regional scales. 

Hydrological data seems to be sensitive, both nationally, and from the. viewpoint of the 
individual hydrologists, at least in many countries. The IGBP programme WIll have .to proVIde 
some good international motivation to get these data released, perhaps smoothed mto larger 
scales, for studies of global change. 

Role of national committees 

The IGBP programs and activities wiIl be contribu~ed by na~ons. This includes the 
establishment and operation of the lCSU WDCs. The NatlOna~ Comn,nttees can ~elp the WDCs 
situated in their countries by calling attention to the sponsorrng national agencIes the need to 
think about data early in planning for any major, and long-term program such as !G~.r. l~ IS an 
unfortunate fact that "data" per se is usually at the lower end of budg~t pnontIes ~ t?e 
planning processes; or, if data managemen~ is in~luded in prog~am budge~s, It often falls VIctun 
to being raided to cover cost over-runs m eqUIpment (espeCIally satellite programs) or field 
expenses. Inadequate attention to budgets for data management in the early stage of programme 
planning means that the laborious details of data management are often lef~ to t~e r~searchd~' 
who would rather not spend time and effort on such matters that do not brrng SCIentIfic cre It 
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from colleagues or home institutions. The Data Centers, in such cases, are then usually 
unprepared to allocate the human and technical resources needed to assure that data sets are 
given the needed qUality control, formatting, merging, and cataloging desirable to make the data 
as accessible and useful as possible to future generations of workers, to say nothing of the lack 
of ability to process the data into higher-level information products. 

Role of the ICSU's WDC 

While the resources of the WDCs are limited, there is much enthusiasm among the relevant 
Centers to support the IGBP. Inviting representatives of such Centers to assist in data 
management planning will enable them to go to their national sponsoring agencies to try to get 
the resources needed to provide the long-term support needed, and their expertise and 
experience will often be of great assistance in planning realistic data management schemes. 

Data coming from scientific experiments, usually limited in time, often goes through good 
quality control procedures from the participating scientists, who expect to use the data to 
publish papers - their main sources of public and institutional "credit." Routine data from 
monitoring, however, is usually not subject to this kind of direct usage control, or if so, it 
usually is much later when some scientists wants to look at a particular time series. It is then 
often too late to identify and correct, or sometimes even to flag, such errors. 

It is the present experience of some of the ICSU WDCs that older data being reformatted (e.g., 
put into modern computer data bases) provides a mechanism for inspection of instrumental or 
station artifacts in the time series. Many cases have been found usually undocumented or the 
doc?mentation has been lost or separated from the data, when in~truments were changed, when 
statIOns were moved, or when observers simply made mistakes in observation or transcription 
causing "change" that really was an artifact, not reaL Even if such "change" cannot be corrected 
ex post facto, warning flags can be inserted into the data base. A regular routine QC program at 
the ~e1e:,ant data centers, especially for routine data. could be a significant contribution to IGBP, 
for It will be much harder later to deconvolve such artifacts from the real data base. 

National resources will be needed for such contributions. They may be modest, in overall terms 
of the cost of an IGBP program, but they will be significant in terms of the present funding 
level of the WDCs. We call attention to such needs to the respective National Committees. 
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